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Beginnings • Han Wiskerke

On Meaningful Diversity:
Reflecting on 75 years of rural
sociology at Wageningen University

Introduction
On 9th May 1946, Evert Willem Hofstee was
appointed to the position of Professor of
Social and Economic Geography and Social
Statistics. His formal employment began on
October 1st, and on October 30th, he gave his
inaugural lecture, entitled ‘On the Causes of
Diversity in Agricultural Regions in the
Netherlands’. Hofstee’s appointment marks
the beginning of rural sociology as a discipline
and as a university department at Wageningen. The name of the department was initially
‘Sociology and Social Geography’; later, this
was changed to ‘Sociology of the Western
Areas’, then to ‘Sociology’ and finally, ‘Rural
Sociology’.
Hofstee did not only play an important role in
the founding and development of the study of
rural sociology at Wageningen, but also in the
Netherlands and in Europe more widely. He
was the co-founder and first president of the
European Society for Rural Sociology (ESRS)
in 1957 and co-founder of its journal Sociologia Ruralis in 1960. Both the ESRS and
Sociologia Ruralis still exist, with the latter
becoming one of the leading journals in our
field. In the introduction article to the first
issue of Sociologia Ruralis, Hofstee (1960: 4-5)
wrote the following:

E.W. Hofstee (archive WUR)
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If rural sociology is to develop as a science
in Europe, cooperation is essential,
especially international co-operation. [...]

Rural sociology in Europe will be greatly
aided by an international comparison of
the problems studied, the research
methods used, the scientific findings and
the practical results. With international
co-operation, comparative studies in
different countries will become a possibility.
These will furnish a broader and deeper
understanding than could ever be derived
from the sum of a number of unrelated
investigations. International co-operation
will be the basis of growth of our discipline,
both in Europe as a whole and in the
individual countries.
This refers to one of the key characteristics
of rural sociology in Wageningen, that of
(cross-national) comparative research, which
I will elaborate on in this introductory chapter;
there are other themes to be found in this
75-year period.
This introduction provides a general overview
of the development of rural sociology at
Wageningen University from 1946 to the
present. Based on a largely chronological
overview of the past 75 years, this introduction
also considers the ‘identity’ of the Rural
Sociology Group: what are the key features of
our approach to research that define us as a
group? Aspects of this discussion return in
three chapters on the future of rural sociology
at Wageningen written by current staff
members – on agriculture, food and place –
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placed near the end of the book. Here, the
section on identity is followed by a section
highlighting three other major developments in
the past 75 years that did not really fit in the
chronological overview but which cannot be
left unmentioned. The introduction ends with a
brief overview of the book.1

sum of attempts… to adapt oneself to the
conditions one is facing. This structure can
to a large extent, sometimes even decisively, be determined by consciously or
unconsciously shared (within a specific
social group) ideals, images and thoughts,
which in their origin are detached from
economic considerations.2

Rural sociology: 1946 to the present
This section presents and briefly discusses
the main episodes in the development of rural
sociology at Wageningen University since
1946. This is based on a literature review for
the first 45 years, while for the last 30 years,
I can also draw on personal experience.
I started at Wageningen as a PhD candidate in
1992 (until 1996) at the Department of
Sociology and returned to the Rural Sociology
Group in 2001, as an assistant professor.

In order to conceptualise this inter-regional
agricultural diversity, Hofstee (ibid: 21)
introduced the notion of farming style, as ‘a
general accepted opinion, shared by a more or
less coherent group of persons, about the way
farming ought to be carried out’. With this
concept and the thorough empirical analysis
on which it was based, Hofstee clearly demonstrated the value of a social sciences approach for the agricultural sciences.

Embedding rural sociology in the
agricultural sciences

In his first years, Hofstee´s efforts focussed
on institutionalising sociology within the
university. This eventually resulted in the
establishment of the Department of Sociology
and Social Geography. Another of Hofstee’s
achievements came with the changes that
made it possible for students to major in Rural
Sociology in 1956 (Anonymous, 1997). As well
as Hofstee’s personal successes, these
milestones should be seen as a general
recognition, by the university, of the value of
rural sociology for the agricultural sciences.

The beginnings of rural sociology at
Wageningen University are to be understood
against the background of its academic
setting, that is, in the agricultural sciences.
In 1946, Wageningen University was still an
Agricultural College, and the technical and
applied economic and natural sciences
dominated the academic scene. In his
inaugural lecture, Hofstee (1946) discussed
the causes of inter-regional diversity in Dutch
agriculture. The then prevailing agricultural
sciences explained diversity in terms of
differential physical-geographical conditions,
differing distances vis-à-vis markets and
differences in the general economic conditions of regions. Hofstee (ibid: 24) wrote thus:
[T]he structure of agricultural life in a
particular region cannot just be seen as a
1
2
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On traditional and modern-dynamic
cultural patterns
The development of rural sociology between
the early 1950s and the early 70s was framed
by post-war Dutch agricultural policy and its
strong focus on agricultural modernisation.
Starting with a sociological interest in
inter-regional agricultural diversity (i.e.

T
 his chapter is a revised and updated version of ‘Rural Sociology in the Netherlands: Past, present and future’
(Wiskerke, 2004).
All translations by the author.

different farming styles), Hofstee became
increasingly interested in the agricultural
modernisation process, particularly the
question of why I was that certain farmers
were willing (or able) to modernise while
others were not, appearing reluctant or unable
to do so (Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2001).
In order to understand and analyse the
modernisation process in agriculture, rural
sociologists at Wageningen developed the
notion of cultural patterns and their conceptual dichotomy of traditional versus moderndynamic (Hofstee, 1960; Benvenuti, 1962;
Bergsma, 1963). Cultural patterns were
understood as ‘the mental heritage of a
specific social group, its norms, ambitions,
ideals, opinions and images, etc.’ (Hofstee,
1960: 8). Following this dichotomy, also labelled
as ‘differential sociology’, the past is the norm
for judging the practices and strategies of
oneself and others in the traditional cultural
pattern, while in the modern-dynamic cultural
pattern change is generally perceived, as
positive (Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2001).
According to Hofstee (1960), the level to
which farmers internalised the modern-dynamic cultural pattern depended on a range of
variables. What appeared to be decisive,
however, was the degree of sociocultural
isolation and level of interaction with the
outside world (i.e. the more urbanised world).
This could be measured and quantified, as
demonstrated by the empirical studies of
Benvenuti (1962) and Bergsma (1963). For
example, the physical distance between a
farmhouse and the nearest paved road
operated as an indicator for the level of
sociocultural isolation and was shown by
Benvenuti (ibid.) to be positively correlated
with the degree to which the farming practiced there was (still) traditional. Hofstee
(1960) explained the relevance and importance of the differential sociological approach

for Dutch agricultural policy by showing that in
a particular region characterised by similar
physical-geographical conditions for all farms,
the annual labour productivity on moderndynamic farms was 30 to 40% higher than
that on traditional farms.

Towards the production of expert
knowledge
In the course of the 1950s and 60s, rural
sociology gradually shifted away from analysing the modernisation process through
understanding its sociocultural dynamics at
farm level towards producing expert knowledge that could be used in the policy-making
process and facilitate the transition towards
modern agriculture (Oosterveer & Spaargaren,
2001). The role of rural sociology in this
modernisation process was to produce
empirical findings that could guide the effective
modernisation of Dutch farmers and thereby
Dutch agriculture. In this respect, a thorough
understanding of the conditions constituting
the different cultural patterns was considered
indispensable, especially for actors such as
extensionists, spatial planners and agricultural
policymakers (Hofstee, 1960b). If Dutch agriculture was to move forward, than these actors
had to remove the barriers (as identified by
means of empirical sociological research on
cultural patterns) that were preventing the
transformation from traditionalism to modernity.
This vision of the role of rural sociology
implied an intensification of the interaction
between rural sociology, on the one hand, and
agricultural modernisation and agricultural
policy-making, on the other. Rural sociology
thus became part and parcel of agricultural
modernisation and succeeded in producing
expert knowledge that was increasingly
considered to be ‘as relevant as that produced
by the technical agricultural sciences’ since
‘so well had rural sociology done its job that, in
the early 1970s, Hofstee concluded that its
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task was virtually concluded’ (Anonymous,
1997: 2).
The fact that Dutch agriculture had, to a large
extent, modernised, along with the establishment of new university departments, such as
Extension Science and Spatial Planning, which
had emerged from rural sociology, represented the summit of Hofstee´s contribution to
rural sociology. In the remaining years of his
professorship, Hofstee turned to historical
sociology, and most of his staff dispersed to
the newly established departments and other
universities (ibid).

Rural sociology in crisis
This ‘golden age’ (Anonymous, 1997) of rural
sociology was followed by a period of disarray
and misery, characterised by confusion and
conflicts about the focus of the discipline
(De Haan & Nooij, 1985; Oosterveer &
Spaargaren, 2001; Van der Ploeg, 1995a).
Should rural sociology continue to study, build
upon and contribute to the modernisation
process or should new directions be pursued?
This state of crisis was not just characteristic
of rural sociology at Wageningen alone but of
European rural sociology in general. According to Benvenuti, Galjart, & Newby (1975: 8-9),
there were three main reasons for this:
1.	The close relationship between rural
sociological research and governmental
and agricultural agencies, resulting in a
situation wherein the object of research
was defined ‘for the rural sociologist by
these agencies rather than by him for the
theoretical progress of the discipline’;
2.	The strong emphasis on empiricism,
leading to a situation in which fact-finding
dominated, which implied that rural
sociology had become a deductive
empiricist discipline, producing a ‘multitude
of facts, but little knowledge of what they
mean’ (again, this was due to the close
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liaison with the above-mentioned agencies,
as these preferred standardised data);
3.	The positivist stance of rural sociology,
characterised by a strong reliance on the
survey method, as a result of which the
outputs of rural sociology were mainly
‘descriptions of rural social organisations
and membership participation, the diffusion
of innovations, and attitude data’, with
hardly any interpretation of social interaction and social structure.
De Haan and Nooij (1985) added a fourth
reason for rural sociology’s crisis in the 1970s:
methodological individualism. Due to the close
liaison with governmental and agricultural
agencies, the emphasis on fact-finding and
the dominance of the survey method, the
cultural pattern theory became individualised:
‘without taking into account the social context,
every farmer was assessed for the degree to
which he participated in the modern-dynamic
cultural pattern’ (ibid: 13).
The self-assessment of its state of disarray
and misery eventually led to a reorientation of
rural sociology. New issues appeared on the
agenda, including the growth of agribusiness
and its subsequent impact on farmers´
autonomy and dependence, social cohesion
and the liveability of rural areas, the role of
women on family farms and environmental
concerns (De Haan & Nooij, 1985; Van der
Ploeg, 1995a; Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2001).
These new issues all questioned, in one way or
the other, the consequences of agricultural
modernisation, focusing on the impact on
family farms, farming families and rural areas.

From empiricist individualism to
theoretical institutionalism
The developments in Dutch rural sociology in
the late 1970s and early 80s can best be
described as a shift from empiricist individualism to a more theoretically based institutional

sociological approach (De Haan & Nooij,
1985). This shift in focus is most profoundly
illustrated by Benvenuti’s (1975, 1982)
TATE-theory. An acronym for the ‘technical
and administrative task environment’, TATE
refers to ‘all the institutions that increasingly
structure and (de)legitimise the management
of individual farms’ (Benvenuti, 1982: 112).
The institutions constituting the TATE are,
among others, agricultural industries, banks,
traders and extension services. According to
TATE theory, the TATE expropriates parts of
the farm, resulting in an important reallocation
of decision-making power (from the farm to
the TATE institutions). As such, it increasingly
structures the development of individual farms
(ibid: 117). In this process, the technologies
developed by the TATE play a crucial role.
Benvenuti (ibid: 122) developed the concept of
technology-as-language to explain how farm
development is being structured by the TATE:
[T]echnology is an ordering principle.
Technology is an explicit language as it
specifies the conditions under which it
should be deployed. It is also explicit
regarding the goals at which its use should
be aimed.
In other words, the technologies (i.e. artifacts
and services) developed by the TATE contain
instructions (prescriptions, inscriptions)
specifying how they should be used by
farmers. The TATE theory was later criticised
by rural sociologists (De Bruin, 1997; Wiskerke,
1997) for being too deterministic as it a priori
assumes the structuration of farm development by TATE. Faced with this criticism,
Benvenuti (1997) responded that in the late
1970s and early 80s, he perceived TATE as an
‘emerging reality despite its invisibility’. Thus,
Analytically speaking, to me, TATE was a
conceptual tool for understanding and

answering the question: how is the room
for manoeuvre of individual farmers being
restricted? The reason for posing this
question – I realise now – was embedded in
the somewhat simplistic assumption that
this was the most relevant rural sociological
question in those days.
In other words, the TATE-concept was first
and foremost a research programme that
gradually developed into a theory in which a
certain degree of a priori determinism started
to prevail. Nevertheless, Benvenuti’s TATE
theory has been a major contribution to rural
sociology, particularly due to its institutional
approach (De Haan & Nooij, 1985). Many years
later, even, it continued to inspired rural
sociologists and agrarian economists,
especially because of its many resemblances
with theoretical concepts from neo-institutional economics and the sociology of science
and technology (see e.g. Ventura & Milone,
2004; Roep & Wiskerke, 2004).

The actor-oriented and labour approach
In the course of the 1980s, rural sociology
shifted towards a more reflexive analysis of
the agricultural modernisation process. This
period was characterised by lively theoretical
debates about actor, agency and structure
(Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2001). The
Wageningen position in this debate was
characterised by the development of the
actor-oriented approach (see e.g. Long, 1997).
According to this approach ‘farmers define
and operationalise their objectives and farm
management practices on the basis of
different criteria, interests, experiences and
perspectives’, meaning that ‘farmers develop,
through time, specific projects and practices
on how their farming is to be organised’ (Long
& Van der Ploeg, 1994: 70). The actor-oriented
approach also made a strong plea for a
definitive ‘adieu to structure as explanans’
(ibid: 80), but without neglecting the effects of
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social, technical, economic and political
factors on the practice of farming.
An important building block for the actor-oriented approach was the incorporation of the
labour process approach in rural sociology
(Van der Ploeg, 1995a). This was perceived by
other authors (e.g. Marsden, 1990) as a crucial
step forwards, resulting in a revitalisation,
demarcation, specification and new theoretical foundation of rural sociology. The labour
process approach combined three elements
considered to be indispensable for a thorough
understanding of agriculture as a heterogeneous and highly diversified social practice (Van
der Ploeg 1991):
1.	The production and reproduction process
in agriculture;
2.	Farmers as knowledgeable and capable
actors;
3.	The socio-technical relations that farmers
practice, maintain and transform and which
shape their daily lives and work.
The specificity of agriculture is, according to
Van der Ploeg (1991, 1995a), situated in the
unique nature of the agricultural labour process.
First, this is an artisanal process, characterised by a close interaction between mental
and manual labour (in contrast to the industrial
labour process); and second, the agricultural
labour process involves the transformation of
living matter (animals, plants, ecosystems) into
products. The intersection of artisanal production and the transformation of living matter
explains the superiority of the family business
as well as simple commodity production as
the dominant organisational form (Van der
Ploeg, 1995a: 253; see also Long et al., 1986).

The farming styles research programme
With the reflexive analysis of agricultural
modernisation as overarching topic and the
actor-oriented (more specifically, labour
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process) approach as its focus, in 1992, Jan
Douwe van der Ploeg was appointed as Wageningen’s Professor of Rural Sociology and
launched a new research programme. This
became known as the farming styles research
programme and aimed to explore, describe
and analyse diversity in farming practices and
agricultural development; it also implied a
critique of the agricultural modernisation
model. The latter assumed that agricultural
modernisation would lead to a uniform mode
of agricultural production, disconnected from
locality (Oosterveer & Spaargaren, 2001).
Inspired by neo-classical economics, this
model was based on the assumption that
markets and technology determine the shape,
contents, direction and pace of agricultural
development. Furthermore, vis-à-vis markets
and technology, according to the neo-classical
approach, there is only ever one optimal
position. Therefore, different positions in
respect of markets and technology can be
classified in terms of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ agricultural entrepreneurship (i.e. in terms of
proximity to the optimal position) (Wiskerke,
1997). Against this, Van der Ploeg (1994: 9)
argued that markets and technology afford –
or rather constitute – room for manoeuvre,
wherein different positions are taken, the
results of strategic actions:
Farmers themselves, as social actors, are
able to define and influence the way they
relate their farming activity to markets and
technology. Distantiation from and/or
integration into markets and technology… is
the object of strategic reasoning, embedded in local history, ecology and prevailing
politico-economic relations.
These different positions were conceptualised
as different farming styles. While Hofstee had
developed this notion to explain inter-regional
diversity in agriculture, Van der Ploeg re-intro-

Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

duced it to explain intra-regional agricultural
diversity. Farming styles, according to Van der
Ploeg (1994: 18), represent a specific unity of
farming discourse and practice (i.e. a specific
unity of mental and manual labour), entail a
particular organisation of the labour process
and represent a unique set of interlinkages
between the farm and its techno-institutional
environment. During the course of the 1990s,
numerous farming styles studies were
conducted in the Netherlands to explore and
analyse diversity in dairy farming (e.g. Van der
Ploeg & Roep, 1990; De Bruin, 1997), horticulture (Spaan & Van der Ploeg, 1992), intensive
livestock husbandry (Commandeur, 2003) and
arable farming (Wiskerke, 1997).
The farming styles research programme
demonstrated that although Dutch agriculture
had generally developed along the guiding
principles of agricultural modernisation, this
development had been far from uniform – or

unilinear. On the contrary, Van der Ploeg
(1995b) found that diversity in Dutch agriculture had increased significantly over the years;
adopting a Chayanovian approach led to an
analysis of farm economic accounts through
a variety strategies was shown to be earning
a good income. The farming styles research
programme also demonstrated significant
differences between farming styles regarding
the environmental impacts of farming as well
as strategies to reduce this and regarding the
(im)possibilities of combining primary production with other functions (nature conservation,
landscape management, green care, etc.).
The farming styles research programme has
had a major impact on Dutch agricultural
sciences. Although its findings were strongly
criticised at first by technical scientists and
economists, the underlying notion of meaningful diversity gradually became accepted and
used by other scientific disciplines (see e.g.
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Almekinders, Fresco & Struik, 1995). The
conclusions of the research programme had
further implications for agri-environmental
policy-making, with rural sociologists arguing
that policies should focus on the goals to be
realised and not prescribe the means to
realise these goals (De Bruin, 1997; Wiskerke,
1997). Instead, farmers should have the
freedom to choose those means most suitable
to their own farming style. Finally, the programme had an important emancipating effect
on the farming community. Farming styles that
had been considered irrelevant, outmoded and
outdated within the modernisation paradigm
– such as ‘farming economically’ (i.e. keeping
costs low by using own resources as much as
possible) – were made visible and given
scientific recognition for their merits.

From agrarian to rural development
The farming styles research programme in the
Netherlands stimulated a European research
programme aimed at describing and analysing
the diversity, dynamics, impact and potentials
of rural development practices using a
multidisciplinary, comparative approach (Van
der Ploeg & Long, 1994; Van der Ploeg & Van
Dijk, 1995; Van der Ploeg, Long & Banks,
2003). This research programme was
launched at a time of heated scientific and
political debates about the future of Europe’s
agriculture and rural areas. According to
Marsden (2003), these debates centred
around three different ideas about the future
of agriculture and rural areas, namely, the
agro-industrial, post-productivist and sustainable rural development models:
1. T
 he agro-industrial model assumed an
accelerated modernisation, industrialisation
and globalisation of standardised food
production characterised by high levels of
production, spatially extended food supply
chains, decreasing value of primary production and economies of scale;
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2. T
 he post-productivist model saw the countryside as a consumption space characterised by the marginalisation of agriculture
(due to its low share in GDP), needs for the
provision of private and public rural
services and the protection of nature and
landscape as a consumption good to be
exploited by the urban population;
3. The sustainable rural development model
emphasised the spatial integration of
agriculture, nature, landscape, tourism and
private and public rural services, along with
spatially and socially re-embedded, short
food-supply chains, multifunctional
agriculture, rural livelihoods, new institutional arrangements and economies of scope.
By exploring alternative practices, models and
strategies to the pattern and internal logic of
agricultural modernisation, rural sociology
positioned itself clearly in these debates as a
critical voice. It did so by conceptualising rural
development as the radical transformation of
three aspects of the farm, namely, its resources (knowledge, animals, plants, capital, land,
etc.), its sociocultural and ecological environment (the rural area) and its outlet (the food
supply chain). According to van der Ploeg,
Long & Banks (2003), these three aspects are
all transformed in and through rural development practices, implying that rural development is characterised by three mutually
reinforcing development trajectories:
1.	
Regrounding: new (compared to the
modernisation approach) ways of mobilising resources, predominantly by building on
the endogenous development potential of
the local area;
2. Broadening: the incorporation of other rural
functions and activities (nature, landscape,
water, tourism, etc.) into the farm enterprise, thereby transforming its relationship
with and position in the rural area as well as
broadening the economic base of the farm;

3.	
Deepening: the transformation of the
relationship between the farm and the food
supply chain aimed at retaining more added
value at farm level, for example, by producing high-value specialty products, on-farm
processing and direct selling.
Taken together, these three trajectories were
seen to be reshaping the farm into a multifunctional enterprise that delivering a much
broader range of products and services than
before. Impact analyses demonstrated that
this broader range of products and services
was also of economic importance. At the
same time, the striking regional and national
differences in rural development practices and
trajectories within and among EU countries
called for a better understanding of the social,
economic, technical and institutional factors
driving and hampering rural development
practices more generally. Comparative
research proved to be important in better
understanding diversity and subsequently in
identifying and designing promising strategies
for enhancing rural development processes
across Europe.

Broadening the horizon: food (and the
city) on the research agenda
From the early 2000s, food emerged as a
topic on the research agenda of the Rural
Sociology Group. Like the work done on
farming styles and rural development practices in the 1990s, food research came to the
attention of rural sociology partly through the
critique of modernised and industrialised food
systems – referring to the ways and conditions
in which food was grown, foodstuff manufactured, and these delivered to the market. This
critique included included negative appraisals
of their environmental impact, their growing
power inequalities and unequal distribution of
added value (i.e. within the systems) and the
lack of transparency in global food supply
chains. The rural sociology food research

agenda also manifested through its studies
building on the rural development trajectory of
‘deepening’, which began to focus on the
emergence of a wide variety of alternatives to
globalised and industrialised food-supply
chains. These used short supply chains and
alternative food networks (AFNs), characterized by notions of re-localization, social and
spatial embedding and a turn to quality
(Renting, Marsden & Banks, 2003; Watts,
Illbery & Maye, 2005).
A steadily growing number and variety of
research projects were directed towards the
new concern. They included international
collaborative research projects and scientific
contributions to agri-food studies on short
food-supply chains, local food systems and
AFNs (e.g. Renting, Marsden & Banks, 2003;
Wiskerke & Roep, 2007; Wiskerke, 2009; Roep
& Wiskerke, 2012; Duncan et al., 2021). These
scientific outputs mainly focused on the spatial
and temporal dynamics, the socio-economic
and socio-spatial impacts and the governance
and diverse development trajectories of these
short chains, local systems and alternative
networks. The revisioning of food in terms of
a systems critique along with the growth of
unconventional, non-mainstream practices and
organisations incorporated, among other
things, a revalorisation of the traditional (as
contemporary rather than unmodern).
Around 2010, the research agenda broadened
further again with the study of food provisioning from an urban perspective – in other
words, by linking the urban to the rural in food
studies. The ongoing process of urbanisation
– including new developments in urban food
poverty – led to an important shift in the food
security discourse: from a production failure
issue to an accessibility and affordability
challenge (Wiskerke, 2015). For many decades, food had generally been regarded in
both research and policy-making as synony-
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mous with agriculture and thus as a rural
policy domain and hence an agricultural
production challenge (Sonnino 2009). Food
studies at the Rural Sociology Group was also,
until then, rather biased towards the linkage of
food supply (production and processing) to
the rural domain. Approaching food sociologically as a whole system thus implied a
reconsideration of rural sociology itself, which
was now an orientation that also incorporated
aspects of the urban.

instead as a set of practices, relations and
connections. More generally, this relational
approach has encouraged us to move beyond
dichotomies, beyond not just rural and urban,
which was already severely compromised, but
also beyond local and global, production and
consumption, and endogenous and exogenous.

From rural to place-based development:
moving beyond dichotomies

A first step in this shift from rural to placebased development was the project entitled
‘Enlarging the Theoretical Understanding of
Rural Development’ (ETUDE), which started
with the notion of the rural web as a set of
‘interrelations, exchanges between different
actors and activities, and positive mutual
externalities’. Through a comparative analysis
of rural webs in twelve localities across
Europe, ETUDE proposed a classification of
different territories, including specialised
agricultural areas, new rural areas, and
peripheral areas (Van der Ploeg & Marsden,
2008). Each type of territory was also shaped
and characterised by different types of
rural-urban relations; specialised agricultural
areas were identified through spatially
extended global food supply chains, new rural
areas through multiple spatially proximate
relations (green care, on-farm education, farm
shops, etc.) and peripheral areas through
spatially extended tourism relations. Concomitantly, our focus moved away from rural
development as such towards regional or
territorial development (Wiskerke, 2007) and
hence beyond the endogenous-exogenous
and local-global development dichotomies.

A final important change in our research
approach has been another broadening of our
horizon by shifting our focus from rural to
place-based development from the early
2000s onwards. This has been inspired by a
turn to relational thinking, which itself builds
on critical geography (Massey, 2005). As a
result, we have moved away from seeing the
rural as a distinct place, one that is defined in
opposition to the urban, and begun to regard it

An important step forward in this process has
been the SUSPLACE project, which focused
on sustainable place-shaping. By assuming a
relational approach, places are conceptualised as differentiated outcomes in time and
space, shaped at the intersection of unbound
ecological, political-economic and sociocultural ordering processes. Hence, places are
mutually shaped and (continuously) reshaped

Another emerging reality that pushed rural
sociologists to embrace the urban domain
was the growth in the number of cities and
city-regions taking up the role of food system
innovators and food policymakers (Wiskerke
2009). For these urban spaces, food became
an entry point and lens through which several
municipal challenges and responsibilities
could be addressed and connected – such as
climate change, waste collection and processing, social and spatial inequalities (in access to
and affordability of food) and diet-related
ill-health (Wiskerke, 2015). This area of food
research particularly focused on a) the
short-chain supply of food to urban and
peri-urban areas (including urban and
peri-urban agriculture); b) revaluing and (re)
localizing public food procurement; and c)
integrated urban and city-region food policies
and strategies.
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and interconnected by these (trans)formation
processes. Sustainable place-based development, as Horlings et al. (2020) note, then
entails a well-balanced
1.	Sociocultural re-appreciation of respective
places (beyond inherited assumptions)
2.	Ecological re-grounding of practices (in
place-specific assets and resources)
3.	Politico-economic re-positioning (towards
dominant markets, technologies and
policies).
Most recently, in our EU research project
‘Rural-Urban Outlooks: Unlocking Synergies’
(ROBUST), undertaken between 2017 and
2021, we explored and analysed the diversity of
interactions and dependencies between the
rural and urban in a variety of domains (e.g.
food provisioning, ecosystem services, social
services, culture and heritage) and identified
practices, governance arrangements and
policies that foster mutually beneficial relations.

Six key characteristics of rural sociology
at Wageningen
This chronological overview – which is
complemented by reflections on the history of
rural sociology in the three chapters on the
agriculture, food and place research agendas
– has shown how the main interests, research
approaches and theoretical perspectives have
changed over the years. But there have also
been continuities over the past 75 years that
together define the identity of rural sociology
as that which has evolved. They can be
summarised as a list of six key characteristics
or concerns, namely, people’s everyday
realities, dynamics, meaningful diversity,
comparative research, a relational approach
and being critical and engaged:
1. P
 eople’s everyday realities. Most of our
research takes people in their everyday
worlds as a starting point, and we work from

there. People’s quotidian realities are
primarily explored through specific practices
– the ‘actions, processes, relationships and
contexts through which and where the
ordinary, real and everyday world is constituted’ (Jones & Murphy, 2010: 308) – with
the aim of understanding what people do (or
don’t do), how and why. Over the past thirty
years, we have developed a focus on
marginalised people and unconventional
practices, giving a voice to the often
unheard and making visible that which is
commonly hidden, thus taking into consideration people and practices that are typically
misunderstood and neglected in research
studies and policy-making.
2. Dynamics. In most of our research, we aim
to link the present to the past, as the
everyday practices and life-worlds of today
(and their robustness or fragility) can only
be understood by tracing their development over the course of time. This enables
us, for example, to explore the emergence
of path dependencies (e.g. (in)formal rules
and regulations, vested interests, lock-in
effects of long-term financial investments)
and comprehend their impact on people’s
everyday lives.
3.	
Meaningful diversity. In our exploration of
the everyday realities and spatio-temporal
dynamics of people, practices and places,
there a key concern has always been with
diversity – not with diversity as such, but
with understanding what certain practices
or development patterns have in common
and how and why they differ from other,
more or less coherent sets of practices and
development patterns. In other words, we
have been interested in meaningful
diversity. The work on farming styles, both
in the early days as well as during the
1990s, is a clear example of this.
4. Comparative research. Comparing
practices and processes situated in
different socio-spatial settings has been an
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important means to better understand both
the contextual (e.g. place-specific) and
more general (e.g. structural) factors
influencing and shaping socio-spatial
practices and development processes.
Comparative research, therefore, has also
been crucial to our understanding of
diversity in a meaningful way.
5.	
A relational approach. There are two ways
in which relational thinking has been and
continues to be important. First, starting
with Hofstee’s differential sociology,
relational thinking implies that a particular
pattern (e.g. traditional) or set of practices
(e.g. farming economically) derives meaning
in relation to another pattern (e.g. modern-dynamic) or set of practices (e.g.
farming intensively). Such relational thinking
has been key to conceptualising meaningful diversity. Second, inspired by critical
socio-spatial thinking, a relational approach
has enabled us to move beyond treating
dichotomies as distinct entities. We
increasingly understand pairings like rural
and urban not as binary oppositions but as
sets of relations and connections. This has
been of particular importance to our
research over the last two decades.
6.	
Being critical and engaged. A final key
feature is that we critically analyse and
reflect on the ‘conventional’ and ‘mainstream’ (e.g. agricultural modernisation)
and thereby attempt to defamiliarize the
familiar and question the taken-for-granted.
This supports our contribution to the field
through an exploration of new practices
and examination of a range of credible
options that highlights alternatives. In other
words, we aim to be transformative by
going beyond dominant understandings
and constellations. This ‘engaged’ or
‘activist’ approach to research, for which
we have been and still are sometimes
criticised, has also been emancipatory by
showing the potential of practices that
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often remain locked away, as it were,
rendered uncredible and worthless.
In addition to these six key features, there are
several other defining characteristics of our
research approach, but these are more
research-theme specific and thus discussed
in the respective chapters on agriculture, food
and place.

A few other major changes in the
past 75 years
While the chronological presentation of rural
sociology’s research topics and approaches
gives a rather comprehensive overview of key
changes in the past 75 years, there are three
other main developments that need to be
discussed for a more comprehensive picture.
These are changes in doctoral research, the
internationalisation of research (and the
group) and the evolution of education.

Doctoral research
Over the past 75 years, a total of 102 doctoral
theses in Rural Sociology have been successfully completed. The first PhD graduate was
Jan Doorenbos, who successfully defended
his thesis ‘Opheusden als Boomteeltcentrum‘
(Opheusden as a Tree-Growing Centre) on
14th June 1950. This PhD study was supervised by Prof. dr. E.W. Hofstee. The 102nd
PhD graduate was Angela Moriggi, who
successfully defended her thesis entitled
‘Green Care Practices and Place-Based
Sustainability Transformations: A participatory
action-oriented study in Finland’ on 1st June
2021. Her supervisors were Prof. dr. Bettina
Bock and dr. Dirk Roep from the Rural
Sociology Group and dr. Katriina Soini from
the Natural Resources Institute Finland. The
differences between the first and most recent
PhD graduate and their theses mark some of
the key changes in PhD research at the Rural
Sociology Group over the past 75 years,
which may be listed thus:

1. M
 ale-to-female PhD graduate ratio. During
the past 75 years, we have had twice as
many male as female graduates; however,
this 2:1 ratio is a totalising average for the
whole period that disguises what has
actually occurred. In fact, all 11 PhD
graduates were men in the first 25 years,
and most (14 from 16) were men, in the
second; it is only in the last quarter-century
that this has changed, with a swing towards
equality (42 men vs. 32 women).
2. Total number of PhD graduates. As the
gender numbers indicate, the overall
number of PhD graduates has increased
significantly over the years: from less than
one per year in the first 50 years to three
per year in the last 25.
3.	
Graduate nationality and country of
research. Until 2000, the majority of
graduates were from the Netherlands (31
from 34, with the three non-Dutch graduates being from other European countries).
During the last 20 years, on the other hand,
approximately 35% of the PhD students
were Dutch, with the other 65% coming
from all over the world, from Latin America,
Africa and Asia (the Global South) in
addition to other European countries.
A largely similar trend can be observed
when looking at the countries where PhD
research was conducted and where PhD
graduates are currently employed.
4.	PhD thesis language. During the first
50 years, Dutch was the most common
language used for a PhD thesis, with a few
written in English and one in French. In the
last 25 years the vast majority (75%) of
PhD theses were written in English, 15% in
Dutch and the remaining 10% in other
languages (Spanish, Italian and Portuguese).
5.	
Number of supervisors. Another change
has been seen in the number of supervisors, which has risen from one (typically) in
the first half-century to two to three in the
last quarter. With the second and/or third

supervisor usually having another field of
expertise, this also points to a shift from
(single) disciplinary to inter- and multidisciplinary PhD theses.
These changes, along with others, in the 75-year
history of doctoral research in rural sociology
at Wageningen have been summarised in a set
of infographics that are included in the first
section of this book (see pages 29-36).

Internationalisation
Another major change seen in the past
75 years has been the internationalisation of
research and of the group itself. One expression of this internationalisation has been the
aforementioned changes in PhD research –
the nationalities of the PhD graduates, the
countries in which PhD research has been
carried out and the languages in which PhD
theses have been written. This shows a
gradual evolution from a focus on the Netherlands towards a European focus in the 1990s
and beyond from the early 2000s.
The internationalisation of research is also
articulated by the steadily growing body of
international research projects, largely funded
by the European Commission (EC) through its
framework programmes for research and
innovation (FP1-FP7, Horizon 2020, and
Horizon Europe). This development began in
the early 1990s with the project ‘Design
Methods for Endogenous Regional Development’ (Van der Ploeg & Long, 1994). EU-funded
projects have been important since then, and
we have continually had multiple cross-national
projects running concurrently throughout the
last two decades. In total now, we have been
involved in some 25 international collaborative
research projects, mainly EU-funded, about half
of which we have coordinated.
These projects involving individuals and
partner institutions from across Europe and
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around the world have enabled comparative
research that has been important for the
advancement of our understanding of a range
of topics, including farming diversity, rural
development and food provisioning. The
comparison of policies and practices, strategies and dynamics across different sociospatial, ecological, political, economic and
regulatory settings has really enabled us to
better understand the place-specific dynamics of change as well as the more general
dynamics across places and the factors
shaping these. Hence, empirically, conceptually and methodologically, these international
collaborative research projects have been of
indispensable value for the development and
execution of our research agenda and group
and beyond, for the discipline and related
disciplines (e.g. rural and food geography). But
these externally funded international as well
as externally funded national projects have
also become a sheer necessity for the survival
of the Rural Sociology Group.
Since the beginning of the 2000s, research
at Wageningen University has become
increasingly and at present, almost exclusively
dependent on research funding provided by
external parties, such as the Dutch organisation for scientific research (Nederlandse
Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek,
NWO), the EC, central governments and
provincial/municipal authorities, NGOs and the
private sector. While we have been rather
successful in securing EU research funding as
well as national government funding, it does
require us to be alert and cautious in order to
ensure that our research agenda does not
become overly determined by the conditions
set by funding agencies.
In addition to the internationalisation of
research, the group itself has also internationalised. In the early days, Bruno Benvenuti,
born and raised in Italy, was the only non-
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Dutch member of staff. When I joined as a PhD
student in 1992, all the staff members were
Dutch along with almost all the PhD students.
Dutch was the common language of communication at meetings, and all official university
documents were likewise in Dutch. This has
changed considerably in the last
20 years, beginning with the rapid internationalisation of our PhD community. During the
last ten years, the staff has also become more
international; currently, there are three
non-Dutch assistant/associate professors.
Most of our PhD students are non-Dutch now,
as are all our postdoctoral researchers at
present. English has become the default
common language for general communication.
As a final note on this topic, it is important not
to assume that rural sociology was almost
exclusively focused on the Netherlands in its
first 50 years and only internationalised in the
last 25. There were a few non-Dutch PhD
candidates in the early years, and some PhD
studies were carried out outside the Netherlands. However, and more importantly from an
internationalisation point of view, we should
recall that Hofstee took an active role in this
development from the start, establishing the
ESRS in 1957 and Sociologia Ruralis a few
years later, in which Hofstee and several of his
staff members frequently published and which
has been an important publication outlet for
the Rural Sociology Group ever since.
.

Education
The main focus in this chapter has been on
research, but as a university unit, we first and
foremost have an educational task, with
teaching informed by research. This means
that the content of most of our teaching – the
curriculum and syllabus – has reflected our
evolving research agenda, in addition to more
general introduction courses in sociology,
rural development studies, food studies and
international development studies. The major

changes in education over the past 75 years
beyond this – and the general pedagogical
developments, facilitated especially by
communications technology (most recently
instantiated with online teaching) – essentially
come down to the changing relations between
the department/group and the academic
programme and the (structural) composition
of the program.
Concerning the latter, Dutch university
programmes until 1982 consisted of three
phases: propadeuse (a propaedeutic or
foundation year), kandidaats (roughly the
second and third years, which led to a
candidate degree) and doctoraal (the remaining fourth, fifth and sometimes sixth years,
which led to a diploma – despite the name, this
final period of study was not for a doctorate).
Until then, students worked for a candidate
degree and then diploma – and, if they
continued, a doctoral degree and diploma. In
1982, a ‘two-phase’ structure was introduced.
University programmes were reduced to four
years, of which the first was a propaedeutic
year and the remaining three the doctoraal
years. One could only gain a university degree
and diploma after completion of the full
four-year program. The second phase of this
two-phase structure was research education,
which, some years later, was extended to a
(further) four-year doctorate programme.
In 2002, another major change occurred,
namely, the introduction of the bachelormaster’s structure. This implied that all
university programmes started with a threeyear bachelor programme (resulting in a BA
or BSc degree) followed by a one- or two-year
master’s programme (resulting in a MA or
MSc). For Wageningen University, as one of
the four Dutch technical universities, this
implied a two-year master’s programme. A
final important change was the introduction of
English as the language of instruction for all

master’s programmes in 2004. In more recent
years also, a few bachelor programmes have
used English as the medium of instruction,
although the majority of BSc programmes at
Wageningen are still taught in Dutch, especially the first year. With the rapid growth in
international academic staff, however, this is
becoming increasingly problematic.
Concerning the changing relations between
the department/group and the academic
program, there has been a history of evolving
programmes and frameworks. In 1956, ten
years after Hofstee was appointed, the
academic programme Agrarian Sociology was
launched alongside Agrarian Sociology of
non-Western Areas (which coincided with the
establishment of a department with the same
name and Prof. van Lier as chair). The names
of these programmes changed slightly to
Sociology of Western Areas and Sociology
of non-Western Areas in 1971. The two were
merged in 1989, together with several
economics programmes, into Rural Development Studies, with Agrarian Development
Sociology and Agrarian Development
Economics as two specialisations. In 2000,
Rural Development Studies became International Development Studies, with Rural
Development Sociology as one of its specialisations. International Development Studies
still exists as a bachelor’s and master’s
program, with Sociology of Rural Development as one of its specialisations. However,
since the introduction of the bachelor-master
structure, the Rural Sociology Group has
become involved in more bachelor and master
programmes.
At present, the Rural Sociology Group offers
courses and BSc theses for the bachelor
programmes International Development
Studies, Communication and Life Sciences,
and Health and Society, and courses and
MSc theses and internships for the masters
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programmes International Development
Studies, Communication, Health and Life
Sciences, Development and Rural Innovation,
Food Technology, Landscape Architecture
and Planning and Organic Agriculture. We no
longer have our own academic programme
and instead offer a taste of rural sociology as
well as a deeper dive into the subject for a
wide variety of academic programmes.

About this book
Prepared to mark the occasion of the 75th
anniversary of what is now called the Rural
Sociology Group, this book follows those
written for the 25th and 50th anniversaries
(Anonymous, 1971; De Haan & Long, 1997).
Like the present work, the two previous
anniversary books were written by the then
members of the department. The 25thanniversary book primarily reflected on the
department’s first 25 years, while the 50thanniversary book mainly focussed on ongoing
and future research. The chapters in both
books were ‘conventional’ academic contributions to an edited scientific book.
This book is slightly different insofar as it
reflects on the past, considers the present
and proposes research agendas for the years
ahead – and it does so, moreover, in a different
style. In addition to this introductory chapter,
three longer chapters have been written by
groups of current staff members about the
three thematic research agendas: agriculture,
food and place. In these chapters, the authors
focus on the future but also discuss the past
and the present. In addition, this book
contains a number of shorter contributions,
mostly by group members presenting their
ongoing work, which have also been published
online as part of our 75th-anniversary weblog
series. Chapters and blogs have been
grouped into 7 sections:
1.	Beginnings: this chapter plus ten contributions discussing and reflecting on the early
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years and key features of rural sociology in
Wageningen.
2.	Roots: five contributions about the relations
between rural sociology and other groups
(rural history, extension science, cultural
geography, environmental policy, and health
& society) at Wageningen University,
written by (former) staff members of those
groups.
3.	Education: nine contributions about
education topics.
4.	Place: a chapter about the past, present
and future of a relational perspective on
rural/place-based development and eight
contributions about related topics and
personal research activities and interests.
5.	Agriculture: a chapter about the past,
present and future of agrarian sociology
and ten contributions about related topics
and personal research activities and
interests.
6.	Food: a chapter about the past, present
and future of food sociology and five
contributions about related topics and
personal research activities and interests.
7.	People: short biographies of current staff
members, postdocs and PhD students.
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Gender balance in 25, 50 and 75 years
Male

Period

11

1946-1971

14

1972-1997

Female

First female PhD
to defend
her thesis at RSO:

Wiskerke, J.S.C. & Roep, D. (2007). Constructing a
sustainable pork supply chain: a case of techno-

governance, embedding and marketing:

institutional innovation. Journal of Environmental

reflections on the construction of alternative

Policy and Planning 9(1): 53-74.

2

sustainable food networks. Journal of agricultural

1978

and environmental ethics 25: 205-221.
Sonnino, R. (2009). Feeding the City: Towards a New
Research and Planning Agenda, International
Planning Studies 14: 425-435.
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1998-2021

32

Marijke W. de Kleijnde Vrankrijker

Spaan, H., and Ploeg, J.D. van der (1992). Toppers en
Tuinders: Bedrijfsstijlen in de glastuinbouw.

28

29

1

Gender ratio of PhD candidates over time

Male

Total

Where do our PhD alumni live now?

1954

Female

1946-1950

2

2

1951-1955

Germany 3

4

4

Netherlands 55
Belgium 1

1956-1960

2

2

United States

1

Mexico

1961-1965

France 1

2

Guatamala

2

2

RSO welcomed the first
PhD candidate with a different
nationality than Dutch.
This was Bruno Benvenuti, who
was from Italy.

Sweden 1
United Kingdom 1

Spain 3
Italy 6

1
Portugal

2

1971-1975

5

5

1976-1980

3

2

1

1981-1985

1

1

1991-1995

4

3

1

1996-2000

11

11

2001-2005

10

6

4

2006-2010

19

9

10

2011-2015

Ghana 5

17

6

11

2016-2020

20

13

Ecuador
Peru

7

Kenya

3

30

1

1
Vietnam

1
Bolivia

1
Brazil 2

2021-2025

1

China 3

1

Ethiopia

1

India 3
Sri Lanka 1

Argentina 1
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Nationalities of our PhD alumni

Where did our PhD alumni do their research?

2004
In 2004, the first non-European
PhD candidate of RSO graduated.
This was
Luiz Antonio Cabello Norder,
from Brazil.

Germany 1
Netherlands 56
Belgium 2
Czechia 1
France 1

Mexico

1

Guatamala

Italy 7
Portugal

Senegal

Peru

1

Czechia 1

1

France 3
Spain 5

1

Italy 6

2

3

Somalia

Marocco 1

1

1

Uzbekistan

China 3
Ethiopia

1

Uzbekistan

1

Pakistan

1

2

India 3

1
China 3

Ghana 4
Japan

South Africa

1

Canada

United States

Portugal

Tanzania 1

3

Netherlands 51

Guatamala

St. Vincent & Grenadines 1
Ecuador

1
Germany 1

1

Ghana 4

1

Colombia

Ireland

Mexico

Spain 2

1

United Kingdom 3

1

Ecuador

Senegal

4

1

1
India 3

Tanzania 2

2

Peru

Ethiopia

Bolivia 2

South Africa

3

Brazil 5

Bolivia

1
Brazil 2

Chile

1

Argentina 1

Argentina 1
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Current employment of former PhDs

Thesis language through the years

Frisian

French

Portugese
Spanish
Italian

Frisian

Dutch

Unknown

English

English

1972-1997

Grand Total

Number of supervisors through the years

1

2

3

supervisor

Dutch

supervisors

supervisors

1946-1971

1946-1971

1946-1971

11

16
34

17

Higher Education

4

NGO
Private sector (agriculture)

1998-2021

2

Government

Private sector (other)

1946-1971

11

Farm
Dutch

Dutch

2

Consultancy

Dutch

English

English

Spanish
Portugese
Italian
French

Research Institute

2
1
2
12

University

48

101 dissertations connecting with other disciplines

4

supervisors
1946-1971• •
1946-1971

1972-1997 • •

1972-1997

1972-1997

12

4

1998-2021

1998-2021

1972-1997

1972-1997 •
1998-2021

• Total
1998-2021

1998-2021

12

33

26

3

Total

Total

Total

Total

35

37

26

30
3

former RSO PhD candidates continued to work
at WUR at some point in their career.
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101 dissertations
sorted into our
current main themes

101 dissertations rural or urban?

Agriculture

In the Beginning there was
E.W. Hofstee or the Birth of
Rural Sociology in Wageningen

Rural

9

11

1946-1971

2
Place

Agriculture

Rural

10

14

1

1972-1997

5

n.a

1

1

Urban-rural

n.a

Place

The history of rural sociology in Wageningen
goes back to the appointment of Evert Willem
(E.W.) Hofstee as professor in economic
geography in 1946. While his appointment by
Royal Decree took place on May 9, 1946, he
started to work at the university on September 15, 1946, even though his formal employment did not start until October 1, 1946, and
he gave his inaugural lecture “On the causes
of diversity in agricultural regions in the
Netherlands” on October 30, 1946.

Agriculture

Rural

3
n.a

44

15
Food

1998-2021

11
1

60

2

7

n.a

Place

Urban-rural

5

Rurality

Urban

Agriculture

Rural

4
n.a

15

18

Food

1
Rurality

36

Grand Total

63

Place

85
3

8

n.a

5
Urban

Urban-rural

The appointment of E.W. Hofstee not only
marked the beginning of rural sociology in
Wageningen, his work also laid the foundations for the social sciences department at
this university. Moreover, Hofstee played an
important role in the development of rural
sociology in Europe. He was the co-founder
and first president of the ‘European Society
for Rural Sociology’ (1957) and co-founder of
the journal ‘Sociologia Ruralis’ (1960).
Hofstee’s original teaching assignment was
‘Economic and Social Geography and Social
Statistics’. The position for an economic
geographer, who would also do social
statistics, went back to a pre-advice of a
committee led by professor Edelman to the
Senate of the Wageningen Agricultural
University on September 21, 1945. The
committee recommended the appointment of
a professor in economic geography. A few
days later, on September 27, 1945, the rector

requested the ‘Committee for the Restoration
of the Agricultural University’ (‘College van
Herstel van de Landbouwhogeschool),
responsible for the post-World War II re-establishment of the university, to open a vacancy
for a professor in economic geography. With
regard to the necessity of such a position, the
Appointment Advisory Committee stated on
January 26, 1946 that together with the
increasing role of the state in the economy,
“there is a growing need for agricultural
engineers who have received economic and
socio-geographical training. Knowledge of the
structure of countries and peoples that
compete with Dutch agricultural, horticultural
and forestry products as well as knowledge of
the structure of agricultural society in our own
country and the Dutch-Indies is necessary.”
Hofstee was one of the 13 candidates who
applied for the new position and became the
selection committee’s first choice. The
committee argued that Hofstee was a good
speaker, had didactic skills, did important
research and had strong letters of recommendation. Moreover, the committee was looking
for someone who would be able to develop his
research agenda with determination and
perseverance and thought Hofstee was the
right person for this.
Hofstee had clearly explained his ambition in
his application letter and the job interview. He
told the committee that the task of the
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professor should not remain limited to doing
what most economic geographers did – making a ‘product topography’ - or ‘bringing
together existing knowledge’. His ambition
was higher. The agricultural engineer of the
future, Hofstee argued, needs to understand
the factors that determine the nature and
scale of production. He considered it important that students learn how economic
questions relate to social phenomena of a
non-economic nature. Another important task,
Hofstee argued, was to train agricultural
engineers to become independent researchers of ‘concrete issues’. Hofstee’s ultimate
ambition was to develop the university into a
center of research on rural regions and
agriculture. He considered the terms econom-

ic and social geography outdated, but had to
wait until 1954 until his teaching assignment
was given the name he preferred: sociography.
Following his appointment in 1946, Hofstee
not only developed rural sociology in Wageningen, but also made important contributions
in the fields of geography, demography and
household studies, extension studies, history,
planning, and GIS. He was a board member of
the Agricultural Economic Institute LEI, today’s
Wageningen Economic Research (WEcR).
Although he did not like the designation
‘Wageningen School’, he laid the foundations
for a specific approach that was characterized
by an interest in agency, meaning and diversity
– an approach which continues to characterize
rural sociology in Wageningen.

Nomination for the position of an
economic geographer (which would
become rural sociology) by the
university’s senate (archive WUR)
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Meaningful Diversity: Origins of the
farming style concept

E.W. Hofstee’s interest in the concrete, the
lived, and the particular marked his inclination
towards an “inductive” research methodology.
He combined in-depth descriptions of social
groups with a comparative approach (Hofstee
1938: 7-8). This grounded theoretical approach
yielded the concept of farming styles in agricultural production. A farming style can be
defined as shared normative and strategic
ideas about how farming should be done.
Hofstee’s concept of farming style implied an
important analytical inversion: one should not
try to understand the practice of farming from
the structural conditions to which the farmers
responds but rather move to the center of our
analysis the agency of farmers as creative
actors. Hofstee thought that rural sociology
should emancipate itself from structuralist and
functionalist “adjustment sociology,” as the
understanding of rural life in terms of an
adaptation to “order” was not only narrow and
incomplete but also wrong: it erased the
agency of people in the creation of the world
they inhabit.
In his 1946 inaugural lecture, Hofstee (1946)
explained how he had arrived at the idea of
farming styles. For this, he took us to the north
of the Netherlands, the province of Groningen,
or, to be more precise, the Zuidelijk Westerkwartier, a region in the western part of the
province bordering Friesland, and the Woldestreek, a region in the eastern part of the
province. In the Zuidelijk Westerkwartier,

animal husbandry was dominant, while the
Woldestreek was almost exclusively characterized by arable farming. The question that
Hofstee posed concerned how this difference
was to be explained.
In his lecture, Hofstee first explored whether
the differences between the two regions could
be understood as having arisen from differences in the geographical characteristics of
these areas, an explanation he dismissed. On
the contrary, he argued, it is difficult to find
two other agricultural areas in the Netherlands
that show such a strong geographical similarity.
Both are part of a belt of low-lying ground,
consisting for the most part of low peat soils
intersected by a few higher sand ridges with
the peat soils turning to low clay soils in the
north. Should we explain the differences by
market relations? This he considered very
unlikely. The locations of the two regions in
relation to the central market of the province,
the city of Groningen, was almost the same,
and the distance to and infrastructural
connections with the main market were quite
similar, as were their legal and political
relationships to this market place.
Then, could it be that distinctions in social
relations might offer an explanation for the
differences? Servitude and serfdom had
disappeared very early in both regions, and
the farmers’ right to land was similar. When
the areas were colonized, the farmer was
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Sociology as Sociography

allowed to draw ditches forwards and backwards through the rough terrain perpendicular
to the road. The farms that emerged from this
practice were thus long, narrow strips of land
stretching from the road into the landscape.
The village created in this way typically
emerged as ribbon settlements. Thus, explanations based on social relations also failed to
solve the conundrum.
Did the differences have particular historical
backgrounds? No, Hofstee argued. Until the
mid-nineteenth century there were no essential
differences between the two regions. The
difference in the agricutures of the regions
had developed in more recent times. Or rather,
it was Woldestreek that had changed. In fact,
the land there that had been used and seem
predetermined for animal husbandry had been
converted into arable land, a change effected
at great expense, both in terms heavy,
laborious work and high cost.

Why?
From the many reflections on and descriptions
of agricultural life in Groningen in this century,
it was clear that the people in Woldestreek
had specifically chosen to take up arable
farming. This, Hofstee argued, was the
farmer’s pride and glory. Arable farming
became a collective ideal, one that every
member of the farming community tried to
pursue as much as possible. So, he concluded,
the huge change that occurred in Groningen
over the course of around a century in total
was primarily the result of a changing group
ideal. It had been this that led to the different
style of farming, which gradually acquired a
strongly normative character. To the west,
however, in Zuidelijk Westerkwartier, which
was close to Friesland, the old style of
farming, in which cattle-breeding was taken as
normal and self-evident, kept its full force.
Thus, Hofstee concluded that the structure of
agricultural life in a certain area cannot be
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Cover of Hofstee’s PhD thesis

considered merely as or in terms of the sum of
attempts to adapt to the external circumstances with which its farmers are confronted.
This structure of farm life is also, sometimes
to a large extent, indeed decisively, determined by ideals, perceptions, and ideas that
consciously or unconsciously live within a
social group in question. And this, then, may
result in a particular farming style.
Hofstee, E. W. (1938). De Sociografie, Haar

When Evert Willem (E.W.) Hofstee started his
academic career as lecturer at Groningen
University in 1938, he defined his work as
‘sociography’ (Hofstee 1938). In this, he was
clearly following in the footsteps of his teacher
and tutor, Sebald Rudolf Steinmetz (18621940), who had created the new discipline
from a fusion of sociology and geography
(Karel 2002: 2-3). Only later would Hofstee
add the word “sociology” to the domain of his
work. Thus, the department (“vakgroep”) he
established and headed at the Agricultural
University in Wageningen after 1954 was
named “sociography and sociology” before
being renamed as “sociology”, and then, more
precisely, “rural sociology”. Nevertheless, until
the end of his life, he remained committed to
the agenda of “sociography”: a grounded
theoretical approach with low levels of abstraction and high probability of practical application (Hofstee 1938, Hofstee 1982; Karel 2002).

ontwikkeling en Haar Betekenis, Openbare les
gegeven bij de aanvang zijner colleges en de

Sociography

opening van het sociologisch instituut gevestigd

In the year after he obtained his PhD in 1937, a
“sociography” of Het Oldambt, a region in the
eastern part of Groningen province in the
north of the Netherlands, Hofstee was
appointed as an unsalaried university lecturer
in sociography embedded within Groningen
University’s Faculty of Law. In the public
lecture preceding the start of his teaching
there, he gave an overview of the development
and meaning of sociography, the discipline in

aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen op 18
october 1938 Groningen, J.B. Wolters Uitgevers
Maatschappij.
Hofstee, E. W. (1946). Over de Oorzaken van de
Verscheidenheid in Nederlandsche Landbouw
gebieden: rede uitgesproken bij de aanvaarding
van het ambt van hoogleraar aan de Landbouw
hogeschool te Wageningen, op 30 oktober 1946.
Wageningen, Landbouwhogeschool.

which he firmly positioned himself, and which
had produced an impressive number of
studies in the first decade after its establishment. Hofstee’s overview was imbued with the
ideas of Steinmetz, the founder of this
relatively new discipline. In brief, Hofstee
argued that the sociography developed by
Steinmetz and adopted by himself can be
characterized as a field of study interested in
the social life of people and the diversity
emerging from this social life, following
inductive methods (Hofstee 1938).
For Hoftee, Steinmetz’s and sociography’s
primary objects of study are people’s social
lives and their particularities. This interest is
rooted in a concern for human beings, not
what he refers to as an “abstract,” “systematized,” “schematized,” or “idealized” human
being, but the “concrete, living” human beings;
human beings in their diversity, with “their lows
and heights” (Hofstee 1938: 5 ). While Hofstee
identified the abstract and generalized with
sociology, he considered the concrete and
particular the domain of sociography. Hofstee’s peer and colleague, Sjoerd Groenman,
had argued in a similar vein that sociology
generalizes, while sociography studies the
particular (Groenman 1948: 4). As an “individualizing sociology”, sociography focuses on
“concrete situations” and “groups” (ibid. 7).
Hofstee’s interest in the concrete, the lived
and the particular, marked his inclination
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towards “inductive” research methodology,
making in-depth descriptions of the social
groups (Hofstee 1938: 7-8). He combined this
with a comparative approach. In his own
research, conceptualization from in-depth and
comparative descriptions yielded the concept
of “farming styles” in agricultural production
(Groenman 1948: 11). In today’s language, we
would refer to this inductive approach with its
conceptualization from in-depth description as
‘grounded theory’.

social life, so too did its need to acquire
knowledge about diverse groups in society so
that policy could be better assessed: “Without
study, study and more study,” the state is
unable to properly fulfill its task (Hofstee 1938
1105: 20), and it is the sociographers who can
supply the knowledge required (Hofstee 1938
1105: 19). For Hofstee, sociography was an
applied science (Karel 2002). Social scientific
research in support of ordering interventions
in Dutch society (Winkels,1982: 79).

Hofstee distinguished sociology and sociography as separate but related sciences, the one
developing abstract theories beyond time and
place and the other developing an analytical
understanding of the particular. This distinction between the general and the particular
(Hofstee 1938: 11) was rooted in the apparent
distinction between theory and research as
it existed in the 1920s and 30s, a distinction
that formed the background for the separation
of sociology and sociography (Doorn and
Lammers: 1958 53). Sociology’s tendency
to abstraction, influenced by the philosophyoriented German sociology, left the empirical
field unexplored, now to be claimed by
sociography. Yet Hofstee did not see sociography as an independent academic discipline
but rather as providing the data for the
sociologist, who would be able to develop fact
based instead of speculative theory. The
sociographer, collecting data – without
theoretical assumptions or perspective (Karel
2002: 2-3) – does the ‘field work’ for the
sociologist, making sociography the “auxiliary
science” of sociology (Hofstee 1938 1105: 11,
15).

Between unripe sociology and overripe geography

However, Hofstee did not only see the
research oriented sociography as supportive
towards theoretical sociology, he also
considered sociography important for policy
(Hofstee 1938 1105: 18). As the state increasingly intervened in people’s economic and
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Only ten years after Hofstee’s public lecture at
the University of Groningen, Hofstee’s close
colleague, Sjoerd Groenman, had concluded in
his inaugural lecture at Utrecht University that
sociography in the Netherlands had not
delivered on its promise to become a powerful
support for sociology. The material it inductively obtained had been of very little use in
making generalizations (Groenman 1948 1103:
4). In fact, as the product of an unripe
sociology and an over-ripe geography (Doorn
and Lammers), it had remained more like a
chorography, the description of regions, than
a description of forms of social living (Groenman 1948 1103: 4-5). Rather than taking social
groups as its object of study, Dutch sociography had produced what were essentially
geographically-based descriptions of regions
(Groenman 1948 1103: 6), yet in a way it had
provided hardly anything more than uneven,
incidental data of an unequal kind and
therefore not useful to the sociologist
(Groenman 1948 1103: 6, 15). In short, sociography had fallen short of its self-assigned duty
to sociology (Groenman 1948 1103: 16).
Hofstee himself came to a similar conclusion
at a conference on sociography he hosted at
the Institute for Social Research of the Dutch
People in 1953 (Hofstee 1953).
Sociography had not only failed to deliver, the
distinction the practitioners of sociography

E.W. Hofstee (archive WUR)

had made between theory and research
became less pronounced too. In the 1950s,
the contradiction between theory and
research, which had been the basis of the
sociology-sociography distinction, had
become less pronounced with the influence of
American empirical sociology on the social
sciences in the Netherlands. Moreover, several
universities in the Netherlands started to offer
masters in sociology – Utrecht 1951, Nijmegen
1953, Groningen 1955, the Free University (VU)
of Amsterdam 1959, Wageningen 1962, and
Rotterdam 1968 (Haan and Leeuw 1995). In
short, the failure to deliver and to distinguish
itself from geography as well as the empirical
turn and institutionalization of sociology
marked the end of sociography. In Utrecht,
sociography became part of social geography
and in Amsterdam part of sociology (Doorn
and Lammers 1958). In Wageningen sociography became rural sociology, the study of
social groups and phenomena within a rural

configuration. So in a period of only a few
decades sociography became reduced to a
specialization within geography or dissolved
into sociology.

Sociography’s new cloths: Differential
sociology
At the beginning of the 1980s, at the end of
his academic career, Hofstee defined his
approach as a “differential sociology”:
‘Differential’ sociological theory will in many
respects be different from the currently
existing sociological theories. First of all, as
is already implied in the foregoing, ‘differential’ sociology does not aim at generalizations with a high level of universality. On the
contrary, their validity will almost always be
limited by time and place. Generalizations
arrived at by ‘differential’ sociology will
mostly not even function at ‘middle’ level but
only at ‘lower’ levels of abstraction, since
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they have to remain directly applicable to
the factual social reality. Otherwise, they will
lose their capacity to explain the characteristics of a particular group. In other words, in
comparison with general sociological
theories, ‘differential’ sociology is much
more concerned with social phenomena of
greater complexity. ‘Differential’ sociology
means a comparative study of more or less
similar single groups. It is interested in
groups as such, and not in abstracted and
isolated social traits. Even if it is interested
in specific group characteristics, it will try to
interpret them against the characteristics of
the group as a whole. (Hofstee 1982: 54)

Haan, J. d. and F. d. Leeuw (1995). “Sociology in the
Netherlands “ The American Sociologist, Winter
1995: pp. 70-87.
Hofstee, E. W. (1938). De Sociografie, Haar
Ontwikkeling en Haar Betekenis, Openbare les
gegeven bij de aanvang zijner colleges en de
opening van het sociologisch instituut gevestigd
aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen op 18
october 1938 Groningen, J.B. Wolters Uitgevers
Maatschappij.
Hofstee, E. W. (1953). Sociografie in de Practijk.
Sociografie in de Practijk. S. Groenman, W. R.
Heere, E. W. Hofstee et al. Assen, Van Gorcum &
Comp. N.V.: pp. 1-6.
Hofstee, E. W. (1982). Differentiële Sociologie in Kort
Bestek: Schets van de differentiële sociologie en

Hofstee’s differential sociology, as he emphasized time and again, did not aim at high levels
of abstraction, referred to as generalization,
therefore, but at explanations of the social
reality of a particular group in time and space.
This low-level abstraction was supposed to
contribute to an understanding of the social
worlds of identified groups, in all their complexity. Hofstee’s concept of “farming styles”,
a shared understanding about how to farm
shared by a group of farmers and the way this
materializes, was one such low-level abstraction, one that has proved useful to understand
diversity in farming practices. With his description of differential sociology, therefore,
Hofstee could not have given a better
definition of sociography.
Doorn, J. A. A. v. and C. J. Lammers (1958).
Sociologie en Sociografie. De Gids 5(2): pp.
49-78.

The Cartophoot: Hofstee’s
geographic information system

haar functie in het concrete sociaalwetenschappelijk onderzoek. Wageningen,
Mededelingen van de Vakgroepen Sociologie van
de Landbouwhogeschool.
Karel, E. (2002). “Rural sociologists and their
theories on the Dutch agricultural development
after the Second World War.” Paper presented at
the European Economic and Social History
Conference in The Hague. February 26th - March
2nd, 2002.
Winkels, J. (1982). ISONEVO: Het Instituut voor
Sociaal Onderzoek van het Nederlandse Volk.
Amsterdam, SISWO.

In 1949, three years after his appointment as
professor in social and economic geography,
the ‘trojan horse’ through which rural sociology
entered Wageningen, Evert Willem (E.W.)
Hofstee became the chair of a commission to
study the development of fertility in the
Netherlands.1 The Commission for Birth
Research (Commissie voor het Geboorte-
Onderzoek)2 was part of the Institute for Social
Research of the Dutch People (Instituut voor
Sociaal Onderzoek van het Nederlandse Volk
[ISONOVO]). The Institute was established in
November 1940, and prepared 21 monographs
on rural settlements in the Netherlands through
the 1940s and 50s to be used for socio-economic planning, among these the selection of
farmers and laborers who would colonize the
new Noordoostpolder (Schuyt & Taverne 2004:
75). Hofstee was not only a prominent board
member of the institute3, but also a staunch
advocate of this social demographic research,
however not only to develop a system for the
selection of these farmers and laborers, as to
understand how regional characteristics, such
as community and cultural ideas, influenced
their behavior (Ibid 76).

In the years that followed, Hofstee became
one of the pioneers of demographic research
in the Netherlands. He played a role in various
advisory committees and played an important
role in the institutionalization of demographic
research. When the Interuniversity Demographic Institute (Nederlands Interuniversitair
Demografisch Instituut) 4 was established in
1970, he became the first chair, a position he
would keep until 1980.
Hofstee played a prominent role not only in
the institutionalization of demography but
also in its theoretical development. In this
regard, his 1954 publication “Regional
diversity in the development of the number of
births in the Netherlands in the second half of
the 19th century” (Regionale verscheidenheid
in de ontwikkeling van het aantal geboorten in
Nederland in de 2e helft van de 19e eeuw)
cannot remain unmentioned. In this book,
Hofstee argued that socio-economic circumstances, creating new cultural patterns,
explain the differences in fertility among
different groups in the Netherlands, and not,
as was generally believed at the time,

Groenman, S. (1948). Kanttekeningen bij de
Voortgang van het Sociale Onderzoek in
Nederland, rede uitgesproken bij de aanvaarding
van het ambt van buitengewoon hoogleraar in de
socilogie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht op
Maandag 1 november 1948 Meppel, Fa. Stenvert
& Zoon.
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1 http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/bwn1880-2000/lemmata/bwn5/hofstee
2 http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/emigratie/gids/persoon/1919940894
3	Hofstee would become chair of ISONEVO and, together with the sociologist Van Doorn, signed the documents
through which its successor was established, the Interuniversity Institute for Social-Science Research SISWO
(Interuniversitair Instituut voor Sociaal-Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek), see Winkels, J. (1982). ISONEVO: Het
Instituut voor Sociaal Onderzoek van het Nederlandse Volk. Amsterdam, SISWO
4	NIDI developed from an interuniversity institute towards an interdisciplinary institute, and its name changed in
Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute in 1987.
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‘intoxification with liberation’ following the
I8I3-14 revolution”.5
To do his demographic work, Hofstee pioneered an important technological innovation
in the development of thematic maps. The
making of these thematic maps, in which a
particular variable was highlighted on a map of
the Netherlands, was labor intensive and time
consuming. Making just a single map could
take several days. To speed up this process,
Hofstee developed the Cartophoot (Kartophoot) in collaboration with the Klaus Toys
Factory (Klaus Speelgoedindustrie), a handicraft business in Bussum that specialized in
making jigsaw puzzles from triplex.6 Developed between 1953 and 1957,7 the Cartophoot
is essentially itself a giant puzzle, its pieces
being the 1,138 municipalities of the Netherlands in 1856.
Cartophoot, photo by Joost Jongerden

religious differences. In 1978, he published his
magnus opus, "The Demographic Development of the Netherlands in the First Half of
the Nineteenth Century." (Hofstee 1978) The
book was praised – for “filling an intolerable
gap in the history of the Low Countries” – yet
controversial for its unconventional explanations of population increase – such as
“increase in the frequency of marital sexual
intercourse” and the belief that “sexual norms
and mores were swept away by the Dutch

Puzzle pieces for making the cartophoot, photo by Joost Jongerden

Hofstee’s creation had ten pieces in different
colors and shades for each municipality. As
soon as statistical data were translated to
classes, the color or shade of a municipality
could be determined. An assistant would make
the thematic map within a couple of hours,
after which a photograph was taken, and the
map was now ready for publication.8
The Cartophoot became an important tool for
geodemographic analysis, and Hofstee and
his assistants, one of them Henk van Espelo,
made hundreds of such maps. The maps were

5	“Hofstee rejects the possibility of lower mar- riage ages and lower celibacy rates in favour of a plausible but
inadequately docu- mented increase in marital fertility. The latter is explained by Hofstee by a sudden increase in
the frequency of marital sexual intercourse which, amazingly, is unique to the Netherlands, not a country
otherwise noted for its radical and violent social and economic change.” See: Mokyr, J. (1979). “Book Review: De
Demografische Ontwikkeling van Nederland in de Erste Helft van de Negentiende Eeuw: Een Historisch-demografische en Sociologische Studie.by E. W. Hofstee.” The Economic History Review 32(3): pp. 438-439.
6	https://www.weespernieuws.nl/reader/134757/115843/uit-de-historie-v
7 https://wur.on.worldcat.org/search?queryString=cartophoot#/oclc/1012508174
8	Since the number of municipalities declined in the following decades, Hofstee needed to recalculate or interpolate
the original statistics in order to make them fit the map (Eric Vanhaute, 2005. The Belgium Historical GIS, p. 139,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/294125390_The_Belgium_historical_GIS; Anton Schuurman, “De
Cartophoot, sociaal-geografisch puzzelen,” unpublished manuscript).
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used for synchronic and diachronic analyses
of population growth and decline, the labor
intensity of farms, the number of agricultural
workers, and suchlike. Prominent institutes in
the Netherlands, such as the Central Bureau
for Statistics CBS (Centraal Bureau voor de
Statistiek), bought the Cartophoot from the
Klaus Toys factory, until the development of
computers and information technology for the
making and adaption of thematic maps
rendered Hofstee’s innovation obsolete in the
1970s and 80s. Now considered a predecessor of GIS, the Cartophoot, has become part
of our academic heritage. The Cartophoot
Hoftee used is at the social sciences building
in the Leeuwenborch, while the maps he made
with it are part of Wageningen University’s
special collection.9

Hofstee, E. W. (1978). De Demografische
Ontwikkeling van Nederland in de Eerste Helft
van de Negentiende Eeuw: Een historischdemografische en sociologische Studie.
Decventer, Van Loghum Slaterus & Nederlands
Interuniversitair Demografisch Instituut
Schuyt, K. and E. Taverne (2004). Dutch Culture in a
European Perspective: 1950 Prosperity and
Welfare. New York, Van Gorucm/Palgrave, p.75.
Mokyr, J. (1979). "Book Review: De Demografische
Ontwikkeling van Nederland in de Erste Helft van
de Negentiende Eeuw: Een historischdemografische en sociologische studie.by E. W.
Hofstee." The Economic History Review 32(3):
pp. 438-439.
Winkels, J. (1982). ISONEVO: Het Instituut voor
Sociaal Onderzoek van het Nederlandse Volk.
Amsterdam, SISWO

9	https://wur.on.worldcat.org/search?queryString=cartophoot#/oclc/1012508174
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One Map Tells More than 1000
Words – But pay attention!

The use of the maps demonstrate Hofstee’s
training as a human geographer, his aversion
of the American sociology of the time (with its
undifferentiated and ahistorical approach of
society) and the use of the cartophoot to
study change in time (in a period that the
number of Dutch municipalities almost did not
change: 1138 in the middle of the nineteenth
century; 1121 in 1950. Nowadays, there are only
352 municipalities in the Netherlands. Luckily,
we have GIS now.)
Hofstee was a man who was involved in
debates both in general sociology and rural
sociology and international as well as national.
He is responsible for the fact that we have
good basic demographic figures on municipal
level in the Netherlands, especially for the
period 1811-1850. Those statistics were not
collected by the Dutch Bureau for Statistics
(CBS), nor by its forerunners. Hofstee’s
demographic work was important for the
debate on overpopulation – as it was perceived after the Second World War in the
Netherlands – as well as for his work on rural
modernisation in the 1950s – which was the
central topic in the rural sociology of the time.
Hofstee was strongly interested in the decline
of fertility. For the discussion on overpopulation it was important to determine whether the
rise of fertility after the Second World War
was a temporary rise or a rupture with the
long-term development of declining fertility
due to family planning. For the discussion on
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(rural) modernization, family planning could
serve as an indicator of which regions had a
population with a modern attitude. For
Hofstee, a modern attitude meant that people
had a positive attitude towards change.
With the map that can be seen on top of the
cartophoot (see the map of the Cartophoot on
page 46 or map 4 on page 49). Hofstee shows
the increase/ decrease of the crude birth rate
between the fifties and the thirties of the
twentieth century in the Netherlands. He uses
a lot of shadings. To understand this map it is
important that you know that red means that
the birth rate has increased, and blue that the
birth rate has decreased.
When you know a little bit of the Netherlands,
its history and its geography you will know that
the Southern provinces (Noord-Brabant and
Limburg) were overwhelming Roman Catholic.
The Roman Catholic population in the Netherlands (like the Orthodox Protestants) was well
known for its high birth rate. But this map
appears to show something different. In the
same period that the crude birth rate for the
country as a whole did not change: it remained
21.2, we see roughly in a line from Zeeland to
Groningen a lot of red – in other words an
increase – and in Noord-Brabant and Limburg
a decrease. What is going on here?
First, you have to realize this is a map about
changes in time, not about levels. In 1956-1959

Map 4 (l) and map 1 (r) made with the Cartophoot (special collection WUR)

the fertility for married women between 15-45
is 172.1 births per 1000 married women in the
Netherlands. In Brabant and Limburg it is
respectively 212.8 and 193.5 – which were
indeed the highest provincial figures at that
time (with Overijssel). The lowest were for
Groningen (146.1) and Noord- and Zuid-Holland (152.3 and 153.1). In 1931-1935 these
numbers were 269.1 (Noord-Brabant), 243.3
(Limburg), 141.2 (Noord-Holland) and 151.4
(Zuid-Holland) (Hofstee 1962, 23). Thus,
although fertility declined, it remained high in
the South of the Netherlands.
Second, and even more interesting, you should
realize that the map that is on top of the
cartophoot is in fact the fourth map that
Hofstee published in his well-known article
The growth of the Dutch population (De groei
van de Nederlandse bevolking) in 1962. The
combination of the four maps provides
another, better frame of how to read this map.

In the first map Hofstee compared the crude
birth rate in 1876-1880 with the period
1851-1855. Thus, what has happened in the
third quarter of the nineteenth century in the
Netherlands? The crude birth rate of the Netherlands as such increased from 33.7 tot 36.3.
At the municipal level in most of the provinces
(except Zeeland and West-Friesland) red is
the dominant colour. The populations was
growing. This is the point of departure.
The second and third maps are the central
maps. In the second map he compares the
crude birth rates in the period1901-1905 with
the period 1876-1880. What had happened in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century?
The Dutch crude birth rate declined from 36.3
per 1000 inhabitants to 31.8. But when you
look at the map you see a kind of two Netherlands: the coastal provinces being blue, most
of the inland provinces blue.
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Period

Mean crude birth rate

1931-1935

21.2

1936-1940

20.4

1941-1945

22.2

1946-1950

26.0

1951-1955

21.9

1956-1959

21.2

Source: Hofstee 1962, 15.

Map 2 (l) and map 3 (r) made with the Cartophoot (special collection WUR)

In the third map he looked at the first quarter
of the twentieth century and compared
1931-1935 with 1901-1905. The Dutch crude
birth rate declined even further from 1931-1935
to 1901-1905 from 31.8 to 21.2 birth per 1000
of the population demonstrating that the
process of family planning was accelerating
and spreading. The map coloured almost
completely dark blue, accept (mostly) for
North-Brabant.
Now we can return to the fourth map (with
which we started). Here one can say that he
compared the second quarter of the twentieth
century. Remarkably the crude birth rate did
not change between 1956-1959 and 1931-1935.
However, it had changed between these
periods.
But more importantly, from the fact that the
South now coloured blue we can see that
after the Second World War the process of
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family planning/family limitation had reached
the South too. Thus, the map should be read
as a point in a process and not as just a
comparison between two periods.
As said, Hofstee interpreted this process of
fertility decline as a process of modernization.
More and more families were prepared to
practice modern family planning, demonstrating openness for change. Other sociologists,
most well-known F. van Heek, interpreted the
process as a process of secularization and
differences between religions.

techniques to the data and concluded that
although with regard to the level of fertility religion was the most important variable, this was
not true for the development over time. Thus,
one could say that they corroborated Hofstee’s interpretation, although he had not that
strongly distinguished between level and
development. Moreover, to explain the
process of family planning/family limitation
historians and other social scientists use the
WAR-model by Lesthaeghe and Wilson. This is
a combination of Willingness (desirability of
family limitation increases when there is a
decrease in family and labour intensive
production with a flow of income from children
to parents); Availability (availability of family
limitation has never been a problem, although
it has become better in time); and Readiness
(are there cultural obstacles for practicing
family limitation) (Lesthaeghe and Wilson
2017; Engelen 2009).

fertility. AAG Bijdragen (24), 1-57.
Lesthaeghe, R., & Wilson, C. (2017). Modes of
Production, Secularization, and the Pace of the
Fertility Decline in Western Europe, 1870-1930
The Decline of Fertility in Europe (pp. 261-292):
Princeton University Press.
Engelen, T. (2009). Van 2 naar 16 Miljoen Mensen.
Demografie van Nederland, 1800 - nu.
Amsterdam: Boom.
See also the Cartophoot explained in the video
“Hofstee’s puzzle: an innovation for sociogeographic research” at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAjhWAw-Eh4

Hofstee, E.W. (1962). De Groei van de Nederlandse

This discussion has been more or less settled
with an article titled Demographic transition in
the Netherlands. A statistical analysis of
regional differences in the level and development of the birth rate and of fertility (18501890) by Onno Boonstra and Ad van der
Woude (1984) from the Rural history group.
They applied new and sophisticated statistical

Bevolking. In A. N. J. den Hollander (Ed.), Drift en
Koers: een halve eeuw sociale verandering in
Nederland (2e dr. ed., pp. 13-85). Assen: Van
Gorcum.
Boonstra, O. W. A., & van der Woude, A. M. (1984).
Demographic Transition in the Netherlands. A
statistical analysis of regional differences in the
level and development of the birth rate and of
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On Eros, Rural Encounters and
Local Responses: Rural sociology’s
25th and 50th anniversary

Since rural sociology in Wageningen celebrates its 75th anniversary, this implies we had
two previous anniversaries: the 25th and the
50th. At both occasions, anniversary books
have been published.
Images and Realities of Rural Life was published at the occasion of 50 years Wageningen
rural sociology. Edited by Henk de Haan and
Norman Long, the anniversary book offers “a
sample of recent work by sociology staff
members and sketches out possible future
trajectories” (Haan and Long 1997: vii). The
book does not look back, as claims to reputation should be built on achievements, and not
on the past, the editors state. “Ancestral rituals
have their function in strengthening the sense
of identity among current staff members and
students, and may also serve as an historical
claim on the present and future existence of a
robust sociology in Wageningen”, yet the
identity and standing of sociology in Wageningen, the editors contend, should be constructed on current “research profile, thinking and
academic performance” (ibid.).
The introduction to the anniversary book
makes a brief reference to Evert Willem
Hofstee and Rudie van Lier, the “distinctive
and sometimes idiosyncratic” yet “formidable
intellectuals” who after the second world war
“shaped the contours of Wageningen sociology”. Hofstee, appointed in 1946, the editors
argue, “is best remembered for his fine-
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grained regional analyses of differential
farming and cultural styles”, while van Lier,
appointed in 1955, did the groundwork for a
sociology of development that “took a critical
and reflexive stance to understanding
intervention processes” (Haan and Long 1997:
vii). Even though this 50th anniversary book
does not survey history and personalities of
the first fifty years rural sociology in Wageningen, its contributions show how the pioneering
work of the founding fathers gave rise to a
firm tradition, if one likes, school, in rural
sociology: an actor oriented and cultural
approach to rural development.
Multifunctionality, celebrating 25 years rural
sociology in Wageningen, is no less ambitious,
even though editor G.A. Kooy presents it as an
“unpretentious book” and in spite of the book’s
playful tone (“It was not so long ago that the
professor in Leiden wondered what on earth
they were doing in Wageningen during winter,
if they were doing anything at all during that
season”). The first chapter gives an introduction to Wageningen sociology’s past and its
founder, Hofstee. This introduction to the book
situates the establishment of rural sociology
against the development of Wageningen as an
agricultural university and discusses the
advancement of rural sociology as a discipline
in relation to the person, Hofstee and the
group he established. There’s also ample
reference to Steinmetz, the founder of the
Amsterdam sociography-school, and Hofstee’s

mentor). The sociographical approach which
Hofstee adhered to aimed to develop analytical concepts and understanding through
meticulous empirical exploration – an approach
which had left its mark on Wageningen rural
sociology. Anyone interested in a thorough
overview of the first 25 years, the people,
approaches and themes should read Kooy’s
extensive introduction to the book (in Dutch).
The 25th anniversary book offers samples of
recent work by staff members too. The
thematic in the 25th anniversary book covers a
wide range of topics, from contributions on
rurality and radical farmers as well as contributions one would not directly associate with
the field of rural and agrarian studies, such as
abortion, anti-conception, sexuality, and Eros.
This diversity was an expression of the two
souls in Wageningen sociology in the late
1960s and 1970s: rural sociology and demography. The demography section, would later
secede and institutionalize around household-,
family- and health-studies.
The contributions to the 50th anniversary book
are firmly rooted in agrarian and rural studies
of the 1990s, debating commodification,
neoliberalism, peasant– and social move-

ments, globalization and local responses.
Discussing rural encounters at the intersection of agriculture, environment and tourism,
the coming differentiation between rural
sociology and new institutional off-shoot was
already becoming visible. In the years that
followed, recreation and tourism studies
(which would become Cultural Geography)
and environmental studies (which would
become Environmental Policy) were carved
out from Wageningen rural sociology.
Gemende Bedrijvigheid Een Kwart Eeuw
Wageningse Sociologie 1946-1971
Aangeboden aan Prof. Dr. E. W. Hofstee ter
gelegenheid van zijn 25-jarig jubileum als
Hoogleraar aan de Landbouwhogeschool
G.A. Kooy (redactie) 1971
1.	Een kwart eeuw Wageningse sociologie
– G.A. Kooy
2.	Max Weber als agrarisch socioloog
- Q. J. Munters
3.	Radicale boeren - A. T. J. Nooij
4.	Productie op contract J. H. de Ru
5.	De ontwikkeling van het aantal landbouw
bedrijven in de toekomst
- L. J. M. Weerdenburg
6.	Het rural-urban continuum in het licht van
sociale veranderingen

Group picture at the 25th anniversary
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- J. H. W. Lijfering
7.	De leefbaarheid van plattelandskernen in
gemengd agrarisch-recreatieve gebieden
- J. P. Groot
8.	Prognoses en planning; openluchtrecreatie
in de toekomst - A. P. C. Kerstens
9.	Abortus provocatus en het geboortencijfer
- C. de Hoog
10.	Aspekten van anti-conceptie en sexualiteit
- C. J. Cramwinckel-Weeda
11.	Ontmythologisering der erotiek (?) G. A.
Kooy
12.	Theoretische benaderingswijzen van het
gezin vergeleken - L. Th. van Leeuwen
13.	De toekomst beschouwd vanuit Wageningen - W. H. Douma
BIJLAGE: Publicaties Afdeling Sociologie en
Sociografie 1946-1971 241

	Forecasting and planning; outdoor recreation in the future
9. C. de Hoog
	Abortion provocatus and the birth rate
10. C. J. Cramwinckel-Weeda
Aspects of anti-conception and sexuality
11. G. A. Kooy
Demythologisation of erotica(?)
12. L. Th. van Leeuwen
	Theoretical approaches to the family
compared
13.	W. H. Douma
The future seen from Wageningen

Multifunctionality: A Quarter of a Century of
Wageningen Sociology: 1946-1971
Presented to Prof. Dr. E. W. Hofstee on the
occasion of his 25-years jubilee as a professor
at the Wageningen Agricultural University
G.A. Kooy (editor) 1971

Images and Realities of Rural Life. Introduction
Henk de Haan and Norman Long

1.	G. A. Kooy
A Quarter of a Century of Wageningen
Sociology
2. Q. J. Munters
Max Weber as an agrarian sociologist
3. A. T. J. Nooij
Radical Farmers
4. J. H. de Ru
Production under contract
5 L. J. M. Weerdenburg
	The development of the number of farms in
the future
6. J. H. W. Lijfering
	The rural-urban continuum in the perspective of social change
7. J. P. Groot
	The viability of rural cores in mixed
agricultural and recreational areas
8. A. P. C. Kerstens
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Images and Realities of Rural Life
Wageningen Perspectives on Rural Tranformations
Henk de Haan & Norman Long (editors) 1997

Part One: Current Work and New Approaches
1 	Agency and Constraint, Perceptions and
Practices. A Theoretical Position
Norman Long
2	Some Reflections on Anthropology in
Development Studies
Jan H.B. den Ouden
3	On Rurality, Rural Development and Rural
Sociology
Jan Douwe van der Ploeg
Part Two: Regulation, Intervention and Social
Movements
4 	The Changing Parameters of Social
Regulation and Governance in Agriculture
Jaap Frouws
5 	Towards Responsibility. On Development
Administrators' Fantasies and Field-Level
Workers' Anxieties
Pieter de Vries
6 	Modern and Endogenous Development.
Civilization and Empowerment
Ad Nooij

7	Discourse Formation in Social Movements.
Issues of Collective Action
Dorothea Hilhorst

Haan, H. d. and N. Long (1997). Images and Realities
of Rural Life: Wageningen Perspectives on Rural
Tranformations Assen, Van Gorcum.
Kooy(ed.), G. E. (1971). Gemegnde Bedrijvigheid:

Part Three: Local Responses to Globalization
and Commoditization
8	Locality, Identity and the Reshaping of
Modernity. An Analysis of Cultural Confrontation in Two Villages
Henk de Haan
9	Globalization and Food Objects
Alberto Arce
10	Dynamics of Agricultural Production.
An Analysis of Micro-Macro Linkages
Paul Hebinck and Jan Douwe van der Ploeg
11	Agrarian Change, Neoliberalism and
Commoditization. A Perspective on Social
Value
Norman Long
12	Entrepreneurship, Projects and ActorNetworks. Reconceptualizing Small Firms
Gerard Verschoor

kwart eeuw Wageningse sociologie 1946-1971:
Aangeboden aan Prof. Dr. E. W. Hofstee ter
gelegenheid van zijn 25-jarig jubileum als
Hoogleraar aan de Landbouwhogeschool.
Wageningen, Veenman & Zonen NV.

Part Four: Rural Encounters: Agriculture,
Nature, Tourism and the Environment
13	Ecological Modernization Theory and
Agricultural Reform
Jaap Frouios and Arthur Mol
14.	Claims of Culture. Social Representations
of Nature and their Consequences for
Agriculture
Chris van Koppen
15	Sustainable Development of Tourism.
A Framework for Discussion and Research
René van der Duim
16	The Multiple Realities of the Rural Environment. The Significance of Tourist Images
for the Countryside
	Jaap Lengkeek, Jan Willem te Kloeze and
Renze Brouwer
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A Short History of Wageningen
Sociology Book Series

Once upon a time, the Impact Factor was not
sovereign in the field of rural sociology, and
the inhabitants of the discipline were organized and had control over their own means of
production. It was a time when the Wageningen sociologists published their “Bulletin”,
followed by “Occasional Papers of the Departments of Sociology”1 and then the “Wageningen Studies in Sociology”2. These book series
were an important means for the communication and dissemination of research findings.
The first series, the Bulletin book series,
published 40 titles between 1955 and 1980,
36 of which appeared within the first 15 years.
The “Occasional Papers” series published 23
titles between 1982 and 1988, followed by 14
titles in the “Wageningen Studies in Sociology”
series between 1989 and 1994. This makes a
total of 77 book publications over a period of
40 years, covering a range of topics in the
field of agrarian and rural studies, planning,
recreation studies, and demography.
The purpose of these book series was to
inform professionals and scholars about the
research of the Wageningen sociologists.
Over time, the audience changed from a
Dutch to an English-speaking public. During
the period of the first two series, most
publications were in Dutch, with rather few in
1
2
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rural sociologists were the critical agrarian
studies journal Spil (1978–2012) and Landbouw-
kundig Tijdschrift, the journal of the Royal
Society for Agricultural Sciences. Ideas to
(re-)establish our own vehicle for scientific
publications are occasionally discussed but
not (yet) followed up.

English. In the Bulletin series, just seven of the
40 books were published in English, with most
of the English titles published towards the end
of the series in the 1970s, while in the
Occasional Papers series, five of 23 the books
were in English; in the Wageningen Studies
series, however, 10 of the 14 were English
language publications.
Most of the books were single-authored
publications: 30 out of 40 in the Bulletin series
and 24 from 37 in the combined Occasional
Papers and Wageningen Studies series.
Almost all the books were written or edited by
Wageningen sociologists. Most were staff
publications, though the series included a few
Ph.D. theses. The final publication of the three
series comprised the proceedings of the 16th
European Congress of Rural Sociology, which
was held in Wageningen in the early days of
August 1993 under the title “Agricultural
Change, Rural Society, and the State.”
The Wageningen rural sociologists continued
to publish, but now predominantly with
international scientific publishers. Among the
most used English language journals were
Sociologia Ruralis (which Wageningen
sociologists co-founded), the Journal of Rural
Studies and the Journal of Peasant Studies.
Dutch journals popular among Wageningen

In Dutch “Mededelingen van de vakgroepen voor sociologie”.
In Dutch “Wageningen Sociologische Studies”.
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Rereading Jaap Frouws’ Mest en
Macht (Manure and Power) in 2021

In July 2021, more than a hundred tractors
driven by angry farmers crossed the lawns of
the campus of Wageningen University as one
of many farmer protests against proposed
Dutch government policies to reduce nitrogen
emissions in agriculture. A farmer spokesman
stated that this university was an extension of
the Ministry of Agriculture (LNV) and that
Wageningen University has been writing
reports on the request of the government
against the interests of farmers and has been
induced to defend environmentalist positions.
Farmers’ protests on the campus grounds are
something new as far as I know, but not
farmers’ protests against restrictive environmental policies.
To understand the overall evolution of farmer
protests around the nitrogen crisis, Jaap
Frouws’ (1994) doctoral dissertation Mest en
macht (Manure and Power) about the politics
of the manure crisis in the Netherlands is
highly relevant. Three things have prompted
me to write here about this academic work on
agrarian corporatism written two-and-a-half
decades ago.
First, when I was a master’s student Jaap
Frouws provided an example proving that
academics can be intellectually inspiring and
accessible, kind and humble at the same time.
I consider him an important figure in the
75-year history of the Rural Sociology group,
and his untimely death has been a great loss.
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Second, Mest en macht provides a key entry
point into the history of farmers’ representation in the conflict between agricultural and
environmental demands. Even after three
decades, it has lost none of its urgency.
Finally, Frouws’ pioneering work has become a
point of reference for later researchers on manure narratives, such as Marian Stuiver’s
(2008) PhD thesis and Janne Hemminki’s
(2021) recent master’s thesis on the current
nitrogen crisis. But not everybody reads
Dutch, so this contribution hopes to draw the
attention of English readers to Frouws’ classic
Dutch text. One may not be able to read it, but
one might become interested in reading some
of Frouws’ English-language articles derived
from it.
The main theme in Mest en macht is the
nature and decay of agrarian neo-corporatism
as represented by the Board of Agriculture
(Landbouwschap) in the Netherlands. Founded
in 1954, the Board of Agriculture – composed
of representatives from the three major
farmers’ and the agricultural workers’ union
– represented the interests of the whole
agricultural sector as a public law organisation. Frouws analyses how the state constructed the organisation of farmers’
representation, rejecting negotiations with an
amalgam of different representative bodies
and deciding instead to negotiate and
collaborate with a single composite organisation. Through this horizontal union model,

farmers’ organisations as a whole became
co-responsible for government policy.
For several decades, this structure would
incorporate and reduce the autonomy of
vertical, product-based, specialized associations. Frouws analyses how the neo-corporatism was structured through a set of resources
and rules that resulted in close cooperation
between state and representative organisations. The representational monopoly was
strengthened by providing early information
about planned policies to the Board of Agriculture and giving it privileged influence. The
strong involvement of farmers’ organisations
via the Board provided legitimacy to government policies as the Board functioned to discipline the farmer organisations’ constituencies.
Environmental issues, however, have increasingly affected this arrangement. One key
problem has been the excessive amount of
manure produced by the livestock sector and
could not be completely incorporated into
soils due to new environmental regulations.
The key argument of Mest en macht is that the
growing ‘manure problem’ created or deepened rifts in the so-called ‘Green Front’. It was
increasingly difficult for corporatism to keep
divergent interests under political control. For
example, views of farmer organizations in the
north of the Netherlands clashed with those
from the south.
Farmers in the north had relatively more space
to apply their manure to the fields, while the
south had more manure-surplus regions.
Consequently, they took divergent views on
the use of duties to handle the manure
surpluses, such as transport subsidies. Such
differences in interests repeatedly led to
political confrontations that hindered policy
consensus on related manure policies (their
reach and pace, the distribution of financial
contributions for transporting and processing
the surpluses, and the regulations on buying

and selling manure ‘quotas’). Within the state,
policy formulation in this domain became less
dominated by the Ministry of Agriculture,
which for a long time had simply organised
and defended farmer demands through
delegating policy formulation to the Board of
Agriculture. Other voices gradually became
less excluded from policy formulation around
the manure crisis, including those of environmentalists and members of parliament.
Frouws does not perceive this decay of
agrarian neo-corporatism as a mono-causal,
unidirectional process. Instead, through an
exhaustive empirical study of interview data,
minutes of meetings, a survey of farmers’
perceptions of representation and participant
observation in meetings, he describes the
many twist and turns, tensions, deadlocks and
contradictions over time. Frouws reveals many
examples of an effective lobby by livestock
interest groups that softened or delayed
restrictive policies. Hence, while the neo-corporatist policy-making community could not
resolve the manure problem and its political
control of the issue decreased, farmer
activism resulted in delaying strategies and
the obstruction of policy formulation to
address it. Crucial questions regarding the
restructuring of the livestock sector were
pushed aside in favour of maintaining its
competitiveness and export capacity, precluding any discussion of reducing its volume.
Reading the empirical details of these
confrontations, delays, and obstructions as
presented by Frouws – with an emphasis on
what happened in the 1980s – leaves the
impression not of Manure and Power (Mest en
macht) but of Manure and Powerlessness
(Mest en onmacht). The issues around the
manure surplus were not resolved, the state
failed to develop proposals to restructure the
livestock sector, and farmer representation
fragmented. While Frouws refrained from
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making predictions about the future of the
Board of Agriculture, the pivot of agrarian
neo-corporatism in the Netherlands at that
time, he rightly observed its decay. Not so long
after his dissertation was published, the Board
would be dissolved and the representation of
farmer interests shifted to a more diffused
model driven by specialized, product-based
farmers’ associations.
Mest and macht is most important for what it
offers in terms of empirical data, the analysis
of neo-corporatism, and a political sociology
of agriculture. It centralizes the political
sociology of representation (relegating the
technicalities of the manure problem to an
appendix). Today, with all the talk of ‘assemblages’ and ‘hybrids’, nature-technologysociety interactions would likely receive a
more pronounced treatment in a similar thesis.
Nevertheless, Mest en macht’s ‘middle range’
sociological theory of agrarian neo-corporatism and its history of manure policies provides
us with interesting perspectives for the
contemporary political upheaval that led to
farmers invading Wageningen University’s
campus.

‘co-develop policies’ and ‘political activism’ to
gain ‘respect and farmer freedom’ were
difficult to combine.
Of course, things have also changed in the
25 years since Frouws wrote Mest en macht.
Nowadays, for example, many farmers have
incorporated ‘sustainability’ into their farming
operations. But the challenges defined by
Frouws of getting farmers involved in environmental regulation, ‘accepting responsibility for
“general” interests, such as the protection of
nature’, and accepting the need to discuss a
restructuring of the livestock sector remain as
pressing as ever. It might help to face these
challenges were activists, policy-makers and
politicians to read Frouws’ classic on farmer
representation and environmental crisis.
Frouws, Jaap (1994). Mest en macht: Een politieksociologische studie naar belangenbehartiging
en beleidsvorming inzake de mestproblematiek in
Nederland vanaf 1970. Wageningen University
(PhD dissertation).
Hemminki, Janne (2021). The Nitrogen-crisis and
social differentiations in the Dutch livestock
sector. Wageningen University (unpublished MSc
thesis).

Indeed, the dynamics shaping the current
episode of the manure/N-emission crisis are
quite similar to those described by Frouws.
The farmer protests in 2019 initiated by
relatively small farmer activist groups resulted
in another ‘Green Front’, when the government
negotiated nitrogen emission policies with the
Landbouw Collectief (Agricultural Collective),
a newly-formed platform comprising several
farmers’ organisations. Just as before – half a
century ago – the government preferred to
negotiate with a single representative body of
farmers. Within months, however, the participating organisations disagreed about the
structure of the Landbouw Collectief, and it fell
apart as quickly as it had emerged. The
strategies of ‘talking with the government’ to
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Stuiver, Marian (2008). Regime change and
storylines: a sociological analysis of manure

Vormende Krachten, Veranderende
Verhoudingen: Reflecties op het
ontstaan van de rurale sociologie

“Noem je dissertatie nooit deel 1” schreef de
Wageningse professor agrarische geschiede
nis Pim Kooij (Kooij 1991: 9) in zijn inleiding tot
het boek “Het Oldambt, deel 2: nieuwe visies
op geschiedenis en actuele problemen”.
Achteraf bezien was het wellicht niet eens zo’n
heel slechte keuze van E.W. Hofstee om zijn
proefschrift in 1937 “Het Oldambt: Vormende
Krachten deel 1’ te noemen (Hofstee 1937).
Zelf kwam de grand old man van de rurale
sociologie er weliswaar niet meer aan toe hier
een tweede deel aan toe te voegen, oorspronkelijk beoogd als een integrerende en concluderende afsluiting van het eerste deel. Maar
zijn toevoeging ‘deel 1’ heeft anderen uitein
delijk de uitdaging doen aangaan om met een
vervolg te komen. Al was het meer dan
50 jaar later, en niet zo zeer concluderend,
maar reflecterend.

practices in contemporary Dutch dairy farming.
Wageningen University (PhD dissertation).

Kooij vervolgde zijn betoog dat het schrijven
van een tweede deel, door Hofstee wel te
verstaan, een tot mislukking gedoemde opgave
zou zijn geweest. Hij geeft hiervoor twee
voorname redenen. De eerste reden is dat een
dergelijk proefschrift maar één keer in het leven
wordt geschreven. “Geen gerijpt wetenschapsbeoefenaar zal het in zijn hoofd halen om in zijn
eentje te pogen een integrale beschrijving van
een samenleving op te zetten, die zich uitstrekt
van de vroegste tijden tot het heden en waarbij
dan ook nog eens zes wetenschappelijke
benaderingen op elkaar afgestemd en deels
geïntegreerd moeten worden” (Kooij 1991: 9).

Het proefschrift van Hofstee was een product
van jeugdige overmoed. Het startte met een
fysisch-geografische duiding van Oldsambt
gevolgd door een bespreking van de sociale
omgeving, de samenstelling van de bevolking
en het karakter van de inwoners van Oldsambt
met inzichten vanuit de psychologie en antropologie om daarna aan de hand van historisch
en economisch onderzoek de politieke
geschiedenis, ontwikkeling van grondbezit en
grondgebruik, en standen en klassen, ofwel
de sociale verhoudingen, te bespreken en te
eindigen met een bespreking van het religieuze leven (Hofstee 1937).
Hoewel Hofstee niet nalaat om het belang te
benoemen van deze benaderingen voor de
sociografie, is er geen sprake van daadwerkelijke sociografische integratie van deze benaderingen (Kooij 1991: 9). Die integratie had
Hofstee wel voor ogen, geïnteresseerd als
hij was in de ‘vormende krachten’ van een
samenleving: de processen waaronder
gebieden en verhoudingen zich ontwikkelen,
en zijn ambitie was om deze uitdaging in deel
2 op te pakken.
De tweede reden die Kooij noemt voor de
onmogelijke opgave van een deel twee, zoals
beoogd door Hofstee, zijn de veranderende
wetenschappelijke inzichten en opvattingen.
Theorieën over karakter(vorming) en omgeving als wel het maken van indelingen van een
bevolking op basis van schedelvorming
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(craniometrie), inzichten welke Hofstee (1937:
35, 41) gebruikte om de te onderzoeken
sociale groep te definiëren, en de daaraan ten
grondslag liggende rassentheorie, werd
langzaam, maar zeker controversieel (hoewel
Nederlandse wetenschappers er mee
doorgingen tot eind jaren vijftig1). Hieraan
gerelateerd verlegde de psychologie zich van
het “genetische catalogiseren naar het sociaal
functioneren” van mensen (Kooij 1991: 10). De
Historische School, waar Hofstee door was
beïnvloed, die het economische handelen
trachtte te verklaren in relatie tot omgeving en
fasen van ontwikkeling en daarmee in zekere
zin resoneerde met een op fysieke en
genetische kenmerken gerichte antropologie
en psychologie, had plaats gemaakt voor
Keynesiaanse en neoklassieke macro-economische benaderingen (ibid.). Maar bovenal,
had de door Hofstee zo hoog aangeschreven
sociografie niet de ontwikkeling doorgemaakt
die hij er van had verwacht. Terwijl de psychologie, antropologie, economie en sociologie uit
elkaar groeiden, was de empirisch-comparatieve sociografie niet de beoogde sleutelwetenschap geworden. De sociografie kon zich
ten overstaan van de geografie niet onderscheiden als een integrerende wetenschap,
terwijl de sociologie onder invloed van de
Amerikaanse sociologie empirischer was
geworden. In Nederland werd de sociografie
ingelijfd bij sociologie (Amsterdam) of
geografie (Utrecht).
In zijn bijdrage aan het boek komt de Wageningse socioloog Rien Munters, los van
veranderende wetenschapsopvattingen en het
verdwijnen van de sociografie als discipline.
tot een aanvullende verklaring waarom
Hofstee het tweede deel nooit heeft kunnen
schrijven, De vraag die Munters opwierp was
van geheel anders aard: bestond Oldsambt

nog wel? Hofstee had immers betoogd dat het
Oldambt werd gekenmerkt door de verhouding tussen grote boeren en de overige
bevolking, en waar deze verhoudingen
eindigen, daar hield Oldambt op te bestaan.
“Lezen we dat goed?” vraag Munters “Wáár
eindigt Oldsambt volgens Hofstee? Daar waar
de grote boeren hun greep op de samenleving
verliezen?” (Munters 1991: 23). En hadden de
grote boeren ondertussen hun greep op de
samenleving niet al verloren? In dat geval is
er geen andere conclusie mogelijk dan dat
Oldambt niet meer bestaat, en deel 2 dus niet
geschreven kan worden.

maar juist tegen de arbeiders. Door het
benadrukken van een vermeende losbandigheid en moraal van arbeiders, profileerden
deze boeren zich als verfijnd van smaak.
De boeren wilden zich niet van de burgers
onderscheiden, maar van de arbeiders.
Zaanse klederdracht en Groningse piano
staan niet voor traditie en moderniteit, maar
voor twee verschillende reacties op veranderende sociale verhoudingen en relaties, zo
stelt Schuurman (Schuurman 1991). En
hiermee komen we, geheel in een traditie van
Hofstee, uit op de vormende krachten in een
veranderende samenleving.

In zijn bijdrage aan de bundel corrigeert de
Wageningse historicus Anton Schuurman de
analyse van Hofstee. Aan de hand van een
analyse van de materiële cultuur van boeren,
corrigeert hij Hofstee’s beeld van Groningse
boeren als minnaar van de verlichting, en
werpt zo nieuwe vragen op voor onderzoek
(Schuurman 1991). Zoveel is duidelijk, stelt
Schuurman, dat de veranderingen die
plaatsvonden in de boerensamenleving die
Hofstee waarnam, niet kunnen worden gevat
in termen van de vooruitstrevende, moderne
Groningse boer tegenover de achterblijvende
traditionele boer elders, maar dat de waargenomen verschillen moeten worden gezien als
zijnde het resultaat van een gedifferentieerd
moderniseringsproces. In de Zaanstreek, waar
de maatschappelijke positie van de boeren
langzaam maar zeker afbrokkelt, ziet Schuurman een afwijkende ontwikkeling van de materiële cultuur van boeren ten opzichte van die
van de burgerij. De boeren willen zich onderscheidden van de Zaanse burgers, die een
steeds dominantere groep vormen ten
opzichte van deze boeren. In Groningen,
daarentegen, vormen boeren de bovenlaag.
Deze zetten zich niet af tegen de burgerij,

Het voelt bijna als een uitnodiging om een
derde deel te schrijven.

Elerie and P. C. M. Hoppembrouwers. Groningen,
Nederlands Agronomisch-Historisch Instituut: pp.
105-132.

Hofstee, E. W. (1937). Het Oldambt: Vormende
Krachten deel 1. Amsterdam, Academisch
Proefschrift ter verkrijging van den graad van
doctor in de letteren en wijsbegeerte aan de
Universiteit van Amsterdam, op gezag van den
Rector-Magnificus Dr. E. Laquer, hoogleraar in de
faculteit Geneeskunde, in het openbaar te
verdedigen in de Aula der universiteit, op
donderdag 8 juli 1937, des namiddags te 4 uur
precies
Kooij, P. (1991). Het Oldambt: een sociografisch
unicum opnieuw belicht. Het Oldambt, deel 2:
nieuwe visies op geschiedenis en actuele
problemen. J. N. H. Elerie and P. C. M.
Hoppembrouwers. Groningen, Nederlands
Agronomisch-Historisch Instituut: pp. 9-16.
Munters, Q. J. (1991). Een Liefde die Nooit Roeste:
Hofstee en het Oldambt. Het Oldambt, deel 2:
nieuwe visies op geschiedenis en actuele
problemen. J. N. H. Elerie and P. C. M.
Hoppembrouwers. Groningen, Nederlands
Agronomisch-Historisch Instituut: pp. 17-24.
Schuurman, A. (1991). Tussen Beschaving en
Verwildering: De ontwikkeling van de materiele
cultuur van de boeren in Oost-Groningen in de
19de eeuw. Het Oldambt, deel 2: nieuwe visies op

1
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geschiedenis en actuele problemen. J. N. H.
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Rediscovery of Farming Styles

Farming styles refer to a cultural repertoire, a
composite of normative and strategic ideas
about how farming should be done. The notion
goes back to the early work of E.W Hofstee,
the founding father of our RSO Chair, who
began by focussing on the cultural backgrounds of interregional differences in farmers’
uptake of the agricultural modernisation
logics. In the late 1980s, the notion reappeared, with a change in the focal point to the
intraregional significance of different farmers’
Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

responses to the various sustainability
problems that characterized the same
modernisation logics. Analytically this return
to the farming styles notion enables to
question the inevitability of ongoing agricul
tural intensification, specialisation and scaleenlargement, as well as its accompanying
tendency to segregate agricultural activity
from other rural features and functions, such
as nature, biodiversity and landscape.

Various regional farming styles studies at the
end of the 1980s and early 1990s revealed
that regional diversity in farming styles – rooted in typical cultural repertoires and specific
relations with institutional settings, markets
and technology – entailed specific promises in
relation to sustainability problems – including
loss of minerals, biodiversity, landscape
values, rural employment and, more generally,
agriculture’s licence to produce.
These farming style research outcomes
generated policy attention to alternative
agricultural development pathways. These
outcomes, however, were strongly contested
by the principle defenders and beneficiaries of
the agricultural modernisation model. As
farming styles scholars, we were particularly
challenged to translate our findings into
practical policy measures as farming styles
would otherwise have insufficiently hard
boundaries and say little about longer-term
continuity prospects. However, suggestions to
design more tailor-made agri-environmental
policy frameworks that were thus better
aligned with style-specific opportunities and
interests received relatively little policy
response.

and multifunctional farming and, most recently,
nature-inclusive or circular farming.
Nowadays, the significance of diversifying
farm-level responses to contemporary
globalising food-chain dynamics and urbanising societies seems to be widely accepted
and recognised in relation to specific agri-environmental sustainability concerns – like soil,
water and mineral management and animal
welfare, as well as (and probably even more
importantly) their farm-level integration
potential. With its eye for the multi-facetted
backgrounds and origins of these diversifying
responses, in particular, farming style theory
continues to be a source of inspiration for
agricultural and rural development scholars
and students.
Van der Ploeg, J. D. (2012). The Genesis and Further
Unfolding of Farming Styles Research,
Historische Anthropologie, 20(3): 427-439.

Manifestly, farming style research did initially
induce an empirically grounded theorizing of
agricultural dynamics that aimed to overcome
the shortcomings of more structuralist
approaches. Van der Ploeg’s (e.g. 2012)
renewed attention to the cultural embeddedness of farming in combination with insights
from Benvenuti’s technical administrative task
environment (TATE) approach and Longs’
interpretation of actor-network theory (ANT)
enabled us to unravel farm level agency more
comprehensively. Since then, agricultural
scholars have increasingly started to incorporate aspects of farming styles in their work,
albeit often only by making use of more
fashionable policy notions, such as integrative
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Roots
Construction of the Leeuwenborch (archive WUR)
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History and Sociology

The fame of the chair group Rural History
brought me in 1978 to Wageningen. The
Wageningen history group was at that time
different from all the others history groups in
the Netherlands – it was doing social science
history, history as a social science with the
methods of the social sciences with as its
most characteristic feature the use of
quantitative methods and statistics. It is still
the message of our group: ‘We apply comparative historical methods to better understand
long-term patterns of interdependence
between people, institutions and environments. Our empirical work builds on a
combination of qualitative sources and large
statistical datasets, which we construct from
historical archives across the globe.’ – it reads
on our internet page. Although nowadays part
of the section Economics of the Social
Sciences Group - perhaps partly due to the
fact that the heirs of Hofstee seem to have
lost interest in doing quantitative work - , the
chair group owned its existence to the
tenacity of the same Hofstee (as so many of
the social sciences chairs in Wageningen do)
who succeeded finally in 1956 to lure Slicher
van Bath away from Groningen to Wageningen.

Construction of the Leeuwenborch (archive WUR)
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Hofstee was a history-orientated sociologist
(well, social geographer), who later named his
own way of doing sociology: encompassing
sociology - differentiële sociologie or in the
English translation differential sociology, yet I

prefer encompassing sociology a term from
Charles Tilly (Tilly, 1984; Schuurman, 1996),
which in my view better captures Hofstee’s
intention, although I suspect that Hofstee
himself saw the title as a reference to La vocation actuelle de la sociologie. Vers la sociologie
différentielle (1957) by Georges Gurvitch).
Hofstee’s work played a large role in our work
at RHi– he was our favourite scape goat. As all
the sociologist he thought that the world had
only changed in the 19th century – the famous
process of modernisation, urbanisation and
industrialisation. Before that – it were the
Middle Ages, people working since time
immemorial by the sweat of one’s brow. How
wrong he was, how wrong the sociologist are.
Slicher revealed the process of proto-industrialisation in Overijssel in the eighteenth
century; Roessingh, using Chayanov far before
Jan Douwe rediscovered him, demonstrated
how the farmers on the Veluwe adapted their
farming practices in their search for security;
Van der Woude showed that the nuclear family
was the default family in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Holland, Bieleman
revealed the many changes in agriculture in
Drenthe instead of the eternal rye cultivation
(“eeuwige roggebouw”). I could go on. The
sociologists made us feel pretty smart.
I have to confess that my attitude to Hofstee
was a bit different. Of course, he was a
sociologist and prejudice-ridden, but for my
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Een Recreatieve Tocht door het
Landschap van de Wageningse
Sociologie. 1985-1995

Farmer, photo by Hans Dijkstra

work on the material culture of the Dutch
countryside I was inspired by his encompassing sociology. I admired and admire his
three-volume book Differentiële sociologie.
It can still be used, maybe especially by global
sociologists. Hofstee was my hero next to
Elias, Bourdieu, Benjamin and Giedeon. But
I was also influenced by other Wageningen
sociologists – most of all by Rien Munters who
had written his book Rising and declining
cultural goods (Stijgende en dalende cultuurgoederen) (Munters, 1977). He claimed that in
a real open society goods would diffuse in
every social direction – but, in fact, even in the
famous open society of the seventies he
found just one rising good: rolling one’s own
tobacco. In the nineteenth century countryside
I also found just one: the sewing machine.
Later Munters had an even larger influence on
me by letting me join the Giddens-circle,
where I read together with Gert Spaargaren,
Peter Oosterveer, Jan van Tatenhove, Tuur
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Mol, Frans von Benda-Beckmann and many
others, contemporary sociologists from
Giddens to Baumann, Urry and Elden-Vass.
The historian I became, I became because of
Wageningen and of the Wageningen sociology
group.
Munters, Q. J. (1977). Stijgende en Dalende .
Ccultuurgoederen. De "open" samenleving ter
discussie. Alphen aan den Rijn 1977 Samsom.
Schuurman, Anton. (1996). Mensen Maken Verschil.
Sociale theorie, historische sociologie en
geschiedenis. Tijdschrift voor Sociale
Geschiedenis, 22(2), 168-205.
Tilly, Charles. (1984). Big Structures, Large
Processes, Huge Comparisons. New York 1984
Russell sage foundation.

De naam Hofstee was mij bekend. Iets over
sociologie in Wageningen ook. Toen ik mijn
afstudeeronderzoek deed in een klein
plattelandsdorp in Noord-Holland, Twisk, las
ik de studie van de Wageningse socioloog
Jaap Groot over de leefbaarheid van een
plattelandskern. Verder leerde ik, nadat ik aan
de Universiteit van Amsterdam was afgestudeerd in de sociologie van bouwen en
wonen, de Vakgroep Wonen van Prof. Van
Leeuwen in Wageningen kennen. Desondanks
bleef ik lang vrezen dat voorbij Utrecht de
werkelijke academische wereld ophield.
Een advertentie voor een coördinator van de
Werkgroep Recreatie van de Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen had desondanks mijn
aandacht getrokken. Na mijn afstuderen had
ik een aantal jaren onderzoek gedaan naar de
relatie wonen en welbevinden bij het Instituut
voor Preventieve Gezondheidszorg in Leiden.
Daarna was ik beland in Den Haag bij een
platform van organisaties op het gebied van
vrijetijdbesteding, openluchtrecreatie en
behoud van een gezonde leefomgeving,
genaamd Stichting Recreatie. Daar kwam ik in
direct contact met een levendige beleidssector op deze terreinen van de verschillende
overheden. Bovendien ondersteunde de
stichting een netwerk van onderzoekers aan
de Nederlandse en Vlaamse universiteiten.
Recreatie en vrije tijd waren belangrijke
maatschappelijke thema’s geworden. Ik wilde
graag terug naar de universiteit, vandaar dat ik

solliciteerde naar de geadverteerde positie in
Wageningen.
In Wageningen was openluchtrecreatie als
onderzoeksthema nadrukkelijk op de kaart
gezet als onderwerp van naoorlogse zorg voor
een leefbaar en beleefbaar platteland, dat
onder de snelle modernisering onder druk was
komen te staan. De aanleg van grote recreatiegebieden in de buurt van en tussen grote
steden naar voorbeeld van het Amsterdamse
Bos was een substantiële oplossing geworden
voor het verdwijnen van ruimtelijke kwaliteit en
bruikbaarheid in de naoorlogse nota’s voor de
ruimtelijke ordening. Intergemeentelijke
samenwerkingsverbanden, de zogeheten
Recreatieschappen, dienden zorg te dragen
voor uitvoering en beheer. Sociaalgeograaf
Theo Beckers was in 1976 aangesteld bij de
vakgroep Sociologie van de Westerse Gebieden en had zich beijverd om recreatiegedrag
en -beleid op te nemen in het curriculum. Hij
schreef in 1983 een prachtig proefschrift
waarin het belang van recreatie werd duidelijk
gemaakt, als een vorm van vrijheid, en bracht
deze vrijheid in verband met de recente
geschiedenis van het overheidsbeleid en met
een solide theoretische kijk op planning.
Bovendien stond hij aan de wieg van een
samenwerkingsverband van Wageningse
studievelden waarin openluchtrecreatie een
aandachtsgebied werd of moest worden, van
sociologie, landgebruiksplanning, ecologie,
economie, psychologie en landschapsarchitec-
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tuur. Het samenwerkingsverband werd wettelijk
(Wet Universitaire Bestuurshervorming)
verankerd in de Werkgroep Recreatie. Ik kreeg
de baan.
Voor de functie was ik ondergebracht als
medewerker bij de Vakgroep Sociologie, met
een kamer op de Leeuwenborch. Daar trof ik
een gezelschap collega’s die onder Hofstee
waren aangesteld, Ad Nooy had de leiding
ervan, Jelle Lijfering, Berry Lekanne dit Deprez,
Iteke Weeda, Rien Munters, en een recente
lichting met Jaap Frouws, Gert Spaargaren,
Jan-Willem te Kloeze en Henk de Haan. Jaap
Groot en gezinssocioloog Gerrit Kooy waren
zojuist vertrokken of gingen met pensioen. Mijn
herinnering aan die tijd is niet helemaal zuiver
meer na zesendertig jaar. Mijn belevenissen bij
de vakgroep zullen daarom eclectisch en
impressionistisch zijn. Terwijl ik me met medewerkers van verschillende vakgroepen bezighield, bleef mijn kijk op de collega’s van sociologie beperkt. Een helder ijkpunt vormde het
hoofd van het secretariaat, Ada Hink. Zij beleed
haar trots en trouw aan de groep en aan
Hofstee in het bijzonder door mij te vertellen
dat ze altijd op haar post zou zijn om Hofstee,
als hij graag nog dagelijks in zijn kamer kwam,
bijtijds zijn koffie te brengen. Niet duidelijk werd
me wie een oudere man was, die ook ergens in
een kamer zich door data heen zat te werken.
Een assistent van Hofstee of zo iemand?
In de ochtend van mijn eerste werkdag in
Wageningen parkeerde ik mijn auto op het
parkeerterrein van de Leeuwenborch. Ik was
benieuwd naar wat ik daar aan vervoersmiddelen zou aantreffen. De faam van milieuvriendelijkheid van de Landbouwhogeschool was
tot mij doorgedrongen en ik vermoedde
eenvoudige auto’s aan te treffen, deuxchevauxs, simpele Opels, een bescheiden
Renault, of zoiets, en natuurlijk veel fietsen.
Ik zelf was sinds kort in het bezit van een
zescilinder, zilverkleurige Chevrolet Malibu,
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met roodlederen banken in plaats van stoelen.
Ik verwachtte daarmee een ernstige dissonant
te vormen. De auto slurpte benzine, verbruikte
liters olie en maakte het geluid van een oceaan
stomer. Maar de leden van de Werkgroep
Recreatie pasten er precies in. Op weg naar
geschikte onderzoeksgebieden reden we door
het land en de stemming in de samengepakte
wagen was opperbest. De Chevrolet heeft
waarschijnlijk mijn beste bijdrage aan teambuilding betekend. Helaas moest die al vrij snel
worden ingeruild omdat van de zes cilinders bij
een scherpe bocht naar rechts er steevast
twee uitvielen.
De Landbouwhogeschool werd Landbouw
universiteit en de vakgroep sociologie trok een
nieuwe generatie medewerkers aan. Van de
oudere medewerkers was Rien Munters
degene die hen vooral theoretisch inspireerde.
Hij had zich verdiept in het werk van de Britse
socioloog Anthony Giddens, waarvoor hij twee
van zijn studenten had weten te enthousiasmeren, Hans Mommaas en Hugo van der Poel.
Deze twee hadden zich na afstuderen naar de
universiteit van Tilburg gespoed als zendelingen van Giddens, die hun missie daar met
succes toepasten op het terrein van de
vrijetijdwetenschappen. Na enige tijd, in 1987,
volgde Theo Beckers hen naar Tilburg als
hoogleraar Vrijetijdswetenschappen. Rien
Munters bleef hun goeroe op afstand.
Rien was één van de medewerkers waar ik
meer mee optrok. We gingen met enige
regelmaat na afloop van het werk samen naar
Nol in ’t Bos, om daar een jenevertje te
drinken, met bitterballen, waarbij ik hem ook
af en toe een klein sigaartje mocht aanreiken.
We spraken weinig over het werk, wel over
amusantere onderwerpen. Zo vertelde hij
anekdotes over Prof. Den Hollander, die ik als
als hoogleraar sociologie in Amsterdam had
meegemaakt en die zijn studenten grote
schrik placht aan te jagen, bijvoorbeeld door

Staff at Spatial Planning (archive WUR)

namen van de presentielijst op te noemen om
de betreffende persoon tijdens het college
een spitsvondig antwoord te laten geven.
Menig student dook onder de bank. Ook liet
hij een studente met gips om haar been uit de
collegezaal verwijderen omdat ‘dat been’ hem
stoorde. Deze handelwijze is hem bij de grote
revolutie van de late jaren zestig duur komen
te staan. Tevens memoreerde Rien dat hij ooit
in het ziekenhuis was beland nadat hij een
boomtak afzaagde waar hij zelf op zat. Over
de wonderlijke hallucinaties die hij daarna
kreeg raakte hij niet uitgesproken.
Ook met Albert Mok had ik goed contact, die
als deeltijdhoogleraar organisatiesociologie
was aangetrokken. Ik kende zijn naam van een
boek over sociologie, dat hij samen met De
Jager had geschreven en dat gewoonlijk werd
aangeduid werd als ‘de mokkendejager’. Ikzelf
was opgevoed met het boek van Van Doorn en
Lammers en later het werk van Norbert Elias.
Ik volgde Mok’s colleges en nam er af en toe

één voor hem waar. Hij was een liefhebber van
jenever. Bij mijn promotie gaf hij me een hele
doos met flessen exquise Belgische jenever.
De nieuwste lichting medewerkers bij de
vakgroep oriënteerde zich sterk op Jürgen
Habermas, die het werk van Max Weber
verder had uitgewerkt en actueel gemaakt.
Het terrein waarop deze jongere generatie
zich begon te bewegen raakte enigszins
verwijderd van het agrarische. Milieusociologen werden ze. En, in mijn ogen, met een
bewonderenswaardige inzet en begeestering.
Ze mengden zich actief in de onderzoeks
commissie voor milieuvraagstukken van de
International Sociological Association (ISA).
Voor een ISA-conferentie stelden ze een
‘marsroute’ op, zo vernam ik, waar elk van hen
naar toe zou gaan om een bijdrage te leveren.
Ikzelf nam met meer gemakzucht deel aan de
commissies voor vrije tijd en voor toerisme en
vond me vergeleken met hen een lapzwans.
Intussen bedreigde het College van Bestuur
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verricht in opdracht van rijks-, provinciale of
gemeentelijke overheden naar recreatiegedrag. Theo Beckers entameerde en begeleidde onderzoek naar vrijetijdsgedrag van
huisvrouwen in de stedelijke omgeving.
Stedelijke recreatie was een hot item. Zelf kon
ik een aantal onderzoeken op dat terrein
uitzetten en begeleiden.

Staff at Spatial Planning (archive WUR)

de studierichting Sociologie met bezuinigingen
of zelfs opheffing. Hetzelfde lot trof Landschapsarchitectuur, een succesvolle en in
Nederland unieke academische studierichting.
Ad Nooy, zo hoorde ik, stelde voor een deel van
zijn leerstoel in te leveren om financiële ruimte
te creëren. Hij en hoogleraar landschapsarchitectuur Vroom waren volgens mij integere
hoogleraren van het oudere stempel, die hun
posities vanzelfsprekend achtten. Geen
doordouwers of gewiekste strategen. Landschapsarchitectuur ging op in een gezamenlijke
studie met landinrichtingsplanning. Doodzonde.
Hoe het met sociologie ging weet ik niet meer.
Wel, dat Jan Douwe van der Ploeg als hoogleraar werd aangesteld en hoofd werd van de
vakgroep. Hij vatte zijn rol op met veel elan en
voortvarendheid, met een sterke visie op
agrarische regionale ontwikkeling en met een
gedegen netwerk binnen en buiten de universiteit. In een landelijk tijdschrift beschreef hij zijn
plannen en merkte op dat er onder de mede-
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werkers, die hij geërfd had, veel ‘dood hout’ zat,
dat nodig weggekapt moest worden om
gezonde groei mogelijk te maken. Een mens
kan zich vergissen, ook een hoogleraar. Het
dode hout dat hij ontwaarde bleek een
verzameling wandelende takken te zijn.
Wandelende takken leven en eten zo nodig
zelfs hun eigen kinderen op. De bedoelde
medewerkers, waaronder ik, zijn later hoogleraar geworden, één zelfs Rector Magnificus. De
nieuwe hoogleraar Van der Ploeg was hoe dan
ook van zins snel flinke beslissingen te nemen,
wat stuitte op argwaan en actief verzet van de
milieusociologen. Ze vonden dat, in habermasiaanse termen, niet voldoende ‘communicatief
werd gehandeld’. Inmiddels was ik secretaris
van de vakgroep en mij werd gevraagd om in
het ontstane conflict te bemiddelen. Het is
allemaal wel opgelost, al weet ik niet meer hoe.
De recreatiesociologie ontwikkelde zich
verder. Aanvankelijk werd veel onderzoek

Bovendien liet ik studenten onderzoek doen
naar de provinciale recreatieve ontwikkelingsplannen. In die tijd was er veel geld beschikbaar van de overheid om onderzoek uit te
voeren, met een duidelijk praktisch doel. Later
ging het onderzoeksgeld naar de DLO-instituten. Aan publiceren in buitenlandse of in
landelijke wetenschappelijke tijdschriften werd
nauwelijks gedacht. De wetenschappelijke
belangstelling ervoor was in Nederland ook
niet groot. Zoals Theo Beckers het ongeveer
verwoordde ‘de recreatiestudie bewoont geen
hoofdvertrek in het gebouw van de alma mater’.
Ook internationale tijdschriften van allure
verschenen in het buitenland nog maar
mondjesmaat. Een eigen reeks publicaties van
de werkgroep leek al heel wat. Omdat ik de
theoretische invalshoek van sociologen en
antropologen in de studies van het toerisme
interessant, zo niet als mondiaal verschijnsel
interessanter vond dan vrije tijd en recreatie
was ik begonnen op mijn kamer werkgroepen
sociologie van het toerisme te geven, met vijf
alleraardigste en gemotiveerde studenten.
Na het vertrek van Theo Beckers werd een
bijzondere leerstoel Recreatiekunde ingesteld,
waarop sociaalgeograaf Adri Dietvorst werd
benoemd. Hij nam de leiding van de Werkgroep
Recreatie over en ik bleef als secretaris ervan
bij de vakgroep sociologie. Om het aspect
toerisme meer gewicht en aandacht te geven
werd René van der Duim aangetrokken, die in
Tilburg sociologie had gestudeerd, docent was
geweest aan het Nederlands Wetenschappelijk
Instituut voor Toerisme en Recreatie in Breda
en vervolgens mij had opgevolgd bij de

Stichting Recreatie. In 1994 promoveerde ik op
een studie naar het belang van Recreatie en
Toerisme. Eén van mijn paranimfen vond het
predicaat van de promotie ‘met lof’, tenslotte
een gezonde groente, voor een landbouw
universiteit wel te verwachten.
De positie van Adri Dietvorst werd geformaliseerd in een gewoon hoogleraarschap. De
Werkgroep Recreatie werd een zelfstandige
eenheid en gevestigd in gebouw De Hucht,
waar ook Planologie, Landgebruiksplanning en
Landschapsarchitectuur verbleven. De studie
van recreatie en toerisme werd een interdisciplinaire aangelegenheid. Jan-Willem te Kloeze,
René van der Duim en ik verhuisden van de
Leeuwenborch naar De Hucht. De leeropdracht
Recreatiekunde werd Sociaal-ruimtelijke
Analyse (veel later veranderd in Cultural
Geography). Het vervolg is inmiddels geschie
denis waar met tevredenheid op terug kan
worden gekeken. Ik volgde Adri Dietvorst op,
met een eigen leerstoelgroep, een masteropleiding Leisure, Tourism and Environment
(één van de twee eerste opleidingen in
Wageningen volgens het BaMa stelsel) en later
nog een gemeenschappelijke Bachelor Tourism,
samen met de University of Applied Sciences
Breda.
De bakermat van dit alles blijft de vakgroep
Sociologie van de Westerse gebieden. Wat ik
tastbaar ervan bewaard heb hoort bij de
professorale parafernalia. Van de weduwe van
professor Kooy kocht ik diens toga en baret.
Omdat de toga veel te groot was nam ik ook
de toga over van professor van Mourik,
emeritus planoloog, die deze weer had
gekregen van hoogleraar Bijhouwer, de eerste
hoogleraar landschapsarchitectuur. Dat
ensemble vertegenwoordigt treffend mijn
werkzaamheden in Wageningen, tussen
sociologie, planologie en landschapsarchitectuur. De baret van Kooy, met zijn naam nog
binnenin, ben ik eerbiedig blijven gebruiken.
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E.W. Hofstee and ‘Modern
Environmentalism’ at WUR

‘Modern Environmentalism’
Environmental problems are of all ages, but in
historical perspective one could argue that the
awareness that something can and must be
done about the deterioration of soils, water
and air quality is of rather recent origin. In his
book on ‘modern environmentalism’, David
Pepper (1984) identified three landmark
publications that expounded the principle
ideas of ‘modern environmentalism’ as
emerging from the 1970s onward.
First and most important has been the ‘Limits
to Growth’ report to the Club of Rome
(Meadows et al, 1972). With hindsight, this
MIT2-based modelling of the planetary limits
to industrial societies must be regarded as
the single most important trigger for environmentalism to become a permanent issue both
for politicians and citizens around the world.
It was ‘modern’ environmentalism since the
report was science based and because it
urged key actors in society to take their
responsibility for a common future at risk.
Secondly, the ‘Blueprint for Survival’ (Ecologist, 1973), a special issue of a journal
published by the emerging environmental
social movements in the UK, has been an
important trigger. The ‘new social movements’

in the UK and Germany in particular aimed at
translating the Club of Rome message to the
local (UK; EU) situation. They did so by
translating the call for ‘limits to growth’ into
a design for a strictly closed loops oriented,
local, de-central, bounded network of
eco-communities, sharing and caring for
natural resources in a way we would later on
come to refer to as ‘sustainable’ or ‘circular’.
To underpin their design of the Blueprint
Society with socio-cultural, economic and
political arguments, they heavily relied on the
third major source of modern environmentalism: Fritz Schumachers’ ‘Small is Beautiful’
book series (Schumacher 1973). Schumacher
was an enlightened British economist who
resigned from a leading position in the energy
(coal) sector to dedicate the rest of his life to
the promotion of a radically different kind of
society. His books became popular around the
world and in the late 1980s, Schumacher
himself came over to Wageningen to address
a lecture hall3 filled with eager and critical
students to discuss his core idea that recognizing limits to growth should lead one to
consider new, small-scale, local, size-limited
forms of (agro)industrial production and
consumption from now on.

1 I would like to thank Anton Schuurman for his useful comments on the draft version of the present text
2 MIT = Massachusetts Institute of Technology
3	The big lecture-hall of the Leeuwenborch building was named the ‘Hofstee-room’ at the time, but unfortunately
this name is no longer in use to refer to the main lecture hall of the social science building of WUR.
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Three publications with a different character
- one scientific modeling report, one NGO-article and one popular book series for a broad
audience – but on a similar topic: the ‘environmental future of modern industrial societies’.
From a contemporary point of view, they were
positioned more on the sideline of society,
were more Eurocentric, and did not confront
climate and biodiversity issues in ways we are
familiar with today. But the idea of radical
change, the framing of the planet as resource
for future generations, and the sense of
urgency and unconventional forms of action
I would argue to be pretty much the same. It is
the engagement with transitions and transformation as we know of them today, but at the
background you should imagine the sound of
the pop-music of the second half of the 1960s
(Dylan, the Beatles, folk-music) and pictures of
student revolts and the rise of the so-called
counter-culture in the 1970’s.

E.W. Hofstee and ‘Modern Environmentalism’ at WUR in the 1980s
When I started my academic career in
Wageningen in the late 1970s, all ‘engaged
students’ were more or less familiar with the
wake-up call that was represented by the
three publications introduced in the above.
So were staff members and even some
professors.... Evert Willem Hofstee (1909 –
1987) being one of them.
Professor Hofstee was a social scientist who
very early on recognized the urgency of
environmental problems and the fact that the
future of modern societies would be affected
by problems of (air, water, soil) pollution and
the exhaustion of resources. As early as
mid-1971, he drafted an advisory Report for
the Dutch Royal Academy of Science Committee on the task for social sciences to confront
“Milieubederf en Milieubeheersing als maat
schappelijke verschijnselen” (environmental
deterioration and environmental control as

societal phenomena). During the period of
redrafting this advisory report, the Club of
Rome Report was published, and Hofstee in
his preface to the final version of his KNAW
report noticed that one of the remarkable
characteristics of the Club of Rome report
was the fact that it “hardly mentions the social
scientific aspects of the environmental
problem” (Hofstee, 1972, preface).
Hofstee himself was in a position to do
something about that. He was a respected
professor in (rural) sociology at the Landbouw
Hogeschool (the predecessor of WUR) and
one of the driving forces behind the construction of the Leeuwenborch-building as an
anchor point for the social sciences. Hofstee
was an empirical sociologist, raised in the
tradition of demography and sociography e.g.
historically informed, applied and policy
relevant social science research. I was told
that Hofstee was standing member of more
than 150 committees and advisory boards that
were involved in the socio-spatial redesign of
the Netherlands after the second World War.
So he knew ‘from within’ that policy makers
were confronted with all kinds of expected
and not expected negative consequences of
the accelerating modernization process as it
was happening in rural and urban spaces in
the Netherlands and in Europe at the time.
Hofstee noticed as well that in the Netherlands ecological/environmental issues were
not eagerly taken up and given any serious
theoretical or empirical consideration by
sociologists. Only Nico Nelissen in Nijmegen
and Egbert Tellegen – in collaboration with
Peter Ester and later on with Maarten Wolsinkin Amsterdam were publishing on ecological
issues. Nelissen was building on the ecological sociology of the Chicago school in the
USA, while Tellegen and colleagues depicted
environment and energy as new societal
issues, thereby providing support for the new
social movements without much theorizing.
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In his theoretical work however also Hofstee
himself did not pay much attention to environmental issues. His (three volumes) reader we
as students were instructed to read, was titled
“Differentiële Sociologie” (Sociology of
Differentiation) and it did not consider the
modernization process from an environmental
point of view. Wageningen sociology was first
and for all agrarian, rural sociology, focusing
on the differential adoption of modern ideas
(on religion, family life etc.) and (life)styles – interior design, diets, styles of farming - by
different segments of the population in
different parts of the Netherlands.4

Sociology, Environment and
Modernization at WUR after
Hofstee
Because Hofstee was aware of the need for
environmental sociology and because he was
still leading the ‘vakgroep sociologie van de
Westerse Gebieden’, it was decided that
someone in Wageningen should be appointed
as ‘environmental sociologist’ to confront the
challenges put forward by the Club of Rome
and the emerging Environmental/Energy
movements in the Netherlands and Europe.
Henry Hilhorst – specialized in the sociology
of religion – was asked to take environmental
issues on board. He tried to make a start with
a course in environmental sociology in 1985,
building upon the study of Hofstee (1972) on
‘Environmental Deterioration and Control’.
Along the way however, he discovered that his
heart was not in environmental sociology and
the ‘material matters’ (flows of energy, water,
waste, nitrogen, phosphate) associated with it.
Henry left for a job in the sociology of religion
in Utrecht, and in 1986 I was assigned the task

of developing for the (chair)group ‘Sociologie
van de Westerse Gebieden” a Wageningen
relevant version of environmental sociology.5
Since the course had to start right away and
I only just took office as staff member, a guest
lecturer from the USA was attracted to join
me/guide me in giving the first course on
‘environmental sociology’/milieu-sociologie in
Wageningen. Rabel Burdge came over to stay
with me for a month, telling the students about
‘social’ (SIA) next to ‘environmental’ impact
assessments (EIA) as happening in the USA.
He used the classes to discuss with the
students his survey results of SIA-studies, but
as well for sharing his family holidays pictures
of lake Michigan and the natural beauty it
represented.....The students liked his American
style, his story telling and his holiday pictures
in particular. I was however not convinced that
impact assessment would be the (restricted
empirical) way forward for environmental
sociology at Wageningen University. I used the
first years to reflect on the society-nature
interactions from a sociological perspective,
using social ecology as well as ‘eco’neo-Marxism as sources of inspiration.

The number of students and staff members
were (gradually) growing. In the meantime
other social science groups in the Leeuwenborch started with research and specialized
courses on environmental topics. Next to
economics, also history, law, extension
sciences and spatial planning developed their
own portfolios in the environmental field, with
their activities being coordinated in the
context of the so called Leeuwenborch Milieu
Overleg (LMO).

Second, combine innovative theoretical work
always with sound empirical research. Third,
try to investigate why social groups at
different levels of society do or do not want to
engage themselves with processes of change
for a more sustainable world in the future. The
present ENP-work on energy/water/sanitation
transitions in different continents, and on
global (fish) food system transformations can
be regarded as adequate responses to
Hofstee’s wake up call for the environmental
social sciences in the 1970s. Their education
and research are examples of social science
knowledges that help shape the ‘great
transition’ towards a more ecological sound,
reflexive, and global modernity.
Hofstee, E.W. (1972). Milieubederf en
Milieubeheersing als Maatschappelijke
Verschijnselen: Poging tot een overzicht van de
maatschappij-wetenschappelijke problematiek
van een actueel onderwerp. Amsterdam. NoordHollandsche Uitgevers Maatschappij
Meadows, D.H., J. Randers & D.L. Meadows (1972).
The Limits to Growth. Potomac Associates
Pepper, D. (1984). The Roots of Modern
Environmentalism. London, Croom Helm
Schumacher, E.F. (1973) Small is Beautiful. London,

In the years to follow, a team of environmental
sociologists was build. Kris van Koppen and
Arthur Mol became close colleagues, and the
first PhDs were attracted to build not just a
relevant theory but to develop at the same
time a body of empirical knowledge on
Environmental Deterioration and Control.
Ecological Modernization, with an emphasis on
the environmental damage stemming from
material flows running through socio/ecological systems, was the general heading of this

4	The concept of differentiation was offered by Hofstee as a critique of ‘generalizing, functionalist’ analyses of
modernization as dominant in the USA (Parsons) at the time. Mainstream drivers have to be specified – so Hofstee
argued - in terms of time-space specific trajectories and dynamics
5	The chairgroup (at the time named ‘vakgroep’) Sociologie van de Westerse Gebieden already had several
thematic sections to organize the empirical work. Next to the dominant rural sociology section, there were section
on the sociology of family life, on the sociology of leisure, and on methodology.
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theoretical and empirical work. It resulted from
a critical confrontation with ‘small-is-beautiful’
(romantic?) thinking as the dominant paradigm
in the grassroot environmental NGOs in
Germany in particular. Instead of de-modernization, we argued that the environmental side
effects of simple modernization should be
dealt with by redesigning/reforming the
agro-industrial structures of production and
consumption. Enlightenment thinking versus
Romantic thinking; Europeanization and
Globalization versus localization; market
dynamics next to policy dynamics etc. The
debate on ‘how to green modern societies’
had begun.

By the end of 1990s, it was decided that the
environmental sociology section of the
Western Sociology Group should become a
separate group, including not just sociologists
but political scientists and cultural geography
scholars as well. The Environmental Policy
Group (ENP) – from 2000 onwards headed by
Arthur Mol and since 2015 in good hands of
Simon Bush – became one of the leading
groups both within WUR and in the national
and international social science (RC-24 of the
ISA) arena’s. The excellent reputation of the
ENP-group is based on characteristics that
I would argue to go well along with Hofstee’s
worldview, and they run as follows. First, look
at differentiation (now at different regions of
the global network society in particular).

Blond and Briggs; E.F. Schumacher (1979) Good
Work. New York. Harpers & Row
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Hofstee Has Left His Mark on
Wageningen Studies on Extension
Communication

Prof. Anne van den Ban is generally regarded
as the founding father of the Wageningen
communication sciences. He was appointed
as Professor of extension communication
(‘Voorlichtingskunde’) in 1964, which became
the cradle for a rich and influential array of
academic endavours at the intersection
between communication, innovation and
change in the sphere of health, environment
and agriculture. These activities have continued until today and now take place across
several chairgroups and sections at Wageningen University.
While Prof. Van den Ban certainly deserves a
lot of credit for developing the new discipline
and building an internationally recognized
group, it is important to acknowledge the
contribution of Prof. E.W. Hofstee in getting
Van den Ban started. Hofstee was promotor of
Van den Ban’s 1963 PhD dissertation on the
communication of new farm practices in the
Netherlands, and he no doubt inspired Van
den Ban in choosing his topic. In fact, already
in 1953 Hofstee wrote about the importance
of studying ‘sociological aspects of agricultural extension’ in the first (!) ‘Bulletin’ that was
published by his group (Hofstee, 1953). He
was also in touch with the public extension
services that had been established by the
Ministry of Agriculture a few decades earlier,
and gave lectures to Ministry staff on the
significance of group-based agricultural
extension approaches (e.g. Hofstee, 1960).
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Reading these early works by Hofstee made
me -as one of the successors of Van den Banrealize how much we still owe to Hofstee today.
In essence, Hofstee criticizes the then
prevailing extension services and practices
for assuming that farmers take decisions
according to an individualistic economic
rationale. He points to the importance of
social, collective and cultural dynamics in
shaping what farmers do or do not, and also
to the importance of social differentiation and
regional ‘farming styles’ in explaining farmers’
economic activity. In order to be effective,
extension organisations and professionals
should -according to Hofstee- understand the
importance of such ‘sociological aspects’ and
anticipate these in their work (Hofstee, 1953).
This implies that extension workers should
look at extension and knowledge transfer as
an inherently social process rather than as a
series of communicative ‘tricks’ and also be
reflective about their own social positions
(Hofstee, 1960) The concern with the ‘effectivess of extension’ (or better: the lack of it)
demonstrates Hofstee’s commitment to the
post second world war modernisation project
and his own normativity in this regard. Despite
his sensitivity for social and normative issues,
he continued to talk in terms of ‘good,
progressive’ and ‘bad, backward’ farmers
(Hofstee, 1953), thereby (re)producing the
paternalistic connotations of the Dutch word
for extension communication: ‘Voorlichting’.

Niels Röling and Anne van der Ban, Voorlichtingskunde, predecessor of Knowledge, Technology & Innovation (archive WUR)

This term literally means something like
‘holding a light in front of someone to lead the
way’ assuming apparently that people are ‘in
the dark’ and need to be ‘enlightened’ by
those with scientific training.
While today’s studies on communication,
innovation and change have arguably left this
‘enlightenment’ and ‘deficit’ thinking behind,
we also see traces of Hofstee coming back in
our current work. We still criticize simplistic
individualist conceptualizations of change, as
is reflected in today’ attention for ‘social-technical configurations’, ‘system transformation’
and ‘responsible innovation and scaling’.
Similarly, Wageningen trained communication
scientists are known for their interactional and
socio-political conceptualization of both
professional and everyday communication and
meaning making, and for their interest in the
social challenges to facilitating dialogue
among different interpretative communities.

These sociological perspectives on communication and change have now spread to other
Universities in the Netherlands and elsewhere.
The continued prevalence of sociological
connotations is not surprising if one considers
that most of Van den Ban’s successors indeed
had a sociological training as well. Clearly, that
is not accidental but part and parcel of
Hofstee’s legacy.
Hofstee .E.W. (1953). Sociologische Aspecten van de
Landbouwvoorlichting. Bulletin 1, Afdeling Sociale
en Economische Geografie,
Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen.
Hofstee .E.W. (1960). Inleidende Opmerkingen over
de Voorlichting: Groepsbenadering in de
voorlichting. Voordracht gehouden op de
Tuinbouwdagen 1960. Mededelingen van de
Directeur van de Tuinbouw, 23, 10, pp 621-624
Van den Ban, A.W. (1963). Boer en
Landbouwvoorlichting: De communicatie van
nieuwe landbouwmethoden. Pudoc, Wageningen.
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The Making of Health and Society

Belief it or not, but the young Health and
Society Group has its origin in the 75 years old
Rural Sociology of Wageningen University. In
fact, Professor Evert Willem Hofstee, the
founder of Rural Sociologie (1946) started to
pave the road to it. The Agricultural University
(at the time Landbouw Hogeschool) developed
a lot of scientific, technological and economic
insights for farming practice, which was
transferred to the farmers through agricultural
extension educators employed by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries. The prevailing idea
was that farmers would appreciate these
insights and, from a kind of self-interest, would
apply these insights into their daily practice.
However, as Hofstee argued in 1953, just
transferring these insights to the farmers would
not suffice. He advocated an additional,
sociological approach and to pay attention to
social groups and culture. This idea caught on
with the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
To operationalise the idea, in 1955 the Ministry
seconded its employee Anne Van Den Ban to
the Rural Sociology group to advance this type
of research. With his appointment, the foundation has been laid for a new interdisciplinary
field “extension education”, in Dutch “Voorlichtingskunde”. In 1963 Van Den Ban obtained his
PhD under supervision of Professor Hofstee
and in 1964 he was appointed to be the first
professor in this field.
Van Den Ban started with a small group of
researchers and teachers, initially with a focus
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on agricultural extension, but throughout the
years the focus extended towards sustainable
development, environment, and importantly,
also to health. As such he stood at the cradle
of health education as a scientific discipline.
Sociology, psychology and anthropology were
the main perspectives in Van Den Ban’s
research and education. Even though the
university is based in agricultural sciences,
many of the study areas were and are directly
or indirectly linked to health: food production,
food processing and food consumption, and
the natural and built environment. The initial
focus of health education was on increasing
people’s knowledge about the consequences
of risky behaviours, such as unhealthy
nutrition, smoking or alcohol consumption.
However, as Hofstee already argued in 1953,
rational cognitive appeals do not possess
enough power to motivate people to change
their, often habitual, practices. People cannot
be isolated from their social and material
context. Behaviour has to be considered in the
wider context of lifestyles and the focus
broadened up to health promotion.
Throughout the years Wageningen University
offered students from a variety of training
programmes the opportunity to put together a
study package with courses from beta- and
gamma disciplines with health as the central
theme. And many students took that opportunity. In the first years of 2000, the Executive
Board of Wageningen University, and specifi-

cally the at that time Rector Magnificus
Professor Bert Speelman, decided it was
worthwhile to assemble the expertise of the
university in the areas of lifestyles, nutrition,
and the natural and built environment into a
new training programme “Health & Society”.
A lot of work has been put in the development
of the programme by the late Professor Kees
de Hoog of Sociology of Consumption and
Households, Professor Iteke Weeda from the
Rural Sociology group, and myself from
Communication and Innovation Studies (the
‘new name’of the Extension Science group).
The approval for this bachelor program was
made in 2005 by dr. Cees Veerman, by then
Minister of Agriculture and former chair of the
Executive Board at the WUR (1997 - 2002). In
2007, the bachelor program was followed up
by a master specialisation Health & Society.
Today, both programmes attract a lot of
motivated students.
As a logical follow up of the success of the
bachelor and master programmes, the
Executive Board of Wageningen University
and Research took the initiative in its strategic
plan 2007-2010 for the establishment of the
chair Health and Society, since health and
society was considered as one of the expertise priorities. And so it happened that in 2010
the Health and Society chair group was born.
Health and Society operates at the centre of
societal and community changes. The focus of
the chair is defined as “the sociological study
of public health, health promotion and health
protection, in resource poor and resource rich
contexts, with emphasis on (1) the social,
natural and built environment, and (2) the role
of actors and social institutions in advancing
health and well being.” At the basis stands the
believe that people create and are created by
their social, natural and built environment and
so influence their own and other people’s
health and well-being. It incorporates the

Staff at Household Studies, predecessor of Health &
Society (archive WUR)

physical, social, mental and spiritual dimensions of health and well-being. Health is
considered as a process which enables
people to lead an individually, socially, and
economically productive life. It reflects the
ability to adapt and self-manage in the face of
social, physical and emotional challenges.
Experiences during childhood, ageing, living
and working conditions throughout life do
have cumulative and interactive effects on
health and well-being.
Today, the chair is positioned within the
section and Centre for Space, Place and
Society, which brings together researchers
from four chair groups within Wageningen
University –Rural Sociology, Sociology of
Development and Change, Cultural Geography, and Health and Society. Professor
Hofstee smiles from heaven.
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Lecture at the Leeuwenborch, Social Sciences Department (archive WUR)
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Education • Joost Jongerden

De Toga: Overleefde hiërarchie of
dalend cultuurgoed

Parallel aan de democratisering van de
universiteit in de jaren zestig en zeventig, met
de voor die tijd kenmerkende opkomst van
vakgroepsbestuur in plaats van de almachtige
hoogleraar en inspraak door studenten, kwam
ook universiteitssymboliek onder vuur te
liggen. Een van die symbolen was de toga, het
kenmerkende gewaad dat de hoogleraar
draagt bij plechtigheden. De sociologen Gerrit
Kooij en Rien Munters openden de discussie
over het aan de wilgen hangen van de toga.
De toga is bij de meeste universiteiten in
Nederland een zwart gewaad, behalve in
Maastricht, daar is die paars, gedragen door
professoren bij officiële gelegenheden zoals
promoties en oraties. De zwarte versies
hebben soms een rode bies over de gehele
lengte, wat het postuur van de drager accentueert, of decoratieve strepen over de
mouwen. Kraag en revers zijn doorgaans van
fluweel. Een witte bef maakt de uitrusting
compleet. In deze zwart-witte combinatie zou
het zwart staan voor de afwijzing van ijdelheid,
terwijl het wit neutraliteit, of objectiviteit
symboliseert. Een Wagenings exemplaar kost
1.100 euro, maar er zijn ook leen-toga’s
beschikbaar voor zuinige professoren of
gasten van buiten.

E.W. Hofstee (arcive WUR)
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Hans Dirken van de TU in Delft hield in 2001
zijn afscheidsrede over ‘academische kleding’
(Dirken 2001). Volgens hem ontstond de
toga-klederdracht in Europa in de veertiende

eeuw. Het model was afgekeken van de
onderscheidende kleding die bisschoppen
droegen, en status en macht uitstraalden.
De drager van de toga stond symbool voor de
wetenschap: met de verlichting een opkomen
de autoriteit. Mooie bijkomstigheid was dat de
toga de drager warm hield in de universiteitsgebouwen die in oude tijden klam en koud
konden zijn. Onder de toga horen zwarte of
grijze schoenen, niet bruin, en zeker geen
sneakers. Bij de toga hoort ook een delicaat
hoofddeksel: de baret. Deze moet op het
hoofd zitten bij het lopen, staan en spreken,
maar weer af wanneer de professor gaat
zitten, behalve in het geval van vrouwelijke
hoogleraren. Die mogen de baret ophouden
(Sikkema 2017).
Met de democratiseringsgolf in de jaren zestig
en zeventig kwam de toga onder schot te
liggen. In Duitsland hadden studenten actie
gevoerd onder de leuze ‘Under den Talaren
Muff von 1000 jahren’ - Onder de toga’s
duizend jaren muffigheid (Strikkers 2019).
Ook in Wageningen werd de toga onder vuur
genomen, en wel vanuit het corps van hoogleraren en wetenschappelijk personeel. De
socioloog Kooij, zelf professor, gesteund door
zijn collega Rien Munters, werkzaam bij dezelfde sociologie vakgroep, meenden dat Wageningen afstand moest nemen van het gewaad,
dat toch vooral uitdrukking gaf aan de
autoritaire verhoudingen op de universiteit.
Volgens Kooij verwees de toga naar een
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van toga's door hoogleraren, het houden van
inaugurele redes in onderscheid van openbare
lessen, het promoveren in rok, het aanspreken
van de hoogleraar als professor enz. - of die
gebruiken en tradities het saamhorigheidsgevoel niet in de weg zijn gaan staan, en of
niet naar nieuwe ceremoniële vormen moet
worden gezocht, die de saamhorigheid binnen
een gedemokratiseerd verband als de LH (LH
of Landbouwhogeschool is de oude naam van
Wageningen Universiteit, red.) zouden kunnen
versterken” (Munters 1971). In 1974, deed
redacteur De Hoog van de Belhamel, de
voorloper van de huidige Resource, nog een
duit in het zakje met een satire op de academische kledingvoorschriften en het “Middeleeuws wandelkostuum” (Hoog 1974).

Gerrit Kooij, sociology of family and households (archive
WUR)

hiërarchie in de academie, tussen hoogleraren
en ander wetenschappelijk personeel, die tot
het verleden hoorde. Met de democratisering
van de universiteit was binnen de vakgroep de
feitelijke macht al verschoven van de professor naar een vakgroepsbestuur. De toga, als
symbool van de oude orde, stond haaks op de
nieuwe verhoudingen. Kooij meende verder
dat de toga ook de groepscohesie in de weg
stond.

De toga is er gebleven, het vakgroepsbestuur
weer verdwenen. Maar, de toga lijkt wel wat
sociologen een ‘dalend cultuurgoed’ plegen te
noemen. De toga is in Nederland niet meer het
onderscheidende gewaad van uitsluitend
professoren. Tegenwoordig mogen op een
enkele universiteit in Nederland ook anderen
dan de hoogleraar de toga dragen1.
Dirken, J. M. (2001). Academische kleding: Een
ontwerp-functionele en historische bespiegeling.
Delft, TU Delft.
Hoog, C. d. (1974). "Tussen Sherry en Toga."
Belhamel(14 februari 1974): p.1
Munters, Q. J. (1971). "Kollektief Ritueel aan de

juni 2017.
Strikkers, H. (2019). "UvA-geheimen | Waarom
dragen hoogleraren eigenlijk nog toga’s?" Folia, 2
september 2019.

1	In Groningen mag ook de adjunct-professor de toga dragen . De adjunct is een soort associatie professor met
toga-rechten.
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Het is al weer 50 jaar geleden dat de Boerengroep1 werd opgericht in een roerige tijd van
grootschalige boerenprotesten. Een Europese
demonstratie van boeren in Brussel op 23
maart 1971 liep uit op een confrontatie met de
politie. Er gingen tientallen auto’s in vlammen
op en één boer vond de dood2. De demonstratie maakte duidelijk dat er onder boeren en
boerinnen grote ontevredenheid was over het
gevoerde Europese landbouwbeleid.
Wanneer in maart 1971 een dertigtal studenten
in Wageningen de Boerengroep oprichtten
vormden deze boerenprotesten een belang
rijke aanleiding. De studenten waren ook
ontevreden over het onderwijs aan de
universiteit3, dat weinig aandacht had voor
de structurele achtergronden van de onvrede
onder de boeren4. De groep was kritisch over
de standsorganisaties en sprak over het
dictatoriale bewind van de landbouwvoormannen, zag het landbouwbeleid als een reorgani-

satie van de landbouw ten gunste van agroindustrie en grote boeren, en de toenmalige
ruilverkaveling als een koude sanering. Jan
Douwe van der Ploeg, een van de Boerengroep leden van het eerste uur, zei in een
terugblik op deze ruilverkaveling het volgende:
“'Na de oorlog is vanuit de staat een offensief
gestart om de landbouw ingrijpend te veranderen. De kleinschalige landbouw van voor de
oorlog werd gezien als traditioneel en stagnerend. Boeren moesten investeren, intensiveren, groter worden. Het landschap werd
rechtgetrokken met ruilverkaveling. Het is een
operatie die met bijna militaire precisie werd
uitgevoerd: grote boeren moesten groter
worden, kleine moesten weg.”5 Deze zogenoemde reorganisatie van de landbouw onder
aanvoering van overheid, banken, agro-industrie en de landbouwvoormannen werd
gedefinieerd als een kolonisering (Boerengroep 1973, Boerengroep 1975).

Landbouwhogeschool." Belhamel 28-10-1971: p.3
Sikkema, A. (2017). "Hoe heurt het?" Resource, 15

Munters ondersteunde Kooij’s pleidooi met
een betoog voor nieuwe rituelen en vroeg zich
hardop af of het niet “nuttig kan zijn om te
overwegen bepaalde ceremonieën, welke
terug te voeren zijn op zichzelf overleefde
hebbende hiërarchie, te elimineren” en “dat het
tijd wordt om ons af te vragen of het dragen

De Boerengroep

1

 oor deze tekst is gebruik gemaakt van de eigen geschiedschrijving door de Boerengroep, zie: https://www.
V
boerengroep.nl/bg/over-boerengroep-nld/
2 Zie: https://www.clm.nl/uploads/pdf/CLM-30JR-dwarsdenkensamendoen.pdf
3 In april 1973 publiceert de Boerengroep “Over de Landbouwvoorlichting, materiaal voor een kritiek op de
voorlichtingskunde en de agrariese sociologie”, geredigeerd door Jaap Frouws en Jan Douwe van der Ploeg. De
brochure, 236 pagina’s A4, formuleert onder meer een technologiekritiek en kritiek op de ideologie van de boer
als ondernemen. Deze ideologie schrijft de sanering in de landbouw toe aan het zijn van een slechte ondernemer,
en niet aan structurele factoren zie: Boerengroep (1973). Over de Landbouwvoorlichting, materiaal voor een kritiek
op de voorlichtingskunde en de agrariese sociologie. Wageningen, Boerengroep.
4 In zijn “Structuurplan voor de Landbouw”, zo betoogt de Boerenbroep, schrijft de voorzitter van de Europese
Commissie, Sicco Mansholt, dat de helft van de Europese boeren moet verdwijnen. Zie: Boerengroep (1973).
Agri-business of binnenlandse kolonie. Wageningen, Boerengroep..
5 https://www.boerenlandvogels.nl/node/4898
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aan minder intensief. Rondom de viering van
het 40-jarig jubileum heroriënteert de Boerengroep zich, en zoekt het opnieuw een nauwere
verbinding met sociale bewegingen en de
boerenpraktijk. Zo is de Boerengroep betrokken bij de oprichting van Voedsel Anders en
Toekomstboeren (lid van Via Campesina), en
organiseerde het in 2015 een symposium over
vredesonderhandelingen en plattelandsontwikkeling in Colombia, waaraan ook een
vertegenwoordiger van de FARC deelnam.
In 2016 is het onderdeel van de Nederlandse
delegatie naar het Nyeleni Forum for Food
Sovereignty, en worden er internationale
sprekers uitgenodigd, zoals mensen van de
15th Garden uit Syrië en de Zapatista’s uit
Mexico.

Protesting farmers (archive Boerengroep)

Toen er in het midden van de jaren zeventig
wilde acties uitbraken onder boeren en deze
zich organiseren in een landelijk actiecomité,
was de Boerengroep van de partij. In die jaren
raakte de Boerengroep ook betrokken bij
acties van fruittelers tegen goedkope importen, en publiceerde het over de ongelijke
relatie tussen de landbouw in Nederland,
Europe, en de Derde Wereld (Boerengroep
1978, Boerengroep 1982). Met het filmcollectief “De Rode Lantaarn”, opgericht in 1974,
en dat zich vooral richtte op vormingswerk,
maakte de Boerengroep een film genaamd
“De prijs van ons voedsel” (Veldwachter 2012).
In de film worden de problemen van tuinders
in Nederlands en Afrika met elkaar werden
vergeleken. De in 1977 opgerichte Boerinnengroep maakte met de Rode Lantaarn een film
waarin de boerin centraal stond. Deze film,
“Als je met een boer trouwt” ging in 1980 in
première. Ook toneel – vormingstheater –
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speelde een belangrijke rol binnen de Boerengroep. Reeds een jaar na oprichting, werd
het Boerentoneel opgericht (dat tegenwoordig bestaat onder de naam Inspringtheater),
waarbij de voorstellingen een middel waren
(en nog steeds zijn) om met boeren en boerinnen in gesprek te gaan over problemen en
alternatieven (heden ten dage kringloop
landbouw).
In het eerste decennium van het bestaan doet
de Boerengroep aan kritiek, aan vormingswerk, en draagt het bij aan het ontwikkelen
van alternatieve landbouwplannen door en
met boeren. In de loop van de jaren tachtig
kwam de nadruk van de Boerengroep meer
te liggen op de ontwikkeling van ideeën en
theorievorming, waarmee het de progressieve
voorhoede in de landbouwwereld wilde
ondersteunen, maar hiermee werden de
contacten met boeren en boerinnen langzaam

Boerengroep (1973). Agri-Business of Binnenlandse
Kolonie. Wageningen, Boerengroep.
Boerengroep (1973). Over de Landbouwvoorlichting:
materiaal voor een kritiek op de
voorlichtingskunde en de agrariese sociologie.
Wageningen, Boerengroep.
Boerengroep (1975). Agri-Business of Binnenlandse
Kolonie II. Wageningen, Boerengroep.
Boerengroep (1978). Landbouw en Derde Wereld :
Wereldvoedselsituatie : handel tussen EEG en
derde wereld : Boeren en Boerinnen in Derde
Wereld. Wageningen, Boerengroep.
Boerengroep (1982). Landbouw en Derde Wereld 2.
Wageningen, Boerengroep.
Veldwachter, K. (2012). Filmen voor een
Democratischer Maatschappij, BA eindwerkstuk
Nederlandse film- en televisiecultuur.

Enkele jaren terug startte de Boerengroep de
Farm Experience Internship (FEI) op, geïnspireerd op de Estágio Interdisciplinar de
Vivencia (EIV) uit Brazilië, waarbij studenten
niet alleen les krijgen van docenten, maar óók
van onder meer boeren en activisten. Daarnaast werken de studenten twee weken mee
op een boerderij of tuinderij om zo de boerenpraktijk te ervaren. Op deze manier probeert
Boerengroep steeds weer het gat tussen
theorie en praktijk te verkleinen, en onderzoek
meer aan te laten sluiten op de uitdagingen en
realiteit van boeren in Nederland en wereldwijd.
In 2021, 50 jaar na de grote protesten in
Brussel, en tegen de achtergrond van
hernieuwde boerenprotesten in Nederland en
Europa, organiseerde de Boerengroep een
bijeenkomst over boerenprotest toen en nu,
en over de innige samenwerking van WUR met
de agri-business. En zo is er in 50 jaar veel
veranderd, maar ook hetzelfde gebleven, met
de Boerengroep als een kloppend hart van
studenten in Wageningen voor radicale
verandering in landbouw en samenleving.
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The Boerinnengroep Wageningen:
Looking back

In 1977, as a group of women students and
graduates, mostly in Rural Sociology, we
founded the Boerinnengroep, which translates
as ‘farm women’s group’.1 Since then, the
Boerinnengroup has contributed to new
agendas for farmers’ and rural women’s
organisations, agricultural policy and academia. It has also made a strong imprint on our
lives and careers. Here we look back.

that focused on their role as mother and
housewife. In science, too, the very few
existing studies reinforced the traditional
stereotypes. When a woman married a farmer,
she was expected to run the household and to
‘help out’ on the farm whenever necessary
(e.g. Saal 1958, Stork van der Kuyl 1952). We
found this a ludicrous situation. Together with
progressive farm women, we took action.

Why did we establish this group?

How did we operate?

We had joined the Boerengroep (Farmers’
Group). This Boerengroep of (former)
students and graduates engaged with Dutch
farmers and developed a radical critique on
agricultural and rural policies and practices.
However, inspired by the upcoming second
wave of feminism, we soon realized the male
biases in this group and in the agricultural
world as a whole.

As enthusiastic social activists, we initiated
action research together with farm women on
the gender division of labour, definition of
work and legal position of wives on the farm
and on women’s participation and decision-making in agricultural organisations and
policies. Action and research went together
and evolved into evidence-based policy
advocacy. This entailed a range of activities.
We voiced our feminist views within the
Boerengroep. We facilitated discussions in
farmers’ organisations and rural women’s
organisations. We published in the journal of
the Boerengroep (Nieuwsbrief and later
Landbouwmaand) as well as in other journals
(e.g. Opzij, Spil). And we initiated feminist
research at Wageningen University.

Farm women (in those days, predominantly
farmers’ wives) were invisible: their domestic
labour and their work on the farm were, at
best, represented in the statistics as unpaid
‘family labour’. Farm succession through the
male line was the norm, and the men decided
about “their” farm. Women’s legal position was
very weak. Women were neither represented
nor participating in interest groups and unions
and set aside in rural women’s organisations

1
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In 1980, we launched our documentary film
Als Je Met Een Boer Trouwt (If You Marry a

Later changed to Werkgroep Vrouwen in de Landbouw (Women’s Working Group in Agriculture), Wageningen

Farmer, photo by Hans Dijkstra

Farmer),2 made in cooperation with the film
collective De Rode Lantaarn (The Red
Lantern). In the film, four different women talk
about their lives, ambitions and the challenges
they experience: a ‘traditional’ farmer’s wife
who assists on the farm besides running the
household; a farmer’s wife who continues her
own job and does not want to do anything on
her husband’s farm; a farmer’s wife who takes
up a job outside the farm to supplement the
limited income from the farm; and a young
woman wanting to become an independent
farmer. In between the interviews are comic
sketches; one highlights how the mother-inlaw, who lives with the young couple, keeps a
close eye on her son’s wife, while in another,
the farmer’s wife runs around the whole day to
finish fragmented tasks without a moment of
rest, but closing her day sighing, ‘Again, I didn’t
do anything today’.
Invited by organisations of rural women,
2
3

farmers and young farmers, we showed the
film over two hundred times across the
country. It provoked strong and sometimes
emotional discussions. Opinions were
strongest and most sharply divided – fully
supporting or deeply disapproving – of the
‘traditional’ woman who dared to say in the
film that she was not happy. Farm women also
started to organise around the issues raised,
many of which remain relevant today. In 1983,
they initiated the Landelijke Boerinnen
Belangen (LBB, National Farm Women’s
Interests).3 The Boerinnengroep supported
them in joint events and spread their views, for
example, through the Landbouwmaand.
We also initiated research. Our first study on
the work of women in farms was inspired by
the discussions following the film. In three
different places in The Netherlands, we asked
farm women to write down everything they did
for a week and the time it took each day. This
was an eye-opener, not only for us but also for

A copy of the film is available on request.
See also Storm, Dagmar & van der Burg (2011).
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the women. Most of them were not aware of
the amount of work they did on the farm and
in the household, mostly invisible and always
unpaid work. Work and investments for the
farm always had priority, and the household
always came later – after the motto, ‘Achter
gaat voor’ (The farm first) (Litjens, Loeffen &
Valkhoff 1979).
This study formed the basis of a big nationwide formal research project (Loeffen 1984) at
the Agricultural Economic Institute (Landbouw Economisch Instituut, LEI), now Wageningen Economic Research. As farm women
commented, ‘If even this formal institute says
that farm women work long hours, it must be
true’.
Further research also unravelled women’s
exclusion from on-farm decision-making and
discriminatory marriage conditions. Divorced
farm women could end up without any income
or assets. We also encouraged women to
keep or take a self-chosen paid job outside
the farm, to develop their own farm branch or
side activities within the farm or to become
the legally named inheritor of the farm for
economic independence.
Our theoretical inspiration was, broadly speaking, socialist-feminist. We identified patriarchal
capitalism as the root cause of women’s
oppression. The exploitation of women’s
household labour and of farm women’s and
men’s agricultural labour in the contemporary
political economy of agriculture should end.
These angles aligned, for example, with the
feminist Marxist scholars of the Bielefelder
Schule.

What did we achieve?
We have to be modest, of course, but our
activities undoubtedly triggered discussions
about traditional gender roles in farming. Our
action research and support activities
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contributed to the growing awareness among
farm women and others about the position of
women on the farm and in organisations and
institutions linked to the agricultural sector,
including the rural women organisations
(catholic KPO, protestant CPB and neutral
NBvP) and rural youth organisations (NAJK),
as well as the Central Bureau for Statistics,
the LEI and policymakers. This all contributed
to the process of farm women’s empowerment.
Initially, this process focused on the recognition of women’s involvement on the farm as
work, on active engagement in on-farm
decision-making, on the sometimes difficult
combination of farm work with care work and
housework and on the strengthening of their
legal position. Farm women also wanted
access to and increased participation in
farmer’s organisations and to broaden the
agenda of their own rural women’s organisations. Over time, and stimulated by the beliefs
and activities of the women’s movement in
general, farm women further claimed their
economic power within and outside the farm
to do things like inherit the property and land
and gain leadership positions within agricultural and rural politics. In this way, women
farmers introduced gender issues and other
new perspectives into Dutch and European
agrarian and rural policy-making.

What did it mean for us?

Litjens, M. E. G (2018). Producenten Organisatie als

Others continued doctorate and other
research on women’s domestic and farm
labour and intra-household gender relations in
the Netherlands (Loeffen 1984, Jansen et al.
1985, de Rooij 1992, Overbeek 1993, Rooij,
Brouwer, Van Broekhuizen. 1995) and farmers’
cooperation (Litjens 2018). Two expanded into
international NGOs and fair trade relations
(Valkhoff 2011) and comparative action
research in the global South (van Koppen
1998).4 And one of us became farmer herself.

Overbeek, M.M.M. (1993). Man/Vrouw – Maatschap

Erkend Kartel. Ruimte voor Samenwerking in de
Landbouw. PhD thesis, University of Gronigen.
https://pure.rug.nl/ws/portalfiles/
portal/65140575/Complete_thesis.pdf
Litjens, M., T. Loeffen and C. Valkhoff (1979).
Boerengroep Wageningen. Wageningen:
Boerinnengroep.
Loeffen, G.M.J. (1984). Boerinnen en
Tuindersvrouwen in Nederland. Den Haag:
Landbouw-Economisch Instituut.
Loeffen, G.M.J. 1984 Boerinnen en Tuindersvrouwen
in Nederland. Den Haag: Landbouw- Economisch
Institute. https://edepot.wur.nl/261435
Beslist Goed? Vrouwen in de Samenwerking op
het Agrarisch Bedrijf. Den Haag: LandbouwEconomisch Institute.
Rooij, S. de (1992) Werk van de tweede soort.
Boerinnen in de melkveehouderij. (Work of the
second order. Farming women in Dutch dairy
farming) Van Gorcum, Assen/ Maastricht. (PhDthesis).
Rooij, S. de, E. Brouwer, R. van Broekhuizen
(1995) Agrarische vrouwen en
bedrijfsontwikkeling (Farm women and farm

Berger, B. (1985). Vrouwen uit Ontwikkelingslanden
Lieten hun Stem Horen, Boerderij, 70, 46 (14
Aug).
Berger, B. (1986). Beroepsstatus Europese
Boerinnen Afgewezen, Ons Platteland (28 June).

The changing views about gender relations in
society at large, including on the farm and in
rural areas, also influenced science. Academic
agendas gradually changed. Our action
research contributed to Wageningen University slowly paying more attention to women
farmers, for example through the newly
established, independent Department of
Women’s Studies in Agriculture and Rural
Development. Rural women’s empowerment,
inclusion and intersectionalities became
important concepts in research and policy
design.

Wageningen. https://edepot.wur.nl/206299

Our experiences in the Boerinnengroep
influenced our lives in many ways. Some of us
went on to facilitate and support agrarian
commissions of rural women’s organisations
(Berger 1986) and to work with women and
young farmers in farmers’ organisations and
within governmental organisations (Huijbregts
2001). We became involved in global gender
alliances. For example, together with Dutch
rural women’s organisations, we advocated for
the recognition of women’s labour at the 1985
international Women’s Conference in Nairobi
(Berger 1985).

Huijbregts, M., T. Janssen, J. Ekkes and D. van
Zwieten (Eds.) (2001). Buitengewoon, Diversiteit
en Emancipatie op het Platteland. Den Haag:
Ministerie van LNV.

development). Wageningen University, Circle for
European Studies, Wetenschapswinkel
Wageningen, WLTO.
Saal, C.D. (1958). Het Boerengezin in Nederland.
Assen: Van Gorcum.
Stork-van der Kuyl, D.M.E.A.J. (1952). De Drentse
Boerin; Haar Plaats in de Samenleving. Assen:
Van Gorcum.
Storm, D. and M. van der Burg (2011). In de

Jansen, M., T. Lodder, G. Overbeek, M. Scheepstra

Voetsporen van de Kritische Boerin. 25 Jaar

and K. Termeer (1985). Geen Rek maar Plek.

Landelijke Boerinnen Belangen, 1983-2008.

Landbouwbeleid voor Vrouwen. Wageningen:

Wageningen: WUR Wetenschapswinkel. https://

Boerinnengroep.
Koppen, B. van (1998). More Jobs per Drop:

4

edepot.wur.nl/166548
Valkhoff, Connie (2011) Van Dambadeniya naar

Targeting Irrigation to Poor Women and Men.

Cochabamba, Reizen met Fair Trade. Eindhoven:
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See also https://scholar.google.nl/citations?user=qsDpwiYAAAAJ&hl=en
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Tegen de Stroom In, Maar Met de
Beweging Mee

In 1979 verscheen het eerste nummer van
Marquetalia, een tijdschrift over landbouw en
politiek. Tot de oprichters van het tijdschrift
behoorden onder andere Jan Douwe van der
Ploeg, die vanaf 1992 als leerstoelhouder
leiding ging geven aan Rurale Sociologie
(RSO). Ook anderen die de rurale sociologie
vanaf midden jaren tachtig en jaren negentig
nieuw leven inbliezen hadden hun sporen
verdiend bij het tijdschrift. Onder hen
agrarische socioloog Jaap Frouws, die in 1994
de spraakmakende politiek-sociologische
studie Mest en Macht publiceerde. En Jan
Schakel, de latere onderwijscoördinator van
RSO. Na zes nummers hield het tijdschrift op
te bestaan. Het redaktiekollektief sprankelde
nog van nieuwe ideeën, maar men woonde en
werkte te ver van elkaar – verspreidt over drie
continenten – en nieuwe carrières boden
nieuwe netwerken en kansen.

Manifest

Cover of first issue of Marquetalia
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Het eerste nummer bevat een Manifest van
het “redaktiekollektief”. Daarin constateerden
oprichters en redacteuren, dat er een dusdanige breuk is ontstaan tussen de ontwikkeling
van landbouwsystemen en de maatschappelijke behoeften waarin die landbouw zou
moeten voorzien, dat radicale veranderingen
noodzakelijk waren. De kritische theorie, zo
meenden de redacteuren, kon goed verklaren
waar het mis ging, maar had weinig alternatieven te bieden. “Hoe vaak stopt onze
analyse niet wanneer we de maatschappelijke

ontwikkelingen in dat ondertussen zo vervelend geworden marxistische jargon 'verklaard'
hebben? Oefenen op het verleden is dat. Er is
géén vechten voor een betere toekomst. En
dat maakt je machteloos als je te maken krijgt
met reële verlangens naar een betere wereld.
Vandaar dat we zeggen dat we op de grenzen
van onze vroegere kennis gestoten (en aan
het stuklopen) zijn”. Er was niet zo zeer meer
kennis nodig, maar andere kennis, zo stelt het
redaktiekollektief Marquetalia in het Manifest
dat zij publiceren in het eerste nummer.

Empirisch Onderzoek en
Alternatieven
De doelstelling van het tijdschrift was drieledig: i) het doen van empirische analyse van de
structuur, effecten, oorzaken en werking van
de huidige ontwikkeling van de landbouw, ii)
het aandacht besteden aan ideeën en
ervaringen die gaan over de mogelijkheid van
alternatieven, en iii) om persoonlijke ervaringen uit te wisselen en zo bij te dragen aan het
“beeld van een bereikbare betere wereld”.
Marquetalia wilde schrijven en denken over
“alternatieven in ontwikkeling”. Immers. alleen
wanneer mensen weten waarvoor zij strijden,
komt de mogelijkheid van een andere, betere
wereld dichterbij. Dit wilde het redaktiekollektief van het tijdschrift doen op een kritische en
zelfkritische wijze, maar niet met distantie. Het
denken en doen van een andere wereld moest
plaats vinden met “met boeren in beweging”.
Het eerste nummer was dan ook in het geheel
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gewijd aan actieonderzoek. In die methode,
zo betoogde het redaktiekollectief, staat de
verhouding van subject en object als wel die
van theorievorming en praktisch handelen
centraal. Actieonderzoek leende zich daarom
uitstekend als een wetenschappelijke methode om samen met boeren alternatieven te
verkennen.
In de nummers die volgden wisselde empirische analyse zich af met het zoeken naar
verandering. Zo besteedde Marquetalia
aandacht aan het concept Technisch Admini
stratieve Taakomgeving van Bruno Benvenutti– een naaste medewerker van de grondlegger van de rurale sociologie in Wageningen,
Hofstee. Hieronder verstond Benvenutti het
geheel van instituties dat het handelen van
boeren normeert. De kern van TATE wordt
gevormd door instituties waarmee het boerenbedrijf op technisch-administratieve wijze is
verbonden, zoals landbouwindustrieën,
banken, handelsonderneming, landbouw
voorlichting, en waaraan het landbouwbedrijf
zich moet conformeren om voort te bestaan.
Van TATE is het een kleine stap naar Jan
Douwe van der Ploeg zijn werk over de virtuele boer: het semi-coherente expertsysteem
dat het gedrag van boeren normeert op basis
van het beeld van de boer als ondernemer op
een vrije wereldmarkt. Maar Marquetalia
besteedde ook ruim aandacht aan de zoektocht naar alternatieven, zoals in het thema
nummer “De Moeilijke Weg Voorwaarts”
over dekolonisatie, landbouw en politiek in
Mozambique, Guinee-Bissau en Kaapverdië.
Met het zesde nummer, gepubliceerd in 1983,
hield het tijdschrift op te bestaan, maar niet
voor het nog twee belangrijke dimensies van
alternatieven benoemde: “de noodzaak de
produktie, verwerking en distributie opnieuw
te regionaliseren, alsmede de noodzaak
produktie, verwerking en distributie in verregaande mate te demokratiseren”. Met het
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einde van het tijdschrift Marquetalia kwam
geen einde aan het idee Marquetalia: de focus
op empirisch onderzoek werd kenmerkend
voor RSO, en de aanzet van Marquetalia om
alternatieven in ontwikkeling te beschrijven is
tot grote bloei gekomen bij deze vakgroep,
eerst onder leiding van Jan Douwe van der
Ploeg, en daarna Han Wiskerke. Tot de dag
van vandaag zijn regionalisering en democratisering belangrijke thema’s.

75 Years Teaching Rural Sociology

Redactie

The pre-sociology era (1918-56)

Jaap Frouws, Johan Meeus, Jaap Nieuwen
huize, Harrie Oppenoorth, Jan Douwe van der
Ploeg, Jan Schakel, Jan Smit, Dirk van der
Vorm, Henk de Zeeuw

In 1918, Wageningen University was still called
the Landbouwhogeschool (Agricultural
College). Students could choose from five
study programmes – Dutch Agriculture, Dutch
Horticulture, Dutch Forestry, Colonial Agriculture and Colonial Forestry – which remained
the study programmes of the university for 24
years. It was not until the end of WWII that the
university evolved into a more widely oriented
institution. In 1946, sociology gained ground
through a new study programme on home
economics. In his book chapter marking the
quarter century anniversary of rural sociology,
Kooy (1971) called this an ‘entrance in disguise’
as sociology was still somewhat hidden in the
programme. This changed in 1956, when the
university added eleven new study programmes to Wageningen University, including
to Social Science programmes called Agrarian
Sociology and Agrarian Sociology of
Non-Western Areas.

Naamkeuze
Over de naamkeuze schreef de redactie.
“Marquetalia was een bolwerk voor boerenzelfverdediging dat ontstond tijdens de laatste
Colombiaanse burgeroorlog; onafhankelijke
boerenrepubliek, zo werd Marquetalia ook wel
genoemd. De toenmalige betekenis van
Marquetalia was een tweeledige: verdediging
tegen grondroof en repressie én een konkrete
poging leven en werken op het platteland op
basis van nieuwe principes te organiseren.
In de jaren zestig is Marquetalia van de aardbodem weggebombardeerd. Slechts een
droom rest nog”.

Publicaties
Marquetalia 1 Aktieonderzoek
Marquetalia 2 De Moeilijke Weg Voorwaarts
(Over vrijheidsstrijd en transformatie)
Marquetalia 3 Landbouw en Natuur
Marquetalia 4 Technologie en ontwikkeling
Marquetalia 5 Arbeid en technologie in de
Veenkoloniën
Marquetalia 6 Agribusiness

E. W. Hofstee was regarded as one of the key
influencing factors in this development. He
stressed that sociology at the university
should not just focus on the agricultural
questions alone. To him is was important that
Wageningen trained sociologists were able
to connect their knowledge to the wider
practical world and the natural sciences in
general. Sociologists from other universities
could not speak the language of the natural
sciences well, he argued, and therefore

Wageningen sociologists should be able to
make bridges among the different disciplines.

The early years of social studies
(1960-70)
The influence of social science continued to
grow, firstly with respect to the propaedeutic
programme. All the study programmes at
Wageningen included a common propaedeutic
programme that all students had to take. This
preliminary programme focussed primarily on
maths, physics and chemistry, but in 1970, the
university added more propaedeutic programmes, including one on social science.
This programme – Natuur en Maatschappijwetenschappelijke Propedeuse (Environmental and Social Sciences) – included sociology
courses, such as psychology and law, while
some natural science courses disappeared.
This was the first time students could choose
social science courses without the agricultural
focus.

The revolutionary years (1980-90)
The beginning of 1980 saw some major
changes. The five-year doctorate was made
into a four-year study programme. The
propaedeutic programme Environmental/
Social Sciences was split into two, an Environmental programme and a Social Sciences one.
The Social Sciences programme remained
unchanged but with more flexibility for free
choices and different combinations of
courses. This also marked the introduction of
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a study advisor as students were sometimes
confused with the large number of options.

‘O studies’). Rural development was thus
explicitly linked to an international perspective.

Around this time also, the university had to
deal with severe budget cuts and was forced
to look critically at the quantity and range of
study options. Since there was a tendency to
focus on the green and agricultural image of
the university, the budget plans proposed to
push Plant and Animal Sciences and decrease
funding to the Environmental and Social
Sciences. These cuts and a green focus
would mean that the sociology programmes
along with the chair groups of the social
sciences could become redundant. This
ignited a series of strong protests in which
buildings of the university were occupied, and
a truckload of manure was delivered to the
doorstep of the university’s main building.
Facing such fierce opposition, the university
decided not to go full ahead with its plans to
remove social science from the educational
programme.

Since 1990 (to the present)

The university did decide, however, that
Economics was to be renamed ‘Agrarian
Economics’, to establish a new study programme on Agrotechnology, and to merge the
two sociology specialisations (Sociology of
Western Areas and Agrarian Sociology of
Non-Western Areas) into one. This was called
‘Applied Sociology’, renamed ‘Rural Sociology’
in 1985. Remarkably, the study programme of
Rural Sociology was set up in such a way that
a student could only graduate as a rural development sociologist. To graduate as a rural
sociologist (i.e. without a focus on development), a student had to construct a so-called
free-elective specialisation – an approved
combination of courses chosen by the
student. Then, in 1988, the Rural Sociology
study programme was renamed ‘Rural
Development Studies’ and categorised under
a new propaedeutic programme, Development
and Tropical studies (also known as the
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The period from 1990 onwards has been one
of continuing internationalisation. Dutch
doctoral studies were transformed into the
international bachelor/master system, and
there was an increase in international students. The shift to the international bachelor/
master’s system removed the need for a
common propaedeutic year, and Rural
Development Studies became bachelor’s and
master’s programmes in International Development Studies (BIN and MID, respectively).
Both programmes offer a sociology specialisation of which rural sociology is an important
part.
The role of rural sociology at Wageningen
seems to have changed considerably in some
respects yet also stayed the same in others.
The major change has been the disappearance of a clear social science programme at
the university. In the early days, students from
the Environmental and Social Science
propaedeutic programmes almost automatically flowed from the general preliminary
courses to the courses of the study program
to those of the specific specialisations. The
boundaries seemed clear and the diversity in
study options small. From the 1980s, this
changed as the freedom to choose different
subjects and courses became a frequently
used right at the university, and the number of
programmes to choose from increased. The
courses on sociology are not only given within
the domain of social sciences studies but also
in study programmes from the natural
sciences, like Food Technology and Organic
Agriculture.

distinction. This is still prominent in the
internationally focussed bachelor’s and
master’s programmes. Additionally, we see the
continuation of a strong link with agriculture.
The BIN and MID programmes, in particular,
include many courses on agrarian sociology,
on the sociology of farming and of food. What
was once dubbed ‘the entrance in disguise’ of
sociology at the university because of its link
with agriculture is a continued and important
element today. And finally – and in line with the
argumentation by Hofstee – the connection a
Wageningen-trained sociologist makes of its
knowledge to the wider world is still valued.
Rural Sociology provides several large
courses in the more technical master’s
programmes, which, in turn, leads to many
enthusiastic thesis students from non-social
study programmes. In the end, therefore, we
get the best of both worlds: we train sociologists who are able to interact with the natural
sciences and we train natural science
students who write high-quality thesis reports
in Rural Sociology.

Gemengde Bedrijvigheid: Een Kwart Eeuw
Wageningse Sociologie, 1946-1971: Aangeboden
aan Prof. E. W. Hofstee ter Gelegenheid van Zijn
25-Jarig Jubileum Als Hoogleraar aan de
Landbouwhogeschool. Miscellaneous Papers/
Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen, 10.
Wageningen: Veenman.

Faber, J. A, and M. E. de Ruiter (1993). De
Geschiedenis van de Landbouwuniversiteit
Wageningen, in Van Revolutie Naar Rendement,
1970-1990 (Vol. Dl. 3). Wageningen:
Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen. http://edepot.
wur.nl/210364
Haar, J. van der, and M.E. de Ruiter (1993). De
Geschiedenis van de Landbouwuniversiteit
Wageningen, in J. van der Haar and M.E. de
Ruiter (Eds.), Met Medew. Van School Naar
Hogeschool, 1873-1945 (Vol. Dl. 1). Wageningen:
Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen.
Haar, J. van der, and M.E. de Ruiter (1993). De
Geschiedenis van de Landbouwuniversiteit
Wageningen, in J. van der Haar, Met Medew and
M.E. de Ruiter (Eds.), Verdieping en Verbreding,
1945-1970 (Vol. Dl. 2). Wageningen:

Among the elements that have remained is the
international perspective already included in
1956 through the Western and non-Western

Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen.
Kooy, G.A. (1971). Een Kwart Eeuw Wageningse
Sociology, in E.W. Hofstee and G.A. Kooy (Eds.),
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On the Value of Lectures

Diving into the archives of Wageningen
University Library, I found a pamphlet written
in 1965 by E. W. Hofstee on the value of
lectures. This short argument advocating live,
old-fashioned lectures contrasts sharply with
the current shift to online education. Hofstee’s
pamphlet, Heeft College Lopen Zin? (Is it
Useful to Attend Lectures?), starts with the
following sentences:
Attending lectures is an issue whose
usefulness is doubted by students – judging
from the many absentees. They are
probably not alone in this. It is likely that,
from time to time, many academic lecturers, too, get the feeling that their monologues and discussions with students are
of limited value and that it might be wise
to let students independently study the
syllabus instead. (Hofstee, 1965).1
Hofstee wanted to demonstrate the value of
lectures by conducting a small study on
students in the course Introduction to Social
Sciences. A total of 61 students were enrolled
in this course and were to be tested by an
exam on the complete syllabus. In principle,
therefore, students should have been able to
pass the exam just by studying the syllabus,
and the lectures were intended to aid this
rather than be vital to the assessment
outcome. Examining the relationship between

the students’ lecture attendance and grades,
however, Hofstee concluded that the former
was likely to have a positive effect on the
latter.
That was 1965. Fast forward to now.
At Wageningen University today, the thick,
printed syllabi have been replaced by digital
articles. The courses employ various teaching
methods, including, in addition to lectures,
group discussions, tutorials, excursions and
more. Academic lecturers, as Hofstee called
them, deploy a range of teaching skills and
learning styles to capture the attention of their
students. Each course is evaluated after
completion, and teachers are asked to modify
their teaching as they see fit each year. Yearly
innovation funds stimulate teachers to think
about new forms of teaching, always seeking
to improve the quality of teaching. Yet,
lectures remain an important ingredient in the
courses – and so are the issues with lecture
attendance.
Lecture attendance is not just a subject for
discussion at Wageningen University but very
much a wider phenomenon. In 2014, Harvard
University even went as far as secretly
photographing students in lecture halls to
study attendance (Rocheleau 2016). Besides
this highly criticised experiment, more

research has been done on lecture attendance, its presumed benefits and the reasons
for not attending (e.g. Fernandez et al. 2008,
Horton et al. 2012, Poirier 2017, Meehan &
McCallig 2019, Doggrell 2020). Interestingly,
the academicians writing on this issue are not
unanimously supportive of Hofstee’s conclusions. On the one hand, Horton et al. (2012)
conclude that the correlation between assessment outcome and lecture attendance is
‘surprisingly weak’. Furthermore, lectures can
even lead to students’ boredom and decreased motivation (Blouin at al., 2008; Short
and Martin, 2011). On the other hand, the
interpersonal relation between students and
lecturer, a demonstrated interest of the
lecturer in the subject and a critical dialogue
are factors that can make any lecture an
inspiration and lecturing transformative. A
good lecture makes students think (Poirier,
2017).

Lecture Recordings and Academic Outcomes in
a Medical Laboratory Science Course, BMC
medical education, 20(1), 1-12.
Fernandes, L., Maley, M., and Cruickshank, C. (2008).
The Impact of Online Lecture Recordings on
Learning Outcomes in Pharmacology, Journal of
the International Association of Medical Science
Education, 18(2), 62-70.
Hofstee, E. W. (1965). Heeft College-Lopen Zin?
Horton, D. M., Wiederman, S. D., and Saint, D. A.
(2012). Assessment Outcome is Weakly
Correlated with Lecture Attendance: Influence of
learning style and use of alternative
materials, Advances in Physiology
Education, 36(2), 108-115.
Meehan, M., and McCallig, J. (2019). Effects on
Learning of Time Spent by University Students
Attending Lectures and/or Watching Online
Videos, Journal of Computer Assisted
Learning, 35(2), 283-293.
Poirier, T. I. (2017). Is Lecturing Obsolete?
Advocating for high value transformative

Recently, we have experienced a period
without live lectures as the COVID-19 pandemic pushed academics towards digital education. The shift to online teaching made us
aware of the value of lecturing, not only the
teaching that goes on in front of a classroom,
but also the social elements of it such as the
chats in the hallway and the student who
lingers after class with questions remaining.
After a year of online education, students
began to complain about the lack of interaction, the high amount of screen time and
declining motivation. They missed the
classroom and probably also the lectures.
These very current insights could lead to a
revival of the live lecture on campus. This, as
Hofstee (1965) stated, may ‘reinforce the
feeling of usefulness among lecturers and
stimulate students to honour us with their
presence.’

lecturing. American Journal of Pharmaceutical
Education, 81(5).
Rocheleau, M. (2014). Harvard Secretly
Photographed Students to Study Attendance,
Boston Globe (November 5, 2014). https://www.
bostonglobe.com/metro/2014/11/05/harvardsecretly-photographed-students-study-classattendance-raising-privacy-concerns/
hC8TBdGdZmQehg0lAhnnJN/story.html

Doggrell, S. A. (2020). No Apparent Association
1
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Education • Prisca Pfammatter

Beyond Farming Women: Queering
gender, work, and the family farm

While issues of gender and agriculture have
been on the research agenda since the 1970s,
only recently has rural sociology started
shifting its attention from the production of
traditional gender roles, or the recognition of
the role of the women-farmer, to an exploration of the farming cultures of queer farmers.
I traced back how on traditional family farms
in Switzerland, gender is the main axis along
which labour is divided and power relationship
shaped. Then, drawing from the approaches
of performativity theory and weak theory,
I investigated how queer farmers understand
their farming performances and how these
interact and intermingle to create gender and
sexual identities that, in turn, inform their
farming practices.

lack of research around and the invisibility and
non-recognition of queer farmers in Switzerland. This lack that is exposed extends to the
mechanisms through which farmers are
turned away from farming as a livelihood on
the basis of their gender, sex and/or sexuality
– for example, through the celebration in
Switzerland of heterosexual cisgender family
farms. Second, my thesis highlights subversive
performances and how these challenge the
production of binary gender, sex, sexual, and
farming identities as well as the attribution of

skills on the basis of these socially constructed categories to imply alternative possibilities,
roles and futures. Third and finally, it is
suggested that farming can be an accommodating space where people can become who
they feel they want to be.
Prisca Pfammatter received the 2021 master
thesis prize of the Amsterdam Research
Centre for Gender and Sexuality (ARC-GS).
“The jury found your thesis to be beautifully
written, courageous in style and ability to be
vulnerable, with a very sophisticated use of
theory. The thesis elegantly weaves together
a narrative blending theory, methodological
reflection, diary entries, observation, and
interview data and in so doing, offers a
convincing illustration of the multiple and often
subtle ways in which gender is undone (or
not-done) on the farms included in the study
and done with a vengeance outside these
spaces.”
Pfammatter, P. ( 2021). Beyond Farming Women:
Queering gender, work and family farms, Master
Thesis: https://edepot.wur.nl/557032

Drawing from ethnographic fieldwork and
seven interviews with queer farmer, I evidences how through their performances queer
farmers not only redefine male and female and
masculinity and femininity, but also challenge
the gendered division of labour on the farm.
As a result, their subversive gender performances have the potential to redefine
agriculture as gender-neutral and contribute
to a filling of the scholarly gap on how to move
agriculture away from the (re)production of
the traditional gender binary and its inequalities.
My research makes three main contributions
to the literature. First, it evidences the glaring
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Education • Jordan Treakle

Learning About a Place-Based Turn
in Multifunctional Agriculture

My path to WUR’s Rural Sociology Group
(RSO) differed from most of my fellow
Masters students when I first arrived to
Wageningen in August 2015. As a second-year
student in the International Masters in Rural
Development (IMRD) programme1, I had spent
the first year of my programme nomadically
exploring the academic halls of the University
of Ghent (Belgium), Humboldt University
(Germany), and the University of Pisa (Italy)
with my 27 fellow IMRDers. This unique and
fast paced academic tour of Europe gave
me a range of academic lens on agricultural
economies and cooperative development in
food systems that were enriching and
informative. But these perspectives generally
had not touched on the complex geographies
of power and agency that I found most
compelling. Luckily WUR’s small but worldly
campus, with all of its contentious influences
of corporate agribusiness research and
rebellious social science scholarship, offered
a critical forum to both intellectually digest
the lessons of the other academic institutions
I had visited during the first year of my
programme, as well as dive into rural sociological concepts that reconfigured my relationship to place and later guided young career in
farmer advocacy and agricultural policy.

Much has been written about RSO’s departure
from traditional structuralist approaches in the
field of rural sociology, choosing instead to
increasingly focus on the sociology of place
and issues of agency, relational power
dynamics, and spatial identities. These
place-based theories reshaped my understanding of rural geographies when I enrolled
in RSO’s ‘A Global Sense of Place’ course,
in-which Joost Jongerden and Dirk Roep
opened the door to the writings of Doreen
Massey and J.K. Gibson-Graham which
encouraged conceptualizations of spatial
or geographical places not as static or fixed
but “as dynamic territorial fora (with loose
ecological boundaries) in which identities,
practices, relations, and materialities are
negotiated, shaped, and exchanged.”2
By centering the focus of analysis on the
relational dynamics between both human and
non-human actors in a territorial context, this
scholarship changed how I saw Wageningen,
but also how I interpreted some of the field
research I had done earlier in my Masters
programme in the Garfagnana region of
central Italy with the University of Pisa. So with
these new analytical tools, in 2015 I set off to
reflect on and re-explore some of my previous
field research and pose some more complicated questions to the Italian farmers I had met

1 Note that WUR no longer participates in IMRD
2	Treakle, J. (2019). A place-based turn in multifunctional agriculture: The case of Italy’s Garfagnana region. Journal
of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development, 9 (Suppl. 1), p.4
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the proceeding summer; here are a few
insights I learned:
The Garfagnana region, located between the
Apuan Alps and the Apennine mountain
ranges of northern Tuscany, is well-known for
its small-scale farming and local food systems.
The trajectory of change of the territory’s food
system is closely linked to collaborative efforts
between local farmers and institutions to both
strengthen historically rooted agricultural
practices and values, and adapt these
practices to new socio-economic and
environmental dynamics impacting these rural
communities.3 For example, as farmers have
worked to preserve the traditional breed of
sheep for local cheese, meat, and fibre
production, local institutions have supported
this revalorization effort through regional
branding. Meanwhile, apiarists contend with
their beehives and honey changing flavor in
response to an encroaching forest canopy,
invited by rural abandonment, which in-turn
leads them to find ways to diversify their
operations through foraging of new forest
fruits, marketed through publically-sponsored
agro-tourism. Like so many, these small-scale
farmers are constantly navigating the pressures of market economies increasingly
shaped and consolidated by powerful
agribusiness interests. But different forms of
agroecological adaptation, by both the older
generation of farmers and some younger new
arrivals, have led to an array of socio-ecological, (diverse) economic, and institutional
relationships that have proven resilient to
market pressures. For this analysis, multifunctional agriculture theory was used to consider
how three case-study farms represents a

range of adaptive shifts away from agricultural
productionist trends, and toward a diversified
farming approach oriented around non-capitalistic practices. Place-based theory was
then used to demonstrate how these multifunctional agriculture practices engage local
histories, relationships, and materialities to
embed these farms in place-based identities
and geographies, and in-turn reshape
community development trajectories in
Garfagnana.
As mentioned, my initial focus on multifunctional agriculture practices in Garfagnana
had given me an intriguing perspective on the
changing landscape of small-scale farming
in central Italy. But in revisiting the research
and layering a complementary place-based
theoretical framework to my analysis, I gained
a deeper understanding of the territory.
These lens together helped illuminate how
the multifunctional agriculture practices in
Garfagnana are part of a broader set of
non-capitalist exchanges and reciprocal
socio-ecological relationships among farmers,
the local communities, and the non-human
territorial landscape that were reshaping
Garfagnana’s local food system. In this way
I found my time at RSO, and the place-based
concepts I learned there, pulling together
some of the different academic threads I had
learned on other university campuses to help
me see rural places from new angles.
Following this Garfagnana research project,
I found these lessons in place-based theories
continuing to reshape my own networks of
relationships and sense of place after leaving
Wageningen. Soon after completing my

3	Camilli, F. & Pieroni, S. (2016). The Garfagnana model for exploiting agrarian and cultural biodiversity: The white
Garfagnana sheep breed, a case study of sustainable local development. In M. Agnoletti & F. Emanueli (Eds.),
Environmental History vol. 5, Biocultural Diversity in Europe (pp. 321–338). Basel CH, Springer. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-319-26315-1_17; Rovai, M. & Andreoli. M. (2016). Combining multifunctionality and ecosystem
services into a win-win solution. The case study of the Serchio river basin (Tuscany–Italy). MDPI Agriculture, 6(4),
49. https://doi.org/10.3390/agriculture6040049
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Education • Paul Swagemakers

Trapped!

A long time ago, in the 1990s, a friend of mine
told me he was going to Wageningen to check
out what one could study there. Forestry was
among his interests. I came along with him and
Wageningen sparked my interest too, as I saw
numerous possibilities. I chose a course in
rural development studies. I initially intended
to follow it just for one year only, thinking it
would widen my scope, and teach me about
the world’s cultures and economic development, before I would decide what to do and
study next.

Garfagnana, photo by Jorden Treaks

Masters programme in 2016, I had the
opportunity to follow Dr. Duncan’s RSO Capita
Selecta course on global food security policy
and governance, which involved visiting the
United Nations’ Committee on World Food
Security (CFS) annual plenary in Rome, Italy.
This experience, together with Jessica
Duncan’s research on how farmer organizations negotiate international policy with
governments at the CFS, shed light on an
informal network of scholar-activists4 who are
using scientific research to both analyze and
support social movements advocating for
systemic transformation of corporate food
systems through policy advocacy. This
complex web between academia and advocacy immediately caught my interest. And in the
years since leaving Wageningen, it has been a
site of liaison between the people I met and
concepts I learned at RSO, and my post-aca-

demia work in advocacy. Today, working for
the National Family Farm Coalition, I have the
opportunity to regularly collaborate with some
of these scholar-activists, as we collectively
push for human rights frameworks and
agroecology in the CFS and other United
Nations policy spaces. Thus despite the
geographical distance and lapse of time, the
complex questions of power, agency, and
place that I began exploring in Wageningen
continue to unfold through my relational
connections to RSO.

4 For insight into the work of some of these scholar-activists check out IPES –Food
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Once started, I was trapped. I learned to
analyse rural development issues: I choose a
trajectory that taught me how the study of the
heterogeneous social configurations and
functional relationships between ‘man’ and
nature could help combat rural marginalisation
and spirals of economic decline and to identify
and help develop departure points for sustainable rural development. I learned how pride
and collective ideals among rural dwellers
shaped their farming practices and how these
were embedded in the wider institutional
context of markets and policies. I learned that
these external factors are often perceived as
the drivers for economic development and that
this often brought externalised costs. In the
classes I learnt about a, now very well-known,
example that illustrated this: to sustain the
Dutch animal husbandry, a surface many times
that of the Netherlands was (and still is) in use
for feed production, including former tropical

rain forests now used for soy bean production.
Apart from realizing that these forests were
lost, I asked myself what happened to the
people who used to live in, and from, these
former rain forests? And I asked myself what
can Dutch farmers do to become less dependent on external inputs, and reduce their
negative impact on nature elsewhere? At that
time in Wageningen, I learned how neo-liberal
economic theory advocates reducing the role
of government and policies, and sees markets
as the most efficient way to regulate supply
and demand and to optimise the allocation of
resources. I also learned that the revenues,
split up in chunks of value added in the food
chain, are highly unequally distributed among
the participants in the value chain. I was taught
about some innovative governance mechanisms that were emerging in those years,
called environmental cooperatives. I wondered
what I could learn from the farmers in this
movement, and got a job helping analyse how
new social configurations and relationships
could result in the protection and conservation
of the environment, studying the dynamics at
the farm level in relation to support from
markets and policies.
Over the years I learned how many farmers
value and manage their land and herd in ways
that differ from the dictums of economic
theory that teach one to maximise production
and minimise costs, and how many of them
attempt to gain a living from what otherwise
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would often be abandoned because of lack
of investment and respect: our environment.
I also learned that many values produced at
farms are poorly valorised in the food chain.
Triggered by this continuous manifestation of
abandonment and disrespect, I continue to
study where best to invest, and what to
respect. This path has led me to a PhD in
Social Sciences at Wageningen University,
to several lecturing and researching posts at
the University of Vigo, and, currently, to a
position as assistant professor at the School
of Political Sciences and Sociology of the
Complutense University of Madrid. So much
for just a year’s study! I am afraid, I am
permanently trapped.
Swagemakers, P., Schermer, M., Domínguez García,
M.D., Milone, M., Ventura, F. 2021. To what extent
do brands contribute to sustainability transition in
agricultural production practices? Lessons from
three European case studies. Ecological
Economics 189: 107197, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
ecolecon.2021.107179
Swagemakers, P., Domínguez García, M.D., Milone, P.,
Ventura, F., Wiskerke, J.S.C. 2019. Exploring
cooperative place-based approaches to
restorative agriculture. Journal of Rural Studies
68: 191-199, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
jrurstud.2018.12.003
Swagemakers, P., Domínguez García, M.D.., Torres,
A., Oostindie, H., Groot, J.C.J. 2017. A valuesbased approach to exploring synergies between
livestock farming and landscape conservation in
Galicia (Spain). Sustainability 9 (11): 1987, https://
doi.org/10.3390/su9111987
Swagemakers, P., Wiskerke, J.S.C., 2011. Revitalizing
ecological capital. Danish Journal of Geography
111 (2): 149-167, https://doi.org/10.1080/00167223.
2011.10669530
Swagemakers, P., Wiskerke, J.S.C., Van der Ploeg,
J.D., 2009. Linking birds, fields and farmers.
Journal of Environmental Management 90: 185192, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvman.2008.11.020
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Paul Swagemakers (with baseball cap) leading an excursion in Vigo, photo by Han Wiskerke
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Place
Hasan Paşa Inn, Diyarbakir, photo by Joost Jongerden
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Place • Bettina Bock, Joost Jongerden, Dirk Roep

A Relational Approach to Rural
Development

Introduction
Founded in 1946, our chair group has a long
history of research into rural development,
and much has happened in the field over the
past 75 years. Essentially, our research focus
shifted away from agricultural modernisation
and rural development in the context post
WWII state-led interventionist policies –
policies aimed at planning and increasing
production at the national level and increasing
the scale and productivity of farms – and the
focus has moved towards the role of agri-business and democratisation of agriculture and
food production – discussing the development
of pathways towards new peasant agriculture
and rural futures. In making this transition,
we carved out a special interest in the lived
experience of people (versus ‘structures’) and
the particular (versus ‘trends’). This was
marked by an inclination towards a comparative understanding of how people and social
groups act on the basis of meaning (Hofstee
1938: 7-8). This approach was helpful for
questioning development paths (critique) and
making visible other pathways to choose from
(alternatives). It gave us a solid position in
both societal and academic debates about
modernisation and its alternatives.
Looking back, one can identify two fundamental anchor points. The first was an interest in
the ‘spatial’, sometimes focussing on the
region, other times more on the ‘local’, or the
‘farm’. The second was the recognition and
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emphasis on the geographies of rural life and
farming practices as imbued with meaning.
Both of these take shape at the conjunction of
relations and connections. As a consequence,
the dominant understandings of the rural as
distinct and essentially different from the
urban were increasingly contested. Instead,
rurality became to be understood as a fluid
characteristic, emerging dynamically and in
relation to urbanity in ways that cut across
geographical boundaries. Moreover, and in
parallel, understandings of what constitutes
development shifted from a narrow focus on
economic growth to more encompassing
definitions of wellbeing as the foundation of
thriving regions. These two conceptions – the
fluidity and dynamism, on the one hand, and
the changing character of ‘rural’ and ‘urban’
as spatial identities together with a more
encompassing definition, on the other,
emerged as key concerns in several of our
projects.
This chapter reflects on that history, on our
past engagement with rural development
and how our sociological engagement with
regions, territories and local development
increasingly became ‘relational’. It distinguishes between approaches and indicates their
prominence in time. The main paradigmatic
changes are conceived as the shift from
exogenous to endogenous development and
relational understandings of this. This short
review thus becomes a consideration of the
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development of our thinking about the rural as
the making of (different) places from dynamic
webs of interactions and interrelations. It
concludes with a sketch for future research.

From regional to rural and territorial
development
Evert Willem Hofstee, appointed in 1946 to the
first chair of rural sociology at WUR, started
with research into the rural from a regional
perspective. He wanted to explain difference
– why do different regions have different
development trajectories? Having explored
various possible causes, he came to the conclusion that this was the result of changing
group ideals and the determined actions of
people. Conducting meticulous empirical
research, Hofstee expressed his aversion to
the abstract, structuralist sociology and
descriptive, environmental determinist geography of his time. Instead, he developed a
grounded theoretical approach with low levels
of abstraction and high probabilities of practical
application (Hofstee 1938, 1946, 1982; Karel
2002). Hofstee was inspired by the work of
the Land Grant Universities in the United
States educating the next generation of
farmers. He believed that at these universities,
science was put to practical use for rural
society in a way then unknown in Europe
(Hofstee 1968; Lowe 2010; Bock 2018). His
work was driven by an interest in social and
meaningful action and the situations in which
these occur.
Hofstee’s interest in the concrete, the lived,
and the particular marked his inclination
towards an ‘inductive’ research methodology.
He combined in-depth descriptions of social
groups with a comparative approach. This
grounded theoretical approach yielded the
concept of farming styles in agricultural
production, defined as shared normative and
strategic ideas about how farming should be
done. Hofstee’s concept of farming style
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implied an important analytical inversion: one
should not try to understand the practice of
farming from the structural conditions to which
farmers respond but rather move farmers as
creative actors to the centre of the analysis.
The structure of farm life is shaped by ideals,
perceptions and ideas that consciously or
unconsciously live within a social group.
Hofstee’s adherence to applied research that
aimed to support interventions aiming to
transform and ‘develop’ the rural and its
people (Hofstee 1962: 330-331) has to be
placed in the post-WWII political ambition in
the Netherlands to rebuild and modernise the
country. In the period from around 1950 to
1970, the state took an ordering role in
agriculture. It targeted an expansion of
production through land reclamation and
intensification, with particular attention given
to ‘underdeveloped’ and ‘less favourable’
regions (Hoogeboom 2020). The focus on the
expansion of production combined with land
consolidation to create a more efficient
landscape of production, with investments in
material infrastructure (roads, housing,
business locations, etc.) and (fiscal) encouragement for industries to grow in peripheral
regions. The Dutch government moved public
institutes to these locations, too, such as tax
authorities and the Central Bureau of Statistics. Similar initiatives were taken in other
countries and at the European level. These
were the heydays of Keynesian economics
and top-down exogenous development. The
oil crisis and inflation of the 1970s heralded
the end of Keynesian economic policies
marked by a central role for state interventions, however. With the turn towards the
Washington Consensus and ‘neo-liberalism’,
the role of the state changed. Investments
were redirected towards private actors, and
regions were encouraged to compete by
realising their comparative advantage.
In rural development, this change was marked

by a shift from exogenous development
(driven from outside) to endogenous development (driven from within) whose impetus and
management moved from the level of national
administration to that of local authorities and
with non-governmental organisation. This was
characterised as local or (later) territorial
development, referring to districts or ‘terroirs’
(Terluin 2003), moved away from central
planning and emphasised the role of the
community. Attention turned towards the
locally present resources, determining the
identity of territories and their ‘niche’ of
development and distinction from others. The
use of local knowledge was encouraged with
investments in capacity-building and community ‘animation’. A typical policy instrument
based on this approach was LEADER, the
EUs flag-ship governance program for rural
development begun in 1991, which, in principle,
offered local communities a degree of autonomy in mobilising EU funding for self-designed
development projects.
This paradigmatic shift in policy approach was
reflected in rural development research by a
similar move – towards the idea of participatory development. Rural inhabitants were no
longer seen as objects of transformation but
rather subjects of their own history, endowed
with interests and agency. Along with this
humanising move, as it were, an appreciation
of heterogeneity and recognition of non-economic goals of development were encouraged
(Ploeg, Long & Banks 2002). However, there
was also critique, pointing to the overly
harmonious image of local communities
overlooking the power of local elites to
determine the route to follow and excluding
less powerful residents, such as women,
smallholders, non-entrepreneurial farmers
from decision-making (Shortall 2002, 2008;
Derkzen, Bock & Franklin 2008; De Rooij &
Bock 2000).

In general, EU policymakers and scientists
collaborated closely in the late 1980s and 90s
and developed the basic ideas of endogenous
rural development in interaction. The EU
organised several public consultations, of
which the European Conference for Rural
Development in Cork organised by the
European Commission in November 1996
was a prominent example. This conference
resulted in the famous Cork Declaration on
Rural Development that gave strong support
for integrated territorial development as an
overarching principle and for private and
community-based initiatives (European
Commission 1996). The new paradigm was
later endorsed by the OECD.
Our chair group had years of plenty, with Jan
Douwe van der Ploeg chairing between 1993
and 2002. As one of the pioneers and leading
figures in endogenous rural development and
multifunctional agriculture, van der Ploeg
advised – and sometimes antagonised – policymakers while collaborating in multiple research
projects on rural development across Europe
and beyond. He increasingly articulated a ‘peasant way’, with an emphasis on creative agency
and the importance of a self-governed resource
base for agricultural production. He contrasted
this with the entrepreneurial way, so often
favoured by policymakers, which has resulted in
the environmental and economic crisis that the
rurality faces today. Van der Ploeg’s ‘peasant
way’ and the associated idea of re-localising
production, processing and distribution (‘nested
markets’) was also a call for a democratisation
of agriculture and food production (Van der
Ploeg 2008) and aligned with the agenda of
food sovereignty movements.
Running from 1990 to 1994, CAMAR was the
first EU-funded project to be coordinated by
van der Ploeg. The prevailing modernisation
paradigm had promoted a ‘one-size-fits-all’
approach for rural areas in which specificities
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were problematised and reduced to obstacles
in the way of a uniform progress – essentially,
the industrialisation of agriculture. In contrast,
this research project revealed how agricultural
and rural development could be rooted in locally specific resources and celebrate versatility.
In the edited books Born from Within (Ploeg &
Long 1994) and Beyond Modernization (Ploeg
& Van Dijk 1995), development as a process of
re-localisation and particularisation was
promoted as a rural renewal strategy to
counter exclusion and marginalisation. The
new rural development paradigm was further
explored, mapped out and elaborated in a
range of Dutch and international projects
under various conceptual headings, such as
diversification, pluriactivity, and different
scales. Novel, additional income-generating
farm practices were conceptualised as
potentially contributing to a rural renewal as a
result of broadening, deepening and regrounding farm development strategies (Van der
Ploeg, Long & Banks 2002; Ploeg & Roep
2003; O’Connor & Renting 2006).
In this context, diversification was further
elaborated as multifunctional agriculture
(Oostindie 2017) and as rural household
strategies (Jongerden 2018). Additional studies
revealed the key role of women in the diversification of farms business, in line with the
growing recognition of gender in the development discourse generally. Women were seen
as less caught up in the traditional logic of
agricultural development and thus open to
other knowledge and experiences (Bock
2004; Seuneke & Bock 2015). Relocation has
further been explored as a strategy to develop
sustainable food supply chains (Wiskerke &
Roep 2006; Roep & Wiskerke 2010).
Following the ground-breaking work of
CAMAR, Lowe, Murdoch and Ward (1995)
argued for a neo-endogenous perspective.
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Taking development to be neither (exclusively)
exogenous nor endogenous but rather driven
by relations that extend across socio-geographical and political boundaries, the
neo-endogenous perspective viewed rural
development in terms of networks (Murdoch
2000; Shucksmith 2010). This network
approach was further elaborated in the
ETUDE project (2007-09) as ‘unfolding webs’
(Ploeg and Marsden 2008) that enable rural
development by interweaving human and
non-human actors and resources in novel
ways (Milone & Ventura 2010)
Endogenous development thus became an
accepted model of development, regarded as
adequate in a time when citizens gained voice
and cherished their ability to engage with,
inform and instruct, even, politicians and
administrators. It also fit well with a more
general belief in the value of local autonomy
and devolution as enhancing the effectiveness
and efficiency of policy (Bock 2019). Similarly,
because of its potential to reinforce democracy and foster inclusivity through civic engagement, the European Commission promoted
working in partnerships as one of the pillars of
‘good governance’ (CEC, 2001).
Still, however, there was the critique since the
policy agenda heralding local agency may
serve to reinforce social and spatial inequality.
Research has clearly demonstrated that it is
easier for resourceful local groups and rural
areas to realise bottom-up, endogenous development, and that, conversely, those groups
and areas in most need of development often
lack essential resources (Shortall 2008;
Shucksmith 2010; Kühn 2015).
In 2009, the European Commissioner for
Regional Policy prepared a reformed cohesion
policy agenda that set the scene for a placebased development strategy aimed at ‘tackling
persistent under-utilisation of potential and

reducing persistent social exclusion in specific
places through external interventions and
multilevel governance’ (Barca 2009: vii). On the
one hand, this approach endorsed the local/
territorial development and community
empowerment paradigm; on the other hand,
however, it underlined the responsibility of the
state to intervene and to promote citizens’ right
of equal access to opportunities – ‘irrespective
of where she/he lives’ (ibid.). In response, the
EU mainstreamed the LEADER approach as a
general regional development model underlining the importance attached to ‘place’ and
tailor-made interventions.

The turn to a relational approach to place
and development
Around the 2000s, the idea of the rural as
relationally constructed returned to the
academic agenda as a response to approaches in which the rurality was conceptualised as
the product of internalist histories. Guided by
critical socio-geographical analysis (e.g.
Massey 2005), the rural is no longer defined
as a distinct place, defined by an opposite
referred to as ‘the urban’, but rather as a set
of practices, relations and connections
(Woods & Heley 2017). As a result, its development is similarly recognised as coproduced in
interaction, and a wide-angle lens with a view
to interconnected places is necessary (Jones
and Woods 2013). The interaction involves
both material and discursive transfers, with
territorial identity itself produced collectively
and in negotiation (Faludi 2013; Heley and
Jones 2012). Places are the product of a
constellation of relations, and thus always
themselves in ‘development’.
This approach built on the earlier studies in
which we had already explored the co-production of development through ‘different
configurations of the web of interrelations,
interactions, exchanges and positive mutual
externalities within rural societies’ (ETUDE

2009: 4). The relational turn guided us to look
at rural places as heterogeneous and dynamic, shaped through the intermingling of social
and natural processes, and to reconsider
historical accounts of how they are constructed (DERREG 2009-2012, SUSPLACE
2015-2019), ROBUST 2017-2021).
In the last decade, the political vocabulary of
rural development has also changed. The
focus on local development has remained, but
spatial differentiation and inequality became
prominent issues. Inequality between member
states threatens the cohesion of the EU, but
internal spatial inequality is also heavily
debated. Amin, Massey and Thrift (2003) had
already criticised the centralisation of
investments that impoverished (rural) regions.
A decade later, Rodriguez-Pose (2018)
published an article on ‘the revenge of the
places that don’t matter’ in which he discussed the rising discontent in regions that
were marginalized and their residents’ turn to
populist parties.
The declining regions often include regions
dependent on old industries, but rural areas
are also part of this social and spatial differentiation process. Some rural areas have been
swallowed by expanding urban areas; others
have become part of the urban system, as a
place of second residence or recreation.
Similarly, cities may become part of the rural
system, with people commuting to work and
travelling for leisure or service provisions.
Politically, the depopulated rural areas gain
visibility as rural residents across Europe
complain about the political abandonment of
the countryside (Vulpen & Bock 2020). Insofar
as conventional spatial modes of understanding (exogenous versus endogenous, centre
versus periphery) have been questioned
(Copus 2001), the relational mode of understanding helped us to rephrase the problem
not in terms of the rural places themselves but
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as one of the tupes of relations in which the
rural became marginalized.

New rural, uneven development and
inequality

In our EU research project ROBUST (20172021), we advanced our understanding of the
varieties of interactions and dependencies
between rural and urban, and we identify
policies, governance models and practices
that foster mutually beneficial relations. In
research conducted in Turkey and Kurdistan,
we have shown how villagers maintain their
smallholdings through multiple family-based,
gendered, age (life-stage) related arrangements, in which rural and urban incomes and
settlements blend into one other (Jongerden
2018). Research into the daily life of Polish
labour migrants in Norway confirms the importance of long-distance relations for an individual’s investment in place (Stachowski & Bock
2021). Such a relational approach can help us
to rethink social innovation and revitalisation
processes in Europe and elsewhere (Bock
2015; Chen, Knierim & Bock 2022).

One of the key research challenges is that of
the future of the rural. This is not a question
of whether or not there rural will disappear in
an amorphous urban future but of what the
rural of the future may look like. Historically,
the rural has not been a stable category. The
new rurals – and we should use the plural
here – are taking shape at the intersection of
multiple processes and dynamics. Functions
and meanings attributed to it have been
manifold (Woods 2011: 1). Taking shape at the
intersection of ‘man and nature’ (Ploeg 1997:
41), for centuries, the rural has been identified
with those places where most of our food,
fibre and fuel is produced (Woods 2011: 1).
Today, in many regions across the world, the
rural has (also) become the provider of
landscapes and scenery where visitors ‘get
away’ and ‘slow-down’ or search for adventure and sensation (Buscher and Fletcher
2017) or function as a distant marker of
identity and belonging (Jongerden 2018).

elements, will be welcome, and which not?
Discussions about environmental regulation
and emissions, or the choice between
separating and blending farming and nature,
will have consequences for the directions in
which we will shape the rural. Already we see
contours of various outcomes – including the
conversion of agricultural land into nature and
different types of ‘rewilding’; the transformation from environmentally stressful, high-productivity farming to forms of ‘sustainable’ and
regenerative agriculture that work with instead
of against nature; and the creation of new,
multifunctional spaces for the development
of pluriactive services and recreational
purposes; but also the use of nature and
farmland for the production of energy and for
housing and warehousing. The new rurals
come with challenging questions about new
forms of uneven development: : some areas
might experience a shrinking population and
an impoverishment of services and facilities,
while other rural regions will experience
growth.

In addition to the extraction of resources and
agricultural production and different types of
transitory experiences and the consumption
of a wide range of products, including
landscapes and scenery, the rurality in general
is the site of intersections of many patterns of
movement and settlement from which some
move out for education or work and others
move in for recreation and entertainment. The
multiple functions and meanings of the rural
and the normativity of these will pose novel
questions about what are to be considered
legitimate rural practices – and how this will
shape the farming practices and the land of
our rural futures, And whose practices? Which
farmers will be considered the legitimate
producers of the rural of the future, who will
be defined as the nuisance, whose activities
should be restricted or ended? And which new
actors, as producers or consumers of rural

The issue of uneven development in rural
demographics also returns us to the question
of ‘rural justice’. The COVID-19 pandemic has
demonstrated once again the fluidity of
rural-urban borders and increasing tendency
towards multi-local (multi-place or hetero-local) living structures (Jongerden 2018;
Lehtonen, Muilo and Vihinen 2019). Yet, we
also learned that such mobility may be
experienced as a threat and attempt of the
urban elite to colonise the rural (see ROBUST
2020). Rural gentrification – in expanding
commuter belts and through second or
holiday homes, or more directly through an
urban flight to rented accommodation in the
country – is a form of rural development in
which affluent social groups move into rural
areas, pushing out low(er)-income groups.
While some rural areas gentrify, other areas
are being abandoned. This raises new

Looking forward
This reflection on 75 years of rural development research at the Rural Sociology group
in Wageningen has highlighted the changes in
approaches as well as the perpetuity of our
rural engagement that have underlain our
ambition throughout to make a difference in
science and society and our eagerness to
collaborate with stakeholders and fellow
academics. Most of the studies referred to
above were projects in which we collaborated
with others. Our exchanges with farmers,
rural residents, policymakers and fellow
academics in the Netherlands, Europe and
worldwide are a continuing source of joy and
inspiration. Together we have formulated new
questions, forged new studies, found new
approaches. Together, we learn together and
hope to engage in new projects. To this end,
we have also identified two broad themes for
our future research agenda.
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questions about social inequalities and
polarisation emerging today that take the form
of spatial differentiation (Kühn 2015).

Reshaping rural-urban relations
Rural-urban relations remain a topical
subject, including in relation to the understanding and definition of rurality as a space
of interconnections and order-making. In our
work on the rurality, its functions, meanings
and futures, we give consideration to the lived
experience: the meaningful practices through
which people shape their lives and relations.
Thinking socially about the spatial also
requires us to further question the urbanrural distinction. Although this distinction
may very well be one of the oldest and most
pervasive of social and geographical binaries
(Woods 2011: 3), it also conceals a world of
relatedness.
Historically, a strong network of rural settlements was regarded as supportive and thence
integrated with and not antithetical to the city
(Wallace-Hadrill 1991: ix, xii; Mont-Mor 2014:
263). A primary challenge of a rural sociology
for the twenty-first century is to understand
how the rurality, its diversity of meanings and
functions are the contextual outcome of social
relations and meaningful actions, past and
present. This can direct our focus to the
making of new geographies (Bock 2018,
Axinte et al. 2019), in which city and countryside become each other’s extensions, implying
an investigation into how this revisioning
reshapes our ideas and assumptions, not only
about rural and urban per se but also about
their (re)production (Wiskerke 2009, Wiskerke
and Verhoeven 2017). Then we can turn to the
living structures and how people are increasingly spending their time split between two or
three places located in both ‘rural’ and ‘urban’
settings – for example in circular labour
migrations between places of work and the
place one calls ‘home’ – and thence how a
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range of urban-rural assemblages are created
by different groups of people acting in various
contexts with variable opportunities.
Relatedly, imagining the rural and the urban
as ‘fluid’ may be of interest to explore in
the context of new mobility and settlement
patterns. An example of this is the emergence
of urbanite villages with a ‘country style’
inhabited by city-dwellers who temporarily
slip into the category of rural (Young 2007).
Others again have drawn attention to the
phenomenon of ‘retirement villages’ and the
changing characteristics of village populations
and the village as a space of support for those
who are not able or unwilling to compete in
the urban labour market, raising the question
of the dynamics and explanations of counter-urbanisation occurring next to those of
urbanisation (Öztürk, Jongerden & Hilton
2017).

cluding literally, through discussions on how
the ideas of shared wellbeing and interdependence may translate into new policy
instruments and investments logics.
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Finally

smallholders and women smallholders in Dutch

Rural Sociological Society at the National 4-H

Travelling back in time to reflect on the
evolution of our group over the course of its
75-year history has been an interesting and
inspiring journey. Our thinking has changed
over time but also maintained many continuities. Among these, our engagement with rural
areas as vital spaces is fundamental. We look
forward to our 100th anniversary and the coming
25 years of collaboration with citizens and
farmers, practitioners and policymakers and, of
course, fellow academicians across the globe.
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Gender and Rural Development in
Europe: Then and now

Once upon a time…
It is almost 44 years since my first research
project, which considered the position of
women in non-academic positions at the
University of Nijmegen. More studies into
gender and professions followed, investigating
academia and public service and also technical and ‘masculine’ occupations, such as
woodwork and firefighting, and eventually
farming.
Women farmers stole my heart – first in Italy
and later in the Netherlands when working on
my PhD on the role of women in rural development practice and policy. They were so
creative and courageous, developing new
business activities and staking a position in a
sector so desperately needing transition but
stubbornly holding on to tradition.
In this case, the conventional image and
success formula of the male farmer running
his farm as a modern business striving to
increase production and growth, with the
farmwife offering assistance. In the early 90s,
some women stood up against these beliefs
– men being the head of the farms and
farming as regular businesses interested in
increasing production and profit. There were
women pioneers innovating agriculture by
initiating a new model and paradigm of farm
diversification and multifunctionality. They
introduced new income-generating activities
and created new markets with direct commu-
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nication between producers and consumers.
In so doing, these women farmers and their
partners developed new knowledge and skills
and adapted their agricultural production
methods with less monocultural and more
environmentally friendly production methods.
Women made a significant financial contribution to the continuity of farming not only
through the new business activities but also
by gaining off-farm income.
Initially, the turn towards diversification and
multifunctionality met with a lot of criticism
and suspicion by traditional or ‘mainstream’
farmers and the farming unions – this is not
real farming anymore, they would say, or this
means the end of agriculture as a real business and profession. As a result, many women
farmers downplayed their activities as hobbies
and the importance of the money they brought
to the farms. Over time, however, the success
of the new businesses became evident, and
multifunctional agriculture became formally
recognised even by the unions.
In academia, the role of women in multifunctional farming was appreciated in three ways:
first as a proof of a long-overdue empowerment and recognition of the vital role of
women in agriculture; second as one of the
elements of the transition of farming, with
multifunctionality, high-quality production and
direct marketing as the way forward; and third
as proof of the sustainability of family farming.

Studies into gender relations in agriculture
confirmed the presence of more equal gender
relations on farms engaged in diversified
productions and using novel production
methods. The situation is quite different in
most production-oriented farms that remained
conventional also in terms of gender relations.
The political interest in women farmers gradually diminished, at least at the national level.
The EU continued to call attention to the
position of rural women, stressing their vul
nerability and the importance of strengthening
their position in farming and rural areas.
However, gender agriculture and rural development did not figure prominently in public,
political or academic debates for a long time
– in Europe.
In international development debates, this
was quite different, and gender remained a
prominent issue and target of policymakers,
donors and academics. Women were presented as important actors, able to enhance
production and warrant food security yet
needing support to overcome traditional
obstacles and realise their potential. Perhaps
the global South was again ahead of the North
when it came to gender debates – as it was
when research into gender and agriculture
developed in Europe in the seventies.
Most recently, the interest in gender and rural
development seems to have been re-awakening in Europe. In a recently published Horizon
call, the EU expresses high hopes for women’s
engagement in innovations that support the
ecological transition of agriculture and the
long-term vitality of rural areas (EC 2021).
Women, it is anticipated, will ensure the future
of agriculture and rural areas and significantly
contribute to climate change mitigation and,
hence, our future. It is interesting to see that
women, who had mainly figured in agricultural
and rural policies as a vulnerable group, have
suddenly become framed as our saviours.

However, as the EU calls for ways to boost
women’s innovations, women are still expected to need a hand to realise their potential,
with many hurdles arising from what we may
best identify as ‘institutionalised sexism’.
What does this mean for academics like me
who have fallen for these amazing women
who experiment with new ideas, develop new
products and methods and institutions?
Should we worry about their instrumentalisation, as some warn us (reference)? I always
have difficulty with that argument. Really, are
we instrumentalised if we choose to do what
needs to be done? Do we not all carry the
responsibility to be instruments for the
realisation of a better world? And is women’s
agency to innovate against all odds transforming structures, identities, and relations not
already self-empowering? Is not innovation
itself an instrument of empowerment? Indeed
yes, and the women deserve more respect,
reward, and support. What they do is valuable
and critical, and we need to ensure that their
engagement has an impact.
In my view, it is not up to me as a researcher
to seek to protect women from this instrumentalisation. However, I can be of more assistance when understanding what drives,
enables and hinders them and where change
is essential to realise potential. The transformation of gender relations is part and parcel
of that process, be it explicit or implicit. We
should also not forget that women do not
necessarily view their actions as separate or
independent; farm women nowadays often
feel part of the family business, and many
collaborate with others, including men. This
does not make gender equality less relevant
but nuances women’s interest in gender
transformation.
So what about the kinds of innovations in
which women engage? Many are novel, of
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course, but not all are about agroecology or
climate change, or that might not be the
leading motive. Women’s primary drive is often
to assure the business’s profitability, and not
all they do is good for the environment. Does
that mean we should then not support their
initiatives and engagement in innovation? Do
women only deserve support as saviours? In
this context, the right of agenda-setting
becomes another matter to consider. Which
issues should politics and science address,
and when are women ‘invited’ to join? Even
formulating the question is awkward given
that, obviously, women have a right to set the
agenda. Reality is complex. Generally,
however, interest groups are involved in such
negotiations, and as studies report time and
again, women farmers are hardly represented
at all in farming organisations.
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In de jubileum publicatie rondom ons 25 jarig
bestaan leverde Lijfering een bijdrage onder
de titel ‘het rural-urban continuüm in het licht
van sociale veranderingen’. In die bijdrage gaat
Leifferink in op de zin en onzin van dichotomisch denken en de noodzaak om de begrippen stad-en platteland als ideaaltypen te
beschouwen. Vertrekkende vanuit het centrale
begrip menselijke nederzetting, verwijst
Lijfering naar de volgende drie dominante
onderscheidende kenmerken: het fysieke
milieu, de sociale interactie en het cultuurpatroon. Naast deze in zijn ogen verhelderende
invalshoeken om stad en platteland als anachronismen nader te duiden, komt Leifering
met het voorstel om meer expliciet aandacht
te besteden aan wat hij benoemt als ‘functionele stad-platteland patronen’.

Books.
Plas van der L. and M. Fonte (eds) (1994). Rural

Routlegde, Taylor & Francis Group.
Asztalos Morell I. and BB. Bock (eds.) (2008).

De Stad-Platteland Tegenstelling

Gender, Place and Culture, 22(5), Special Issue.

Inmiddels zijn we 50-jaar verder en coördine
ren we vanuit RSO het Europese ROBUST
project dat zich richt op mogelijke synergie
tussen stad en platteland. Het laat zich ten
dele begrijpen als een invalshoek in overeenstemming met Leifering’s pleidooi voor
aandacht voor functionele patronen. Tegelijkertijd roept het de vraag op hoe we stadplatteland tegenwoordig binnen RSO benaderen. Dat blijkt deels voort te bouwen op
Lijfering’s ideeen. Zo is de continuüm gedachte van meer of minder stedelijk dan wel ruraal
ook terug te vinden in ’t theoretisch raamwerk
van ROBUST. Datzelfde raamwerk maakt
onderscheid tussen 3 ruimtelijke benaderingen op hedendaagse stad-platteland verbindingen: het absolute perspectief, uitgaande

van strikte scheidingen tussen het stedelijke
en het urbane; het relatieve perspectief,
uitgaande van functionele verbindingen die
zich ruimtelijk meer of minder uitstrekken en
het relationele perspectief, uitgaande van
complexe netwerkverbindingen en sterk
aanwezige hybridisatie tendenzen die het
onmogelijk maken om verschillen ruimtelijk
te willen duiden.
ROBUST start verder vanuit de overtuiging
dat deze uiteenlopende benaderingen juist
in combinatie betekenis krijgen. Zowel het
absolute (bv vanwege administratieve en
beleidsmatige begrenzingen), het relatieve
(bv via functionele ruimtelijke verbindingen
via voedselsystemen, arbeidsmarkten en
recreatiepatronen) als het relationele denken
(bv via de versmelting van culturele waarden
en leefstijlen) biedt aangrijpingspunten voor
synergieontwikkeling en verduurzaming.
Oftewel: hedendaagse stad-platteland
kenmerken, -verhoudingen en -afhankelijk
heden laten zich op sterk verschillende
manieren analyseren en interpreteren. Het
brengt ons terug bij de vragen waar Lijfering
50 jaar geleden al mee worstelde. Hoe de
begrippen stad-platteland te begrijpen en te
gebruiken? Welke verklaringskracht herbergen
deze? Betreft het wellicht steeds meer relikwieën uit een ver verleden? Onze ROBUST
ervaringen leren immers dat het gebruik van
deze tegenstelling binnen zogenaamde Living
Labs, regionale omgevingen waarin onder
zoekers en beleidsmensen met verschillende
achtergronden nauw samenwerken, steeds
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Multifunctional Farming in
Development: Education at the
care farm

Market in Diyarbakir, photo by Joost Jongerden

minder als zinvol, behulpzaam of zelfs ronduit
als problematisch wordt ervaren.
J.H.W Lijfering, Het rural-urban continuüm in het licht
van sociale veranderingen. In: Gemengde
Bedrijvigheid, een kwart eeuw Wageningse
sociologie (1946-1971), p. 111-123. Miscellaneous
papers 10 (1971), Landbouwhogeschool,
Wageningen

Multifunctional farming – an umbrella term
used to indicate a combination of agriculture
and services to society – has been a research
subject for the Rural Sociology Group for
decades. It is one of the diversification
strategies employed by farmers to sustain
their farms and connect with other groups in
society, such as consumers and tourists. The
first multifunctional activities included nature
conservation, agritourism/recreation, care
farming, farm shops/short chains, farm
education and agricultural day-care. These
activities are subject to constant change,
however, prompting new research topics and
collaborations for the Rural Sociology Group.
One such new activity is education at the care
farm. Developed out of care farming, this
combines care with educational services for
children for whom a regular or special school
is (temporarily) not a good fit. Hence, the
difference from ‘farm education’ (one of the
first multifunctional activities), in which school
classes visit the farm for one or more lessons,
is that these children are not going to school
and also need special care. There are
currently around fifty Dutch care farms
offering such educational services. These
educational care farms face similar struggles
to those that the original care farms once did.
The Netherlands was one of the pioneering
countries of care farming, which is well
developed as a sector now. However, the
individuals who developed the sector faced
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major challenges in their attempts to collaborate with the care sector, such as a lack of
legitimacy and only limited access to care
sector budgets. In a recently completed
Science Shop project on care farmers offering
education, we identified similar challenges.
These included difficulties with financing, a
lack of recognition and restrictive regulations
(e.g. education can only be provided at formal
education locations, and policies draw a clear
distinction between care and education).
These difficulties are unfortunate because the
educational care farming approach is of great
value for many children.
One of the aims of the Science Shop project
has been to investigate what education at the
farm means for the children. The interviews
conducted have shown that one of the most
important features of education at the farm is
the space offered. ‘Space’ should be understood in a literal sense – the relatively quiet,
green environment of and surrounding the
farm – but also figuratively – children receive
education in small groups with ample attention
given to their personal situation and learning
goals. Children can walk away when they get
upset and take the dogs out when they need
to clear their heads; they have space to be
themselves, animals for comfort, opportunities
to make mistakes; this all contributes to a
healing experience of ‘rest’ (relaxation, ease).
Problematic behaviour decreases, and
children enjoy learning again. Then, after a
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period ranging from a few months to two
years, they might return to school.
The creation and development of new
multifunctional activities – and overcoming
the hurdles associated with the development
of a new sector – shows the versatility of the
Dutch agricultural farms to proactively
respond to new demands from society.
Studying this expanding diversity within the
agricultural setting is facilitated by (and
requires) cooperation between the Rural
Sociology Group and other chair groups, as
such interdisciplinary collaboration enables an
integration of knowledge about farming,
wellbeing and education. Indeed, the project
referred to above was a collaboration with
Health and Society, and we also worked with
Education and Learning Sciences, as well as
with Wageningen Plant Research. Such collaborative efforts are not new, of course, but
certain topics do seem to be conducive to
Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

chair groups combining their skills and
perspectives. This means that we can
approach similar topics from different
disciplinary viewpoints, painting a richer
picture and increasing our understanding of
the Dutch farming sector.

From Farmers in the Countryside
to Urban Citizens Keeping an
Apple Tree

Hassink, J., Veen, E. J., Pijpker, R., De Bruin, S. R., van
der Meulen, H. A., & Plug, L. B. (2020). The Care
Farming Sector in The Netherlands: A Reflection
on Its Developments and Promising
Innovations. Sustainability, 12(9), 3811.
https://www.wur.nl/en/Dossiers/file/
Multifunctional-agriculture.htm
Veen, E.J., Pijpker, R. & Hassink, J. (2021).
Understanding Educational Care Farms as

In the history of rural sociology, the city has
taken its place next to the countryside as an
important research area, and our research is
no longer limited to the professional food
producer.

Outdoor
Learning Interventions for Children Who Have
Dropped Out of School in the Netherlands.
Journal of adventure education and outdoor
learning. https://doi.org/10.1080/14729679.2021.2
011340

My own research in Almere, conducted in
2019, serves as an illustration. With WUR
colleagues Jan Eelco Jansma, Hans Dagevos
and Jan Willem van der Schans, I studied food
prosumption in Almere. We defined a prosumer as someone who grows or collects (part of)
their own food, such as by growing it in their
garden or an allotment, or by foraging. Our
goal was to understand the prosumer concept
in theory and practice and to clarify who is
involved in prosumption and what these
activities entail. We conducted a literature
review, interviewed people involved in prosumption as well as experts and sent out a
questionnaire (n=835).
The concept of prosumption fits certain
processes we witness in today’s society,
including the motivation to take responsibility
and become engaged in ‘making’. Such
making can refer to baking bread and knitting
but also to creating content for Wikipedia or
using and building Linux software, or to
creating a local energy-producing cooperative.
Although the word ‘prosumption’ is hardly
used in the literature on food, the phenomenon of citizens engaging in food production
has been well studied and described, for
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instance with regards to the shifting and partly
overlapping roles of producers and consumers in alternative food networks.
We were surprised by the number of respondents involved in prosumption one way or the
other. Two-thirds of our questionnaire respondents grew basil in the window sill, harvested
their own apples or picked blackberries in the
woods. However, the scale at which they were
doing this was small: the acreage they used in
prosumption activities was limited, and just a
small part of their diets resulted from them.
In fact, prosumption was found to be mostly
limited to certain home-growing activities that
do not involve much time; our respondents
were far less engaged in the more time-consuming activities, such as keeping allotments
and community gardening. Nevertheless,
some of the interview respondents were
heavily involved in several prosumption
activities: some grew vegetables in their
gardens and kept an allotment and engaged
in foraging.
Overall, we found that motivations to engage
in food production mainly relate to the fun of
gardening. People enjoy being outside and
producing something that they can eat. A few
people were motivated by a distrust of the
supermarket, by health considerations or
sustainability, but for most respondents, these
motivations were subordinate to the pleasure
of engaging in a hobby. In that sense, we
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Do-It-Yourself Development

Years ago, on a sunny day in Spring 2005, I
drove down a bumpy road with no signage to
a village in the mountains of Kurdistan. It was
the last leg of a long journey. Yet, the bumpy
village road was not the most difficult part of
the journey. These were the numerous military
checkpoints on the highway into the region at
that time. For a “tourist,” the common designation for a foreigner in the area, getting past
the checkpoints was a challenge.

Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

argue that people mostly have pragmatic motivations to prosume. We did find that people
who are involved in prosumption tend to take
ethical considerations into account when
shopping for groceries, but we couldn’t make
any statements regarding causality.

producing may be more promising than
focusing on arguments around sustainability
and health.
Veen, E.J., J.E. Jansma, H. Dagevos & J.W. van der
Schans (2020). Prosumptie in de polder: een
verkenning van de zelf voedsel producerende

Despite the limited scale of food prosumption
activities according to our research, the
conclusion that a large number of respondents participated at least to some degree in
food production shows that prosumption is
something ‘normal’, suggesting that people
may not be so far removed from food production as is often thought. Adopting the role of
prosumption advocates, the next step for us
will be to better understand how to increase
interest in food and the food system. Our
findings – reported in more detail in a research
paper (Dutch) and a journal article (English)
– suggest that connecting to the pragmatic
motivations around the fun of growing and
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consument in Almere [Research paper]. https://
library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/553511
Veen, E.J., H. Dagevos & J.E. Jansma (2020).

Some 100 kilometers previously, in the city of
Diyarbakir, I had become acquainted with a few
of the inhabitants of this village. In teahouses in
the city, we had had long conversations about
the evacuation of their villages and the struggle
they were waging to be able to return. They
told me they had cleared the roads in and
around the village, established their own shuttle
service, and, after a short period of sleeping in
tents, some had begun to build new houses
where piles of stones marked their old homes.

Pragmatic Prosumption: Searching for food
prosumers in the Netherlands, Sociologia Ruralis,
61(1). https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/
full/10.1111/soru.12323

It was a mountain village with a composite
character. There were clusters of houses on
the slopes where people used to earn an
income growing vegetables and tending
animals, mostly sheep. The village had been
evacuated in 1994 by the Turkish Armed
Forces and paramilitary in their struggle
against the armed insurgency of the Kurdistan
Workers Party, the PKK. It was just one of the
approximately 3,000 villages evacuated and
burned by the military as they believed that

the PKK drew membership, logistical support,
and intelligence from the rural population.
Although the forced migration of Kurdish
villagers had become a subject of study, most
of the research done focused on the city and
the various forms of social exclusion with
which the displaced villagers were confronted.
In the cities in the western part of Turkey, the
forced migrants were regarded as a “threatening other,” politically and culturally polluting
the urban environment.
My own interest was in the struggle of these
forced migrants for the right of “the right to
return” and the way they practiced this right
with their feet. They refused to sign-up to the
fantasy “return” projects of the state, which
aimed at a redesign of the countryside by
developing a new settlement structure to
facilitate outside control, and never got beyond
the stage of planning and the construction of a
handful of model projects. They did not sign
the documents that would bargain permission
to go back to their villages in return for exoneration of the state responsibility for burning
down their houses by blaming “terrorism”,
instead. Facing a variety of obstacles – ranging
from intimidation by the (para)military through
the absence of previously available public
services, such as education, healthcare, and
water and electricity supplies to the neoliberal
turn in agricultural policies – a steady trickle of
people began to return.
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established the “the peasantry” as the “other”
of modern agriculture– like the poor urban
migrant was the “urban other” and the Kurd
the “cultural other” – identities to be dissolved.
Against expectation and received wisdom,
however, the new neoliberal economics did not
result in a major reduction of the number of
small farms. Instead, by developing counter-trajectories, strategic evading the requirements of
the neoliberal policies, families have managed
to hold on to their land and continue farming.
They did this by diversifying income generation
strategies – among others through an increased engagement in labour relations
outside the farm – in the local town, nearest
or distant city. This diversification of income
sources contributed to a living structure in
which the rural and urban intermeshed.

Eco-village in Diyarbakir, photo by Joost Jongerden

At the time, I referred to this as a “counter-
track” in “return” to village. A “track” because
it involved self-organized resource mobilization and distinct movements of people back to
the old rural settlements and to contrast this
messy process with the administrative
organization and coordination that characterizes an officially sanctioned return scheme.
A “counter” track since it ran against the
reconstruction approach of the state and its
plans to develop a compact and concentrated
settlement structure. Interestingly, the “return”
evolved into a multifaceted process in which
people part returned, or rather developed a
living pattern in which rural and urban living
intermeshed. They became both villagers and
urbanite, both working the land and running
businesses in the city. The “return” turned out
not to be about migrating from the city to the
village but about developing a relationship
between the two (Jongerden 2007).
After the early 2000s, the years in which I did
my Ph.D. research, I studied further situations
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and practices in Kurdistan in which people
were striving to take their fate and future into
their own hands. I developed a research
interest in individual and collective practices
through which people, as Marshall Berman
once described it, “change the world that is
changing them.” Among others, this “them”
referred to the complex or multiple identity of
the villager-city dwellers as outsider peasants
and Kurds. And it was a combination of the
market and state’s identity politics that made
“peasants” and “Kurds” vulnerable identities.
The world that was changing them as
peasants involved the implementation of
neoliberal policies in the early 2000s by the
government of Turkey, facilitated and enforced
by international organizations like the World
Bank, International Monetary Fund, and
European Union. This included a major state
withdrawal from its previous support of
agriculture that resulted in a squeeze on the
smallholder (“family farm”) population. Price
liberalization resulted not only in lower returns
and increased income insecurity, the policy

The world that was changing this “them” as
Kurds was related to a politics of cultural
dispossession. Among others, a modernization
of agriculture had been employed for the
production of a Turkish administrative and
cultural imprint on the population in the region.
Large infrastructure programs, such as the
dam and irrigation projects executed by the
Southeast Anatolia Project (GAP), served as a
vehicle for the extension of state control in
rural areas and conversion of Kurdish peasants into Turkish farmers. Under the protection of a state of emergency, this modernization policy had developed a colonial
economic system in which the role of the
region in the country became that of a
supplier of resources.
In the 2010s, as part of a Kurdish movement
that brimmed of self-confidence, several
initiatives flourished in the wider region that
aimed to interrupt the state’s identity politics,
the political economy of resource extraction,
and demographic engineering through a
strengthening of community economies,

diversification of production, the development
of nested markets and ideas of fair price. This
occurred in a context of lively debates about
new forms of politics that centered around the
idea of active citizenship and a politics beyond
the (nation-)state.
Do-It-Yourself Development thus emerged as a
concept through which I was able to understand all these initiatives and debates as
creative ways to develop alternatives “for the
world that is changing them”. Just as the idea
of “counter-tracks” had helped me to make
visible the messy process of self-organized
return - one that was more significant than the
official return projects of the state, which were
bombastic in design, yet did not have much
meaning in the life of people – Do-It-Yourself
Development enabled me to identify and
group an alternative approach to development
and the ideas that guide its manifold expressions.
Theoretically, Do-It-Yourself Development
provides for an analysis that allows me to
move beyond the imagination constraints of
the dominant, homogenizing political economy, that requires us to conceive the world we
live in from the perspective of capital and
state and the dependence and submission
they produce. Do-It-Yourself Development
creates a crucial inversion: by adopting the
viewpoint of daily life and social struggle,
vigorous forms of self-organization, self-creation, and self-administration become visible,
not just as reactive responses but as innovative and inspiring initiatives – as future making.
This makes Do-It-Yourself Development a
sociology of possibilities, an approach to the
study how “the other” claims and reclaims
better worlds in the here and now.
Jongerden, J. (2007). The Settlement Issue in Turkey
and the Kurds: An analysis of spatial policies,
modernity and war. Leiden & Boston, Brill.
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The Spatial Dimension of
Insurgent-Civilian Relations:
Routinised insurgent space

I was born in the 1980s, in the bucolic countryside of west Limerick where I enjoyed an idyllic
and happy childhood, completely distant from
the conflict which wracked the north of Ireland
during the so called “Troubles”. Nevertheless,
as an admittedly very precocious child, through
overheard snippets of adult conversations,
impertinent questions, partially understood
news headlines, the occasional drama of IRA
arms dumps found in the local area and the
half-earnest choruses of “Up the Ra”1 that
permeated the Irish social life of my childhood,
I recognised the presence of an unspoken
something. A something which did not
interfere in any way with my childhood
priorities of playing hurling and avoiding the
hard jobs on our family farm, but as I grew up
and read more about Irish politics and what
had been happening on the island, it remained
a something that engendered a curiosity in me.
How was it possible that an armed Republican
group, the Irish National Liberation Army
carried out Ireland’s biggest ever robbery
(21 million euro in today’s terms) in 1978, at the
other side of my small parish? Within my
childhood cycling radius, where in my experience literally nothing ever happened. Even now
the Mullaghareirk Mountains of my home, are a

Dört ayaklı minaret (four legged minaret), Diyarbakir, photo by Joost Jongerden
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disorientating maze of narrow roads, high
hedgerows, bog, woods and scrubland, in 1978
they would have been completely unknowable
to an armed unit of Socialist Republicans from
the North. Without local knowledge and
assistance, would such an ambitious robbery
have ever succeeded? Were the people of my
childhood, someway complicit in supporting
the violence, incessantly critiqued by the
political mainstream in Ireland? Why would
people like me and mine, safely ensconced in
the rhythms our rural lives get unnecessarily
involved in a violent campaign that resulted in
hundreds and thousands of deaths? Was it
ideology, a sense of obligation or guilt, hatred,
fear, ignorance or mere happenstance? This
unresolved, half-forgotten line of questioning
lay dormant through my formative years.
Half-forgotten that is, until I began university in
2003, at the hysteric heights of the “War on
Terror”, where terrorism and support for
terrorism saturated all political debate and
infiltrated our university discussions and
seminars. This reawakened my latent interest
on what support for political violence comprises. It led me to take every available course
and seminar on civil wars and political

1 “Up the Ra” is short for Up the IRA. In Irish, one would express support for somebody or something by shouting
for example Gailimh Abú meaning “come on Galway”. In Hiberno-English, abú has been directly translated as up,
leading to the use of ”up something or other” as a common phrase. Up the Ra is a phrase which has to a certain
extent escaped its original political connotations and has found its way into sports chants, drunken tomfoolery
between non politicised groups of friends and into popular songs. However, its connotations are contextually
dependent and can take on a greater or lesser air of menace according to who is in earshot.
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violence, to do a Masters on Middle East
politics and eventually brought me to Italy to a
PhD on the relationship between the PKK and
its supporters at the European University
Institute in Florence. Under the guidance of
Professor Donatella della Porta, one of the
world’s leading social movement scholars,
I found myself immersed in a vibrant conceptual and theoretical universe. One shaped
by the ongoing debate centred on the
ground-breaking Dynamics of Contention
(2003) by Doug McAdam, Sydney Tarrow
and Charles Tilly which argued for a broad
approach to the study of a spectrum of
contentious politics according to its constituent mechanisms. A spectrum which ranged
from episodes such as riots to full blown
insurgencies.
This debate had stimulated a parallel blossoming of social movement research on violence,
expanding beyond its foundational pillars of
political opportunity structures, resource
mobilization and framing to incorporate a
relational focus emphasising the dynamic and
contingent elements of violent social change.
One which argued it was less the inherent
characteristics of movements that determined
their success or failures, but rather how
movements interacted with political institutions, political adversaries and allies that
provided a better explanation of political
outcomes. This new wave of research also
addressed the criticism that social movement
studies had been the empirical preserve of
western liberal societies by also incorporating
research on global violent and non-violent
movements. And since then, I have found
myself drawing from this rich theoretical
spring of contentious politics and social
movements to better understand why civilians
support armed movements. An intellectual
reservoir which has emboldened me to take a
critical stance on much of the rationalist and
structuralist approaches which have dominat-
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ed the study of conflict. After a few twists and
post-doctoral turns through Italy, Denmark
and Germany, and extremely satisfying
diversions to work and publish on lone actor
radicalisation, anti-austerity protest, referendums and pro-independence movements,
I arrived at the RSO with a new project, that
addresses the spatial dynamics of armed
groups’ interactions with their supportive
constituencies.

The Spatial Dimension of
Insurgent-Civilian Relations:
Routinised Insurgent Space
In mid-2021, my book Understanding Insurgency: Popular Support for the PKK in Turkey
(Cambridge University Press) based on the
findings of my PhD research was published.
During the many years it took to finally publish
the book, and in light of the increasingly
hostile research environment in Turkey,
I decided to attempt developing a comparative
research agenda, to see if the PKK’s determination to maintain the active support and
approval of its constituency was an outlier and
if other groups were similarly minded. Through
a series of chance encounters, I came into
contact with the M-19, an armed group which
was active in Colombia from the 1970s until
1990. I set about learning Spanish and in 2018
conducted fieldwork with former supporters
and veteran members of the M-19 in Bogota.
Reflecting upon the interviews I conducted
with both the PKK and the M-19, it became
clear that the relationship between the
insurgents and supporters was not simply a
relational dynamic, but one which took place
in specific spaces. Encounters between
insurgents and civilians were rarely random,
they occurred in specific places at specific
times. Armed M-19 operatives boarded buses
packed with workers to engage in revolutionary propaganda before disembarking and
disappearing into early morning rush hour. In

the 1990s the PKK organised revolutionary
picnics on the outskirts of Istanbul to recruit
youngsters. The PKK transformed funerals
from instances of private grief and loss, to
occasions of revolutionary defiance. The M-19
actually built neighbourhoods for the rural
displaced on the margins of Colombia’s rapidly
expanding cities. Interviewed insurgents were
explicit in how they strategically tailored their
encounters to create favourable interactions
which reflected positively on the movement.
In certain neighbourhoods (or spaces in a
conceptual sense) they promoted Kurdish
or Colombian nationalism, in others they
emphasised traditional socialist objectives.
What do revolutionary courts in Kurdistan, the
distribution of wellington boots and milk, the
ritualised burying of the dead and the organisation of daily life in prison have in common?
I argue that they are all forms of Routinised
Insurgent Space (RIS).
RIS can be understood as the way insurgent
movements deliberately engineer or appropriate existing social spaces to facilitate
interactions with supportive constituencies.
RIS contains functional and symbolic logics:
it embeds armed groups in their immediate
spatial environments allowing them access
to local resources, but it is also a means of
consolidating political legitimacy. From the
perspective of the constituency, RIS renders
interactions with armed actors safer and more
predictable and can potentially lead to a form
of joint habitus regarding political identity and
behavioural norms. Although the types of RIS
implemented are expressions of insurgent
movements’ strategy, they are reciprocally
constituted and shaped by local civilian
agency which can resist or alter them. My
project focuses initially on four distinct forms
of RIS: Insurgent Policing & Courts, Insurgent
Service Provision, Insurgent Prison Mobilisation and Insurgent Funerals. A rigorous
literature analysis and suggested that these

four forms are not ideologically specific and
recur across almost all types of insurgent
mobilisation to greater or lesser extents.
As a comparative project, it of course strives
to identify similarities and differences between
the cases, but it also focuses on within-case
variation. How do forms of RIS vary from
urban to rural areas and even across wealthier
and poorer neighbourhoods? In contrast to
the flourishing rebel governance approach,
it also attempts to track how these forms of
incipient governance evolve over time rather
than focusing on insurgent institutions once
they are already established. It tracks efforts
to create forms of RIS from their earliest
incarnations, analysing why their success
varies. In terms of data, the project will make
use of interview data with former insurgents
and their constituency. A key milestone in the
project will be the hosting of a workshop at
the RSO in September 2022 titled: The
Margins of Insurgent Control: Spaces of
Governance. It is specifically designed to
merge the relevant literatures from contentious politics and social movements, social
geography anthropology and rebel governance with an explicit focus on the nature of
the data used to study armed movements.
O’Connor, Francis. 2021. Understanding Insurgency:
Popular Support for the PKK in Turkey.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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The Politics of Youth Activism in the
Kurdish Movement

In the 1990s, during the peak of the war
between the Turkish state and Kurdish guerillas
from the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), the
Turkish army forcefully evacuated thousands of
rural settlements in the Kurdish region of
Turkey and displaced hundreds of thousands
of Kurdish villagers to the cities (Jongerden
2007). The influx of these displaced villagers
dramatically increased the population of the
Kurdish cities, which were already suffering
from poverty, unemployment, and the lack of
urban infrastructures, and brought scores of
socioeconomic challenges with itself. The
newly settled rural migrants found themselves
as the “other” in the cities, and they were
regarded as undesired subjects and an
“inconvenience” for the cities (Jongerden
2022). Children of these families became youth
in impoverished neighborhoods where they had
resettled, and their subjectivity was shaped by
both a history of violence that their displaced
families had been through (Neyzi and Darici
2015) as well as their everyday struggle to
survive in cities that were increasingly alien to
them. Within such an environment they became
politicized, but their presence particularly
became visible after the 2015-2016 urban
armed clashes. Starting in August 2015 and
after the violent termination of peace negotiations between the Turkish state and the PKK,
many neighborhoods and districts of cities in
the Kurdish region of Turkey declared autonomy. The Kurdish youth, mostly from displaced
rural migrant families, took up arms and built
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barricades in their neighborhoods. The Turkish
state’s response against this move that was
later called the “self-government resistance”
was brutal and devastating. A massive wave of
state violence caused destruction of cities in
the Kurdish region, death of hundreds, and
displacement of hundreds of thousands of
people (OHCHR 2017).
I have a sustained interest in Kurdistan and the
Kurdish self-determination movement. As a
SSHRC postdoctoral fellow at the Rural
Sociology Group at Wageningen University,
I have been excited to develop a postdoctoral
project that builds on the insights of my doctoral
dissertation. My postdoctoral research investigates the politics of youth in the Kurdish
struggle for self-determination in Turkey by
looking at dynamics of mobilization that include
or may exclude young people in the spheres of
civil society and legal political activism. My
research explores how the terrain of civil society
has been developed in the Kurdish region under
the influence of the Kurdish insurgency in
Turkey, and what the main actors in shaping this
terrain are. In the last two decades, the Kurdish
self-determination movement in Turkey has
undergone a social and political transformation
that shifted the geography of the struggle from
rural areas to cities. This shift brought the
struggle to urban spheres of civil society, municipal governance, and legal parliamentary politics
(Akkaya and Jongerden 2012). I examine
dynamics and contradictions in the Kurdish

movement in the areas of legal and civic
activism under the strong influence of the
European Union’s reform politics in Turkey
(Olson 2007). I focus on the ways in which the
process of ‘NGOization’ (Choudry and Kapoor
2013) in the politics of civic engagement has
created a certain culture of activism in Turkey
and Kurdistan that is class-based, professionalized, and funded, and which relies on institutional politics against popular mobilization. As Rucht
(1999) notes, the shift from radical challenger
groups to pragmatically oriented pressure
organizations can lead to re-radicalization at the
fringes. The Kurdish youth from marginalized
neighborhoods in the cities of Kurdistan and
Turkey found themselves on the other side of
the shift to civil society, municipal, and legal
politics that had not prioritized their needs and
problems. Similar to other parts of the wider
Middle East region, it was in these urban
enclaves of marginalization and poverty that
collective identities among youth were forged
(Bayat 2017).

Building on the anthropological scholarship of
youth, politics, and violence, this project will
contribute to social studies of youth activism
especially in marginalized urban enclaves by
showing how specific civil society politics and
practices can include or exclude young people
from social and political participation. Exploring the dynamics of youth activism, my
research will have broader policy implications
to better understand youth at-risk and their
experiences in environment of war and
violence, particularly in the aftermath of
forced migration from rural areas to urban
centers. This project will make a significant
addition to the growing literature on Kurdish
studies especially around the Turkish-Kurdish
conflict. I intend to broaden the focus of this
project in my future research endeavors to
explore the dynamics of youth activism in
other contexts where indigenous communities
and/or ethnic minorities struggle for sovereignty and self-determination.

Dersim, photo by Joost Jongerden
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Feeling at Home in the Dutch
Countryside
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This fascination for how people relate to
places and derive senses of purpose and
meaning from them is also what brought me to
Wageningen. It was, however, combined with a
more personal affair, having been born and
raised on a farm in the rural Netherlands,
which provided me with a deep-felt affinity and
love for rural societies, agriculture and farming
(especially regarding the Dutch context).
The research I am hoping to conduct in the
coming years will evolve around this idea of
a sense of place, belonging and feeling ‘at
home’. For now, my research aspirations can
be categorised in two main themes: farming
and rural communities.

Trained as a sociologist (BSc) and cultural
anthropologist (MSc) my research first
concentrated on issues around migration.
I completed a mixed-methods PhD project on
the transnational lives of older migrants (VU,
Amsterdam) and worked as a postdoc on the
integration of refugees (Erasmus University
Rotterdam). Particularly during my PhD, I took
an interest in how people feel to belong to
places, either physical ones or more imagined
ones. Among other places, this took me to
rural Turkey, where I investigated how migrants
experience being ‘back home’ and how this
impacts their narratives on home and belonging. I learned that these narratives often
revolved around very local experiences,
relationships and memories.

After the post-WWII emphasis on efficiency,
scale-enlargement, intensification and specialisation that then characterised agricultural
development, the modernisation project
started to falter and reach its limits. Then,
from the 1990s, it made way for another
model of development, which came to be
known as the ‘rural development’ paradigm.
Key terms here ran counter to those of the
times of modernisation, including, for example,
quality production, short producer-consumer
chains, organic farming, landscape and nature
management, diversification and multifunctionality (Van der Ploeg & Roep, 2003).
Although this shift started decades ago, its
urgency has become increasingly palpable
under societal pressure. However, these
different types of farming still seem to be

Olson, Robert W. (2007). From the EU Project to the

NGOization: Complicity, contradictions and
Jongerden, Joost. (2007). The Settlement Issue in

75 years of rural sociology in Wageningen.
Quite a milestone, with plenty to look back
on and be proud of. My presence at this
anniversary almost feels a little intrusive:
I only became part of the RSO team after its
actual anniversary in 2021, and I am a total
newbie to everything RSO. This, however,
makes me all the more curious about past
RSO research and education and – more
interestingly, perhaps – affords me the view
of an outsider looking in. It is from this
starting point that I hope to develop my
research interests and contribute to the
important ongoing work of the RSO team in
the field of rural sociology.
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losing out in the public debate and are often
underrepresented and unorganised (Van der
Ploeg, 2020).
In my research, I aim to delve into the interplay
of the everyday experiences of farmers, their
notions of what ‘good’ farming is and their
belongings to nature, localities and regions,
on the one hand, and the shift towards more
sustainable farming practices reinforced by
societal demands, media and politics, on the
other. I am interested in how farmers see their
own futures and the future of agriculture at
large and how these confront or align with
their perspectives on farming as rooted in
families, handed down from generation to
generation, in specific places they call ‘home’.
More generally, I aspire to research how
farmers at the local or micro-level give
meaning to wider, macro-level demands and
how these meanings are rooted in feelings of
belonging and purpose.
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A second strand of research that I am hoping
to focus on also considers belonging to
places, but takes the broader perspective of
rural communities. The Netherlands is
characterised by a high degree of urbanisation, but population decline, which is a
common feature of rural marginalisation, does
exist in the outskirts of the country (Haartsen
et al., 2014). Fuelled by globalisation and
neo-liberalisation, these areas often struggle
to maintain their attractiveness to residents
because of a vicious circle of loss of services,
like public transportation, healthcare and
education. However, as Bock (2016) argues,
in many cases, this does not actually regard
population decline but rather to an unstable
or unbalanced population.

ed for by incoming retirees, tourists and
migrants. In the coming years, I am eager to
investigate how these areas develop and
innovate to attract and retain residents and
how this is guided by feelings of home and
belonging regarding these places. From this
same angle, combining my knowledge of and
experience in migration studies, I also aim to
further the field of international labour
migration to rural areas by investigating how
‘new’ residents also boost ‘new realities’ in
which traditional conceptions of rural societies
are challenged and changed (Rye & O’Reilly
2021). In short, I am interested in how processes of globalisation interact with rural
livelihoods and how rural residents cope with
the challenges and opportunities it provides.
With the above, I am hoping for my research
to contribute to an improved understanding of
how farmers move the field of sustainable
agriculture forward and how rural residents
find their ways in a rapidly changing and
increasingly connected world. Despite being
only at the very beginning of my mission, I am
very excited and committed to another
75 years of RSO at Wageningen! Cheers!
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In these areas, young, affluent and highly
educated residents are underrepresented but
net migration figures are not necessarily
alarming because outmigration is compensat-
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Multiple Futures: A research agenda
for agrarian sociology

Mark Vicol1
Introduction
Agrarian studies at the Rural Sociology Group
at Wageningen University (RSO) covers a
broad range of geographical settings, both in
Europe and the Global South. This chapter
outlines our joint agenda of research interests
in agrarian sociology.
Agrarian sociology intersects with the broader
domain of rural sociology. We use the term
‘agrarian sociology’ here for a sociology that
covers the process of and all interrelationships with agricultural production. Rural life
has a sider meaning, insofar as is also
understood as encompassing the non-agricultural sphere in rural areas, but agricultural
production can also take place in non-rural
places. Agricultural production is interwoven
with rural development – and food consumption – but to prevent overlap with the chapters
in this book on place and on food, we do not
discuss those issues here. Thus, while the
three chapters on agrarian sociology, place,
and food are presented as three different
research themes, that is only in the present
construction.
The following section first introduces a main
thread in our sociological research on
agriculture: the understanding of diversity in
farming. To introduce this topic, we go back in

Potato production in the Kurdistan Region in Iraq, photo by Joost Jongerden
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history and review some of the ideas of E.W.
Hofstee on the subject. Hofstee was the first
chair of rural sociology in Wageningen, and his
early work was mainly oriented towards the
post-Second World War reconstruction of
rural space and life in the Netherlands. The
second section summarises what we consider
to be the main elements of agrarian sociology
at Wageningen. The third section outlines
contemporary and future research themes.

Perspectives on diversity and
structuring
Meaningful diversity
E.W. Hofstee’s interest in the concrete, the
lived, and the particular yielded the concept
of farming styles in agricultural production.
A farming style can be defined as shared
normative and strategic ideas about how
farming should be done. This implies an
analytical inversion: one should not try to
understand the practice of farming from the
structural conditions to which the farmers
respond but rather move the centre of
analysis to the agency of farmers as creative
actors. Indeed, Hofstee believed that rural
sociology should emancipate itself from
structuralist and functionalist ‘adjustment
sociology’. The understanding of rural life in
terms of an adaptation to ‘order’ was narrow,

1 All authors are in the Rural Sociology Group, Wageningen University. The authors thank Oona Morrow and Bettina
Bock for their comments on an earlier version.
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incomplete and wrong, he thought, since it
erased the agency of people in the creation of
the world they inhabit.

from the road into the landscape, creating the
ribbon settlements typical of both Woldestreek and Zuidelijk Westerkwartier.

Hofstee (1946) arrived at the idea of farming
styles through a comparison of the Woldestreek (a region in the eastern part of the
province Groningen) with the Zuidelijk Wester
kwartier (a region in the western part of the
province of Groningen). In the Zuidelijk Westerkwartier, animal husbandry was dominant, while
the Woldestreek was almost exclusively
characterized by arable farming. Hofstee asked
how this difference could be explained.

Hofstee did not find essential differences in
historical backgrounds prior to the mid-nineteenth century, either. The difference between
animal husbandry and arable farming had
developed in more recent times. Or rather,
Woldestreek had changed while Zuidelijk
Westerkwartier stayed the same. In Woldestreek, land used for animal husbandry had
been converted into arable land, a change
effected at great expense, both in terms of
heavy, laborious work and high cost. Why,
then?

In order to understand this difference between
the two regions, Hofstee investigated four
possible causal factors: their geographical
characteristics, market relations, social
relations, and historical backgrounds. The
divergence could not be explained geographically, he reasoned. On the contrary, it was
difficult to find two other agricultural areas in
the country that showed a stronger geographical similarity. Both were on a belt of low-lying
ground, with mostly low-lying peat soils
intersected by a few higher sand ridges and
the peat soils becoming clay soils in the north.
Differences in market relations also seemed a
very unlikely explanation. The distance to the
main market in the city of Groningen and
infrastructural connections were quite similar,
as were the legal and political relationships of
the two regions to the city.
Distinctions in social relations likewise failed to
offer an explanation. Servitude and serfdom
had disappeared very early in both regions,
and the farmers’ right to land was much the
same. When people had moved into these
areas, the farmers were allowed to draw
ditches forwards and backwards through the
rough terrain perpendicular to the road. The
farms that emerged from this practice were
thus long, narrow strips of land stretching
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Hofstee found that the transformation in the
Woldestreek had occurred over the course
of around a century in total, taking until the
mid-twentieth century, was primarily the result
of a changing group ideal. The people in
Woldestreek had chosen to take up arable
farming. This, Hofstee argued, was the
farmer’s pride and glory. Over time, arable
farming had developed into a collective ideal,
one that every member of the farming community endeavoured to pursue. This different
style of farming thus gradually acquired a
strongly normative character. To the west,
meanwhile, in Zuidelijk Westerkwartier, the old
style of farming, in which cattle-breeding was
taken as normal and self-evident, kept its full
force.
Hofstee thus concluded that the characteristics or structure of agricultural life in any one
area could not be considered merely as the
sum of attempts to adapt to the external
circumstances with which the farmers were
confronted. This structure of farm life is also
determined – sometimes to a large extent,
indeed decisively –by ideals, perceptions and
ideas that consciously or unconsciously
prevailed among the people there. And this

might result in a particular farming style – or
meaningful diversity in agricultural practices.
The notion of meaningful diversity informed
many studies on farming styles (e.g. van der
Ploeg & Roep 1990, Roep et al. 1991, Roep &
Roex 1992, van der Ploeg et al. 1992, de Rooij
et al. 1995, van der Ploeg 2003). These did not
necessarily look at differences between
regions but also considered, for example,
variations within a region or agricultural sector.
They also included a critique of linear thinking
about modernisation, which tends to target a
single, optimal, modern, capital-intensive,
science-driven farm as the model for good
agriculture and indicates which development
policies should be promoted, thus marginalising
other styles of farming (van der Ploeg 1987).
This critique of linear modernisation also
applied the positive value of a diversity focus
– an ‘eye for diversity’ – to very different
political-economic situations, such as in the
Global South (e.g. Gerritsen 2002) and by
embedding farming in the context of household strategies, thereby creating space for
studies on multifunctionality, pluri-activity, and
new ruralities wherein farming households
combine multiple livelihoods (Oostindie 2015,
2018), and urban agriculture (Knapp et al.
2016). In the EU context, this meant studying
the reshaping of the societal role of farming
and farmers, including rural resistance. For
those researching in the Global South, the
focus has been on the dynamics of livelihood
diversification that has upended previously
canonical ideas about rural development.
The idea of meaningful diversity has further
extended to inform interventions in debates
on the future of agriculture, the resilience of
family farming, and the survival of the peasantry in the context of an expanding capitalism, in both the European context and Global
South (e.g. van der Ploeg 2018, Öztürk et al.
2021).

Briefly, the study of meaningful diversity
focuses on the action and strategies of
(different kinds of) farmers and other rural
actors who act upon opportunities given
restrictions to create new situations themselves. This research interest also explores
how new types of agriculture, new initiatives
to establish alternatives to ‘mainstream’
industrialised farming – create diversity. The
next step is to consider farmer agency in
relation to structuring processes, since
meaningful diversity is the product of creative
agency under conditions that are not of
people’s own choice. This raises the issue of
how to conceptualise the role of structuring in
relation to the creation and the reproduction
of diversity (the assumption is that despite
policies that push towards homogenisation,
diversity will always be created).

Structuring diversity
An eye for diversity involves the idea that
there is not a single type of explanation. This
came to the fore in a lively debate around how
to combine studies of meaningful diversity and
farmer agency with political-economic studies
of commodification, state power and social
movements (Long & van der Ploeg 1994,
Jansen 1998). Three approaches emerged
from this debate.
First, there are social-cultural explanations
along the lines of Hofstee (emphasising
meaningful differences). These explore shared
values and norms in different modes of
ordering or documenting the doing and
thinking (an institutional perspective) in the
framing of different styles. Essentially, they
adopt an actor-oriented approach that
explores farmers’ agency. Second, attention is
given to explaining diversity from a political-economic perspective. Here, differentiation
and the evolving paths of modernisation result
from capitalist processes of capital accumulation, economic growth, and competition
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interacting with dominant, hegemonic forces
or powers (state, class composition in agriculture) and creating inequalities, opportunities and conflicting class interests. Agency in
this sense is attributed to social movements,
farmer organisations, and business associations. Third, the reproduction of diversity is
also viewed as the result of the interaction
with ‘nature’ (as both dead and living matter),
that is, different (socio)ecological systems.
Science and technology are a (heterogeneous) intermediating force between ‘society’
and ‘nature’ and add to the heterogeneity of
environmental conditions and thus conditions
for human agency.
These different ways of exploring and
explaining the reproduction of diversity in rural
sociology and agrarian sociology have been
combined in different ways by various
researchers at RSO and generated fruitful
debates. Some wholeheartedly reject the idea
of underlying structures, while others argue,
conversely, that agency cannot be uncoupled
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from such structures. The latter make the
point that the literature on farmer agency and
political-economic structure, and the search
for combining both in building explanations,
has often been based on a dualism with, on
the one side, a farmer, who is active and
performs, creates, thinks, feels, and on the
other side, a structure that conditions.
‘Structure’ is then represented as a ‘hyperstructure,’ which is external, such as price
formation in the world market or agribusiness
dominance. Paradoxically, pointing at how
prices, capital and corporate power condition
farming is then criticised as a too structuralist
explanation – paradoxical because it is
precisely this critique that reproduces an
agency-structure dualism.
In contrast to an agency-structure dualism, or
a collapse thereof as an alternative, another
approach to structuring can be proposed. In
this approach, structures and structuring are,
in the first place, not about the external
conditioning of farming but rather refer to

underlying relationships and processes that
co-shape farms and farming practices in the
first place (Jansen et al. 2021; Nikol & Jansen
2021). In a hypothetical non-capitalist context,
without state and corporations, farming is still
‘structured’. Language, education, knowledge,
culture, power-relations, labour organisation,
and so on exist and make farming possible
before a concrete farmer agency comes into
place. Farmers as agents reproduce and
transform such structures – which are already
(historically) co-produced by farmer agency.
Accounting for variety in farming styles – the
diversity in agricultural practices and livelihood
compositions – may thus require an appreciation of the multiplicity of underlying structures
and causal mechanisms and analysis of how
these may be triggered by contingent events,
such as droughts (although it could be argued
that since drought have partially become
human-made, a more complex analysis of
structuring the weather has to be included)
and worked upon by human agency. This
multiple determination perspective includes
meaning or culture as an element in structural
transformation in a way that does not reduce
the latter to the former.

Key elements of agrarian
sociology at Wageningen
The study of diversity in farming encompasses
at least the following four central notions,
principles and approaches that together have
driven and continue to direct RSO research.

A comparative approach
Implied in the attention to diversity in the ways
of farming is a strong empirical focus. This
emphasises the detailed description and
analysis of concrete farming practices, not as
an expression of some general rules or logical
outcome of natural conditions or economic
laws, but as something constructed. Hence,
the variety of conditions, strategies, contingencies, outcomes, and so on have to be

studied. Only when based on good empirical
research can analyses of farming styles, social
differentiation, gender relationships, the
workings of capital, resource mobilisation,
heterogeneity, agency, structuring and so on
be generated. These are not a priori given.
This serious empirical work then is used for
a comparative analysis, comparing different
types of farming within a certain type of
situation or between geographical settings,
e.g. comparing farming in different countries,
both the Global North and the Global South.
Although many of our studies have compared
farm types or styles of farming, it is not the
individual farm that is central or just the
micro-sociology but the situation and sets of
relationships that are produced and within
which farming is done. The former is expressed in such things as how farmers create
and develop their resource base (van der
Ploeg 2018); the latter is expressed in, for
example, the work of Frouws (1994) on how
the state co-organises, delimits and utilises
farmer representation in the making of agrarian policies – which has also informed debates
on how to conceptualise smallholders (van der
Ploeg 2013, Vicol et al. 2019, Jansen et al.
2021).
Another important characteristic of agrarian
and rural sociology in Wageningen is its
methodological pragmatism regarding a range
of research methods. This does not simply
mean an eclectic mixing of quantitative and
qualitative methods in research, but a careful
selection of research methodology depending
on the research question at hand. Hence,
studies could build on surveys and quantitative
analysis (e.g. Oostindie et al. 2013), ethnographic work (Remmers 1998), narrative
analysis combining interviews, participatory
observation and document analysis (Stuiver
2008), and combinations of quantitative and
qualitative methods for investigating generative causation (Sovová 2020).
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A public agrarian sociology
Complementing professional, critical and
policy sociology, all practiced at Wageningen,
the RSO also practices its own form of
organic public sociology (Burawoy 2005).
Researchers work in close connection with
active farmer, environmental and solidarity
groups. This includes, for instance, close
collaboration with emerging agri-environmental cooperatives and farmer-led attempts to
elaborate alternative, more tailor-made and
farm-diversity friendly policy measures (in
response to increasingly strict as well as
highly generic agri-environmental policy
interventions) (Renting & Van der Ploeg 2001,
Roep et al. 2003). This work entails an eye for
farmer-led resistance that is interwoven with
other forms of social activism.

A critique of modernisation
Interacting with this public agrarian sociology,
much research at RSO proclaims a critical
perspective. In particular, the problems of
mainstream post-war agrarian development as
a top-down, science-driven process in the
North and as modernisation approaches in
development interventions in the South have
to be critically analysed. The homogenising
effect of industrial agricultural policies for
progress are an object of study and compared
with a variety of developments from below
guided by many forms of resistance and
collective action. For example, Vicol (2019;
also Cohen et al. 2022) shows how contract
farming schemes in India intersect with
pre-existing livelihood patterns in ways that
often challenge standard ‘win-win’ accounts of
agricultural development. Recent research
also investigates how critical agrarian studies
itself may neglect some local traditions that
speak to the questions of food sovereignty
and agroecology (Ajl 2021).
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A sociology of technology, nature and
knowledge
As part of a technological university and
studying agricultural practice, the RSO has
always had materiality as a central concern.
Materiality in the form of nature and technology (ranging from non-human to partly human)
have always been of central concern in
Wageningen, thereby being less burdened by
a disciplinary dualism separating nature and
society than in the social science faculties of
other universities. Agricultural labour is not
conceptualised as simply an economic,
political, cultural and social process, but
labour within the labour process is intricately
interwoven with nature, technology, and
technical knowledge. RSO faculty have
participated actively in lively debates around
technology at Wageningen at least since the
early 1980s, with arguments developed
around many topics. This have included
uneven development and technology (IK
1985), the ‘scientification’ of agriculture (van
der Ploeg 1987), indigenous knowledge and
farming as performance (Richards 1993), the
social nature of the technician (van Hengel
1987), realism in political ecology (Jansen
1998), the possibility of a social reshaping of
biotechnologies (Ruivenkamp et al. 2008), the
defence of moderate constructivism (van den
Belt 2003), what makes artefacts social
(Mollinga & Mooij 1989), the construction of
intensive water infrastructure as an expression of the modern nation-state (Jongerden et
al. 2021), the role of novelty production in the
change of socio-technical regimes (Wiskerke
and van der Ploeg 2004), relational entanglements between humans and non-human
natures (Morrow 2021), tensions between the
technical and the political in participatory
processes (Córdoba et al. 2014), community
seed systems to resist corporate control of
technology (Patnaik & Jongerden 2020) and
particular methodologies, such as ‘technography’, to study technology in use (Jansen &

Vellema 2011). These debates have involved
substantial interaction (support, co-construction, reflection, critique, etc.) with colleague
scientists and interdisciplinary programmes,
for example with soil scientists, breeders,
ecologists, plant scientists and epidemiologists.

Evolving research themes
This section translates these key elements
and principles into a contemporary and future
research agenda for agrarian sociology at
Wageningen.

Work and labour
As introduced above, work or labour, as both
an activity and a relation, has long animated
agrarian studies at Wageningen. The concept
of ‘labour process’ has been used to analyse
how labour adds value to the objects of labour
(e.g. van der Ploeg 2013). This is an important
contribution to the larger domain of agrarian
studies in which land, land distribution and land
grabbing are predominant concerns. Further to
the long-term, ongoing issue of the future of
the smallholder/family farm (in both the South
and the North), four themes around work and
labour will inform our future research.
The first theme concerns labour conditions.
Processes of agrarian change have profound
implications for human labour as embodied
subjects. Farm work is physically demanding,
often seasonal, low-paying and precarious
employment conditions. Yet, farming still
depends on labour availability, and one
increasingly hears of a labour ‘crisis’ in
farming, not only in regions the North but also
in the South. Besides looking at labour in the
context of the household, enterprise and
extended family, this involves the study of
contemporary conditions and trends in wage
labour and forms of contracting, on the one
hand, and the composition of the labour force
and the role of migration, on the other.

Working conditions (activities, wages, health
and safety, etc.) often reflect societal inequalities (of class, gender, nationality/ethnicity,
etc.), and labour conditions on and off the
farm (including the legal status of migrant
labourers) are deeply interconnected with
different forms of identity. Emerging and
important themes in this context include
migrant labour (flexible, unorganised, sometimes illegal) and youth participation (no
access to land, loss of farming futures).
A second, closely related theme concerns the
often hidden gendered divisions of labour in
agriculture, both at a macro scale and within
rural households, and the scant attention paid
to systemic gender inequality in rural development policies (Bock 2015). An important topic
is the role of unpaid women’s labour in
processes of social reproduction, the gendering of agriculture and food systems, and
gendered livelihood strategies in different
situations. Woman may be differently affected
by phenomena such a land-grabbing (Duncan
& Agarwal 2017). Of interest is the further
evolution of the ‘feminisation of agriculture’
(e.g. Zimmerer et al. 2015), where a rising
share of the burden of farm work is undertaken by women. To what extent does this
change rural identities? Research combines a
critique of patriarchy and other mechanisms
that relegate women to subordinate roles on
the farm with the investigation of struggles for
empowerment and recognition of women’s
agency (Bock & Shortall 2017). Recent
research explores the gendered nature of
mobility (Bock 2017).
Thirdly, the importance of multifunctionality
and pluri-activity or diverse livelihoods has
already been mentioned and will remain an
important ongoing research theme in the RSO
group (Oostindie 2015). This will be studied
within the context of farmers’ strategies to
diversify incomes in order to maintain and
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develop autonomy, as well as classical
agrarian questions on the development of
capitalism in agriculture vis-à-vis the labour
process. This research also involves the
growing impact of non-agricultural work
experiences and changing gender relations on
professional identities and their ‘blending’. The
issue of quality of labour is an important topic
in this context also as it plays a role in the
evolution of agroecological movements and
discussions about ‘new farmers’ (people who
move into farming).
The fourth research theme for the present
and future at RSO, also at the level of the
labour process, concerns the various politics
of production. One topic can be described by
the notion of ‘resistance of the third kind’. This
type of resistance against the totalising logic
of capital operates in working practices and
farmers’ fields and has to be analytically
distinguished from organised resistance and
Injecting manure, photo by Hans Dijkstra
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the weapons of the weak (van der Ploeg et al.
2012). It is expressed, for example, in the way
that cows are bred, how manure is made and
how products are delivered. In short, it is a
resistance that is creative (as opposed to
reactive) as it reorganises production,
reproduction and markets. A related topic is
how new technologies, risk management,
environmental standards, and so on shape
work practices and labour relations within a
production unit and become a political domain
on the farm but not necessarily recognised as
such by the contesting actors (hidden
politics). This relates to the study of deskilling
and reskilling resulting from new technologies
and innovation processes and the extent to
which the agricultural labour process differs
from the industrial labour process in this
respect.

Nature and regenerative agriculture
Agrarian sociology at Wageningen has never

been inordinately constructivist; it has always
looked at how land users work with nature.
For decades, the RSO has been committed to
the development for a more environmentally
friendly agriculture and challenging the
conventions of industrial input usage by
researching the constitution and prospects for
organic agriculture and agroecology and the
role of farmers therein (Jansen 2000, van der
Ploeg 2013, Castellanos & Jansen 2018, Nikol
& Jansen 2021). Currently, the concept of
regenerative agriculture is being refined.
Based on decades of experiences in organic
farming and agroecology, regenerative agriculture principles go beyond sustainability and
the reduction of externalities (against biodiversity loss, soil degeneration, etc.) to incorporate also a fundamentally circular approach to
farming. In addition to technological challenges, this aims to address crucial social issues
regarding the resilience of agro-ecosystems,
vitality of farming communities and role of
knowledge systems (van den Berg et al. 2018).
Engaging with the social networks, relationships and discourses that underlie such
initiatives, agrarian sociologists have a role to
fulfil in analysing and debating how regenerative agriculture relates (or not) to recent
moves towards a more circular economy.
Beyond this again is the ongoing discussion
about how to conceptualise nature-society,
such as around the notions of anthropocene
and capitalocene (Jansen & Jongerden 2021).
These notions offer different entry points for a
sociological study of major contemporary
problems related to climate change, biodiversity, resource degradation and human health.

of our future studies. Technological developments positioned in the latest wave of hope
producing narratives about technical futures,
related, among others, robotisation, precision
agriculture, ultra-low volume pesticide
formulations, vertical farming, digitalisation
and big data/datafied society and synthetic
biology. They raise issues and pose challenges in respect of topics like labour replacement, control and flexibilisation, deskilling and
inequalities, contested risk perceptions,
increasing dependence upon technology
suppliers and the de-linking of food production from traditional social environments.

Technology/knowledge and agrarian
change

Social property relations of production:
land

Classical debates about unequal access to
technology, the pervasiveness of a discourse
on progress that denies the social character
of technology and the negative consequences
of some technologies will fall within the scope

Although new high-tech forms of food
production might become less dependent on
land, land will remain central for most types of
agriculture in the foreseeable future. Land is a
special thing: it is not created for the market

Another line of research within this theme
reflects on knowledge construction, referring
to knowledge construction through science
and through alternative practices by non-science actors, such as farmers’ groups, social
movements and art collectives. Rather than
assuming a single development path of
instrumental knowledge, our research is
particularly interested in what matters to
people and how different groups and groupings create room for manoeuvre and make
new development paths in opposition to the
vested interests of current technoscience
(Wiskerke and van der Ploeg 2004, Nikol &
Jansen 2020, Jongerden 2021). Values, truth
and post-truth all inform the dynamics of
agricultural politics. This theme also engages
with how business power shapes the institutional environment for agriculture, such as
Jansen (2017) on the making of pesticide risk
regulation and Vicol (2019) on contract
farming.
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(Polanyi, 1957, thus calls it a fictitious commodity), it is non-reproducible (limited) and it
is immovable (Watts 2021). Land rights and
land struggles will therefore remain an
important topic for agrarian studies (one of
our research projects, for example, focuses on
the influence of the neoliberal land tenure
system on the lives of small farmers in Chile).
One line of research focuses on ‘commoning’
(Ruivenkamp & Hilton 2017, Morrow & Martin
2019). It looks at new institutional arrangements, different from typically individualized
land property, which could take land out of
capital circuits, the necessity for capital to
growth and capital accumulation. An example
is action research with groups of people who
collectively buy a piece of land that is cultivated by a farmer who does not first have to buy
the land and whose ‘landowners’ are often
also the consumers of the production (e.g. the
Herenboeren concept of shared ownership in
the Netherlands). Sustainable production,
regenerative farming, and agroecology may
become more feasible if access to land is
freed from the burden of capital costs. New
types of ownership and commoning generate
interesting dynamics and raise questions
about how new ownership/access initiatives
relate to the wider generalised commodity
economy and a land market regulated
according to the norms of capitalist private
property. Relatedly, our work will also contribute to ongoing debates on forms of land
control (e.g. Vicol 2017), including inheritance
systems (e.g. Villavicencio Pinto 2021).

Politics, resistance, autonomy and social
justice
The RSO research interest in diversity is
foundational for reflections on policies and
politics. For example, we have explored the
multiple ways in which smallholder farmers are
responding to the contemporary neoliberal
environment in Turkey by resisting commodification. This is a resistance insofar as small-
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holders do not enter or properly conform to
the logic of capital and instead emphasise
values and practices of autonomy and sharing.
These comprise the maintenance of a
non-commodity circuit and the development
of what may be identified as a new, dual-circuit articulation involving financial inputs
(particularly through engagement in labour
relations) in combination with the non-commodity circuit (Özturk et al. 2018). The
non-commodity circuit emerges through
manifold, variegated and informal linkages
structured around kin and community, enabled
by mobility and migration. Thus, transcending
the rural-urban division of space and going
beyond capitalistic relations, these comprise a
contemporary form of network-based social
commons, or strategies through which
rural-based families maintain themselves
through a variety of constantly changing
practices.
This flexibility and wide range of living arrangements at both the individual and group (family)
level pertains also to the village level. It is
intrinsically sited in, yet not contained within,
either agriculture or the rurality, and invites us
to discuss a contemporary ‘peasant’ way, which
consists of the maintenance of autonomy in
combination with an increased engagement in
labour relations outside the farm. This includes
agricultural employment and non-farming
economic activities, facilitated in part as a
function of urban growth and to which villagers
commit for their own benefit. It also involves
mobilities, with the usage and development of a
variety of inputs to the family farm and the local
community/environment. All this implies
massive changes to village life, characterised in
part by a population flux that is seasonally
based but only loosely linked to the agricultural
production cycle, and from which alternative
ways of ‘farming’ and ‘living’ develop that have
hardly been studied (Özturk et al. 2018).

Markets

Conclusion

Production is tightly interwoven with distribution. Two ideas related to markets inform our
research: first, markets are lived experiences,
real markets; second, developing new ways of
farming may be strongly related to the
construction of new markets.

Agriculture, central to human survival, is a
dynamic field of study with an incredibly
interesting and highly meaningful diversity.
Agrarian sociology as practiced in Wageningen investigates this. It thereby recognises
multiple agrarian futures, supported by an
amalgam of relevant practices and drivers that
certainly cannot be reduced to logical
outcomes of science or economy. Through
researching multiple agrarian futures – including related visions, practices and strategies –
it aims to show that alternative, more socially
acceptable and sustainable agrarian pathways
are possible, and already in the making.

The notion of real markets implies that we add
a socio-political and cultural perspective to
the economic abstractions of markets (with
supply and demand, prices, etc.). This
sociological approach is used to get an
understanding of the role of power in market
relationships – for example, with regard to how
farmers relate to different coffee market
channels in Mexico and how contracts are
used to discipline banana cooperatives in the
Philippines (de la Cruz & Jansen 2018), or,
more generally, contract farming as a mode of
ordering in capitalist production relationships
and its role in contemporary processes of
market restructuring and agro-food value
chains (Vicol et al. 2022).
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Women’s Productive and
Reproductive Labour in Innovation
Adoption

During my days working as a development
practitioner, I often had to provide solutions to
increase women’s engagement in farming
innovations, assuming technologies are
gender-neutral and improving everyone’s
wellbeing equally through reduced labour
burdens and increased incomes. Back then,
I did not look at the issues critically enough;
rather, I focused on conventional and pragmatic questions. Do affirmative action and
women’s compulsory participation work?
What kinds of incentives will get women to
come to extension activities? Is women’s
lower participation due to institutional barriers
or access to financial services and other
agriculture inputs, or is it a result of traditional
gender norms? To find answers, I asked these
questions to numerous farmers in different
countries. Repeatedly, I heard women farmers
saying that they simply do not have the time,
energy and emotional capacity for the extra
work that comes with innovation.
Literature on the gendered impact of the
Green Revolution reported that women
received disproportionally fewer benefits than
men from the innovations across crops and
continents, and few solutions reflected
women’s needs and social conditions (Pingali
2012). Unfavourable labour reallocation for
women (Pai 1987) and the marginalisation of
women’s existing skills and knowledge (Sobha
1

2007) were also recorded. Recent conservation agriculture (CA) technologies, which are
believed to reduce women’s labour burden,
still lack empirical evidence and are understudied (Whitfield et al. 2015, Farnworth et al.
2016). A study in Nepal revealed that women
there disproportionally bear the increased
labour burden from CA (Halbrendt et al. 2014).
The extension officers I consulted1 also
reported the same observations in organic
farming and climate-smart agriculture
technologies. This resonates with what
women farmers told me in Nepal. To participate in any training or meeting, they have to
reorganise their productive and reproductive
tasks. For women from nuclear families,
reallocating labour is particularly challenging
as there are no helping hands, but even with
assistance, women reported that the innovations introduced to them increased their
labour intensity and hours, which is one of the
barriers to participating and adopting innovations.

Garlic production in Dersim, photo by Development Foundation Diyarbakir

In Southeast and South Asia, women contribute at least half of the total labour input in rice
production, while in eastern India and Nepal,
their contribution accounts for 60 to 80
percent by area (GRiSP 2013). Despite
women’s significant roles in productive
activities in rural livelihoods, their capacity that

As the issue with women’s involvement in innovations indicates, the feminisation of poverty
narratives and interventions in recent years
has imposed more responsibilities and
obligations on women. However, they have not
received rewards or increased entitlements.
The gendered anti-poverty programmes have
increased productive and reproductive labour
inputs for women, which risks their health and

Ongoing key informant interviews with extension experts in Nepal.
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enables such contributions has not been
adequately recognised; on the contrary, it has
been trivialised as ancillary work and taken for
granted. Besides, social reproduction labour,
which is crucial to the regeneration of
productive labour, power is rarely discussed,
although women’s contribution to social
reproduction labour is two to ten times higher
than that of men across the globe (OECD
2014). For the poorest communities in
low-income countries, the gender gap in
reproduction is more prominent (Chant 2008).

wellbeing (ibid.). Then, what about all the
innovations introduced to women farmers?
Weren’t they designed to reduce or redistribute their labour burdens?
There is very limited discussion or empirical
evidence on women’s productive and reproductive labour organisation in the innovation
process. The gender and innovation literature
shows more interest in women’s limited
access to productive resources and individual
capacity as critical barriers to innovation
uptake.
My research explores the diversity of women’s
and men’s perceptions of innovations, their
experiences of extension services and
application of new technologies and their
relationship with women’s labour. Specifically,
it investigates how women organise their
labour to adopt, adapt, modify and practise
innovations and whether social markers such
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as gender (sex), ethnicity, family composition,
caste, age, disability, and others affect how
labour is organised around technology
adoption.

Pai, S. (1987). Class, Gender and Agrarian Change:
An analysis of the status of female agricultural
labour in India, Social Scientist, 15(6): 16-32.
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Pingali P.L. (2012). Green Revolution: Impacts, limits,

This research focuses on subsistent and
smallholding rice farmers in Terai, the granary
of Nepal. As elsewhere, the relationship
between women’s social reproductive labour
and agricultural innovation uptake in Terai has
been understudied. This study aims to provide
empirical evidence for policymakers and
practitioners to design more inclusive and
tailor-made innovations that recognise and
reflect women’s productive and reproductive
contribution to agriculture and rural livelihoods.
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Researching Mexican Coffee Policies
Resulting from a Political Regime
Change

Mexican coffee policies of recent decades
have been highly criticised. Farmers, coffee
organizations, academics, and development
organizations have claimed that programmes
implemented to promote coffee production in
Mexico have been limited to assuring mere
survival of farmers rather than promoting the
necessary transformation of their livelihoods.
One of the main criticisms of such programmes is that while the state provided
plants, fertilizer, and sprayers through farmers’
organizations, due to clientelism many farmers
did not receive the inputs they had been
promised. Other criticisms include that such
programmes have failed to involve effective
commercialization strategies and have not
provided adequate technical assistance,
particularly with respect to disease management.

GRiSP (2013). Gender Strategy: Mainstreaming
Gender in Rice Research and Technology
Development Version 2.0. (Global Rice Science
Partnership). Los Banos (Philippines):
International Rice Research Institute.
Halbrendt, J., A.H.A Kimura, S.A. Gray, T. Radovich, B.
Reed and B.B. Tamang (2014). Implications of
Conservation Agriculture for Men’s and Women’s
Workloads Among Marginalized Farmers in the
Central Middle Hills of Nepal, Mountain Research
and Development, 34(3): 214-222.
OECD (2014). Unpaid Care Work: The missing link in
the analysis of gender gaps in labour outcomes.
OECD Development Centre. oecd.org/dev/
development-gender/Unpaid_care_work.pdf
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In December of 2018, “leftist” President
Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) took
office. Criticising previous neoliberal administrations’ lack of attention to rural areas, he
promised his administration would benefit
small farmers and that he would end corruption. To achieve this, his administration
implemented the rural programme Sowing Life
(Sembrando Vida) through the Ministry of
Well-Being, providing approximately €250
monthly to farmers to plant deforested areas
with fruit trees and annual crops using
agroecological practices. The Ministry of
Agriculture also launched the programme

Production for Well-Being (Producción para el
Bienestar), which also promotes sustainable
coffee production, although with a much lower
amount.
This PhD research analyses coffee policies
implemented in 2019—he first year of AMLO´s
administration, addressing the state’s conceptualization of farmers—essentially based on
the size of their landholding—as well as its
strategy for incorporating them principally into
the organic market. Based on a Value Chain
approach as well as Political Economy
concepts, I found that those that farmers the
state considers to be “small-scale” vary with
respect to their level of control over the means
of production. Furthermore, I conclude that
selling to the organic market does not
necessarily benefit all farmers and suggest
the need to re-conceptualise the approach of
public policy to “incorporating” coffee farmers
into the market.
This study also addressed the political
configuration of coffee programmes by
unpacking the relationship among farmers,
the state, and the coffee processing industry
—namely Nestlé, as well as the interests of
each of these actors and their strategies for
obtaining their objectives. Two coffee trajectories were identified: one involving production
of high-quality organic coffee and a high level
of participation by the state and farmers´
organizations in policy development. The other
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Lessons from Agrarian Movements
and Transitions in the Global South

Transporting coffee, photo by Erik García

trajectory is that of instant coffee, involving
sale of lower-quality coffee to Nestlé. While
several farmers’ organizations reject the latter
trajectory, many farmers perceive benefits
from cultivating coffee for this industry.
Therefore, I urge policymakers and development agencies to allow for a variety of
productive options rather than pre-determining a single production system.
Finally, this study addressed AMLO´s policy to
reduce involvement of intermediaries by
providing subsidies directly to farmers rather
than through farmers´ organizations. Given
that during previous administrations many
representatives of these organizations
retained a large part of the subsidies, many
farmers welcomed this policy. However, its
implementation has been characterised by
operative problems and tensions between
organizations and state personnel. Some
farmers´ organizations assured that not all
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such organizations are clientelistic; rather,
they hold that they provide an essential
mechanism for farmers to access more
profitable marketing options. Meanwhile, the
reactions of personnel from Sowing Life and
Production for Well-Being contrasted significantly: as Sowing Life is extensively promoted
by AMLO, and it does not stem from previous
programmes, most personnel supported the
reduction of intermediary policy. However,
some staff of Production for Well-Being
defended the work they had developed with
farmers’ organisations and highly objected to
the changes.

How do small farmers in the Global South
secure their livelihoods? How do capitalist
dynamics and agrarian movements striving for
alternatives shape these livelihoods? How can
agrarian transition pathways address possible
tensions between the needs of rural development, sustainable agrarian futures and a
growing world population? What role do and
should farmers play in imagining and realising
these transition pathways and agrarian
futures? How do we analyse and explain
agrarian transitions in general and the farming
systems realised by agrarian movements in
particular?
These abstract questions summarise my
research interests. My interests are motivated
by a concern for an agrarian future that is
socially just and environmentally sustainable,
in which our farming populations and natural
environment can thrive rather than be exploited.
In my PhD research, I investigate diverse
facets of an ongoing agrarian struggle in the
wake of agricultural modernisation and the
development of agrarian capitalism, paying
particular attention to the concept of peasant
autonomy. Peasant autonomy locates core
critiques of modern agriculture with the
commodity nature of production relations
(Jansen et al. 2021). While the critiques alone
are relevant, I find that research into agrarian
movements is more interesting and useful if it
examines how different agricultural systems

promote distinct production relations and
transition pathways that entail different
dependencies on wider production relations,
agro-ecosystems, social relations and
agrarian movements. As a sociologist concerned with theory, I find it relevant to inquire
into how various conceptual ideas of peasant
autonomy, varying dependencies on diverse
production relations and socio-material
relations of farming systems can help us both
explain ongoing transitions and imagine and
realise future transitions.
Specifically, I am investigating an organic agriculture movement in the Philippines that is
responding to the challenges posed by
decades of Green Revolution-oriented agricultural policies. Providing alternatives to the
agricultural modernisation programmes of the
state, this farmer network facilitates a farmer-led rice breeding programme, trainings on
organic cultivation and complementary
livelihood-related aspects, and a Participatory
Guarantee System to market organic produce
locally.
I locate my work within a contemporary body
of agrarian political economy that critically
reflects on the broader effects of the capitalist
dynamics in agriculture and the countryside
(see e.g. Guthman 2004, Kloppenburg 2004,
Bernstein 2010, Jansen 2015). Another body
of theoretical work that informs my research
agenda is an anthropology of technology
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Women farmers process organic cassava into organic certified cassava chips, photo by Lisette Nikol

development that looks at technological
change in the context of agrarian development and transformation as contingent,
society-technology relations (e.g. Bray 1986,
Almekinders 2011, Jansen & Vellema 2011).
Combining these two approaches allows for
an interesting set of questions capable of
addressing both social and material aspects
that are vital to an overall understanding of
agrarian movements and transitions.
An important part of my research looks at
peasant autonomy and food sovereignty
questions as concerning farmers’ relations to
their means of production. Agrarian movements seemingly aim to reverse the separation of farmers from their means of production, such as seeds and the wider agro-ecosystem, as achieved by agricultural modernisation and development following a capitalist,
industrial model. But how do efforts to mend
this situation play out in particular empirical
settings? In this question, I centralise the
material dimension of farming and agro-eco-
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systems in interaction with social relations and
farmers’ practices. I address two important
sets of production relations.
First, I analyse the sorts of relations around
seed that emerge in situations where seed
activist initiatives are realised. It is important
to understand how these relations are caught
between agrarian capitalism and seed activism. Second, I focus on soil fertility management – a core of organic approaches often
presented as key to realising an autonomous
agro-ecosystem – as a site of tension and
performance. How does a view on farming as
‘performance’ (cf. Richards 1993) or simply
‘making do’ to survive relate to views on
farming as performing political farming
narratives?
Another aspect of agrarian movements I find
intriguing is their functioning as organisations,
themselves firmly embedded in relations with
and among farmers. When the work of
agrarian movements gains importance for the

livelihoods of rural and agrarian peoples, how
should we understand the relation between
movements and members, or the movement’s
practical work in the context of agrarian
livelihood strategies? Additionally, movements
take on emancipatory roles, organising
farmers politically and advocating on their
behalf at various levels of government (Nikol
and Jansen 2020). How do their narratives of
agrarian futures and rural development relate
to the narratives of its differentiated constituency, as well as those of the government?
A last avenue of my inquiry looks into the
dynamics shaping and participation of farmers
in national organic sectors. Participatory
Guarantee Systems (PGS) are promoted on a
global scale as a cost-efficient and trustworthy
alternative to third-party certification. Interestingly, the development of organic agriculture is
caught in a tug-of-war between capitalist
dynamics prompting its ‘conventionalisation’
and committed pioneers promoting values that
critique the industrialised agricultural model
(Nikol and Jansen 2021). I further investigate
dynamics in the development of organic
agriculture, specifically how PGSs seem a tool
modelled after and complying with demands
from conventional agriculture, as well as a tool
to organise farmer participation, reclaim the
narrative of organic agriculture and reorganise
the relations that compose this sector.

ment, will no doubt continue to engage me in
the future and inspire future contributions to
the literature.
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How to explain ongoing agrarian transitions,
and how to imagine and realise agrarian
transitions in the future? In researching seed
systems and plant-breeding, soil fertility
management and integrated farming systems,
the organisational and advocacy work of
social movements and tensions between
capitalist dynamics and ‘pioneer’ approaches
in organic agriculture development, I aim to
contribute relevant insights grounded in
lessons from an agrarian movement in the
Global South. These questions and the
experiences of the Philippine organic move-

Counter-Expertise on Aerial Spraying: Social
movements denouncing pesticide risk
governance in the Philippines, Journal of
Contemporary Asia, 50(1): 99-124.
Nikol, L.J. and K. Jansen (2021). Rethinking
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agriculture in the Global South, Journal of Rural
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Richards, P. (1993). Cultivation: Knowledge or
performance? In M. Hobart (Ed.), An
Anthropological Critique of Development: The
Growth of Ignorance, pp. 61-78. London:
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Agriculture, Decolonization and
National-Popular Development

that national agrarian question were local
expressions of a global process (McMichael
1997), wherein political shifts in some Arab
nation-states changed the parameters of
agrarian/developmental politics in others.
In this way I was able to think about how to
break from methodological nationalism not
only at the level of capitalist accumulation
(Wolf 1969) but also resistance to it.

ment planning North and South: bringing what
I have learned into Tunisia about popular
planning, developmental needs, and appropriate technologies into the northern planning
conversation, to think about how to make a
world big enough for everyone, North and
South.
Ajl, M., 2022. Food Sovereignty, the National
Question, and Post-colonial Development in

What has been the role of poor rural people in
the periphery in changing the world? How can
the world change so that poor rural people are
no longer poor? How does putting the social
inclusion or exclusion of poor rural people
front-and-center change how we understand
politics, planning, methodology, and epistemology? And what happens to these questions when we place them in the broader
framework of ecology and the ecological
crisis? These questions have been central to
development theories over the last decades or
even the last century, and have inflected
discussion of the agrarian question, in its
political, social, ecological, and national
aspects. Yet there has remained a nagging
gap between (1) work on decolonization,
including contemporary epistemological
inquiries; (2) work dealing with macro-economic planning; (3) work on agro-ecology,
food sovereignty, pastoralism, and sustainable
livelihoods.
Over the last decade, I have tried to address
these questions in a variety of ways. Spatially,
I have worked outwards from Tunisia to North
Africa, the Arab region as a whole, and world
ecological crisis. In terms of disciplines, I have
worked outwards from rural sociology into
historical ecology, the intellectual and social
history of planning, and the intellectual history
of heterodox post-colonial theories of
development.
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My dissertation research (Ajl 2019a) started
with a puzzle: why and how did Tunisia come
to be a poor country, and specifically how did
state policies reproduce rural poverty? It tried
to understand this through the phenomenon
of state price engineering. Yet prices reflected
social and political power balances, and the
origins of those balances were unclear to me:
why and how had poor rural Tunisians been
excluded from development? This led to work
on the political-historical sociology of anti-colonial revolt, decolonization, and post-colonial
political management, especially focused on
how the political mobilization of the peasantry/pastoralist population of Tunisia was
sheared and blocked from becoming inclusion
in Tunisian developmentalism.
In parallel, I worked on other cases in the Arab
region, including Syria (Ajl 2019b; Ajl et al.
2020), Yemen (Ajl 2018a), and the Arab region
more broadly (Ajl 2021a) tracing how different
constellations of social forces, domestically
and internationally, led to different agrarian
trajectories: partially rural-incorporating as in
Syria and Egypt, for example. Or, how the
Green Revolution manifested in the Arab
region (Ajl 2017; Ajl and Sharma Forthcoming).
These studies showed the agrarian question
was central to world geopolitics, with more
rural-incorporating governments understood
as antagonistic to the established order
because of their partial endogenization of
productive forces. In this way, they showed

Examining the politics of national liberation
and post-colonial planning led me into
critiques of those processes from heterodox
planners, agronomists, and economists in the
Arab region, extending to West Africa and
especially Senegal, the home of Samir Amin.
In a series of essays (Ajl 2021b, 2019c, 2018b,
2022) I have examined notions of self-reliant
or auto-centered development. This idea is
based on the diagnosis that countries’
insertion into global capitalism pushes them
to pursue policies inimical to the well-being
of their poorest sectors. It would follow that
more auto-centered policies, focusing on
fulfilling the basic needs of the poorest, would
lead to superior development outcomes.
I examined this idea theoretically through the
work of Amin and at the level of intellectual
history, as it emerged in planning proposals
from Chinese-influenced Egyptian and
Tunisian planners.

Africa, in: Ben Gadha, M., Kaboub, F.,
Koddenbrock, K., Mahmoud, I., Samba Sylla, N.
(Eds.), Economic and Monetary Sovereignty in
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A third ‘track’ has been my concern with
climate change, in particular how to connect
the problems of Northern planning and social
and ecological crisis with southern aspirations
for national popular and ecological development planning. This has resulted in a book (Ajl,
2021c) and a series of articles and chapters
(Ajl 2021d, Forthcoming; Ajl and Wallace 2021;
Tilley and Ajl 2022) focusing on various
aspects of this question: critiques of green
modernization, green demographic management, intervention in pastoralist livelihoods,
and above all a program for national develop-

Springer, pp. 209–245.
Ajl, M., 2019c. Auto-Centered Development and
Indigenous Technics: Slaheddine el-Amami and
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1240–1263.
Ajl, M., 2018a. Yemen’s Agricultural World: Crisis and
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Ajl, M., 2018b. Delinking, Food Sovereignty, and
Populist Agronomy: Notes on an intellectual
history of the peasant path in the global South.
Review of African Political Economy 45, 64–84.
Ajl, M., 2017. Field Notes on Tunisia’s Green
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Family Farming Futures

Community supported agriculture in Kyoto, photo Joost Jongerden
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Family-farms’ responsiveness to societal
change plays a prominent role in my research
interests. Initially, I focused on the societal
significance of differentiating ‘farming styles’
in relation to a variety of topics, such as
deteriorating farm incomes, agri-environmental problems and loss of rural amenities. Later,
I studied agricultural diversification tendencies, guided by notions like resistance,
resilience and redesign as integrating insights
from various sociological strands. In this wider
theorizing of the empirical material collected
over previous decades on farmers’ individual
and collective reactions to marginalisation
tendencies, narratives of their struggles to
regain a certain autonomy have been interwoven with active attempts to create alternative,
more promising and independent relations
through new forms of cooperation (networks,
alliances, partnerships, etc.).

Research Advanced Seminar Series. Stanford
University Press, pp. 46–67.
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Countermovements: The afterlives of the Green
Revolution in Tunisia and India. Canadian Journal
of Development Studies/Revue canadienne
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I believe there are good reasons to continue
to develop a strongly empirical and grounded
approach to research on the resilience of
family farming. Here, I will illustrate this with a
consideration of ongoing agricultural dynamics in the Dutch setting, which has a particular
value also given the relatively little attention
afforded to our RSO ‘home situation’ in the
other contributions to this anniversary book.
The Netherlands faces a period of serious
tensions between its farming population and
society at arising from struggles for space,
both literally and in terms of agri-environmen-

tal pollution rights related to the persistence
of agri-environmental climate change issues
in a rather vulnerable delta setting. As part of
the politically highly sensitive national
Nitrogen Dossier, agriculture as an economic
sector is increasingly in competition with
others, especially transport and housing, with
reference to compromises around reduction
targets and the (re)allocation and distribution
of emission rights. Dutch farmers differ rather
fundamentally in their opinions about how to
tackle this agri-environmental challenge.
For a significant part of the Dutch farming
community, this represents less of a challenge
than a fundamental threat to their professional
interests and identity – as expressed, for
example, in recent farmers’ demonstrations
and their accompanying demands. However,
as revealed by national surveys, around 40%
of farmers are willing to accept cuts in their
nitrogen emission rights provided there are
accompanying compensation measures.
These would include better targeted and
more finely-tuned remuneration systems for
their delivery of other, non-food ecosystem
services ( contributions to biodiversity,
landscape values, sustainable water management, etc.). These farmers’ openness to
multifunctional, nature-inclusive and regenerative farming futures – or any other alternative
to the primary mode of agricultural modernisation – reflect much more positive, constructive
and hopeful attitudes to changing societal
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comprises initiatives as agri-environmental
and territorial cooperatives, as well as a broad
spectrum of other initiatives around the
emergence of novel rural markets (green care,
agri-tourism, leisure, alternative food qualities,
etc.). In short, primarily, although certainly not
exclusively, I investigate farmer-led collective
responses to societal demands for more
integrative agricultural development and more
sustainable food systems. Associated social
struggles against prevailing policy interventions and market dependencies and attempts
to establish more place-based partnerships
and alliances, along with the accompanying
processes of negotiation, learning and
boundary-crossing efforts all structure,
motivate and orientate my interest in contemporary rural development practices and
initiatives. This is theoretically underpinned by
actor-network theory and relational approaches and insights from transition- and governance scholars.

Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

demands. As confirmed by research insights,
something that can and should be at least
partly explained by the peculiarities of familyfarming logics.
In the Dutch setting, the wider societal benefits
of the resilience of family-based farming remain
under-recognised, I would argue. Thus,
resilience understudied in relation to broader
research topics involving the attractiveness of
rural life-styles, vibrancy of rural communities,
reproduction and preservation of rural distinctiveness, healthy and sustainable foodscapes
and rural-urban interdependencies. Probably
for the same reason, there is relatively little
research attention devoted to topics such as
how to deal with the particular vulnerabilities of
family-based farming such as inter-generational succession.
Latter’s increasingly high dependency on
external financial resources as well as
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family-members willingness to accept
non-market conform compensation levels,
makes it often a critical moment, or breakpoint, in the continuity of family-farming. The
current emergence of financially more
accessible and socially more acceptable
succession models reflects interesting
responses in this context that deserve further
research attention. For instance, splitting
farms into multiple, smaller business units that
continue to collaborate closely but that can be
sold and purchased independently of one
another might improve farm continuity and
expand the social accessibility of farming,
including better opportunities for new entrants
without agricultural backgrounds.
My own special interest in the future of
family-farming encompasses its accompanying policy-practice interfaces, with particular
attention to novel forms of collective action.
Again, limiting myself to the Dutch setting, this

Taken as a whole, these research interests are
closely related to RSO’s research agenda as
outlined in this anniversary book. Contemporary family-farming dynamics are becoming
particularly meaningful in relation to wider
societal concerns as sustainable foodscapes
and rural, or perhaps better, place-based
wellbeing in a broader sense. This perspective
draws on my three decades of participation in
European projects addressing these type of
interrelations in different ways, ranging from
varying sustainable food network trajectories
(e.g. within SUS-CHAIN) to theorising rural
competitiveness and quality of rural life
through the rural web concept (e.g. ETUDE
project). I have certainly appreciated these
attempts to integrate RSO research fields
within European projects, notwithstanding
their limitations. One concern in this regard
that I would like to address in this anniversary
contribution is the absence of opportunities
for more longitudinal research.

Photo-archive Datadesk Multifunctional Agriculture

A mixture of short project time frames and
commissioner-led agenda setting makes it
difficult to get deeper insights in continuity
and change over longer time periods. How did
regional farming styles develop in time, or
particular sustainable food networks? What
happened to hopeful farmer-led collective
initiatives, or promising and less promising
rural web dynamics? I guess I will keep
struggling with, and dreaming about, how to
create space for more longitudinal research
approaches to further unravel and underpin
societal relevance, impact and promises of
aforementioned research fields and interests.
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Agrarian Studies and Pesticides

Pesticides are strange artifacts, and humans
are even stranger animals: they release these
toxins into the environment deliberately. The
public concern about the negative effects of
pesticides in the 1960s made the pesticides
issue one of the pillars of the emerging
environmental movement. A stream of social
science publications followed in the 1970s and
80s. Over time, however, the social sciences
shifted their focus to topics such as biotechnology and GMOs, climate change, and
deforestation as more fashionable anxieties
and left the pesticides issue to concerned life
science scholars. These researchers observed a huge and continuous growth of
global pesticide usage over the last two
decades, despite all the talk about sustainability and agroecology.
My own interest in pesticides developed while
doing fieldwork in Honduras in the 1990s.
Reading the literature on local agricultural
knowledge in Central America, I stumbled
across a scientific publication on smallholder
farmers’ perceptions of the risks of paraquat,
a common herbicide. The researcher, paid by
a paraquat-producing industry, presented the
picture of a trouble-free pesticide system and
idolised the risk knowledge of the smallholders. The findings and the argument in this
publication were strongly at odds with my own
observations, and it was not difficult to detect
flaws in the study. In fact, my conversations
with farmers and agricultural workers about
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paraquat spraying had revealed horrendous
experiences. This contrast between the
narratives of my interlocutors and the
industry-paid researchers motivated me to
develop sociological research on the pesticides issue even though the topic was outside
the realm of disciplinary interests at the time.
The pesticides issue can be seen as a nexus
of the intensification of agriculture, technological treadmills, environmental and social
justice, opposing mandates and organisational
structures within states, agroecological
alternatives and nature-technology-society
dynamics. The many possible layers of a
sociology of pesticide risk reflect an enormous intellectual, political and developmental
challenge. Here, I group these into four
research lines: risk perceptions, risk regulation, power of the pesticide industry and
struggles around knowledge.
The first research line concerns perceptions
of pesticide risks. Most research on the social
aspects of pesticides, it appears, investigates
farmers’ and (sometimes) workers’ perceptions and is undertaken by technical scientists,
such as medical researchers, agronomists and
ecologists. These studies provide much
interesting data on problems with pesticide
use. The dominant methodology they employ
is the survey by questionnaire aimed at
capturing individual responses. Such inventories of individual perceptions, however, are
momentary snapshots at best. Many percep-

tion surveys fail to reveal when, why or how
people come to make their risk assessments
or how their views change. We know, however,
that the collective effervescence aroused
during societal protest, when watching an
impressive documentary or movie or after a
heated discussion may change people’s views
and expressions. And the snapshot survey is
not well suited to reveal such dynamics.
Clearly, a stronger sociological input could be
useful here.
Greater sociological input could also help to
get away from the predominant ‘deficit-of-knowledge’ assumption of many studies,
leading to the trite conclusion that the study
population lacks knowledge, such as about
the safe use of pesticides. Unwittingly, the
pesticide user is thus blamed for negative
health effects. Whatever the situation, many
publications on pesticide perceptions end with
a magical call into the academic ether for
more training and education to narrow the
knowledge deficit.
Sociology can explain better the contextual
and cultural shaping of knowledge, including in
this domain. It holds as standard that the
recorded expressions of individuals in such
snapshots are not just something essential to
the individual but a result of a longer and
broader construction – by social organisation,
labour and livelihood conditions, everyday
practices and experiences, and discourse.
Risk perception is filtered by social and
cultural meanings transmitted via social
groups and social relations. It is not only the
snapshot of momentary perceptions that is
important but also their shaping and variation
in time and place.
In various research projects, my colleagues
and I have tried to interpret the larger narratives around the pesticides issue as expressed in daily conversations, in formal

expressions made at meetings, in court cases,
in commercial advertisements, in parliamentary debates, in laws and regulations, in protest
slogans and songs, and so on. Moving away
from individual perceptions, we try to get an
idea of how ‘collective representations’ – the
more broadly shared narratives and symbols
of risk – emerge, compete with one another,
change over time, and, possibly, die out or lose
their urgency.
A second research line concerns the uneven
emergence of pesticide risk regulations in
different countries. Risk regulation in general
owes much to the pesticides issue and better
knowledge of the latter’s history, the choices
made, the organisations established and the
effects of all these is relevant for the wider
field of interactions between risk regulations
and society. Most countries in the world have
developed complex regulatory systems for the
registration and monitoring of pesticides. The
huge variation in capacities and organisational
cultures of different countries is an important
issue in itself.
I have been especially interested in how
international models of good regulatory
practices, as developed by the FAO, among
others, are being translated into laws and
routines at national level, thereby interacting
with national contexts, existing laws and
specific normative systems. This translation
process creates, on the one hand, a sort of
confluence of thinking about risk regulation
and, on the other, idiosyncratic modes of
regulating pesticides, which makes any
harmonisation of risk regulation – such as
among Central American countries – so
problematic. The study of these translation
processes sheds light on the interactions
among law-making and the conflicting goals of
agricultural growth, human health, and
environmental demands, along with divergent
policy narratives and power networks in the
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agricultural sector writ large. It addresses the
question of how and why the state has
prioritised certain risk perspectives and
neglected others. Researchers with a
background in agrarian studies may approach
such questions differently compared to, for
example, environmental sociologists, as the
former will put more emphasis on the impact
upon and the shaping by farmers and workers
and the dynamics within the agricultural
sector.
The role of power in networks just mentioned
is made central in a third research line focusing especially on big business. The pesticide
industry is evolving quite significantly. The
most recent process of mergers exemplifies
one aspect of this since they have concentrated pesticide development capacity and
market power into a big four – comprising
BASF, Corteva (Dow+Dupont), Bayer (including Monsanto) and ChemChina (including
Syngenta). It seems important to understand
how transnational conglomerates construct
discourses on good agricultural practice and
their contribution to sustainability, and how
they influence political decision-making on risk
regulation (Jansen 2017). A relevant question
here concerns how such actors use and
represent science.
The fourth line of research investigates
knowledge struggles, expertise and collective
social action. People are not just passive
victims, suffering (or not) from the effects of
pesticides but actively select the risks they
take. Risk assessment and regulation regimes
do not exist without a public that co-constructs them. Social movement struggles to
seek redress for pesticide-related harm have
produced major law reforms in several Central
American countries, sometimes strengthened
scientific risk analysis and certainly helped to
insert new ideas into legislation, such as the
precautionary principle. In a study on collec-
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tive action to ban aerial spraying of pesticides
in the Philippines, we found small local
organisations mobilising national civil society
networks and then politicians (Nikol & Jansen
2021). Citizen organisations actively create
new knowledge and shape risk perception and
the making of risk regulation.
These cases show that people are not simply
possible victims or research objects for the
detection of whether or not a particular
pesticide causes a particular disease.
Obviously, it is vitally important to investigate
these types of relationships and their human
causalities, but we also have to understand
how humans as agents shape risk governance
and sometimes risk science. Indeed, while
science can measure risk, it is people who
select risks with their risk priorities and who
take action to reduce risks. Since science is
not homogeneous but fragmented, moreover,
diversity within science and science advice
have become study domains in themselves.
In the pesticides context, for example,
chemists and agronomists may introduce
and defend toxics, whereas epidemiologists
and toxicologists may provide evidence of
negative impact. Which science should then
count in decision-making, how should
judgements be weighed and by whom? Calls
for science-based decision-making do not
answer these questions. Different actors in
social struggles around pesticides can
mobilise different types of science.
The four research lines outlined here require
an interdisciplinary approach, which can be
broadly called a political ecology of pesticides.
This first involves an engagement with the
material, including the nature of the chemicals,
their effects on health and environment and
the properties of agricultural production. Then,
the political economy of pesticide use is
introduced, including shifts in the industry, the
differential use by different types of producers

Spraying tank with pesticides

and the role of pesticides in making profit,
such as through the substitution of labour
(herbicides). Third, we move to the study of
knowledge, perceptions and the cultural
representations of pesticides: how do people
view the benefits and risks of pesticides and
perceive, adopt or contest the narratives of
other actors? Finally, this approach looks at
how ideas and practices materialise in
institutional configurations and (counter-)
hegemonic discourses. This kind of research
agenda has multiple layers and requires
dynamic interactions with other disciplines,
from the chemical sciences to occupational
health and from history via social movement
theory to the study of international relations.

in risk management should be better followed
and understood. The pesticide problem has
led to a complex and huge risk management
apparatus at national and global levels that
remains little studied even as a torrent of
political industry narratives praise the benefits
of pesticides and their sustainability. The
study of pesticide issues from a combined
agrarian and development studies perspective
also offers a fruitful entry point into wider
sociological debates on the differential impact
of technologies, the social shaping of technologies, risk in society, technology and the body
and environmental and social justice.
Jansen, K. (2017). Business Conflict and Risk
Regulation: Understanding the influence of the

More than ever, the pesticide issue requires
interventions from social scientists. Pesticide
use is growing globally. Although it is important to foster agroecological practices, critical
agrarian studies need further work for a more
mature development. The dynamics of
pesticide use, their promotion and steps made

pesticide industry. Global Environmental Politics,
17(4): 48-66.
Nikol, L., & Jansen, K. (2020). The Politics of
Counter-Expertise on Aerial Spraying: Social
movements denouncing pesticide risks in the
Philippines. Journal of Contemporary Asia, 50(1):
99-124.
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Chilean Small Farmers Facing Land
Inequality and the Constitutional
Convention: A socio-legal study

Land inequality in Chile has emerged as a
result of the concentration of land in the
hands of a small group of people and companies and of the fragmentation of land by small
farmers. Land concentration has negative
effects on economic growth, structural
inequalities, income distribution and agricultural productivity (Alfiky et al. 2012; ILC &
OXFAM 2020), while fragmentation affects
environmental conservation and land-use
planning (Laurent 2013). According to the FAO
(2013) and Guereña (2016), Chile is among the
countries with the highest land inequality in
the world.
In the mid-1980s, in Chile, neoliberal policies
eliminated the land tenure system created by
the earlier agrarian reform, which had placed
small farmers at the centre of rural development. Instead, it established a tenure system
based on private property and aimed at
strengthening the land market and agro-exports (Kay 2002). This resulted in a disparity
between the economic growth of the agro-exports sector and also the worsening of
unequal land distribution (ILC & OXFAM
2020). With the return of democracy to Chile
in 1990, the legal framework and political-economy aims of this development were
maintained (Gwynne & Kay 1997), but in 2020,
after the most important social protests in 30
years, the actions of government, political
parties and social movements led to the
creation of a constitutional convention to
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create a new political constitution for the
country. And now, for the first time in Chilean
history, 155 representatives are discussing the
content and limits of property rights.
In rural areas, agro-export companies have
experienced great economic growth in recent
decades, while small farmers have been
slowly disappearing despite being fundamental for food security. More than 70% of the
country’s small farmers still live in the rural
central zone, but many have migrated to urban
areas for better economic opportunities, while
others sought to sell or fragment their land for
tourism (ODEPA 2019). Nevertheless, small
farmers have remained calm, and there have
been no protests or sit-ins.
The main question of my research addresses
is that of how the neoliberal land tenure
system has influenced the livelihood trajectories of these small farmers, considering land
inequality as a central element. In this regard,
I propose as a hypothesis that the legal
framework has operated as a power device
rendering the tensions produced by land
inequality invisible and thereby facilitating the
structural weakening of this peasant group.

Through the Lens of Socio-Legal Studies
and Land Inequality
I am using the socio-legal approach to
implement interdisciplinary research (Mccrudden 2010). Thus, I take an approach that

seeks to strengthen the link between law as a
legal science and other social sciences in
order to give more depth to the strictly legal
analyses. For instance, this theoretical
framework allows me to employ both empirical
methods and legal analysis of property rights
while also affording insights into the interface
between the neoliberal land tenure system
(legal perspective) and the livelihood strategies of small farmers (social perspective)
(Whitehouse & Bright 2016).

both the structural conditions that are
affecting the rural development of small
farmers there and also the environmental
impacts that may be produced by the continued progression of land concentration and
fragmentation.

Other concepts that I will deploy come from
the field of legal geography and legal consciousness. The former considers mutual
influences between the law, the space and the
social groups that inhabit it (Blomley & Labove
2015). Ford et al. (2020) argue that this gave
us the chance to understand how groups build
a common sense of law or elaborate the
meaning of rights, such as property rights. In
this sense, Braverman (2020) points out that
legal geography enables a recognition of the
operations of (in)visibility generated by the
legal framework in a specified geographical
space. Finally, a legal consciousness provides
for an analytical naming of the concepts and
meanings of law circulating in social relations
(Silbey 2008), which enables us to observe
how the law sustains systems of domination.
This is how the neoliberal land tenure system
is not only tolerated but internalised and
adopted by subordinated populations, such as
small farmers.

Blomley, N., and Labove, J. (2015). Law and

Summarising, my research aims to expand
the frontiers of legal research in Chile using a
socio-legal and interdisciplinary approach to
the socio-territorial phenomena of land
inequality and the livelihood strategies of
historically marginalized groups, focusing on
small farmers. Research of this nature has not
been conducted in Chile recently, so the
results can help in the construction of a
political agenda that will provide visibility to

Gwynne, R. N., and Kay, C. (1997). Agrarian Change

Alfiky, A., Kaule, G., and Salheen, M. (2012).
Agricultural Fragmentation of the Nile Delta; A
modeling approach to measuring agricultural land
deterioration in Egyptian Nile Delta, Procedia
Environmental Sciences, 14: 79-97.
Geography, in J. D. Wright (Ed.), International
Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences
(Second Ed.), pp. 474-478. Oxford: Elsevier.
Braverman, I. (2020). Oculta a Plena Vista: La
geografía jurídica desde una perspectiva visual,
in R. T. Ford, I. Braverman, M. Valverde and M. V.
C. Cristancho (Eds.), Derecho y geografía:
espacio, poder y sistema jurídico (1st ed.).
Bogota: Siglo del Hombre Editores S.A.
FAO. (2013). Dinámicas del Mercado de la Tierra en
América Latina y el Caribe: Concentración y
Extranjerización (S. Gomez and F. Soto Baquero,
Eds.). FAO.
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M. (2020). Derecho y Geografía: Espacio, Poder
y Sistema Jurídico. Bogota: Siglo del Hombre
Editores.
Guereña, A. (2016). Desterrados: Tierra, poder y
desigualdad en América Latina. OXFAM. https://
oi-files-d8-prod.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/
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and the Democratic Transition in Chile: An
introduction, Bulletin of Latin American Research,
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sociedades desiguales. https://
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How do rural people make their livelihoods?
What determines who prospers and who is left
behind? How should we study and understand
rural development and agrarian change?
These questions are core to critical development studies of Global South countries with
significant rural populations. The answers,
however, often reflect deeply held ontological
and epistemological differences and assumptions about what counts and what doesn’t (or
what’s important and what isn’t) in the analysis
of rural development. Despite parallel developments in social theory in recent decades to
bridge these divides (e.g. Elder-Vass 2010),
approaches to rural development in low-income countries tend to fall in one of two
camps: those that emphasize structure; and
those that privilege agency. Although there
are exceptions that integrate across analytical
approaches, two exemplars of this agency/
structure divide in development studies are
actor-oriented livelihoods analysis, and
agrarian political economy. Each has been
critiqued and often dismissed by the other for
what they don’t do: livelihood or actor-oriented
approaches critique agrarian political economists on grounds of determinism and for
discounting the diversity of practices and
actors at the micro level; while agrarian
political economy dismisses livelihoods
research for its failure to account for broader
relations of power, production, reproduction
and property. Both approaches also imply
rather different outcomes for policy or praxis:

the former focuses on increasing autonomy
and individual choice; the latter focuses on the
role of the state and/or class-based political
movements.
According to Scoones (2015: 37), this debate
is summarized by the question “what is more
important: what people actually do or the
factors that constrain or enable their actions?”
This question has animated my research on
small farming, rural development and agrarian
change in South and Southeast Asia over the
last decade. My research shows that not only,
as Scoones notes, is the answer to this
question quite obviously neither, but also that
we can consider both livelihoods (agency) and
political economy (structure) simultaneously in
studies of rural development. The shortcomings of each approach correctly identified by
the other should not be taken as further
encouragement to retreat into theoretical or
methodological fortresses. Instead, I argue it
is possible to productively combine the
contextual richness of livelihood approaches
with the structural insights of agrarian political
economy (Scoones, 2015). By moving beyond
an agency/structure dualism in critical
development studies, we can pay attention to
both at the same time as part of the same
process. Put differently, livelihoods are central
to understanding agrarian change, and vice
versa. We can therefore begin to ask questions such as what does it mean to be a poor
or rich rural household? What do the livelihood
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Agricultural labourer in the Dry Zone of Myanmar, photo by Mark Vicol

pathways of different social groups look like?
How do livelihood practices produce, reproduce or challenge patterns and processes of
differentiation in rural areas? And, how do
broader patterns of structural change in turn
act back upon livelihoods?
In fact, the rationale for combining the insights
of agrarian political economy and rural
livelihood analysis can be read as coming from
Marx himself. In the Grundrisse (1973), Marx
argues that to arrive at a concrete understanding of historical change, one must
dialectically move in from the abstract towards
the “many determinations and relations” that
make up the whole, what Marx called the
“unity of the diverse”. The core questions that
inform contemporary agrarian political
economy (Who owns what? Who does what?
Who gets what? What do they do with it? See
Bernstein, 2010) are also inherently questions
about livelihoods. The idea of a combined
approach that asks these questions at
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multiple scales is that on the one hand, a deep
understanding of rural livelihoods can unpack
the complexity of everyday practices, whereas
political economy can make concrete the
ways in which social relations at various
scales shape livelihood practices and trajectories and ultimately determine patterns of
winners and losers in rural spaces. I have used
such an approach, what I call the everyday
political economy of livelihoods, to try and
understand the multiple determinations of
agrarian change and the everyday experiences of such change in smallholder farming
communities in India, Myanmar and Indonesia
(see Vicol, 2017; Vicol, Pritchard & Htay, 2018;
Vicol et al. 2018; Vicol, 2019; Vicol & Pritchard
2021).
In India, this approach was applied to explore
the implications of contract farming for
household livelihood trajectories and broader
patterns of agrarian change. In a case study of

potato contract farming in three villages in
Maharashtra, a wealth ranking exercise, along
with household interviews, was used to
construct local understandings of differentiation (Vicol, 2017; 2019). Participants in each
village constructed three ‘wealth groups’ of
best off, middle and lower households, with
each category associated with particular
landholding patterns, income sources, balance
of on- versus off-farm livelihood activities, use
of wage labour, and caste. Dominant narratives around contract farming typically
conceptualize it as either ‘win-win’ (for farmers
and agribusiness) or ‘win-lose’ (agribusiness
wins, farmers lose). My research showed that
a) participation in contract farming was
concentrated in the ‘middle’ group of households; and b) that rather than sparking
dynamic new processes of accumulation
among contract farmers or leading to new
forms of exploitation, contract farming is
contributing to processes of agrarian change
already under way. More specifically, participation in contract farming tended to reproduce the middling livelihood trajectories of
middle households, while best off households
concentrate on non-farm activities for their
accumulation strategies (engaging in what
Gillian Hart has called ‘diversification for
accumulation’). These findings challenge
existing policy narratives centered around
‘value chain development’ interventions such
as contract farming that promote a simplified
vision of ‘market-led’ agricultural development
and agrarian change.

everyday political economy of livelihoods
reveals is that rural people in the Global South
do make their own livelihoods, but not
necessarily under conditions of their own
choosing.
Bernstein, H. (2010). Class Dynamics of Agrarian
Change. Halifax, Nova Scotia: Fernwood.
de Haan, L., & Zoomers, A. (2005). Exploring the
Frontier of Livelihoods Research. Development
and Change, 36(1), 27–47.
Elder-Vass, D. (2010). The Causal Power of Social
Structures. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.
Marx, K. (1852/2008). The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte. New York: Cosimo.
Marx, K. (1973). Grundrisse. London: Penguin.
Scoones, I. (2015). Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural
Development. Rugby, United Kingdom: Practical
Action.
Vicol, M. (2017). Is Contract Farming an Inclusive
Alternative to Land Grabbing? The case of
potato contract farming in Maharashtra, India.
Geoforum, 85, 157-166.
Vicol, M. (2019). Potatoes, Petty Commodity
Producers and Livelihoods: Contract farming and
agrarian change in Maharashtra, India. Journal of
Agrarian Change, 19(1), 135-161.
Vicol, M., Pritchard, B., & Htay, Y. (2018). Rethinking
the Role of Agriculture as a Driver of Social and
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Myanmar. Land Use Policy, 72, 451-460.
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(2018). Upgrading for whom? Relationship coffee,
value chain interventions and rural development

My research in India and elsewhere demonstrates that processes of rural development
and agrarian change can’t be reduced to
simplified narratives. Instead, it is the complex
interplay of everyday livelihood practices and
social and economic structures that shape
patterns of winners and losers in agrarian
spaces. To paraphrase Marx (1852; see also
de Haan and Zoomers, 2005), what an

in Indonesia, World Development, 110, 26-37.
Vicol, M. & Pritchard, B. (2021). Rethinking rural
development in Myanmar's Ayeyarwady Delta
through a historical food regimes frame.
Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography, 42,
264-283.
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Rural Sociology and Resistance of
the Third Kind

production, reproduction, and markets that are
distinct from those impelled by capital and the
state (Van der Ploeg 2007). At just 5,000
words long, this paper pointed to an interesting bridge between agrarian and peasant
studies, and resistance studies.

Resistance studies

Introduction
When it comes to the agrarian question,
academia has been deeply divided. At the risk
of caricature, there is one school of thought
that considers the process of capitalist
development a force that moves history
progressively forward and another that takes
the creative agency of people as the primary
force of development. Historically, the Rural
Sociology Group belongs to the latter school.
The work on farming styles, meaningful
diversity, new peasantries and foodscapes
gave expression to the idea of this creative
agency (Hofstee 1982, Ploeg 2008, Wiskerke
2009). Here, I will explore the importance of
the agency concept through Van der Ploeg’s
concept of resistance.

The Peasant Mode
In his work, Van der Ploeg has referred to one
of his main sources of inspiration, Alexander
Chayanov, in arguing that peasants are
affected by the capitalist context in which
they operate but are not governed by it. He
emphasized, like the innovative and radical
thinker Jose Carlos Mariatequi, the peasant’s
“effective capacity for development and
transformation” (Ploeg 2013: 6). These are
themes that are discussed in detail in his
considerations of the new peasantries (Ploeg
2008) and his manifesto on peasants and the
art of farming (Ploeg 2008). His work has
been a major source of inspiration for those
exploring the peasant mode of production in
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particular and struggles for autonomy in
general.
Van der Ploeg has written one paper, however,
which perhaps did not receive as much
attention as the empirically rich and theoretically challenging books he has published over
recent years (Ploeg 2008, 2011, 2013) and yet
which has been important in the development
of my own thinking. This is a short paper
presented at the European Society for Rural
Sociology in 2007. In this paper named
Resistance of the Third Kind, Van der Ploeg
(2007) argues that the creative agency of
peasants should be considered a form of
resistance against the dominant paradigm
co-constructed by two modes of ordering,
capital and state. This is a resistance, he
argues, that resides in working practices and
farmers’ fields; it is expressed in the way that
cows are bred, how manure is made, products
are delivered. In short, it is a resistance which
intervenes in and reorganizes production,
reproduction and markets.
These practices are forms of resistance that
challenge a dominant mode of ordering
while—and through—producing their own
alternatives. This is a resistance that is not
merely reaction, a mitigation of the effects of
the dominant ordering characterized ‘rationalization process’ of intensification, scale
enlargement, and specialization, but also
creation, a development of ways of organizing

Resistance studies refers to of a broad field
of studies that looks at struggles against
exploitation and domination. The field as a
whole is much indebted to the work of
anthropologist James C. Scott (Scott 1998).
Scott not only showed us how an ideology of
scientific rationality and bureaucratic planning
has created extensive and normative prescriptions for a societal order but also how the
docile subjects that accompany this vision are
actually stubborn actors who engage in an
array of methods to avoid, evade and otherwise resist control and, moreover, go beyond a
practical development of the art of “not being
governed” to that of creating potentials and
opportunities for different futures (Scott
2009). This is what Gibson-Graham (Gibson-Graham 2008) refers to as the generation
of possibilities in the “diverse-economies”
concept and Antonio Negri (cited in Van der
Ploeg 2007) characterizes as the capacity to
develop “potentialities that go beyond reigning
forms of domination” (Van der Ploeg 2007).
Van der Ploeg analysis is part of a tradition
that moves beyond the scholarly work that
merely define resistance as negative in the
sense of negation, being against, and acting
against, beyond a limited understanding of
agency as reactive. Instead he focusses our
attention on agency as creative. This resistance is not just a struggle against capital or
the state, and thus subject to and defined by it,
but is a struggling for, and thus defined by an
imaginary on its own terms—of a good farm or
a good life. Rather than resist through overt or
covert acts of opposition, this (third) form

operates on its own terms, as a construction
by implication, in what it values, a positive
definition. Such an approach connects rather
well to recent academic work looking at what
is referred to as constructive, creative or
productive resistance (Koefoed 2017, Lilja and
Vinthagen 2018). This resistance is constructive, creative or productive, since it enacts the
worlds it envisions, the worlds it wants to live
in, and actively produces the conditions for a
livable live (Butler 2015).
In my own work, I have considered this study
of resistance of the third kind, this constructive, creative or productive resistance, an
important vein of a scholarship that fundamentally challenges domination and exploitation in making other worlds visible and
possible (Jongerden 2018, Öztürk, Jongerden
et al. 2018, Jongerden 2019). This is a scholarship that does not parachute a particular or
hegemonic present into the future but rather
starts from the contingent nature of the
present and its actual potentialities for a
moving beyond. Resistance, then, is actualizing the “not yet in the sense of a possibility”
on the basis that “it could be there if we could
only do something for it,” which implies an
intervening in everyday practices (Giroux
2004).
In Resistance of the Third Kind and the
subsequent book, The New Peasantries, Van
der Ploeg captured ways in which peasants
directly intervene in everyday practices. This
“direct intervention in, and alteration of, the
processes of labour and production – is
omnipresent in today’s agriculture,” he argued.
“Resistance is encountered in a wide range of
heterogeneous and increasingly interlinked
practices through which the peasantry
constitutes itself”—through and involving, for
example, “reciprocity [and] socially regulated
exchange, as well as self-provisioning
enterprises” (Ploeg 2007).
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In articles I co-authored with two colleagues
(Öztürk et al. 2014, 2018), we discussed the
ways in which smallholders—rural families,
peasants—resist commodification through the
maintenance of a non-commodity circuit
augmented by wage-labor outside agriculture.
Though a political-economist would easily
qualify the latter as an indication of proletarization or subsumption to capital, we focused on
the autonomy this created, arguing that “the
development of employment strategies outside
of agriculture, together with retirement
revenues and other social security benefits
and transfers, enables families to keep their
land and maintain their smallholdings” (Öztürk,
Jongerden et al. 2014). As employment
opportunities tend to be limited in rural regions,
urban employment is sought. This is a form of
resistance which “involves the adaption of a
contemporary peasant way, consisting of the
maintenance of autonomy in combination with
an increased engagement in labour relations
outside the farm. It is directly and indirectly
enabled by rural development, including
agricultural employment and non-farming
economic activities, facilitated in part as a
function of urban growth and to which villagers
commit for their own benefit” (Öztürk, Jongerden et al. 2014, Öztürk, Jongerden et al.
2018). We concluded this “constitutes a
resistance to capital,” one that was “not a
resistance in the sense of a political activism,
either overt (such as demonstrations, riots and
strikes, mostly linked to urban contexts) or
covert (false compliance, feigned ignorance
and a range of other methods applied in
peasant struggles), but a ‘resistance of a third
kind’” (Öztürk, Jongerden et al. 2014). It is
constituted in the intervention and alteration of
processes of labor, production and reproduction that express themselves in a wide range
of heterogeneous and interlinked practices.

adoption of a critical distance from familiar
political economy representations of capitalism as a massive totality occupying and
determining social space. The performative
effect of such representations is not only an
amplification of the strength of capitalism, but
also of a diminution, belittling even, of alternatives, as tiny, irrelevant, and unrealizable
(Gibson-Graham 2008: 615). For a genuine
understanding of the multiplicity of present
potentialities we need to dissolve these
“mind-forg'd manacles” (Said 2003) of
discourses which perceive subsumption, yet
not meaningful difference, and see variation,
yet disqualify it as false notes in the concert
of capital. In order to move beyond this mental
barrier imposed by capital-centric analysis, we
need to perform what is referred to in
autonomist thought as a “strategic inversion”
(Tronti , Cleaver , Cleaver 1993)—and what
Van der Ploeg has been doing in his work on
peasants. This strategic inversion assumes
the perspective of social struggles and the
peoples involved in these struggles as an
analytical lens through which to appreciate
social realities, with the objective of learning
about potentialities for alternative, radically
different future trajectories in the here and
now (Holloway 2010).

The identification of these forms of self-constitution in our research was enabled by
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So, at the foundation of this resistance of a
third kind, or, what is referred to as constructive, creative or productive resistance in
resistance studies, are self-constituting
practices. From this perspective, resistance of
a third kind is part of a third mode of ordering
next to and beyond the modes of ordering of
capital and state (Jongerden 2021).
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Agrarian Sociology • Dirk Roep

Making a Difference

Overall, my main interest has been on how
people come together, and, in collective
action, (attempt to) make a difference – how
they overcome the constraints they encounter
in their everyday life, how in their practice they
not only deviate from what is taken for granted
or imposed but (try to) make what is considered impossible possible and how they can
create meaningful differences and opportunities. Meaningful to themselves, but also as
meaningfully novel, promising practices,
opportunities in the light of all the challenges
that humanity faces in making our earthly life
more healthy, sustainable, equitable and
inclusive – a better place for all. This points to
agency as an intermediary between actors
and structures and particularly to transformative agency.
Change is not inherently good – it can also be
quite ugly. We are subject to all kinds of
dynamically interacting processes that impact
on our everyday life, human and non-human
initiated and operating on different scales. We
need to time and again scrutinise, evaluate and
critically reflect on the impact that all these
processes have on humans and non-humans,
on all that matters. This is core to what rural
and rural and agrarian sociology is about for me.
In this respect, the PhD thesis on two
diverging styles of farming (Stijlen van
Landbouwbeoefening: uiteenlopende
ontwikkelingspatronen) by Van der Ploeg
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and Bolhuis (1985) was an eyeopener to me
as a novice in the field. It demonstrated that
farmers are indeed subject to all kind of
ordering processes in which farming is
situated, thus limiting the space for farming
and even imposing or enforcing a particular
mode of farming – but also that farming and
farm development is not fully determined by
these hegemonic processes.
Within the Technical Administrative Task
Environment (TATE), as Bruno Benvenuti (1982)
conceptualised the prescriptive structuring
principles, there is space for resistance,
deviation and divergence, a certain autonomy,
although to what extent is not only an empirical
question but also heavily debated. Farmers can
indeed make a difference, by structuring their
(family) farm labour in meaningful ways
following a particular rationale based on more
widely shared opinions, values and norms
about how to best farm that are internalised
and externalised in interaction as evolving
patterns of ‘rules in use’ (Ostrom 1992).
Styles of farming can be seen as institutionalised ways of doing, thinking and feeling
(Berger & Luckman 1967). This explains how
diverging styles of farming, as different modes
of ordering (Law 1994), emerge within
(apparently) homogeneous settings. Farmers,
as individuals but more often in collectives,
both resist the structuring (political, economic
and bio-physical) forces they are subject to in

their everyday life and also build the individual
and collective capacity to bypass these forces
by creating relatively autonomous protected
spaces or niches that provide them with the
room for manoeuvre to differ, deviate and
differentiate according to their rationale. This
is how I became engaged in rural and agrarian
sociology. The institutional imperative
(Zijderveld 2000) has guided me since in
understanding how continuity and change are
inherent to action and how heterogeneity is
reproduced in interactions between humans
and non-humans, between society and living
and dead matter with technology as an
intermediate (Roep 2000).
In my (1989) MSc-thesis, ‘Stap voor Stap of in
een Sprong’ (Step by Step or in one Leap),
I explored differential growth patterns and
family farm income strategies among farmers
producing milk for the famous Parmigiano
Reggiano, extending the PhD-research by Van
der Ploeg, which was further elaborated in Van
der Ploeg, Saccomandi and Roep (1990). This
became the launching pad for a series of
studies on farming styles – ‘bedrijfsstijlen’ in
Dutch, following Hofstee – starting in the
Netherlands with Van der Ploeg and Roep
(1989). Not only were different farm development and family income strategies based on
different rationales revealed by this work but
also the differentiated impacts they had, such
as on the environment through significant
variations in nutrient losses. It was also
revealed that farmers, within their institutional
embedding, built different capacities when
following different farm development paths.
Farming styles did make a difference, and this
made them politically relevant considering the
challenges agriculture was, and it still is, facing
and the search for more sustainable and even
regenerative farming practices.
The farming styles research also showed that
farmers on their own, in supporting networks

and in collectives were pioneering alternative
farming practices to escape the pressing
income squeeze in ways other than by
increasing production volume. During the
1990s, the Rural Sociology research team at
Wageningen became engaged with various
farmer-driven initiatives developing alternative
farm development strategies and pathways for
agrarian and rural development. These were
subsequently mapped, first in the Netherlands
and then later across Europe (van der Ploeg &
Banks 2002). The broadening, deepening and
regrounding of farm practices were identified
as alternative income strategies to counter
further marginalisation, and an alternative
rural development paradigm emerged to the
dominant productivist paradigm promoting
scale enlargement, intensification and
specialisation as the only viable strategy
(van der Ploeg & Roep 2003).
Within the framing of this alternative paradigm,
local grassroots initiatives developed the
necessary but previously lacking capacity to
develop and operate in experimental spaces
or niches, supported by newly created
alliances and networks. I became engaged
with a group of pioneering farmers in the
western peatland area that, inspired by
renowned high added value products with a
denomination of origin like the Parmigiano
Reggiano and Comte, aimed to upgrade
farm-made cheese, Boerenkaas, a speciality
product with excellent but underdeveloped
potential. Having turned completely towards
bulk production, the Netherlands lacked both
the capacity to produce and market high-quality speciality food products with a denomination of origin and the proper institutional
setting to support this.
Based on this case, I argued in my PhD-thesis,
‘Innovative work: tracks and traces of capacity
and incapacity’ (Roep 2000), that the narrowly
focused productivist paradigm which had
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dominated agriculture and rural development
since the 1950s and transformed Dutch
agriculture and rural areas profoundly through
its comprehensive capacity had, at the same
time, resulted in an institutionalised incapacity.
Diversity was long seen as an aberration, not
as a rich source to explore alternative,
promising pathways.
Thus, there developed a research agenda on
the transformative potential of a wide range of
novel practices in farming and food provisioning – or, the Seeds of Transition (Wiskerke &
Van der Ploeg 2004). I have been involved in
some of the research projects and publications exploring promising sustainability
pathways and the new capacities being
forged. We have identified and elaborated on
various niches supported by alliances in new
networks and the accompanying, co-evolving
institutional reform (Roep & Wiskerke 2004,
2006, 2012).
The transformative capacity of grassroots
initiatives and promising practices, the ability
to make a difference and specifically the
struggle with allies for and the creation of a
favourable institutional embedding to counter
unsustainabilities, degeneration, exclusion and
inequalities make up the connecting thread
throughout my research (Horlings, Roep &
Wellbrock 2018; van den Berg et al. 2018). This
was complemented by a relational approach,
inspired by actor-network theory (ANT) (Law
& Hassard 1999) and what Law and Mol (1995)
dubbed ‘relational materialism’, and then by
Massey (1994) and others with regard to
place-shaping practices. This was foundational to the Marie Curie ITN project ‘SUSPLACE:
Exploring the Transformative Capacity of
Place-Shaping Practices’ (Horlings et al.
2020). Thence, the focus of my work has
shifted from sustainable farming practices to
sustainable food provisioning practices and
sustainable place-shaping practices – and,
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more recently, from sustainability to regeneration as a future guide.
In line with the above, my current interest is in
grassroots or citizens initiatives that aim to
•	Restore and regenerate agro-ecosystems,
particularly pioneers in regenerative
agriculture and regenerative modes of food
provisioning;
•	New commons and commoning, particularly diverse forms of community farming.
And, not least, support and report once again
on those initiatives engaged in making a
difference.
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Sociology for Just Food Futures:
Past, present and future
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Given that sociology can be broadly defined
as the study of the causes and consequences
of social life, social change, and human
behaviour, it is perhaps not surprising that
food studies has come to represent an
important and distinct sociological field. Yet,
already in the 19th century, Jean Anthelme
Brillat-Savarin had declared: “Tell me what you
eat and I will tell you what you are” pointing to
the profound relationships that exist between
humans and the foods they eat (and avoid).
Thus, when it comes to the trajectory of the
sociological study of food, what is surprising is
how it took so long for this field to emerge.
This is not to suggest food was absent from
scientific study, but rather that it was broadly
considered as a social problem or means of
social classification, as opposed to an object
of study in and of itself. When it came to rural
sociology, there had been emphasis on the
organization, management and impacts of
agricultural practices and systems, with issues
of food production typically addressed in
agrarian studies, development sociology,
agricultural economy, and social anthropology.
However, since 1980s, sociologists actively
contributed to the emergence of food studies
as a distinct, and expanding, academic field.
As Carolan (2012:1) notes, the sociology of
food has ‘deep roots, from its origin in rural
sociology, on the agriculture “side,” to its links
with cultural studies, on the food “side”’. In this
sense, the trajectory of food studies within the

Rural Sociology Group (RSO) reflects wider
disciplinary trends.
Food, as a research theme within the Rural
Sociology Group, emerged in the 1990s out of
our rural development work. It implied a broadening of scope from farming and agricultural
practices to a consideration of multifunctionality. This led to a re-grounding of research
into the local environment (social and ecological) and a deepening of focus, for example
into the production of specialty products,
adding value to products, and on-farm processing and direct sales. From here, a series of
projects emerged on short food supply chains
and new food networks and the impact thereof
on sustainable rural development. These
projects were, to a large extent, characterized
by a focus on the supply-side, exploring and
analysing practices and strategies of farmers
and artisan processors. Through EU-funded
projects (see table 1) on new short food supply
chains (SUS-CHAIN), on origin food and
geographical indications (SINER-GI), and on
collective farming marketing initiatives
(COFAMI), we looked into governance and
asked how farmers were trying to (re)gain
control over the food supply chain and retain a
higher share of value added. We also looked at
the opportunities and bottlenecks for scaling-up
these new supply chains and food networks.
In 2008, at the peak of the Food Price Crisis,
Han Wiskerke was invited by the Peri-Urban
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Regions Platform Europe (PURPLE) to give a
lecture looking into the need for and characteristics of a food policy for urban and
peri-urban regions. This lecture, entitled
‘Urban food dynamics: towards an integrated
and territorial food policy,’ opened up our
focus towards other food provisioning
practices, such as distributing, selling and
eating. Importantly, the turn to food consumption did not leave production behind. Rather, in
line with growing calls to move beyond siloed
and linear visions of food, consumption was
always understood in relation to production
and to the landscapes in which it is grown,
processed, sold and consumed. This approach was facilitated by a great deal of
thinking about how to link food to emergent
issues and topics that cities in particular were
dealing with in terms of public health, climate
change, (green) living environment and
socio-spatial inequalities (Wiskerke 2015).
Links were made between the role of food and
agriculture for urban employment, urban
agriculture and food security. Concomitantly,
this also implied that we began to focus on
food provisioning practices in (peri-)urban
areas and on rural-urban relations. This
‘consumption and urban’ turn (while continuing
to study production and the rural) provided
the inspiration for the EU funded projects
PUREFOOD, FOODLINKS and SUPURBFOOD
(see table 2). Specific areas of research since
then have been short food supply chains (or
spatially and socially proximate food networks) including urban and peri-urban
agriculture, public food procurement and the
role of cities and city-regions in developing
food strategies and policies (Wiskerke 2009).
Through collaboration with planners in the
Working Group on Sustainable Food Planning
of the Association of European Schools of
Planning (AESOP) since 2009 (Viljoen and
Wiskerke 2012) and a part-time and temporary
(2013-2016) professorship at the Amsterdam
Academy of Architecture, Han Wiskerke
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brought in additional elements of spatial
design along with utopian thinking (Wiskerke
and Verhoeven 2018), which has given shape
to our current and future visions for the
sociology of food.
A deep sociological understanding is always
tied to deep contextual understanding. With
this in mind, we recognize that to make sense
of where we are, and where we want to go, it
is important to know where we came from. In
this chapter, we reflect on the trajectory of the
sociology of food in the Rural Sociology
Group, elaborating on the aforementioned
EU-funded projects, including several PhD
projects, which have shaped and continue to
shape our thinking and trajectories. We then
consider current trends we see within the
group related to the sociology of food. We
conclude with a statement on the future of the
sociology of food from our position as a Rural
Sociology Group committed to just and
sustainable food futures.

Turning to food
One could argue that food has been a topic
on our research agenda since the very start of
the group, i.e. we focus on farming, which is
the practice of producing food, feed and fibre.
However, food as topic of research and as a
research theme on its own dates back to the
EU-funded IMPACT project, which was
coordinated by the Rural Sociology Group
and which ran from 1998 to 2001. IMPACT
explored the diversity, dynamics and socio-economic impacts of rural development
practices in Europe. To better understand the
underlying mechanisms and strategies of
these rural development practices, the
IMPACT project elaborated a detailed
typology of rural development activities. This
typology distinguished nine specific fields of
activity, which were classified within three
main categories (Ploeg, J.D. van der; Long,
A.; Banks 2002; van der Ploeg et al. 2000):

1.	
Re-grounding, which implies a shift in the
mobilisation, and use, of resources (land,
labour, capital, inputs) within the family farm
household. An important re-grounding
strategy focuses on reducing the costs of
farming, by substituting externally provided
inputs with more efficient uses of internal
farm resources. A second re-grounding
strategy aims at the mobilisation of off-farm
income, mostly by taking up paid employment off the farm (pluri-activity).
2.	
Broadening, which repositions the role of
farms in the wider countryside by taking up
forms of economic enterprise that tap into
newly emerging markets in rural areas.
These include activities as diverse as:
nature and landscape management;
agri-tourism; leisure and sports; care
provision and energy production. Though
apparently diverse, these activities have in
common that they are all non-food oriented
activities and that they respond to new
societal demands that are articulated to
farming and the wider countryside.
3.	
Deepening, which seeks to reposition the
role of the farm enterprise within agri-food
supply chains, and extend the involvement
of the farm with different stages of food
production and supply. Rather than
delivering raw materials to industrialised
and centralised food supply chains over
which they have little control, farmers
themselves take up activities beyond the
farm-gate (processing, marketing etc) and
play an active role in defining the specific
qualities of products produced on the farm.
Specific fields of activity are: organic
farming; high quality production and
regionally specific products; and short
supply chains.
Our food research agenda emerged from this
third category of rural development practices.
Looking back at the development of this
agenda since the early 2000s, two main

research lines can be distinguished, which we
outline and discuss below.

Research line 1: Alternative food networks and sustainable rural development
Building upon this ‘deepening’ trajectory, our
food research agenda started as a ‘productive’ or ‘hopeful’ critique on the modernisation
of agriculture and globalization and industrialisation of food systems. The criticism focused
on the environmental impact of modern and
industrialized agriculture and food, on
growing power inequalities in the food system
and unequal distribution of value added and
on the lack of transparency in global food
supply chains. The latter was frequently
problematized in relation to food scares in the
late 1990s and early 2000s (Casey, Lawless,
and Wall 2010). The hope relates to the
emergence of a wide variety of new food
networks characterized by notions of re-localization, social and spatial embedding and a
turn to quality (Renting, Marsden, and Banks
2003; Watts, Ilbery, and Maye 2005). This
resulted in a steadily growing body of
academic research and scientific output in
agri-food studies on short food supply chains,
local food systems and alternative food
networks (Goodman, DuPuis, and Goodman
2012; Renting et al. 2003; Wiskerke 2009),
with a focus in the European literature on
territorial food quality (and geographical
indications) and the socio-economic and
socio-spatial impacts of these alternative
food networks on agrarian and rural development (Michel-Villarreal et al. 2019; Tregear
2011). Our contribution to this body of
research consisted of four EU-funded
projects and several PhD studies related to,
or building on, the aforementioned IMPACT
project. Examples of PhD studies are those of
De Roest (2000) on the production of
Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese, Van der Meulen
(2000) on different beef production and
processing networks in Italy, Roep (2000) on
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farmer’s cheese processing and marketing in
the Netherlands, and Miele (2001) on markets
for organic products in Germany, the Netherlands and Italy. PhD projects that also belong
to this research line, but that are not linked to
nor carried out at the time of the IMPACT
project, are those by Lopez Moreno (2014) on
labelling of origin food products in Europe
(with case studies in Spain and the Netherlands), by D’Amico (2015) on alternative food
networks in Calabria, and by Villarreal Herrera
(2017) on sustainable dairy supply chains in
the Netherlands, Ireland and the United
Kingdom.
SUS-CHAIN, which started in 2003, was the
first EU-funded food project that was coordinated by the Rural Sociology Group. In this
project we carried out a comparative analysis
of the agro-food sector in seven European
countries (Kirwan et al. 2004; Vuylsteke et al.
2004), followed by an in-depth reconstruction
of the start and development of fourteen new
food supply chains (two per country), inspired
by actor-network theory (Brunori and Wisk-

erke 2004). In reconstructing these fourteen
supply chains specific attention was paid to
the following aspects:
•	The economic performance of the new
food supply chain, and in particular the
distribution of value added;
•	The organisation and governance of and
power relations within the food supply chain;
•	The role and importance of public support
(e.g. financial, advocacy, legislation) and
other interventions in founding and/or
further developing the food supply chain;
•	The socio-cultural, ecological and territorial
embedding of the food supply chain;
•	The overall sustainability performance of
the new food supply chain (in relation to
that of its conventional counterpart), with
specific attention for the impact on the
rural economy.
The main results of SUS-CHAIN were
published in the book ‘Nourishing Networks:
Fourteen lessons about creating sustainable
food supply chains’ (Roep and Wiskerke

Acronym

Full title

Start-End

Website / Weblink

SUS-CHAIN

Marketing sustainable
agriculture: an analysis of the
potential role of new food
supply chains in sustainable
rural development

2003-2006

https://www.sus-chain.org/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/QLK5-CT-2002-01349

COFAMI

Encouraging collective farmers
marketing initiatives

2005-2008

http://www.cofami.org/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/6541

SINER-GI

Strengthening international
research on geographical
indications

2005-2008

http://food.origin-for-sustainability.
org/2005/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/6522

Global and local food chain
assessment: a multidimensional performance-based
approach

2013-2016

GLAMUR

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/311778

Table 1. Overview of EU-funded projects on alternative food networks & short food supply chains
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2006) and several peer-reviewed book
chapters and papers (Wiskerke and Roep
2007; Roep and Wiskerke 2012; Roep and
Wiskerke 2013).
In 2005, two new EU-funded projects started:
COFAMI and SINER-GI. SINER-GI is the only
EU-funded project featuring in this chapter
that was not coordinated by the Rural
Sociology Group, but it is highlighted here as it
was the main source of inspiration for the MSc
Course ‘Origin Food: People, Place and
Products’, which is still running today (as part
of the Gastronomy specialisation in the
Master Food Technology). COFAMI explored
the emergence and diversity of collective
farmer-driven marketing initiatives, the factors
limiting and enabling the further development
of these collectives and their societal impact
(Renting et al. 2011). The majority of the cases
studied in the COFAMI project were collective
food marketing initiatives (e.g. high-quality
foods, regional foods, direct producer-consumer relations), but also a few non-food
marketing cases were included, such as those
focusing on the collective provisioning of
ecosystem services. GLAMUR, which started
in 2013, was a co-coordination effort of the
Rural Sociology Group and the Department of
Agriculture, Food & Environment at Pisa
University. GLAMUR partly built on SUSCHAIN, including a revisit of several food
supply chains studied in SUS-CHAIN, but with
a more elaborate, in-depth and multi-method
performance assessment of food supply
chains, addressing not only social, economic
and environmental sustainability, but also
ethical and health issues. Moreover, it also
attempted to compare local and global food
chains, but this turned out to be difficult, if not
impossible, due to the high degree of hybridity
as local chains depend, for example, on global
inputs while globally available products may
rely on localized production and processing
practices (Oostindie et al. 2016).

Research line 2: Urban and city region
food systems
Around 2010, a second food research line
began to emerge, which implied an ‘urban turn’
in rural sociology. The ongoing process of
urbanization, with more than fifty percent of
the world population living in urban areas
since 2007, and the food price hikes in
2007/2008 began to point to an important
shift in the food security discourse: food
insecurity is not (only) a production failure
issue, but a challenge of food accessibility and
affordability. Both in policy and research, food
was generally seen as synonymous to
agriculture and thus as a rural policy domain
and an agricultural production challenge
(Sonnino 2009). Also, our food research was,
until then, rather biased towards food supply
(production and processing) and the rural
domain, as one can tell from the EU-funded
projects and PhD projects presented and
discussed under research line 1.
In addition to the process of urbanization and
a changing (urban) food security discourse,
another emerging reality attracted our
research interest: cities and city regions taking
up the role of food system innovators and
food policymakers (Wiskerke 2015). Food was
becoming an entry point and lens through
which several urban challenges, for which
municipalities are responsible, could be
addressed and connected, such as climate
change, waste collection and processing,
social and spatial inequalities (in access to
and affordability of food) and diet-related
ill-health.
But it was one specific event in 2008 that laid
the foundation for our research on urban and
city-region food systems, namely the aforementioned invitation by the Peri-Urban
Regions Platform Europe (PURPLE) to give a
lecture about the need for and characteristics
of an agricultural and food policy for urban
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and peri-urban regions. This lecture was
developed into a paper (Wiskerke 2009) for a
special issue of International Planning Studies
entitled ‘Feeding the city: the challenge of
urban food planning’, and into two research
proposals (PUREFOOD and FOODLINKS) that
were both funded by the European Commission. On a side note, this special issue of
International Planning Studies, edited by
Professor Kevin Morgan of Cardiff University,
coincided with the founding of the working
group on Sustainable Food Planning of the
Association of European Schools of Planning
(AESOP) and its inaugural conference in
Almere in 2009, organised by Kevin Morgan,
Han Wiskerke and Arnold van der Valk
(Professor of Land Use Planning at Wageningen University). The second conference in
Brighton resulted in the book ‘Sustainable
food planning: evolving theory and practice’,
edited by Andre Viljoen (Professor of Architecture at the University of Brighton) and Han
Wiskerke (2012).
The EU-funded projects PUREFOOD and
FOODLINKS had a similar core, but a different
approach and objective. The similarity lies in a
focus on a new food geography shaped by
three dynamics:
1.	Short chain provisioning of food in and to
urban and peri-urban areas;
2.	Revaluing and localizing public food
procurement;
3.	Integrated food policymaking at city or
city-region level (i.e. urban or city-region
food strategies and policies).
PUREFOOD was an innovative training
network which enabled us – together with
universities in the United Kingdom, Italy, Latvia,
Brazil and Uganda – to recruit 12 early-stage
researchers (PhD candidates), of which four
focused on local food systems, four on public
food procurement and four on (aspects of)
urban food strategies. FOODLINKS primarily
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focussed on knowledge brokerage between
scientists, policymakers and civil society
organisations (Wiskerke and Bock 2012). This
project was carried out by a consortium
consisting of these three stakeholder groups,
who collaborated in three Communities of
Practice (Karnder et al. 2016): 1) short food
supply chains; 2) public food procurement;
and 3) urban food strategies. Several PUREFOOD early stage researchers participated in
these Communities of Practice, which was
also due to the fact that the same universities
and researchers from the Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Latvia and Italy were involved in
both projects. While PUREFOOD focused on
doing novel empirical and theoretical research, resulting in peer-reviewed articles and
book chapters and in PhD theses (Trenouth
and Tisenkopfs 2015; Cretella and Buenger
2016; Halliday and Barling 2018; Sonnino et al.
2014), FOODLINKS focused on making
scientific knowledge accessible and useful for
policymakers, civil society organisations and
other practitioners. This resulted in different
kinds of outputs, such as an action plan for
sustainable food procurement (Barling et al.
2013) and a guide for urban food strategies
(Moragues Faus et al 2013). As such FOODLINKS also marked the start of collaborating
with non-academic partners in international
research and innovation projects, something
we continued with in SUPURBFOOD and
ROBUST.
SUPURBFOOD also focused on urban food
provisioning and was carried out in seven
European city-regions: Rotterdam, Gent,
Bristol, Riga, Zurich, Rome and Vigo. Key
themes were: short food supply chains,
closing loops and cycles (circular economy)
and multifunctional and productive use of
urban and peri-urban space. Towards this end,
we partnered with SMEs involved in food
distribution and delivery, waste collection and
recycling and community collectives providing

food and other ecosystem services. Another
aspect to SUPURBFOOD was North-South
dialogue. While the call for proposals indicated
that lessons learned from research in Europe
should be transferred to the global South, we
opted for a different approach by starting to
ask what we in Europe could learn from
experiences in Asia, Africa and Latin-America
(and vice versa) and brought researchers, policymakers and SMEs from different continents
together in two interactive workshops to
exchange experiences. SUPURBFOOD
resulted in a variety of scientific papers (Koopmans et al. 2017; Reed at al. 2018; Swagemakers et al., 2018; Maye et al. 2021), but also in
policy and practitioner briefs.
The last project to highlight in this overview is
ROBUST, which is not a typical food project
like the other three but a more general project
on rural-urban relations. However, food was
one of the key themes in this project as it is
one of the prominent ways through which rural
and urban areas are connected. The main
themes were largely similar as those of
PUREFOOD and FOODLINKS, with ample

attention for connecting rural producers and
urban consumers through direct sales, for
localizing public food procurement and for
further developing urban and city region food
strategies (Arcuri et al. 2022).
In addition to EU-funded projects this second
research line was, like the first research line,
also shaped by different PhD projects, some
of which were part of the PUREFOOD project.
Constance (2017) studied two urban food
cooperatives in New Mexico (USA) and how
they framed local food, which also entailed an
exploration of rural-urban relations. Wegerif
(2017) undertook a detailed study of how Dar
es Salaam (Tanzania), one of the fastest
growing cities in the world, is provided with
food through a very heterogeneous and
dynamic network of peasant farmers, small
scale rural and urban food processors, traders
and transporters and formal and informal
vendors on streets and markets. Sulemana
(2016) carried out a critical analysis of
Ghana’s home grown school feeding program
and showed how the rules and regulations of
this program did not align with the practices

Acronym

Full title

Start-End

Website / Weblink

PUREFOOD

Urban, peri-urban and regional
food dynamics: towards an
integrated and territorial
approach to food

2010-2014

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/264719

FOODLINKS

Knowledge brokerage to
promote sustainable food
consumption and production:
linking scientists, policymakers
and civil society organisations

2011-2013

https://www.foodlinkscommunity.net
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/265287

SUPURBFOOD

Towards sustainable modes of
urban and peri-urban food
provisioning

2012-2015

http://www.supurbfood.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/312126

ROBUST

Rural-urban outlooks:
unlocking synergies

2017-2021

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/311778
https://rural-urban.eu/

Table 2. Overview of EU-funded projects on urban and city region food systems
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investigate other ideas around issues of, for
example, governance, markets, commons,
gender, and resistance. That said, our shared
identity as sociologists researching food,
comes less from shared theories (which are
diverse, though at times overlapping), and
more from our ways of working.
Based on interviews with RSO faculty working
on food topics, a RSO approach can be
loosely identified. The approach rotates
around normative entry points, everyday
worlds and practices, grounding in space and
place, alternatives and diverse economies,
activism and governing otherwise.

Normative starting point

Farmers market in the United States, photo by Petra Derkzen

and strategies of both the school food
caterers and the family farmers. Another PhD
thesis on school feeding was written by
Lozano Torres (2019) , who examined this for
the Brazilian city of Porto Alegre and analysed
how family farmers organised themselves in
cooperatives to deliver food to Porto Alegre’s
schools. PhD research on urban food strategies as part of the PUREFOOD program was
carried out by Cretella (2019) and Halliday
(2015). Other examples of PhD research
within this second research line include those
of Veen (2015) on community gardens in urban
areas in the Netherlands and of Sovova
(2020) on food self-provisioning and the
diverse food economies of urban gardeners in
Brno (Czechia).
The PhD projects and international collaborative food projects that have been carried out
in the past 20 years, the cases that we have
analysed, and sometimes studied over longer
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periods of time, the conceptual contributions
made on the basis of empirical (action)
research and the ways of working (in particular the shift from consortia of researchers to
collaborations between researchers, policymakers, SMEs and CSOs) have contributed
to the development of our approach to the
sociology of food, which we explain below.

Key elements of an RSO approach to
the sociology of food
At the start of the millennium, McMichael
(2000) remarked that that the power of food
as a force of resistance could be found in its
material and symbolic functions of linking
nature, human survival, health, culture and
livelihood. Indeed, this idea of food as a
powerful entry point to understanding,
resisting, and changing social-economic
and ecological pathways has served as a
motivation for many RSO scholars. Food is a
common entry point: an empirical object to

constituted’ (Jones and Murphy 2010:308).
For example, Jongerden works on self-constituting practices: how people create liveable
lives for themselves, often with others. Duncan
has researched how women’s food practices
are altered due to processes of land grabbing,
and focuses now on the practices of disagreement and convergence in food systems
governance. Sovova, de Vrieze and Morrow
explore, albeit in different contexts and ways,
diverse economies as bundles of social
practices, while Wiskerke researches differences and similarities in food provisioning
practices through international comparative
research.

A commitment to just transformation demands
a normative starting point. As researchers,
we tend to apply micro-sociological approaches, paying attention to expressions of food
provisioning that do not normally feature in
the academic literature and that seek to resist
conventional understandings or framings. We
all recognize food as intimately tied to culture
and values and reject interpretations which
restrict food to a commodity. Together, our
work speaks to the importance of diversity
and pluralism and to possibilities.

In studying practices, we note the importance
of autonomy in pushing alternatives or making
the less-visible more visible. We particularly
focus on those food worlds and food practices that often remain hidden and are easily
neglected in scientific research as they are
considered to be marginal and irrelevant, or
simply not mainstream enough to have a
significant meaning or impact. Yet, making the
hidden and neglected worlds and practices
visible and giving a voice to the ones that
often remain unheard, is a key feature of our
approach.

People’s everyday realities

Relational and socio-spatial approach

We tend to start with people in their everyday
worlds and work from there, whether it relates
to understanding how and why people grow
food (see the work of Sovova and de Vrieze),
or how people access and share food
(Morrow), how people organize to influence
food policies (see the work of Duncan), or to
shape their own futures apart from state and
market (Jongerden), or how they imagine their
future (see the work of Wiskerke). This focus
on the everyday world is often framed around
specific practices, or the ‘actions, processes,
relationships and contexts through which and
where the ordinary, real and everyday world is

Given the materiality of food, and the connection of food to place, be it through the ground
it is grown on, the forest it is foraged from, the
river it is harvested from, or the kitchen it is
prepared in, an understanding of a relational
sense of place is key to our approach. The
focus on the spatial revolves around how
relations are constructed and reconstructed in
and through space and place. Place can be
conceived as porous and integrating the local
and the global in a progressive way (Massey
1994). For Massey (1994:154), places are
processes, boundless, made of multiple,
sometimes conflicting identities and in
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continuous reproduction where ‘the specificity
[of a place] is not some long internalized
history but the fact that it is constructed out
of a particular constellation of social relations,
meeting and weaving together at a particular
locus’. Key to this understanding of place are
relations and geometries of power, suggesting
that power is not just a product of relations,
but ‘power itself has geography’ (Massey
2009:18).
This translates directly to the use of foodscapes. Foodscapes contain a physical
material quality and are often representative
of an individual and communities relationship
with food (Adema 2007). Foodscapes are
also interpreted as a process (Dolphijn
2004). This perspective especially comes
into play when utilizing participatory techniques where the concept of foodscapes is
used ‘to pinpoint the local everyday spaces
of food and eating in the lives of [the]
co-researchers’ (Brembeck and Johansson
2010:800), or identifying health-supporting
environments and social relations that
shapes our views on food (Brembeck et al.
2013). Further, applying the concept of
foodscapes allows for the interpretation of
environments that are ‘transformed ideologically and/or literally into food-centred
spaces’, highlighting the human-centred
component (Adema 2007:3), as well as
non-human dimensions and relations.
Affirming the importance of foodscapes to
our approach, we can point to the Foodscapes Cluster of the Centre for Space,
Place and Society (CSPS), of which RSO is
a founding member. The Foodscapes Cluster
brings together scholars who engage in the
study of food and its social, political, environmental and economic meanings shaped by
local contexts. It is in these local contexts
that promising alternatives can be identified,
studied and supported.
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Diverse economies and alternatives
Alternative food practices have been identified
as key to pathways for the development of
resilient socially and ecologically sustainable
food provisioning practices. These practices
have gained heightened visibility under the
umbrella of alternative food networks (AFNs).
We recognize that our ability to see and
imagine more sustainable food futures is both
enabled and constrained by the models and
methods we now use. This approach is
supported by a diverse economies framing
that functions as a conceptual tool that
encourages the identification of different food
provisioning practices and appraisal of their
roles in sustainable food futures from their
own terms. We refer to this as a diverse food
economies approach. In light of this, many of
us draw inspiration from Gibson-Graham’s
(2006: 70) utilization of the iceberg metaphor:
The idea is that we need to shift our perspective from the obvious, mainstream food
systems, to the multitude of food provisioning
practices ongoing, developing and emerging
from below the surface. This also relates to
the aforementioned characteristic of our way
of working, i.e. making the hidden visible and
giving a voice to the unheard and most-affected.
When applied, the diverse food economies
approach provide important insight into how
people provision food beyond the formal
market (in some form or function), including
how collectives of people come together to
try out alternative/different ways to access
food. From a diverse food economies perspective, it becomes clear that many food
practices are not economically determined.
Importantly, the diverse economies framework
(Gibson-Graham 2008) has supported
thinking on the diverse ways people create
livelihoods, and the (real and potential) role of
commons in the everyday practice and

Agricultural cooperation in Rome, photo by Han Wiskerke

governance of our food systems. For example,
work on food sharing and food waste considers formal to non-formal modes of governance to understand shared responsibility
(Morrow 2019) ). This approach has also
supported our thinking around circularity and
(Morrow and Davies 2021; Duncan and
Pascucci 2016) and regeneration (Duncan,
Wiskerke, and Carolan 2021), informing inputs
that aim to challenge dominant narratives
about how and why people provision food the
way they do.

movements. What distinguishes this work from
alternative practices is the more explicit focus
on resistance, analysing how resistance is
conceptualized and the developments of
categories of differentiations, but also resistance from a constructive position, such as
what is contrasted when people disagree and
an emphasis on the construction of other
worlds and practices. This work is, in some
ways, tied to thinking of the former RSO chair,
Jan Douwe van der Ploeg, and his work on
resistance of a third kind (van der Ploeg
2007).

Activism in different forms
With a trend towards researching alternatives
in specific places, it is perhaps not surprising
that there is also a focus on activism, and
even reflections on our own identities as
scholar-activists (Duncan et al. 2019)© 2019
The Author(s. This work has considered
micro-activism, as well as the work of local
and national movements, up to global activist

Governance and Policy
Innovations in food systems governance are
urgently needed to inspire action, mobilize
resources, manage complexity, and advance
alternatives. Such innovations are a key
component of transformations towards more
equitable food systems. Towards this end,
much of the work described above has been
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contextualised with a view towards improving
policy and governance of food systems at the
local, national and supra-national level. This
has happened through funded projects, but
also through consultancies and independent
efforts to translate our work for impact.

Future research agenda
The problems plaguing food systems are well
researched and well known. A growing global
population, growing inequity, and urbanization,
are all expected to contribute to a food
insecure future that risks jumping the guardrails of social and planetary boundaries. This
presents a complex and troubling challenge:
how can we support transformation towards
sustainable and just food systems? One thing
is clear: the objective of future food systems
can no longer be to simply maximize productivity. The main challenges ahead are not
technical, they are social, cultural and political;
and sociology has the potential to contribute
to addressing these challenges in meaningful
ways.
As sociologists researching and teaching
about food and food-related topics, we are
committed to ensuring that universities remain
spaces for dialogue, engagement, debate and
also visioning for just and sustainable food
futures. We see our research as contributing
to food system transformations and fostering
an environment where the specific context of
our intellectual labour and knowledge are
generated through the practice of thought and
the action towards the goals of equitable, and
just futures (Gopal 2021:889) .
Towards this end, we recognize the importance of devoting more attention to issues of
power and inequalities while also being aware
of intersectionalities in our work and beyond
(Morrow and Parker 2020; Duncan, Levkoe,
Moragues-Faus 2020). This extends to
identifying and naming structural inequalities
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that impact food practices and institutions, as
well as inequalities in terms of how people are
actually impacted by the food system so that
we do take inequality as a starting point to
understand connecting.
To identify, understand and support equality is
also to recognize and prioritize pluralism. We
have found that work on future visioning and
utopian thinking is an effective method
towards this end. Such visioning work is
actively supported by arts-based and creative
methodologies (Pearson et al. 2018; Wiskerke
and Verhoeven 2018), and we anticipate
continuing to develop and refine these
methods. We also recognize that while this
vision informs our work as a group, we are
certainly not the only ones holding such a
vision. We are committed continue to listen,
learn and foster collaboration to advance,
challenge and even adapt, our vision.
In terms of future questions and research, we
have the individual and collective tasks of
grappling with increased complexity and
societal fragmentation. For example: What
does it mean for our approaches and research
when we have historically positioned ourselves in solidarity with farmers who are now
protesting and resisting policies we assess as
important for sustainability? Looking back at
agrarian sociology in the 1990s, there was a
concerted focus on understanding diversity:
we need to understand this diversity and
different ways to make farming more sustainable. This was an important, but rather neutral
analytical position. Today, we have established
a more normative and collaborative research
agenda, but with a focus on alternative
approaches and resistance at the margins.

to explore the ‘thrown-togetherness’ of place
(a particular locus) with a view towards
sense-making. Yet, to complement this
place-based approach, there are efforts to
expand beyond place to space. The spatial
helps us to talk about relations that stretch
out, beyond the geographical boundaries of a
city region, exploring assemblages of actors,
practices, flavours and materiality. Applying
such an approach helps us to emphasize the
concept of relations and connections. More
over the relations we focus on are also part of
the networks we research and participate in.

Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in.
With these words in mind, we will continue to
seek out the cracks and ring the bells to
advance more just and sustainable food
futures.
Acknowledgements: We want to acknowledge and thank
our colleagues for their ongoing intellectual engagement
and contributions.
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The Netherlands witnessed in the 1990’s the
emergence of novel expressions of collective
action among farmers. Building upon a rich
tradition of agricultural cooperativism as well
as outcomes of regional farming style
research, these novel forms of collective
action aimed initially especially for more
farmer friendly agri-environmental and nature
policy measures. Sometimes their emergence
is closely interwoven with resistance against
public policy initiatives that anticipated the
complete abandoning of farming from areas
with high nature values. The latter as part of
an emerging spatial planning philosophy that
aspired to concentrate agricultural activity in
areas with most favourable ecological
conditions, whereas in so-called less favourable rural areas preservation of nature values
would get priority by completely blocking
agricultural development prospects and
out-buying of farmers. In other regions
agri-environmental cooperatives opposed
primarily the shortcomings of overly generic
agri-environmental policy measures. In short,
agri-environmental cooperatives did emerge
first and foremost as expressions of resistance against – in farmers’ eyes- unfavourable
policy interventions. As farmer-led counter-movements and what rural governance
scholars framed as ‘scale-jumping’, these new
expressions of cooperativism increasingly

succeeded to mobilize policy support at
different levels and to renegotiate farming
futures by creating extra space for more tailor
made and stimulating agri-environmental
measures. Maybe not surprisingly, such
agri-environmental cooperatives emerged
particularly in regions that struggled mostly
with agricultural modernisation logics.1 Most
successful ones succeeded to align self-interest with wider agricultural, rural and food
policy concerns, e.g. by gradually incorporating and/or initiating other rural development
activities as green care or green education,
short chain food development, sustainable
energy production or the promotion of rural
tourism and leisure. Their key features, drivers,
prospects, challenges and wider societal
impact have been studied by our RSO group
within various national and European research
projects and subject of publications.2 In
general their outcomes point at positive
impacts from various theoretical angles as
policy-practice interfaces, territory based
collaboration, territorial capital assets building,
rural web formation and regional rural-urban
synergies. As such agri-environmental
cooperatives might have developed into
meaningful representatives of wider rural
interests, as also manifested in participation in
policy pilots that further explore their self-governance potential within Europe’s Farm to Fork

Villarreal Herrera, G. (2017). Sustaining dairy. PhD
thesis, Wageningen University.
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Rethinking and Reimagining Urban
Food Economies
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and wider greening aspirations. In sum, these
are intriguing rural change actors that
continue to fully deserve rural scholarly
attention and support. Be it as disruptive or
transformative forces, as part of transition
theory inspired approaches, or promising
arrangements within multi-level governance
theorizing.

I believe that research can do more than
describe and critique what already exists but
also contribute to the co-creation of more just
and sustainable futures. My research is concerned with grassroots sustainability innovations that endeavor to make urban food
economies more collective, equitable, and
shared. I approach these practices from the
theoretical perspective of diverse economies,
care, and the commons. These concerns have
led me to examine a diverse range of topics at
multiple urban scales ranging from everyday
and gendered practices of food self-provisioning; to food sharing, food waste, and community composting; to community gardening and
urban agriculture; to circular agri-food systems
and urban food policies. What unites these
topics is not simply a focus on food and the
city, but my particular approach which is both
critical and reparative, and sensitive to dynamics of creativity and power in grassroots
sustainability innovations. I have had the joy of
working with community food initiatives in
Boston, New York, Berlin, and more recently
Amsterdam.

But what does this actually look like, how
do I go about it, and how did I arrive here ?
I began my PhD in geography with an interest
in gender and diverse economies, but without
a clearly defined research topic. In the U.S. a
PhD takes a bit longer, and with three years of
required course work I had time to explore a
number of research topics and sub-disciplines
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before I began my field work. I knew that I
wanted to conduct long term, participatory,
and careful research in a place I felt connected to. I also knew what types of theories and
concepts excited me – these tended to more
feminist, post-structural, interested everyday
life as a site of politics and possibility, and
committed to social justice and transformation.
I found my conceptual home and community in
feminist geography, and a particular strand of
post-structural feminist economic geography
being woven by J.K. Gibson-Graham and the
community economies collective. Rather than
viewing the economy as a monolithic structure
that is imposed on us and driven by logics of
growth, capitalism, and so on - this group of
scholar-activists take an anti-essentialist
approach to the multiple economies we make
and remake each day in ethical negotiation
with all of the (human and more-than-human)
actors we are interdependent with. Using the
metaphor of the economy as iceberg, they
urge researchers, activist, and policy makers
to look beyond the tip of the iceberg (e.g.
gross domestic product, monetary exchanges,
waged labor, capitalist enterprise), and
appreciate the abundant and diverse activities
happening below the water line that contribute
to the well-being of people and planet. From
this vantage familiar (but often static) concepts like class, the market, and enterprise are
broken down into more open categories that
facilitate the recognition and appreciation of
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Boston, where urban agriculture was being
debated and reframed as an economic growth
strategy, rather than a livelihood strategy. I sat
in dozens of backyards, held chickens,
admired the dancing of bees, shared meals,
attended foraging, garden tours, and bee hive
tours, and participated in countless workshops organized by the Urban Homesteaders
League (a skill sharing community founded by
the social practice artist Lisa Gross). I also
organized and supported several community
food initiatives who were trying to work out
more collective and cooperative ways of food
provisioning. In collaboration with the League
of Urban Canners I conducted participatory
mapping to uncover the urban food commons,
knocked on doors to glean backyard fruit for
community food preservation, and harvest and
processed tons of fruit into jam. In collaboration with the humans and microbes I fermented food in home and community settings. And
I interviewed people about these experiences.
Composting, photo by Oona Morrow

economic diversity, local assets, and the too
often hidden and undervalued labors of care
and commoning.
Going into the field for me meant staying
home in Somerville, Massachusetts (a once
affordable inner suburb of Boston) and
observing what was happening around me in
terms of gender and diverse economies. It
turned out that there was an incredible
amount of non-market, cooperative, and
commons based activities happening around
food provisioning, in domestic and community
spaces, and that gender (as well as race and
class) played an important role in how these
activities unfolded. I conducted ethnographic
and action research with households and
community food initiatives involved in self-provisioning, urban homesteading, and urban
agriculture. I attended zoning meetings in
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My interest in the convivial and shared aspect
of food provisioning eventually brought me to
Dublin Ireland, where I joined a team of
researchers exploring the sustainability
potential of urban food sharing. Inspired by
the diverse economies framework, we
developed a crowdsourced database and map
to “make visible” the economic diversity of
food sharing in 100 different cities. Through
ethnographic research with community food
initiatives in Berlin and New York City I dug
deeper into my core concerns with diverse
economies, care, and commoning. I became
fascinated with the legal and regulatory
frameworks that shape these practices,
especially around notions of risk. I spoke with
food safety officers and food sharers who
cared deeply about these risks. I rescued,
carried, distributed, gifted, shared, prepared,
cooked, and consumed tons of “food waste”.
I sat in communal gardens and kitchens and
spoke with people. And I fell in love with

compost, and community composting in
particular.

in Food Systems.” Eds. M. Hasanov and M.
Kneafsey
Morrow, O., & Martin, D. G. (2019). Unbundling

At the Rural Sociology Group I have continued
my research agenda on diverse economies
and urban food commons, and developed a
new research agenda on careful circularity
which explores the potential for constructing
circuits of care and solidarity rather than
merely closing loops in the circular economy
transition. I work on these topics together with
students and in participatory research on
grassroots circular food innovations in
Amsterdam. I’m supported in this work by a
web of scholars, activists, institutes, and
importantly artists who help me to not only
think but also to dream by prototyping social
innovations and possible futures in food
provisioning, commoning, circularity, and
diverse economies.
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Eds. A. Roberts and J. Elias. Handbook of
International Political Economy of Gender.
Edward Elgar Publishers.
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Artists, Activists & Initiatives who have inspired this

Just Food https://www.justfood.org/

work

Kate Rich & Feral Trade http://bureauit.org/data/krcv/

596 Acres, https://596acres.org/

Kathrin Bohm & Company Drinks https://

Brave New Alps https://www.brave-new-alps.com/
Casco https://casco.art/ & The Traveling Farm

companydrinks.info/
League of Urban Canners http://emilydirsh.github.io/

Museum of Forgotten Skills https://tfmdepot.
hotglue.me/

leagueofurbancanners_design/
Lisa Gross & The Urban Homesteaders League

Cascoland http://cascoland.com/#/

https://www.meetup.com/Urban-Homesteaders-

Community Economies Institute https://www.

League/ & The League of Kitchens https://www.

communityeconomies.org/about/communityeconomies-institute

leagueofkitchens.com/about-us
Mary Mattingly & SWALE https://marymattingly.com/

Community Economies Research Network https://

html/MATTINGLYSwale.html

www.communityeconomies.org/about/ce-

Mundraub https://mundraub.org/

research-network-cern

My Villages https://www.myvillages.org/

CSPS foosdscapes cluster https://

NYC Compost Project https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/

centreforspaceplacesociety.com/foodscapes/

dsny/site/our-work/reduce-reuse-recycle/

Debbie Ullman http://www.nycompostbox.com/about

community-composting , especially folks at Red

Design Studio for Social Intervention & Public

Hook Community Farm, Earth Matter, BIG reuse,

Kitchen https://www.ds4si.org/creativity-labs//
public-kitchen

and the Lower East Side Ecology Center
Pascale Gatzen & the Linen Project https://

Dutch Degrowth Platform https://ontgroei.degrowth.
net/

Urban Gardens as Alternative
Economic Spaces

thelinenproject.online/
Somerville Yogurt Making Coop https://

Food Sharing DE https://foodsharing.de/

somervilleyogurtmakingcoop.wordpress.com/

Himmel Beet https://himmelbeet.de/ , and

Uber den Tellerrand https://ueberdentellerrand.org/

My doctoral research explored the role of
urban gardens in people’s food provisioning
practices, framing them as spaces of diverse
food economies operating largely outside the
market. In order to understand how gardens
work as food sources, I observed the food
provisioning practices of 27 households
involved in gardening in Brno, Czechia,
throughout a period of one year. The research
contributes to the broader discussion about
sustainable ways of food production and
consumption, alternative food networks and
urban agriculture.

community gardens all over Berlin

Urban gardening in the Czech Republic, photo by Markéta Tichá
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Research on sustainable food systems is
often biased towards initiatives embedded in
market relationships (Rosol 2020). The
literature on urban gardening in the global
North mostly focuses on a specific kind of this
practice (community gardens) and discusses
the multiple non-productive functions of these
spaces, such as community building (Veen et
al. 2016), place-making (Koopmans et al. 2017)
and urban environment improvement (Timpe
et al. 2016). Other work investigates urban
gardens as activist spaces, questioning the
status quo of neoliberal urbanism (McClintock
2014, Tornaghi 2017). This literature recognizes the potential of urban gardens to contribute to localised and sustainable food
provisioning (Kosnik 2018). Nonetheless,
actual data on food self-provisioning (FSP) in
urban areas of the global North remains
insufficient (Taylor and Lovell 2013).

Furthermore, some geographical areas seem
to be excluded from the debate. FSP is
widespread in the post-socialist countries of
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), where half
the people grow some of their own food,
compared to one in ten in Western European
countries (Alber and Kohler 2008). Despite
this potential, lessons from CEE have only
recently begun appearing in the literature on
urban gardening and alternative food networks. The discrepancy can be explained by
an unequal geography of knowledge production, in which CEE rarely figures as a source of
original knowledge (Jehlička 2021). In light of
the failed experiment of state socialism, CEE
countries tend to be regarded as underdeveloped and needing to catch up with the West
(Kuus 2004, Müller 2019). This transition
discourse results in the framing of local
informal economies (such as FSP and informal
food sharing) as remnants of the past that will
be eventually replaced by the market economy (Acheson 2008, Alber and Kohler 2008).
In this context, my research adds to emancipatory works showing the relevance of these
traditional practices for sustainable food
provisioning (Mincyte 2012, Goszczyński et al.,
2019, Jehlička et al 2020).
My theoretical approach is further inspired by
the diverse economies framework (Gibson-Graham 2008), which points out that
economic practices are not limited to capitalist markets and monetised transactions, and
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which calls attention to alternative, non-market and informal economies. This approach is
being increasingly adopted in the study of
sustainable food provisioning, which recognizes the importance of economic arrangements
fostering social justice and environmental
wellbeing (Rosol 2020). It is also particularly
pertinent for the post-socialist context,
seemingly caught between the gloomy
heritage of state socialism and the sweeping
neo-liberalisation of the last three decades.
Recent surveys show that the proportion of
Czechs involved in FSP remains steady at
around 40% of the population, spread equally
across income groups and educational levels
(Smith and Jehlička 2013, Jehlička and Daněk
2017, Sovová et al 2021). Unpacking these
statistics, my research assessed the role of
FSP in terms of the quantity of food produced
as well as its position within broader food
provisioning practices and the diverse
economic arrangements they constitute.
Inspired by the perspective of social metabolism (González de Molina and Toledo 2014,
Burger Chakraborty et al. 2016), I used food
logs to monitor the flows of fruits and
vegetables entering and leaving respondents’
households. These flows were categorised
according to the type of economic arrangement employed, namely non-market, alternative-market or market. Borrowing from social
practice theory (Reckwitz 2002, Shove et al.
2012), I further investigated the meanings and
competences these material flows entailed.
The fieldwork consisted of four rounds of data
collection of one month spread over the course
of a year. During each round, respondents
recorded fruits and vegetables they produced
at their gardens or obtained from other
sources. In addition to the amount, type and
source of food, they also kept track of the use
of these foods (own consumption, preserving,
sharing or other forms of distribution).
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The purpose of the multi-staged research
design was to observe seasonal variations and
build theory gradually with the respondents’
participation, accompanying the quantitative
accounts with a qualitative understanding of
their food provisioning practices.
The results reveal complex interactions
between gardens, other food sources, respondents’ eating habits and dietary preferences. FSP plays a central role in gardeners’ food
provisioning practices. The gardens provide a
significant amount of food, covering on average
one-third of fruits and vegetables consumed in
gardeners’ households – results that are
consistent with a national survey using
self-reporting (Sovová et al. 2021). In addition,
respondents’ experience as producers was
found to shape their food provisioning practices beyond FSP. Home-grown food is seen as
the best in terms of taste, freshness and
transparent origin. This creates a hierarchy of
food sources, in which FSP and other non-market and semi-formal food provisioning practices
(e.g. receiving home-grown foods from family
and friends, foraging or buying directly from
producers) are preferred over shopping for
food in conventional venues.
Alternative food networks typically associated
with conscious consumerism (community
supported agriculture, farmers’ markets,
organic food shops) were marginal in respondents’ shopping practices. Instead, food was
provisioned from a number of diverse (market
and non-market) channels in which social
relations merged with environmental considerations and subjective notions of food quality.
The centrality of FSP in these practices also
resulted in strong seasonal patterns in both
food sources and diets.
None of the respondents aimed to be fully
self-sufficient, nor did they grow their own
food to save money. Instead, they saw

gardening first and foremost as a hobby. The
link of this way of food provisioning to leisure,
fulfilment and, broadly speaking, gardeners’
identities, strengthened the position of FSP in
their food provisioning practices. Similarly,
other informal and semi-formal food practices
were often grounded in social relations, such
as visiting family and acquaintances in the
countryside. Gardeners’ food practices also
contributed to the fostering of social relations
when, for instance, they shared home-grown
food with others, a practice that was popular
in the majority of respondent households.
Indeed, FSP is a generous practice in which
the joy of sharing and appreciation of homegrown food prevails over expectations of
reciprocity or economic considerations, as
also documented by Daněk and Jehlička
(2017) and Pottinger (2018).

provisioning need to look beyond market
venues and people’s roles as consumers.
The search for future-proof urban food
systems cannot be restricted to environmentally-minded affluent Westerners but it needs
to consider everyday practices already
existing in diverse contexts. There is a
plethora of under-researched, informal food
practices whose potential for sustainable
provisioning, diverse economic arrangements
and mutually beneficial human-nature relations
merit further investigation.
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Examining urban agriculture projects in
Rotterdam between 2008 and 2018, my
research looks at the practice of urban food
planning, its strategies, the actors involved
and their roles and relations. Central to the
research is the observation that in Western
European society today, the increased
participation of civic initiatives confronts
planning with challenges related to governance, decision-making and representation.
Sustainable urban food planning can be seen
as a laboratory for planning concepts that
deal with these challenges.
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future when including multiple actors and stakeholders with a variety of frames and perspectives on sustainable food systems? How are
different actors, their respective roles and
action perspectives included in the decision-
making process? What is the role of the planning practitioner in this, and what is the role of
governmental planning at different levels?

The purpose of my research is to investigate
which conceptualisations of planning are
relevant when 1) planning in and for a pluralistic, participative society and 2) planning for
sustainable goals related to an unknown
future. As there is no consensus in the
planning field on what planning is or what it
should do, conceptualisations of planning can
range widely, from systems planning to
advocacy planning and from collaborative to
complexity planning. I work with a primary
hypothesis that these concepts of planning
are complementary rather than mutually
exclusive and that in a complex, pluralistic
society, different concepts of planning can be
relevant in different circumstances.

The research is informed by my own position
as a practitioner. Undertaking a professional
PhD as an external researcher at RSO allows
me to reflect upon and put in perspective my
personal experiences in the field of spatial
planning and design. Fifteen years of experience with promoting, researching, designing,
planning and practicing urban food production
in Rotterdam left me (and colleagues from the
field) with many ideas and hypotheses on what
municipal planners and urban food initiatives
should and should not do when planning urban
food production. Can municipal planning
include the initiatives of societal actors (like
myself and fellow urban farmers and activists)
in their planning agenda? Would it be possible
to do this in a way that respects the diverse
world views of these actors? And can societal
actors themselves operate in a way that aligns
them with governmental planning agendas
without losing sight of their own goals?

The main research questions are as follows:
What concepts of planning are effective in
spatial planning for a common sustainable

Civic urban food initiatives represent a
diversity of approaches to what a sustainable
food system should be and how planning can
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contribute, but planners at different government levels struggle to facilitate and include
these initiatives and their diverse approaches
in their planning efforts. This has become
apparent in Rotterdam but is also exemplary
of a more general gap between bottom-up
societal initiatives and top-down governmental
planning in the Netherlands. Through a study
of the Rotterdam urban agriculture movement
– and taking the role of participant-observer
– I examine this gap and address the questions above.
The case study of Rotterdam considers
projects in which urban food production has
been realised and focuses on the people
involved in the planning process and their
agendas and strategies, with a special
emphasis on spatial planning. To avoid any
bias due to my personal involvement in the
object of study, I use a range of sources,
including grey literature and interviews with
different planners and societal actors. In terms
of method, I combine this sociological
approach with plan analyses (of the projects)
Urban garden in Rotterdam, photo by Paul de Graaf

derived from the discipline of urban planning.
In combining different sources and methods
from different disciplines, I try to incorporate
the views of different actors and gain a more
complete picture of what has happened
during these past years and what lessons can
be learnt for planners and urban food initiatives.
While the PhD is designed as a retrospective,
transdisciplinary case study, it inevitably
involves and interacts with my own practice as
a designer/planner and, more recently, urban
food forester. Interviewing planners about
their ideas and influences and writing down
their accounts of events has already provided
insights that are informing my current work in
urban agriculture and food forestry (including
advocacy, design and realisation). Although
this can sometimes be problematic, the
meeting of practical experience with academic and applied research is developing a
relevant knowledge base. A professional PhD
makes knowledge from practice available to
academic research and offers a place of
reflection to practitioners.

Dignity in the Context of Food Aid

Overcoming poverty is not a gesture of
charity. It is an act of justice. It is the
protection of a fundamental human right,
the right to dignity and a decent life. Nelson
Mandela, February 2005 (Nelson Mandela
Foundation, 2018)
This quotation captures what motivates me to
do my research. While it is from a speech
concerning poverty in South Africa (a different
context than the European high-income
countries I focus on), where ‘overcoming
poverty’ mainly points to structural causes
(rather than short-term responses to immediate needs for food), Nelson Mandela underlines the crucial role dignity plays in
overcoming poverty, a key message that also
applies to my research. I am engaged in
critical debates about food aid in high-income
countries, with a specific focus on the dignity
of recipients. What do dignity and a decent life
mean when we talk about overcoming food
poverty in high-income countries? How is the
dignity of recipients violated and protected by
the way food aid is performed?
Since the end of the twentieth century,
scholars have criticized a framing of food
insecurity in rich countries in terms of charity
and privatised welfare, an approach reinforced
by foodbanks (Poppendieck, 1998; Riches &
Silvasti, 2014). Foodbanks typically hand out
food parcels of donated and surplus food to
people experiencing food poverty by means of
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charity mechanisms. Riches (2011) argues that
the social construction of hunger as a matter
of charity reinforces public attitudes of food
insecurity as an individual or family problem
rather than a structural or human-rights issue.
Other critiques focus on the use of food
reclamation in response to food insecurity,
highlighting the failure to meet recipients’
needs for nutritional value and culturally
appropriate food. Research reflecting
recipients’ perspectives on receiving food aid
from foodbanks shows that feelings of shame,
gratitude and anger appear in relation to the
food provided, the interaction with volunteers
and other material and physical aspects
emphasising their positioning in a social
hierarchy (Garthwaite, 2016; Van der Horst et
al., 2014).
Against the backdrop of these critiques of
common ways of doing charitable food aid in
high-income countries, the provision of
emergency food assistance is changing.
Within the last decade, several foodbanks
have changed their format, and new third
sector initiatives have emerged aiming to
provide food in a non-stigmatizing, dignified
way (Wakefield et al. 2012, Vissing et al. 2017).
These alternative forms of food provision
cover a wide diversity of practices tailored to
specific needs of food insecure people. They
vary in their regulatory controls, eligibility
processes, degree of individualized care,
reliance on surplus food or donations and
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consumers and relieves them from expectations to perform gratefulness as a receiver of
a charitable gift. Product choice, acts of
paying and appropriate food are recognised
as enabling people to move away from identifying as food aid receivers, an effect that was
amplified by performances of care by employees and volunteers. The people working at this
social grocery care about creating a pleasant
customer experience at the shop, as highlighted by their statement that ‘the customer is
king’. To grasp the importance of such acts of
care and further understand the significance
of staging consumer culture in the context of
food aid for the dignity of recipients, I decided
to research the performance of another food
aid organization that had adopted a shop
setting in the context of charity.

My first case study offers a detailed analysis
of one such social grocery in Belgium that
attempts to elude the power inequalities and
negative social and emotional impacts of
charitable giving through staging consumer
culture (Andriessen et al., 2020). This is
executed by treating recipients as customers
in a setting that supports performances of
product choice and acts of paying, with
organisers aiming to provide appropriate food.
Based on the perspectives of recipients at this
social grocery, I found that this does indeed
provide a potential model for maintaining the
dignity of food aid receivers.

The second case in my PhD project nuances a
notion that shifting from foodbanks to social
groceries necessarily results in more dignified
experiences. It shows that the impact of the
supermarket models depends on the specific
market created by the actors at the food aid
organisation. At a social grocery in the Netherlands, there appeared to be a thin line between
enabling food insecure people to perform as
customers and a didactic aim of teaching
them ‘how to deal with money’. Moreover,
market performances turned out to be fragile
at this social grocery. Volunteers and customers repeatedly pointed out the charitable
origin of the budget, denying recipients’
autonomy over their personal budget and
making market exchanges and thus market
performance unplayable.

Ethnographic insights show how market
interactions help to conceal the charitable
giving. For example, while the low prices of the
food sold in this social grocery are the result
of monetary donations, observations and
interviews reveal that the act of paying
creates an emphasis on recipients’ identity as

Such contested market performances reinforce a moral maze in a context where moral
judgements are key to respectful social interactions. Whereas in one interaction, optimal
budget spending was understood as appropriate behaviour for a financially responsible
market actor and promoted as a sign of being

Food aid, photo by Thirza Andriessen

other features (Wakefield et al. 2012, Booth et
al. 2018).
One trend in Europe concerning transformations in the provision of food aid is an aim to
enable food insecure people to perform
common practices associated with consumer
societies, such as choosing products and
paying for goods. In my research, I refer to this
as ‘the consumption logic’. It reflects an aim for
dignity protection on the basis that consumption is integral to a person’s identity and status.
Food aid initiatives performed with a consumption logic often resemble a shop setting, with
shopping trolleys, shelves, shopping lanes,
refrigerators and a checkout (Andriessen et al.,
2020; McNaughton et al., 2021). These
initiatives follow what has been dubbed the
‘Social Supermarket Model’ (SSM) (Hebinck et
al., 2018; Saxena and Tornaghi, 2018). The
impact of these social groceries on recipients’
dignity is under-investigated, however.
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‘in need of food aid’, in another interaction,
the same behaviour was disapproved of as a
‘greedy’ or ‘ungrateful’ response to the charitable gift. These shifting moralities contributed
to an environment in which it became very
difficult for food-aid receivers to adequately
meet the social norms of a charity or the
market, possibly harming their dignity (Killmister, 2017).
In the remaining years of my PhD project,
I will further investigate the diverse and
context-specific ways in which this consumption logic is performed and how it affects the
dignity of food aid recipients. My next case
concerns a new initiative in Rotterdam that
enables food aid receivers to shop at general
supermarkets using a credit card with a
weekly budget (donated).
Besides the consumption logic as an approach towards dignity in food aid, there are
other logics embedded in the diverse aims
and practices of food aid. For instance, some
non-market models aim for dignity protection
through an ethic of solidarity in food poverty
as a social problem rather than an individual
one and in a shared goal of food system
change, such as food not bombs (Parson,
2014) and food sharing (Morrow, 2019). Other
initiatives try to empower food aid recipients
by means of education and skill development,
identifying recipients as ‘agents who have useful “skills,” “experience” and “talents”’ (Smith
and Harvey, 2021).
In addition to investigating the impact of
shopping practices in the context of food aid,
I will research other models of food aid and
how these relate to the dignity of recipients.
Future research in this area should contribute
to these insights and further investigate how
different ways of food aid can meet different
needs for different people. This will not only
be relevant in the context of food aid as it
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touches more generally on the essential role
of foodways to develop and perform customs
and social norms that are important for our
dignity, something we should not underestimate in its power to live a decent life.
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There is little doubt of the need for urgent
transitions towards more just and sustainable
systems. For almost two decades, my research
focused on understanding how food systems
are governed, and how people participate in
these governance processes, with a view
towards improved sustainability. Here, I outline
my future research agenda for a sociology of
the Politics of Sustainable Food Systems.
Within this domain, I focus on three inter-related fields of inquiry:
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These fields of inquiry come together by
researching relations between food system
actors in food policy processes, as well as
the governance mechanisms used to organize
participation. This allows for empirically rich
and theoretically novel contributions, as well
as practical applications. In what follows,
I summarize these three fields of inquiry
before discussing the role that serious games
can play in advancing this research agenda.
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The future is participatory: stakeholder engagement
There is broad agreement that participation of
diverse actors is key to the development of
legitimate policies. In practice, this has been
made visible in the proliferation of multi-stake-

holder processes (MSPs) devoted to bringing
diverse perspectives together to inform and
improve food policy at the local, national,
regional and international levels. While form
and function of MSPs vary widely, they all
recognise stakeholder interests are diverse,
stakes are high, and opportunities exist to
impact policy (Brouwer et al. 2013). One of
my ambitions is to better understand how
power relations between food system actors,
particularly within governance processes, are
understood and can be better addressed in an
equitable way through, for example, the design
of improved processes and implementation of
the most-affected principle (Canfield, Duncan,
and Claeys 2021; Duncan and Claeys 2018).
It is important to note that this work moves
beyond looking into exclusion – being in or out
– to understand how to act effectively when
included, and hence how to organise more
effective multistakeholder governance.
The organization of multistakeholder processes is an exercise in power (Boström and
Hallström 2013).This has led food social
movements and others to raise questions that
have not been adequately addressed in the
academic literature, or in practice, such as:
•	How can governance processes ensure
adequate diversity of participants?
•	How can participation processes take into
account different impacts? (Claeys and
Duncan 2019)
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These questions, if adequately addressed and
implemented, have the potential to increase
the diversity of perspectives informing food
systems governance. But this is also likely to
result in increased disagreement: a so-called
‘participation-disagreement paradox’.

Participation-disagreement paradox:
Agreeing to Disagree
When it comes to food systems, disagreements are all but unavoidable. In this context,
disagreement does not denote general misunderstandings, but rather about the assumed
arrangement of things (Rancière 1998). Yet,
efforts to reduce or diminish such disagreements often weaken political practice by
failing to challenge not only path-dependencies, but also patterns of subordination and
power that limit transformational potential
(Duncan and Claeys 2018; Mouffe 2005).
More importantly for this research, disagreement can be transformative when actors
experience a change in their role perceptions
(Sørensen 2014), and when changes among
actors (power) relations are induced (Rossi,
Bui, and Marsden 2019; Turner et al. 2020).
But how to design governance processes that
can make space for disagreement without
de-railing governance processes is less clear.
Governance theory has broadly overlooked
the role of disagreement in coordination
processes, or view them as a disruptive force
that must be modified or neutralized(Sørensen
2014). Yet, theories of the post-political argue
that the democratic potential of contemporary
governance processes is threatened by
efforts to directly or indirectly, avoid disagreement(Swyngedouw 2011). In so doing, governance processes tend to silence more radical
voices (often those most affected), prioritizing
instead actors willing to ‘play along’. This
serves to reinforce dominant agendas and the
status quo (Rancière 1998). To address this,
the theories call for the recognition and
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acceptance of disagreement and there is
promising research pointing to the potential of
conflict for governance (Gaitán-Cremaschi et
al. 2019; Skrimizea et al. 2020). But this
research is less concrete on how this might
work in practice. We lack of translatable
principles, mechanisms, examples and
evidence on how to manage disagreements
productively.
To study governance processes, and problematize disagreements therein, I make use of
theories of politics, which centre around three
concepts:
•	
Politics (la politique) refers to the assemblage of practices, discourses, and
institutions which function to provide a
certain order: it is what organises human
coexistence.
•	The political (le politique) refers to dimensions of antagonism inherent in human
society.
•	The post-political refers to processes
(explicit or implicit) of eliminating the
political from politics.
From this conceptual starting point, theories
of politics provide a robust analytical framework by distinguishing between the political
and politics or policy- making (i.e. the interplay
of social, political and other power relations in
shaping everyday policies and procedures
within instituted organisational orders)
(Duncan 2016; Mouffe 2005; Swyngedouw
2011).
In terms of theorization, I am interested in
expanding understanding of practices of deand re-politicisation in food policy processes,
particularly with regards to sustainable food
system transition. My interest stems from a
point of contention in the literature, where
some scholars critique participation in policy
for being de-politicising (Swyngedouw 2005),
while others argue participation can play a

(re-)politicising role (Duncan 2016; Duncan and
Claeys 2018).
My research shows that practices of participation can be de-politicising and/or re-politicising.
In turn, research into practice of de- and
re-politicisation can provide insight into how
to re-organise policy processes to reflect a
broader range of values and ambitions. Such
an approach opens up space for better
analysing the relations between transformations of the food system and other processes
of social change.

Policy integration
There is an emerging consensus that policy
integration is fundamental for food system
transition. Policy integration refers to strategies that aim to coordinate coherent policy
goals and consistent policy means across
diverse but related sectors to produce policy
outcomes capable of addressing complex
problems. Integrating food policies thus
involves aligning food system goals and
policies horizontally (e.g., across municipal
departments, themes, local stakeholders) and
vertically (local, regional, national, supranational). This applies not only to policy
content, but also to policy processes.

the evidence base and best practices for
creating and implementing integrated policies
vertically and horizontally.
My primary interest in food policy integration
relates to the practices related to the various
conflicts and trade-offs that integration
implies. Developing an integrated policy will
necessitate taking difficult decisions that will
almost certainly impact some aspect of the
food system negatively and others positively,
and hence include trade-offs. This creates a
clear analytic link to theories of politics and
disagreement.

Conclusion
Food systems transformations require more
integrated, diverse, inclusive, just and radical
approaches. A sociological approach that take
stakeholder participation, disagreement and
policy integration as key for transformations
towards sustainable food system, has the
potential to increase our capacity to deal with
complex problems and processes to advance
just and sustainable food systems for all.
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On Meaningful Diversity: Past, present and future
of Wageningen rural sociology reflects on
75 years of rural sociology at Wageningen
University, the Netherlands. This anniversary book
provides a kaleidoscopic overview of the exciting
diversity and theoretical depth of the work of the
Rural Sociology Group. In addition to introducing
key concepts and research approaches, and
discussing how these have evolved over time,
the book also provides an up-to-date overview
of current studies and future agendas. Taken
together, the contributions to this book highlight
the defining characteristics of the Wageningen
rural sociology approach: people’s everyday
realities as located in time and space, the
investigation of meaningful diversity through
empirical and comparative research, and an
emphasis on the critical and engaged positioning
of the researcher. A timely contribution to the
disciplinary literature, this book is a must-read for
anyone interested in the history and current
issues in rural sociology and the challenges it is
taking up in the 21st century.
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